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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

ZILPHIA HORTON, A VOICE FOR CHANGE
This dissertation examines the role of Zilphia Horton (1910-1956) in helping to
establish the use of music as a powerful tool to unify and train groups involved in social
reform at seminars led by Highlander Folk School. In engaging in what has been termed
the “mobilization of music,” Mrs. Horton was active in labor disputes, training seminars
in the United States and Canada, and the formation of women’s union auxiliaries from
1935 until 1956. The study uses correspondence written by Horton to her husband,
Myles Horton; business letters to labor union officials and contributors to songsters; and
writings revealing her methodology for compiling songsters, all of which are found in the
Tennessee State Library and Archives and the Wisconsin Historical Society archives.
The study will demonstrate the way in which Horton used music on picket lines and
seminars by drawing on a long-standing tradition of using contrafacta applied to
Appalachian music, hymns, spirituals, and other folk musics of the United States. Her
use of traditional folk song and dance also created unity in groups that visited Highlander
Folk School. Horton established a tradition of folksong as protest music that influenced
the methodology of later music directors at Highlander Folk School, particularly the use
of music for social reform during the Civil Rights Movement of the late 1950s and early
1960s.
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Study, Sources, and Methodology

Zilphia Horton (1910-1956) greatly influenced the development of the use of
music for social reform in the twentieth century. As the first music director of
Highlander Folk School, founded in 1932, her untiring efforts to collect and adapt songs
that would serve as a unifying force for workers involved in labor union rallies, pickets,
and meetings not only established this practice in all of Highlander Folk School’s
workshops, but also helped to establish a precedent of group singing in the face of
oppression that carried into the Civil Rights conflict of the 1950s and1960s. Beginning
bled music, dancing, and drama with labor union members throughout the country for
more than twenty years, and turned her attention to the issue of segregation as early as
1943.
In the past two decades, a number of musicologists have focused their research
efforts on this use of music for social reform, particularly regarding the galvanizing effect
music had on the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and ‘60s. Many of these scholars,
including Ron Eyerman, Andrew Jamison, Robert Cantwell, and Aimee Isgrig Horton,
have found the early efforts of Highlander Folk School, a unique center for training
individuals who later were to become leaders in efforts for social change, fertile ground
for studies of how music and socio-political change can function symbiotically in a
positive way.
Horton’s work in this area followed a well-established precedent. The
appropriation of song, instrumental music, and dance that reflected preindustrial, rural

1

culture – particularly the folk music of Appalachia – as a method of influencing groups of
workers to join together in a higher cause began to be utilized in the early 1900s, when
the country became increasingly industrialized, and individuals living in urban settings
began to feel separated from a sense of community and ethnic roots.1 Scholars such as
Serge Denisoff, Peter Goldsmith, and William Roy have demonstrated in their studies
that in this time of cultural isolation, many organizations from the American left-wing
began to use protest songs written in an accessible folk style to aid them in their efforts
for effecting social change.2 This included such organizations as the Communist Party of
the United States (CPUSA), labor unions, and labor colleges, including Highlander Folk
School. Peter Goldsmith writes that the term left can be a confusing one, often used to
designate groups that are diametrically opposed to each other in ideology. Regardless of
how the term is defined, a direct correlation can be found between the revival of folk
songs, hymns, and spirituals and the efforts of left-wing organizations attempting to
create political change.3 The music of Appalachia, with its ability to arouse emotions of
nostalgia for an idyllic setting far different from a modern reality, became a currency in
which these organizations dealt.4 They effected a revival of folk music, primarily as
understood by those who were culturally separate from it, in order to persuade
participants in social movements to work toward reclaiming a way of life that it was
believed to represent.5

1

Ronald D. Eller, Uneven Ground: Appalachia Since 1945 (Lexington, KY: The University Press
of Kentucky, 2008) 1-2.
2
R. Serge Denisoff, Great Day Coming, Folk Music and the American Left (Urbana Illinois:
University of Illinois Press, 1971), 18.
3
William G. Roy, “How Social Movements Do Culture,” International Journal of Politics,
Culture, and Society 23, no. 2/3 (2010): 95.
4
Robert Cantwell, Bluegrass Breakdown: The Making of the Old Southern Sound (Urbana,
Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1984), 151.
5
Cantwell, Bluegrass Breakdown, 193-194.
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Lucy Massie Phenix and Veronica Solver introduced their video, You’ve Got to
Move: Stories of Change in the South, with the following statement: “Dream of people
all together singing, each singing a way to self, to realms on realms within, all singing
their way on out of self, singing through to unity. There comes a moment, a turning,
when people stop thinking about what has happened to them and start thinking about
what they are going to make happen.”6 Robert Cantwell writes, “The human heart is
time-entangled, music time-infused. To snare what flies, to recover what is lost – these
music can do, the music itself can never be arrested or recovered. To have it we must
play it, for it lives where we live, in Time.”7 These statements reflect a belief that music
can influence the emotions at a deep level, encouraging people to begin the process of
working for social change. Horton shared this belief, using it as a foundation for her
methodology in many situations of social conflict.
Eyerman and Jamison, in Music and Social Movements, established the term
mobilization of tradition to describe “a central social process”8 in which traditional music
and other artistic genres are “reconstituted,”9 a process during which there is a crossfertilization between music and the other arts to produce experimentation and new
meaning that is appropriate to support the cause of social reform. This mobilization of
tradition, while not labeled as such, was a method consciously and consistently utilized
by the staff of Highlander Folk School (HFS) from around 1935 to the late 1960s. This
study contends that the catalyst for Highlander’s long-standing tradition of using music to
6

You’ve Got to Move: Stories of Change in the South, DVD, directed and edited by Lucy Massie
Phenix [No relation to author] and Veronica Solver (1985; Knoxville, TN: Cumberland Mountain
Educational Coop, Inc. New York, NY: Millarium Zero, 2011), Narration at 00:02:38.
7
Cantwell, Bluegrass Breakdown…, 176.
8
Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison, Music and Social Movements (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 1998) 1.
9
Eyerman and Jamison, 1.
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unify and boost morale in groups seeking social change lies in the seminal work of
Zilphia Horton, the school’s first music director.
Background
Highlander Folk School (HFS) was established by Myles Horton, Don West, and
James Dombrowski near Monteagle, Tennessee, in 1932. Patterned after rural schools in
Denmark that provided adult education in non-threatening environments and drew on
established traditions and folkways, Highlander Folk School offered residential
workshops designed to help adults of various racial, religious, and educational
backgrounds to analyze community problems and devise solutions for them. Sessions
were open and relaxed, led by a variety of consultants as well as staff members, and
avoided standard objective examinations and the granting of grades, credits, or degrees.
Highlander staff acted primarily as facilitators of discussion and problem-solving, with
the primary goal of helping the people involved to become activists and leaders in their
own communities. Initially, the school became involved in labor union disputes (1930s1940s), but later was at the forefront in training leaders for the Civil Rights Movement by
offering literacy, voter education, and leadership classes. Early in the school’s history,
meetings were often racially integrated, which resulted in a turbulent relationship with
local and national government as accusations of socialism and communism were leveled
against it.10
Highlander Folk School was one of several labor colleges established in the
United States in the early decades of the twentieth century, each of which was affiliated
with left-wing goals of enacting social change through grass roots movements. Serge
10

John M. Glen, Highlander: No Ordinary School (Knoxville, TN: University of Knoxville
Press/Knoxville, 1996), 4-6.
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Denisoff discusses two other such schools, Commonwealth Labor College and
Brookwood Labor College, whose goals and methodology were similar to that of
Highlander, but more narrowly focused on Marxist ideology.11 These two schools,
although short-lived, were important in the history of the use of music for social causes
because, as Denisoff writes, “they served as transfer points by which songs and personnel
were directed from one movement to another. Many graduates of Brookwood and
Commonwealth joined the CIO and more ideological movements and used songs that
they had learned and observed at use in their institutions.”12 While Commonwealth and
Brookwood ceased to operate by the late 1930s,13 Highlander Folk School was able to
continue as a vital force for social reform throughout the Civil Rights Movement,
primarily due to its ability to change its focus according to the social and economic
climate from labor protests to segregation.14
Songs and instrumental music based on traditional folkways were important
components of the programs offered by each of these labor colleges. In most cases, new
words were written to be sung to pre-existing tunes (that is, they were contrafacta),
transforming them into a genre which Denisoff labels “songs of persuasion.”15 He
defines the song of persuasion as a song based on folk material (usually pre-existing
music associated with the rural South) used for the purposes of persuading individuals to
a particular point of view. The accompaniments, often played on easily portable

11

R. Serge Denisoff, Great Day Coming, Folk Music and the American Left (Urbana Illinois:
University of Illinois Press, 1971), 26-32.
12
Denisoff, Great Day Coming…, 32.
13
Denisoff, "Folk Music and the American Left," in R. Serge Denisoff and Richard A. Peterson,
editors, The Sounds of Social Change, Studies in Popular Culture (Chicago Illinois: Rand McNally College
Publishing Company, 1972), 109.
14
Denisoff, Great Day…, 33, and Ray Pratt, Rhythm and Resistance, Explorations in the Political
Uses of Popular Music (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1990), 117-118.
15
Denisoff, Great Day…, 5.
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instruments such as guitars or banjoes, reflected folk songs in their simplicity of chord
progressions, which allowed for the text to receive the primary focus.16
Horton, who served as music and drama director for Highlander Folk School from
1938 to 1956, was an important figure in using songs of persuasion for peaceful protest
on labor picket lines, in seminars offered by Highlander, and during workshops as
entertainment and a unifying factor for those who were attending two-to-six-week
seminars on campus.17
Zilphia Mae Johnson first came to Highlander Folk School as a student in
February of 1935. Originally from Spadra, Arkansas, she had earned a degree in music
from the College of the Ozarks and had spent two years teaching school. Vicki Carter
writes that “Zilphia’s interest in the labor movement began to unfold when radical
Presbyterian minister, Claude Williams, attempted to organize her father’s workers for
the Progressive Miners’ Union.”18 As one of Williams’ followers, she directly opposed
her father’s treatment of his mineworkers, which resulted in an estrangement from her
family.19 Shortly after her arrival at HFS, she and Myles Horton realized that they were
in love with each other, and were married in March. Myles wrote that their common
interest in “radical social change” was a determining factor in the development of their
relationship.20 Horton became the music director by February of 1936, and continued to
work in this capacity until her death in 1956.

16

Denisoff, Great Day…, 6.
Myles Horton, The Long Haul, with Judith Kohl and Herbert Kohl (New York, New York:
Teachers College Press, 1998), 77-78.
18
Vicki K. Carter, “The Singing Heart of Highlander Folk School,” New Horizons in Adult
Education 8, no. 2 (1994): 5-6.
19
Glen, 34.
20
Myles Horton, Myles Horton Papers, 1851-1990, (Madison, WI: Wisconsin Historical Society
Archives, 2013), undated autobiographical material, MSS 831, Box 1, Folder 2.
17

6

It is evident from correspondence that she attended a graduate program in the
College of the Ozarks21 and then underwent a four-month period of training in what she
termed “dramatics”22 in New York City from November of 1935 to the following
February. After returning to HFS, she began her work in leading music, folk dance, and
drama in residential workshops as well as on numerous picket lines during labor union
strikes. The music she found most helpful for encouraging and teaching individuals
involved in labor disputes was taken primarily from traditional tunes, including many
Appalachian folk songs and hymns. In addition, she taught and led square-dancing, a
traditional rural dance style, during seminars held at Highlander and at other locations,
including a lake retreat in Canada.
Horton was the first staff member to consistently and effectively infuse music and
dance into the activities of HFS in training individuals to lead non-violent protests against
social injustice. From her first visit to the school as a student, her marriage to Myles
Horton in 1935, and throughout the next two decades, Horton’s musical training,
vivacious personality, weighty intellect, and her love of people greatly enhanced the rich
mix of intellect and skills represented by Highlander Folk School’s staff. However, this
charismatic vivacity that was so tied up in Horton’s personality possibly has been the
very trait that has consigned her to relative obscurity, since so much of the essence of
who she was and what she did was integral to her person. Once the body and personality
was gone, little in the way of tangible artifact remained.

21

Horton, Myles Horton Papers (WHS archives), Box 1, Folder 2.
Zilphia’s correspondence to Myles during this time makes it clear that the label of “dramatics”
is equal to “drama” in our modern college courses. This was an intensive time of studying the history of
drama, directing, play writing, and in attending performances in New York City.
22

7

An examination of Horton’s methodology in using music to further the objectives
of Highlander Folk School has yet to be accomplished. It is my belief that Highlander’s
success in helping to train leaders for the Civil Rights Movement owed a great deal to
unification brought about through the use of music and dance, something made possible
by practices established by Horton in the turbulent labor conflicts of the 1930s and 1940s.
Highlander Folk School represents an example of real people working in a
practical way to address social issues plaguing a certain segment of society. Horton
actively engaged with traditional folk music, dance, and hymnody from the Appalachian
culture and used this fertile mixture to further the education in the use of non-violent
social protest that was the focus of the school.
Unfortunately, Horton has received only passing attention in the most recent
publications concerning this use of music. Seldom is Highlander Folk School mentioned
without her name being included as a rider of a sort, but rarely has she been the direct
focus of a musicological study.23 This may be due, in part, to the fact of her untimely and
tragic death in 1956, just as the seeds of Highlander’s work with the Civil Rights
Movement were beginning to germinate. Another contributing factor to this apparent
neglect may also be the fact that Horton has remained an elusive figure, one who worked
behind the scenes to establish the use of music and drama, but whose personal life and
beliefs have been almost entirely overshadowed by the people and events following her
death, many of whom have achieved legendary status in the fight for civil rights. This
group of notable personalities and leaders includes Martin Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks,

23

Carter’s article is one of the few exceptions to this lack of attention given to Zilphia’s work, and
the intended audience was not musicologists or historians, but rather those who worked with offering adult
education to those who have not received high school degrees. Carter’s article will be referenced later in
this study.
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Ralph Abernathy, Pete Seeger, Myles Horton, and Septima Clark. In fact, Horton was so
little known in her home county at the time of her death that the two local newspapers ran
obituaries that misspelled her name as “Zelphia.”24
Horton, while often mentioned in articles and books on Highlander, has
repeatedly remained a shadow cast by the brighter lights of well-known reformers who
have subsequently been involved with Highlander. Even the autobiography of Myles
Horton25 failed to bring much light to this woman, who seemed to perpetually remain in
the background.
Review of the Literature
The most helpful secondary source regarding Horton’s life and work is found in a
publication that is not tied to musical academia at all, New Horizons in Adult Education.
The article, entitled “The Singing Heart of Highlander Folk School,” was written by
Vicki K. Carter and published in 1994. While this is very useful in providing information
on Horton’s musical background, her beginnings with Highlander, and her use of music,
its intended audience are neither musicologists nor historians, but rather those who
provide adult education to people who have not received high school degrees.
Horton is almost invariably mentioned whenever the evolution of the Civil Rights
anthem, “We Shall Overcome,” is discussed. Examples of these publications include:
Dorian Lynskey’s chapter, “We Are Not Afraid,” in 33 Revolutions per Minute; Pepi
Leistyna’s “Horton Hears a Who” in Grappling with Diversity”; Frank Adams’
Unearthing Seeds of Fire; and Eyerman and Jamison’s book, Music and Social

24

The Grundy County Herald and the North Grundy Star, published in their Thursday editions,
April 19, 1956.
25
Not as much an autobiography as a compilation of Myles’ writings that was put together by
Judith and Herbert Kohl in 1991 and published by Doubleday.
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Movements. While it is unclear as to how and when Horton first learned this hymn,26 it
is evident from all reports that she liked it and incorporated it into her own repertoire.
When Pete Seeger heard the song performed at Highlander in 1947, he was attracted to its
simple melody and strong message of unity. After writing two additional verses for it, he
subsequently performed it throughout the United States. After undergoing further
revision with the help of Guy and Candie Carawan, music directors at Highlander after
Horton’s death, the song became “We Shall Overcome.27
Unearthing Seeds of Fire: The Idea of Highlander, written by Frank Adams with
Myles Horton and published in 1975, offers a tremendously detailed subjective narrative
of Myles Horton’s origins, beliefs, and establishment of Highlander Folk School. In his
chapter, “A Singing Army,” Adams wrote about Horton’s early years with the school, her
marriage to Myles, and her work in putting together songsters, easily portable collections
of songs designed to bolster a feeling of unity among striking workers at picket lines. He
also inserted interesting tidbits of information regarding the Hortons’ family life and
living conditions on the Highlander property at Monteagle. Adams’ book is very
interesting, but its main focus is Myles’ work rather than Horton’s.
Thomas Bledsoe’s Or We’ll All Hang Separately, is not a scholarly treatment of
the history of Highlander, but rather a first-person narrative of Bledsoe’s personal
experiences and perceptions. Published in 1969, Bledsoe’s work sets out to give a
personal viewpoint regarding the ideals of Highlander and the events that shaped the
school over the years. Written in a conversational style, this very readable source
26

Dorian Lynskey writes that two women in a workshop sang it to her as “We Will Overcome” in
1947, while Frank Adams holds that Zilphia learned it from a man named John Handcock under the title
“No More Mourning.”
27
Dorian Lynskey, 33 Revolutions per Minute (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2011), 3344.
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provides colorful descriptions and enjoyable anecdotes. Again, however, the book
focuses more on the work of Myles and, while including favorable and positive
information about Horton, skims over any greatly relevant details about the woman
herself.
Perhaps the most scholarly work, and the most helpful in terms of reliability and a
certain amount of objectivity, was written by Aimee Isgrig Horton, Myles’ second wife
whom he married almost a decade after Horton’s death. Aimee Horton’s book, The
Highlander Folk School, a History of Its Major Programs, 1932-1961, published in 1989,
was originally presented as her dissertation for a doctorate from the University of
Chicago in 1971. The Highlander Folk School is a very detailed chronology of the
founding of the institution, its goals of crisis education for the “mountain poor,”
education for leadership in the southern industrial union movement, education and
organization for the farmers’ union in the South, and education for leadership in the Civil
Rights movement. In the course of this historical account, Horton is discussed and her
work is mentioned, but not as a main focus.
The Long Haul: an Autobiography, previously mentioned, offers a good variety of
anecdotal material regarding Horton in Myles’ own words. The book, while helpful, is
not exhaustive in content and focuses more on Myles’ life before his marriage to Horton
and after her death. These writings were compiled by Myles’ friends, the Kohls, who
either selectively put the information together or used the available material at hand, for
there seem to be many gaps in the account. The 1998 copyright for the book is held not
only by Herbert and Judith Kohl, but also by Charis and Thorsten Horton, the children of
Zilphia and Myles. This testimonial information from Myles was helpful in shedding
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additional light on Horton’s personality and work. However, because Myles is the topic
of the book, it contains none of Horton’s writings.
Music and Social Movements, by Eyerman and Jamison, provides a fresh look at
the interrelationship between musical culture and social movements that are carried out in
the political realm. The authors maintain a balance between what they term “grand
theory and abstracted empiricism,”28 which offers a useful approach by which
musicologists can adequately “synthesize social movement theory and cultural studies by
using the texts and contexts of popular music as illustrative material.”29 Eyerman and
Jamison contend that not only do social movements cause important change and purpose
in musical trends, but also that there is an equal effect in the opposite direction, with
musical trends influencing and encouraging involvement in social movements.30 The
book was written with Highlander Folk School as one of the examples, and accordingly
provides historical and political information from a sociological point of view.
Primary Sources
The Tennessee State Library and Archives (TSLA) in Nashville, Tennessee, holds
a fairly sizeable body of business correspondence from Horton, as well as musical
materials. The letters and songsters contained in the TSLA were vital in revealing
Horton’s working method for choosing songs designed to boost morale and foster unity
in labor disputes. A fairly large amount of correspondence to and from Horton regarding
contributions from all over the country for the songsters, as well as between Horton and
labor union representatives, is available at this location. The Zilphia Horton Folk Music
Collection, 1935-1956 contains “correspondence, folksongs, labor union songbooks,
28

Eyerman and Jamison, 9.
Eyerman and Jamison, 9.
30
Eyerman and Jamison, 10.
29
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picket line song sheets, musical tapes, notes, and some published material dealing with
folk music accumulated by Mrs. Horton during her career as director of music at
Highland [sic] Folk School, the leading training center for southern labor and civil rights
leaders from 1932 to 1961.”31 This collection contains more than 800 items, many of
which are duplicate copies of song sheets. However, correspondence found in this
collection was invaluable in clarifying how Horton collected and chose songs for
inclusion in the songsters. Nearly all of the correspondence consists of business letters to
individuals who submitted their own verses for songs, and letters between Horton and
Labor Union officials. Because these are letters regarding songster projects and not
personal correspondence, the collection contains very little information that reveals her
aspirations, struggles, emotions, or personality.
The archives at the Highlander Research and Education Center, now in New
Market, Tennessee, provided information about the Center’s evolving philosophy and
methods, current programs, and an overall history. Specific references to Horton are
limited to comments about her gleaned from files containing interviews of some of the
more well-known people who were involved with Highlander throughout the years.
These interviews were conducted by Eliot Wigginton and others, and later published as a
book, Refuse to Stand Silently By: an Oral History of Grass Roots Social Activism in
America, 1921-1964, in 1991. Susan Williams, coordinator of the Highlander
Library/Resource Center, was very kind in pointing me to the pertinent files and
answering questions about the Highlander Center as it now operates.
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The remaining archival materials having to do specifically with Horton are
housed in Madison, Wisconsin, at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin archives,
which had acquired the materials through donation at a time when Highlander School
was threatened by state and federal authorities in the late 1950s.32 The repository of
Horton’s personal letters, while not extensive, gave valuable insight into her personality.
The correspondence reveals a woman who was intelligent, humorous, witty, gregarious,
and very committed to the work of the school. She frequently recorded her observations
about people whom she had met while traveling, often commenting on the unfairness of
discrepancies between the lifestyles of white and black people. The archive also includes
class notes for seminars at Camp Laquemac in Québec, Canada, in which she stated her
belief that song and music held important power for change. The collection also contains
some examples of fiction and non-fiction writing revealing her interest in civil rights, and
copies of songsters published in-house at Highlander Folk School.
Secondary Related Context Sources
There were a number of additional writings in the form of published books and
dissertations which were useful in providing contextual and background information
about Highlander Folk School, social issues, labor union strikes, and other struggles with
which Horton worked. The Myles Horton Reader, edited by Dale Jacobs,33 is a
compilation of interviews about Myles Horton by a variety of people, including Bill
Moyers, who hosted the 1982 documentary film, “The Adventures of a Radical Hillbilly,
Parts I and II.” John Glen’s Highlander: No Ordinary School offers an in-depth
32
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examination of the chronological history of Highlander. The book Reds, Whites, and
Blues by William G. Roy contains an entire chapter devoted to Highlander Folk School
and provides helpful information on Horton’s work. Dissertations such as “Music for the
People: The Folk Music Revival and American Identity, 1930-1970” by Rachel
Donaldson and the “Historical Study of the Highlander Method: Honing Leadership for
Social Justice” by Joyce Duncan are good sources for the school’s methodology.
Helpful studies on music for social reform are provided by Robert Cantwell’s
When We Were Good: the Folk Revival, published in 1996; Herbert Marcuse’s An Essay
on Liberation, published in 1969; and several books by Serge R. Denisoff, including
Great Day Coming (1971) and Sing a Song of Social Significance (1972).
Information on the history and exploitation of Appalachia was readily available
through John Alexander Williams’ Appalachia, A History, Ronald Eller’s Miners,
Millhands and Mountaineers and Uneven Ground, Ronald L. Lewis’ Black Coal Miners
in America, and Stephen L. Fisher and Barbara Ellen Smith’s anthology, Transforming
Places, Lessons from Appalachia.
Additional published resources include Making People’s Music by Peter
Goldsmith, Rhythm and Resistance by Ray Pratt, Staging Tradition by Michael Ann
Williams, and Refuse to Stand Silently By, edited by Eliot Wigginton. Also, three
dissertations have proven very helpful: “Dream Like You Mean It” by Diane W.
Dempster, “Music for the People” by Rachel Clare Donaldson, and “‘They Walk, Talk,
and Act Like New People’: Black Women and the Citizenship Education Program, 19571970” by Deanna Gillespie.
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“Little Red Songbooks: Songs for the Labor Force of America” by Terese M.
Volk has proved to be of great help in the discussion of the use of songsters to lead music
during labor disputes and protests. Other very useful articles include “The Southern
Textile Song Tradition Reconsidered” by Doug DeNatale and Glenn Hinson, and “The
Proletarian Renascence: The Folkness of the Ideological Folk” by R. Serge Denisoff.
Organizational Structure of Study
As specified above, the main focus of this study is Horton’s use of music to unify
groups for education and social reform, as well as her working methods in compiling
songsters for use on labor union picket lines to boost the morale of striking workers. I
examine as much as can be known at this time about her life from 1935 to 1956, using
resources gleaned from archives in Tennessee and Wisconsin, and including personal
letters and other writings by Horton and her husband, Myles.
This topic cannot be treated adequately, however, without a brief examination of
the use of music for social reform and the use of traditional music, much of it based on
Appalachian traditions, to speak into situations of socio-political conflict. Chapter two
offers an examination of social movements and change and the use of folk music for
social reform. Because Highlander Folk School was situated in what is broadly
considered the Appalachian region, the initial focus of its efforts was the people of
Appalachia who faced economic hardship under oppressive conditions. Although the
school later was to broaden its outreach to areas outside of Appalachia, Horton was
greatly influenced by the culture surrounding Highlander, and she purposefully
incorporated the music of this largely rural population into her programs for social
change. Accordingly, a brief geographical overview of Appalachia, its subsequent
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industrialization, and the traditions of resistance and change which influenced her work is
discussed in Chapter Two.
Chapter Three presents biographical information on Horton, utilizing personal
letters written by her to her husband, Myles, and letters received from him, in an effort to
bring across something of the powerful personality of the woman and her beliefs. This
will include a discussion of the ongoing relationship with her husband, a discussion of
their lifestyle, information on remuneration for work, and the circumstances surrounding
her death (Myles’ account, reports from other writers, obituaries, the death certificate,
and estate settlement papers.) I quote freely from letters, attempting to communicate a
sense of how Horton expressed herself, viewed life and other people, and interacted with
her family and coworkers. The majority of the material for this chapter was found in the
Wisconsin Historical Society archives, although microfilms of the obituaries are held in
the Tennessee State Library and Archives.
Chapter Four discusses the premise that Horton’s life as a staff member of
Highlander Folk School and her marriage to one of the founders, Myles Horton, gave her
the opportunity to develop a consistent model of music for social reform. This greatly
influenced later music directors of Highlander Folk School and other freedom singers in
their efforts to further the cause of Civil Rights in the 1950s and 1960s. This chapter
focuses on her beginnings as a staff member at Highlander, her training in drama in New
York from November 1935 to February 1936, and her work as Music Director for
Highlander Folk School from 1936 to her death in 1956. It includes a discussion of her
involvement in educational programs as well as what she termed field trips, during which
the school’s students participated in picket-line protests with various labor unions.
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Chapter Five provides an overview of the genre of folk song as it became
transformed into songs of persuasion and shows how Horton followed a well-established
tradition in her methodology. An examination of the precedent for using contrafacta for
social protest songs provides a basis for a hypothesis of the development of her working
principles, while correspondence between contributors to labor songsters and Horton
sheds light on how she obtained the songs to be printed and the origin of some of the
lyrics that were published in conjunction with The Textile Workers Union of America
(TWUA) and through in-house printing at Highlander Folk School. Particular attention is
paid to her working methods for gathering new words to fit familiar tunes. This use of
familiar tunes made it possible for participants to sing from small, easily portable
songbooks, called songsters, which contained only the new words and no musical
notation. The new words were written to apply to specific protest situations in order help
unify the protestors and to bolster morale while facing opposition. The chapter also
examines the information contained in the actual publications, a statement of the
philosophy of the leaders of the TWUA, and the failure of her attempts to publish a
songster for the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). This chapter also includes
excerpts and examples of some of the selected tunes used in all of the songsters and
examines a number of copies of song leader books, which feature melodic lines and
guitar chords.
Chapter Six concludes the study by focusing on Horton’s legacy following her
death in 1956, just as the Civil Rights Movement began to blossom. Horton’s work prior
to this created the foundation upon which later Highlander music leaders built. Guy and
Candie Carawan followed Horton’s tradition in their incorporation of song in leadership-
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training seminars and protests throughout the tumultuous, but ultimately successful,
struggle for desegregation. This chapter presents an overview of the work of the
Carawans, who became important figures in leadership training during the early Civil
Rights movement, and how that work was influenced by the tradition established by
Horton. An examination of the Carawan’s books, Ain’t You Got a Right to the Tree of
Life?, Sing for Freedom, and Voices from the Mountains demonstrates that their efforts
were a continuation of Horton’s methodology. The chapter provides an overview of
Horton’s long-lasting influence in the area of protest songs and the later folk revival
during the late 1950s and 1960s.
In the course of the school’s existence, Highlander Folk School experienced a
time of growth from the 1920s until the mid-1940s, a period of flourishing and national
recognition from the late 1940s through the struggles of the 1960s, and then a gradual
decline in attention and widespread efficacy beginning in the early 1970s. Horton was
not only part of a tradition of using music for encouraging social change, but also
tremendously influential on the development of the school’s methodology, and she left an
important legacy following her death that allowed music to become an important
underpinning to the Civil Rights Movement. Her consistent use of song to enact or
enhance social reform provides an example of how the interweaving of music with
action, and musical tradition with experimentation, can become a powerful demonstration
of what Eyerman and Jamison call the “mobilization of music, and the making and
remaking of musical traditions, within social movements.”34
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Timeline for Highlander Folk School: Extrapolated from the work of John M. Glen35
•

1932: School opened near Monteagle, Tennessee
o Announced intention of educating “rural and industrial leaders for a new
social order” and “enriching the indigenous cultural values of the
mountains.”

•

1932-mid-1930s: staff struggled to define Highlander’s role in the emerging
southern labor movement as well as in the Monteagle community.
o Aided striking coal miners, woodcutters, textile mill hands, and
government relief workers in the area
o Held workshops at the school for potential union leaders and operated
cooperative, cultural, and recreational programs for Grundy County
Residents.

•

1937: HFS faculty joined the southern organizing drive of the Committee for
Industrial Organization (Renamed the Congress of Industrial Organization in
1938) – the CIO.

•

1937-1947: HFS helped organize textile workers in Tennessee, North Carolina,
and South Carolina
o Directed large-scale labor education programs in eleven southern states
o Developed a residential program to build a broad-based, racially
integrated, and politically active labor movement in the region

•

•

1947-1953: Transition years
§

School relationship with CIO eroded with the declining militancy
of the union and maturation of the southern labor movement after
WWII.

§

For several years, staff worked on behalf of Farmers’ Union in
Tennessee, Alabama, and Virginia – but efforts to create a farmerlabor coalition failed.

§

Highlander and CIO officials dissolved relationship in 1953

1953: Dealing with Racism: Highlander became the educational center of the
civil rights movement during the 1950s and early 1960s.
o 1953: staff launched a series of workshops for black and white community
leaders and students, almost a year before the historic Brown vs. Board of
Education ruling.
o Sessions initially centered on desegregation of public schools
o Grew to encompass the problems of communitywide integration.
35
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•

1957: South Carolina Sea Islands was site for start of the Citizenship School
project
o Designed to teach thousands of black adults to read and write in order to
register as voters

•

1960-61: Student activists met at the school to explore possible goals and
directions for a new era of black protest.

•

1962: Highlander charter was revoked and property confiscated due to
accusations of being a “communist training school.”

•

1961: Highlander officers secured a charter for a new institution to be located in
Knoxville and called the Highlander Research and Education Center

•

1960s: Most of the staff members continued to support the civil rights movement
and for a time promoted a multiracial poor people’s coalition.
o Increasingly turned its attention to the complex troubles facing the poor
and powerless in Appalachia.

•

1971: Moved its center to New Market, Tennessee
o Staff helped community and county groups grapple with problems such as
strip mining, land and mineral ownership, and occupational and
environmental health hazards.

•

Since 1980s: Sought to address interrelated economic, environmental, and
educational issues that link Appalachian concerns with those faced in
communities throughout the South, the nation, and the world.

Copyright © Alicia Ruth Massie-Legg 2014
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Chapter Two: Music and Social Reform, Folk and Appalachian Music as a Vehicle
for Persuasion Song, and Traditions of Resistance and Change in Appalachia
In his 1977 book (published in English translation in 1984), Movement and
Institution, the Italian sociologist Francesco Alberoni discussed the way social
movements develop. One of his key concepts is the vanguard, which he defines as
“nothing other than the group in which the transformation of consciousness begins and
from which this type of consciousness spreads throughout the rest of the class in itself.”1
Consciousness of a need for change must first come about before collective efforts can
begin to try to correct what is perceived as wrong. According to Alberoni, there comes a
point in a social situation where members begin to see themselves as victimized by it.
This sense of victimization must give way to a belief that this state of being can be
changed through joining with others experiencing the same oppression, a process which
may be seen as class consciousness. If taken to the next level, class consciousness
enables class conflict that can lead to forms of revolution and social change.2 Highlander
Folk School was one of a number of American institutions in the period between the
World Wars seeking to create a vanguard for social change.
Part of Highlander’s working methodology was to unite a number of individuals
who formed the vanguard and train them to find constructive ways to share this
transformation of consciousness with others in the same class. David Levine calls this
the “percolator effect,” one in which the “direction and substance of a program must

1

Francesco Alberoni, Movement and Institution, translated by Patricia C. Arden Delmoro (New
York: Columbia University press, 1984) 10.
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emerge from the people and not [be] brought to them.”3 The goal was to help individuals
to form groups that would then work actively to generate a change in the situation.
Myles Horton illustrated this working principle by using a simple analogy from his
garden at Highlander Research and Education Center in New Market, Tennessee: “That’s
one of the gourds I grow, just take those gourds and cut a hole in it, hang it up…then it’s
up to the birds whether they want to use it or not, you know. You’ve done all you can do.
They make the decisions from then on.”4
Once the process of social change has been successfully transferred into the hands
of those for whom it will give the greatest benefit, the class conflict, according to
Luciano Gallino, can work to bring about a modification of “the relations between the
major systems that form it – be they related to the economic, political, state, religious, or
family spheres.”5 However, determining the impact of this process is much more
complex than simply deciding whether or not the process was successful because it
achieved the overall goals of the collective movement. Marco Giugni writes that each of
the above-stated major systems that form class must be examined to see how they were
modified in the process of the effort for social change.6 Those modifications, themselves,
can represent important factors in determining the success or failure of a particular drive
for social reform. According to Giugni, changes brought about by successful social
movements may be discerned by how they have been able “(1) to alter power relations
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between challengers, authorities, and third parties, (2) to force policy change, and (3) to
produce broad systemic changes, both at the structural (institutional) and cultural level.”7
Giugni points out that, once a movement for change has been successful – that is,
it achieves what the collective intended it to, the social movement is then often
incorporated into “the existing institutional arrangements of society.”8 These institutions
may include any political, legal, social, or law enforcement organizations that adjust their
responses in reflection of the changing social climate. This institutionalization mobilizes
political power that is brought to bear on creating laws, regulations, and enforcement
agencies to uphold the changes that have been put into effect. This organic and
complicated process makes the evaluation of successful outcomes quite difficult. In
many of the major movements that have occurred in the United States, a period of ardent
support for a specific social change may be followed by a period of relative indifference
or opposition, but these cycles of social change can, in the words of Sidney Tarrow,
“disguise a slow and capillary process of cultural transformation that leaves the heritage
of values and practices for the next cycle of protest.”9 Even though enthusiasm in social
movements may seem to wane, the impetus begun in the first phases may later spring up
to fuel further institutional reforms.
Left-wing (progressive) groups seeking to bring about social reform have
historically found music – whether engaged in through group participation, individual
performance, or by way of audio recordings – to be a powerful tool to carry the message
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of their ideals.10 Sound itself is, according to Robert Cantwell, an important conveyer of
meaning. Each sound is recognized by the imagination and carries with it not only
identification of what is happening at the moment (as Cantwell poetically states, “a leaky
faucet, a carpet sweeper, a banjo string, a God who speaks in thunder”11) but also the
memory of emotions, places, and times with which each sound is associated. Musical
sound, in particular, stirs the imagination and, as a result, writes Cantwell, “our souls rise
and fall to occasions which are not there.”12 Cantwell holds that music, above all other
genres of art, “arouses the sensation of consciousness, in all its vital activities.”13 William
Roy goes so far as to say that “music is one of the strongest means for tuning in,
especially making music together.”14
Even when music is used in a new context, it oftentimes can evoke emotional
identification with prior experiences related to hearing or performing the music.15
Cantwell writes that music that has existed as a tradition in a culture can communicate a
“connotative message…linking it for that culture to particular times and places.”16 In
addition to appealing to collective emotions in a group of people, “in the power to
generate illusion, no art excels music; the very act of hearing is an act of imagination,
every sound an unreality, an erosion of the sensorium which we seek to repair with
material from the substantial world of touch and sight.”17 Consequently, music has
served as a valuable vehicle for propaganda designed to change minds and influence
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opinions.

Song, with words communicated by the human voice, can become a

particularly compelling force for swaying emotions and creating a sense of unity within a
group environment.18 Again, quoting Cantwell, music that is created by a singer with
melody and words represents “an open channel through which the human sensibility
flows.”19 Vocal expression in song offers commentary and insight, however subtle, into
the social, cultural, and political conditions of the time in which the singing occurs.20
This power of music to unite groups by arousing emotions and calling on memory
began to be recognized and cultivated in the fertile soil of industrial culture as it had
evolved in the United States by the late 1800s, with its richly diverse immigrant
population and the lack of a noble class or unified social tradition to resist the power of
what Eyerman and Jamison call the “popular forms of cultural expression.”21 Particularly
by the 1930s, Pratt writes, individuals and organizations seeking to enable social reform
increasingly began to turn to folk music, which carried with it a romanticized mythology
of a pre-capitalist, authentic, and “utopian” community.22 Folk songs, including those
whose words were changed to reflect given situations, were avenues in which protest
against prevailing conditions and authorities could grow out of the shared experiences of
a group. They retained this characteristic even when outside influences such as labor
organizers tended to be the motivating factors behind the protest.23 The emphasis on an
idyllic folk culture that symbolized a more peaceful, simple life led to a romanticized
view of the mountain or rural society by people who inhabited an urban modern world
18
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rife with industrial and social complexities. While based on an existing tradition, this
mythology of folkways promoted a fantasy of an innocent past era that seemed preferable
to the many difficulties accompanying modern industrial developments in urban
societies. The rapidly changing social conditions in cities and towns dominated by
factories left many people feeling disillusioned and isolated from nature.24
In order to harness the power of folk song so that it could be used for specific
causes, the Communist Party of the United States of America, an organization greatly
involved in many of the major labor protests from 1930 to 1950, favored a method called
folk consciousness. Denisoff defines folk consciousness as “an awareness of folk music
which leads to use of the music in an unnatural environment, such as the metropolis, in
the framework of social, economic, or political activity.”25 In other words, traditional
songs whose melodies were widely known in rural areas were transformed to reflect
ideology that was not included in the original musical material. In addition, they became
a new repertoire for urban residents to whom these songs were not familiar. This
transformation of folk songs into protest songs or songs of persuasion was a cycle often
repeated in the labor protests in the North as well as the South.26 Not only was the
singing style of the folk culture emulated, but those engaging it also sometimes mimicked
the outward manifestations of the assumed culture through clothing, mannerisms, and
speech.27 Especially powerful for this purpose were the folk melodies of ballads, hymns,
psalmody, and spirituals that emerged from the largely rural Appalachian region of the
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United States. 28 Bell and Braun write that Appalachia, with its reputation of having
“small, tight-knit communities and strong regional identity”29 became, for urban middleclass people, a mythological culture untouched by modern commercialism. In the most
rural and mountainous areas of the region, the lack of material wealth and some of the
simplest of modern conveniences, such as electricity and indoor plumbing, enhanced an
outside perception of simplicity, tradition, and cultural identity for which many people
suffering under unfair industrial practices and crowded, sub-standard living conditions
longed.30
The Creation of Folk Consciousness
Allen Batteau points out that “it is a typical sequence in capitalist society to create
a poverty population, romanticize them as ‘folk,’ and then import their pre-capitalist
‘folk’ qualities into its own symbolic production, even as the onslaught of commercialism
is destroying the few genuine vestiges of folkways that remain.”31 Appalachian culture
lent itself well to this idealization of a rural, utopian society that had somehow preserved
social values which were perceived as rapidly vanishing within industrial, urban
populations.
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To Eller, this linking of “the Appalachia present” with “the American past”32 gave
rise to an interest in the region’s music, particularly songs, and grew out of a nostalgic
longing for better times.33 Ivan Tribe, in his article “Traditional Appalachian
Music/Early Commercial Country Music,” describes this body of song as a mixture of
secular and sacred songs taken from “authentic folk sources,” popular parlor songs,
minstrel songs from the 1800s, hymns, and a small amount of “Afro-American music.”34
Regardless of the subject matter of the songs, the repertoire of Appalachian music
became inextricably linked with its culture, enabling catalysts for social change to use
that nostalgia to promote their ideas. 35
From as early as the years following the Civil War, the region of Appalachia had
acquired a reputation, largely spread by journalists from cities outside of the area, as a
land and people somehow set apart from modern developments.36 John Alexander
Williams, in his history of the region, writes that this myth of a secluded and more natural
society peopled by “the Appalachian mountaineer…and the profligate hillbilly,”37 two
enduring stereotypes that have survived to the present day,38 continues to persist in the
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national consciousness when the subject of Appalachia, its people, and its culture arises
in any given situation, especially those regarding poverty, education, and job
opportunities.39
Indeed, there was a kernel of truth at the heart of the mythology surrounding the
region. Its geographical characteristics – a widely diverse grouping of mountains,
plateaus, valleys, and ridges – contributed to a very real barrier for widespread economic
prosperity in the pre-industrial eras of the rural United States, during which large farming
tracts equaled the ability not only to sustain families but also to bring in a certain amount
of profit. In a mountainous, rocky region, farming on a profitable scale was largely
limited to valleys such as the Shenandoah (also known as “The Great Valley”) 40 and the
piedmont region.
As other areas of the country experienced hallmarks of modernity following the
Civil War, the Appalachian region began to lag behind in terms of per capita income and
living conditions. David Whisnant, in Modernizing the Mountaineer, explains that in the
1870s, many governmental and non-governmental organizations engaged in efforts to
“‘help’ to ‘solve the problem,’ to ‘develop the region.”41 Very often, these efforts served
to worsen conditions. A succinct description of this process was provided by John
Federman in 1970, who stated that “Appalachia is a Mecca for those driven – both by
demons and by self-guilt – to do unto somebody, somehow.”42 This has remained true
until the present day.
by taking advantage of this concept, playing off of the hillbilly theme as a way to provide income and
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In order to understand Appalachia and the appropriation of its culture by left-wing
organizations in their efforts raise folk consciousness in movements, one of the primary
difficulties is delineating the areas represented by Appalachia. This problem is not a
minor one, as recognized by many scholars on the subject – including Ron Eller, John
Alexander Williams, David Whisnant, and Stephen Fisher. Eller writes that “Appalachia
has no agreed-upon boundaries – nothing comparable to the Mason-Dixon Line or the
100th meridian or the Hudson River, boundaries that are widely accepted as demarcating
clear separations between one American region and another.”43
The name of the land has existed since the earliest maps of the area, when the
Spanish were exploring the New World for gold. According to Williams, its name
derives from a group of indigenous people called the “Apalachee” who lived in what is
now the northern part of Florida. By 1562, European maps began to label this area and
the mountains north of it as “Apalachen.”44 Eventually, the area became fixed in the
public consciousness of the early United States as that encompassing the entire body of
the eastern mountain ranges and their foothills reaching from Alabama to Pennsylvania.45
But the concept of a geographical Appalachia has been an issue of contention since that
time. The diversity of landscape, culture, and historical development resists an overall
definition that can be accepted by outsiders as well as those who live in the region.46
While an exact drawing of boundaries is not necessary for this study, it will be
helpful to follow the example of John Alexander Williams, who chose to follow the
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official designation of the area by the Appalachian Regional Commission’s 1965 report
in his 2002 discussion of Appalachian history. The ARC designated as Appalachian the
mountains, ridges, and valleys stretching from northern Alabama to Pennsylvania, with a
“core region” (also termed Central Appalachia by some scholars47) that includes
mountainous ranges stretching through sections of West Virginia, Virginia, eastern
Tennessee, western North Carolina, and northern Georgia.48 The mountain ranges
contained within this core region are the Blue Ridge and the Allegheny (also called
Cumberland) mountains. But among the mountains is found also the Great Valley,
known in Virginia as the Shenandoah Valley, a piedmont area, a grouping of ridges and
valleys between the two mountain ranges, and a large plateau.49 This diversity of
geologic features, representing either barriers to interaction with urban centers or
openness to them, means that the idea of an isolated, unified culture within the region is
more of a myth than a reality.50
The Charles Massie family, ancestors of the author, is one example of how living
conditions could vary widely even among one family and within a radius of fifty miles.
Charles Massie, 1727-1817, settled in the rich rolling hills of Albemarle County,
Virginia, around 1756. Purchasing a 170-acre-tract of land for which he paid cash, he
farmed and grew fruit trees in an increasingly prosperous operation which eventually
utilized slave labor. The family sold apple cider for cash to a number of people in the
surrounding area, including Thomas Jefferson.51 Charles’ oldest son, John, was an
educated man, unusual for that time in a rural family that did not own vast tracts of land.
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As an adult, John traveled into the mountains of Amherst County, close to the Nelson
County border, initially to serve as tutor to the children of John Duncan, a Baptist
minister of Mount Moriah Church. Later, John ventured farther into the mountains in
order to support his own family with the varied kind of farming available to those who
lived in areas where land contours were predominantly vertical: fruit trees, small plots of
tobacco, corn, pig herds that ran wild in the forests and were rounded up once a year,
horses, and the untaxed liquor known as moonshine. The branch of the family which
stayed in Albemarle County and lowland areas remained generally affluent, in spite of the
depredations of the Civil War. In contrast, John’s family and descendants in the
mountains did not prosper, surviving primarily on food they could grow or raise
themselves and the moonshine and tobacco that they had to haul all the way into
Lynchburg, Virginia, more than forty miles distant.52
The mountain people, who often lived a hand-to-mouth existence, suffered greatly
from the Civil War, when the currency lost all of its value. Subsequent generations of the
John Massie line continued to scratch out their existence in the thin soil and flood-prone
mountain hollows, finally breaking free from the cycle of poverty in the mid-twentieth
century. That escape only occurred when families were able to leave the mountain areas,
obtain higher education, and earn their livings as doctors, teachers, trained laborers, or
servicemen in the armed forces.53
As sociologists and cultural anthropologists began to study Appalachian culture,
many realized that the preconception held by Lewis Cecil Gray, who served with the
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ARC, of “the southern Appalachians as a static region where life goes on unchangingly, a
land exclusively occupied by the tall mountaineer with his lanky wife and shock-headed
children”54 must be challenged in order to gain a better understanding. Some have even
decided that an actual “Appalachia” exists more in the public consciousness than in
historical and cultural facts. Ergood and Kuhre stated that “after a long search we have
concluded that if there is an Appalachia it is a varied thing, and no single handle will
serve very well.”55 Instead of a rural mountain folk, Appalachia has been shown to
encompass urban and rural, rich and poor, isolated and cosmopolitan, industrial and
agrarian, mountain and lowland, and descendants of early settlers as well as new
immigrants.56 Moreover, Ergood and Kuhre write that the characteristics commonly
associated with the culture, such as “illegal whiskey, feuding families, sect members,
speaking in tongues, impoverished living conditions and hillbillies,” are not limited to
Appalachia but can be found in both rural and urban settings across the United States.57
The perception of Appalachia as a mountainous region peopled by hillbillies and
mountaineers who sat on porches and sang or told tall tales has been very limiting, as
demonstrated, and largely inaccurate. While there were groups who continued to fit this
stereotype, parts of the Appalachian region became industrialized in the early decades of
the twentieth century, bringing in outsiders who came in search of jobs, particularly in the
coal mines.58 When railroads were built into areas not accessible by major rivers, the
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Appalachian industries became important suppliers of wood, coal, and textiles to
industrial areas outside of the region.59
Co-existing with coal mining towns, log cabins, and sawmilling shanty towns
were tobacco fields, cattle farms, acres of corn and wheat, orchards of peaches, cherries,
and apples, and larger cities where the residents had little contact with rural life. Even
Central Appalachia, seen as the core of the regional culture, contained such diverse
geographical features that meant that while there were people living in the mountains,
there were also those who made their homes in the piedmont, mountain valleys, and river
valleys.60 A narrow view of the culture which inhabited the region could cause harm not
only to the outside perception of it, but also to the Appalachian people’s collective selfimage. Don West writes that “We’ve been ‘hillbilly-ized’ and ‘tobacco-roaded’ so long
that sometimes some of us may begin to half believe some of those stereotypes about
ourselves…the twisting of people’s history and cultural heritage may lead to wrong
evaluation by others, and even worse, to a false self-image.”61
No matter how complex – or, perhaps, impossible – it may be to identify a real
Appalachian culture, the romantic dream of an Appalachia has exerted a powerful force
on the country’s collective imagination since the late 1800s. A 1972 article appearing in
Appalachia's People, Problems, Alternatives: An Introductory Social Science Reader
stated, “There is a uniquely compelling quality about being Appalachian in America” that
caused folk consciousness to draw on its positive aspects – “history, landscape (what’s
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left of it), song, dance, craft, poetry” as well as “tragedy, pride, spirit, determination,
deeply etched beauty.”62
Highlander Folk School and Appalachian Culture
For Highlander Folk School, situated in the region and staffed by a number of
natives of the area who supported left-wing ideals, Appalachian culture became a
platform for stirring up civic pride in residents who were suffering from poverty or
unregulated industrialization in the first half of the twentieth century.63 By helping to
foster pride in what was seen as a unique heritage, the staff at Highlander sought to
enable residents of Appalachia – including farm-workers, coal miners, mill hands, and
lumberjacks – to begin to identify all that was good about their society but lost due to
socio-economic conditions, and to struggle for reforms that would attempt to bring about
restoration.64
The school was a cooperative effort in which the staff and residents grew gardens
and ran a farm in order to provide food for themselves, worked together to keep the
property and housing in good condition, and assisted in or attended training sessions,
initially for unions but later expanded to make civil rights a focus. In return, the unions
offered financial assistance to help keep the school running. Private donors also
contributed, including First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt.65
Myles Horton wrote that “I was working in my mind on how to deal with rural
poverty, with land and mining and farming problems.”66 One of his goals for the school
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was to keep classes small enough to have individual interaction between students and
staff and to address the problems of people “in the mountains,” a project that had little
precedent in labor colleges such as Commonwealth or Brookwood. Myles wanted to
begin the school with people who had first-hand experience of these problems before
allowing “outsiders with no roots in the region” to join in the work.67
Horton viewed “song, music, and food” as basic components of every workshop
held at Highlander. “Music,” he wrote, “is one way for people to express their traditions,
longings and determination.”68 At the heart of this use of music was Zilphia Horton,
whom Myles called “the moving spirit in shaping the singing and music program.”69
Horton actively engaged in folk music, particularly songs that were considered
Appalachian, not only by leading group singing with workshop residents, but also
adapting the songs to be used in any struggle in which Highlander was taking part,
primarily picket lines for a variety of unions. That she was purposeful in using
Appalachian culture as a unifying factor is unquestionable. Myles wrote that “Zilphia got
interested in folk music and protest music and collecting oral history. She was in charge
of drama at Highlander, staging outdoor plays for the community and dramas about labor
struggles with the residential students. She became active all over the United States in
leading singing for the national YWCA and labor organizations.”70
Horton and Highlander Folk Center played an important role in helping to shape a
broader self-image of Appalachian culture for the people who were native to the region.
By stressing the positive aspects of traditions connected with an idealized, pre-industrial
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community, Eyerman and Jamison write, they engaged in “an active reworking of
cultural resources, both an inventive, creative work of artistic experimentation and a
critical, reflective work of evaluation.”71
Loyal Jones’ estimation of his own culture is illustrative of this cultural
reworking:

We mountain people are a product of our history and the beliefs of our
forefathers. We are a traditional people, and in the isolated rural setting
that was our home, we clung to the things of the past. Partly this was
because, for so many years, we did not have much truck with the outside
world. We became self-reliant. We sought our freedom from
entanglements. We gained solitude, one of the things we cherish most of
all. All of this was both our strength and our undoing… Let me list some
of the values shared by Appalachian people that are still important in our
lives: religion, individualism, self-reliance and pride, neighborliness and
hospitality, family solidarity, personalism, love of place, modesty and
being oneself, sense of beauty, sense of humor, patriotism.72

In contrast, organizations such as the Communist Party of the United States
appropriated the mythology of Appalachian culture through the use of songs designed to
raise folk consciousness and create a unifying factor in areas and situations not related to
the region. Ann Kingsolver writes that “people can, by ‘placing’ themselves and others
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in particular ways, legitimize or delegitimize arguments and claims to authority.”73 The
CPUSA was a primary influence in the development of what sociologist Ray Pratt calls
“people’s music”74 that grew out of folk songs from Appalachia and elsewhere,
especially from 1930 to 1950.75 The songs created a sense of place for urban individuals
who felt themselves adrift in the prevailing industrial environment, enabling them to
identify causes for which to work and to challenge authorities who they saw as being an
important part of the problem, a process giving rise to a social movement.76 William G.
Roy, in “How Social Movements Do Culture,” writes that other important contributors to
people’s music included the Almanac Singers and the Weavers, who flourished in the
1940s and were “urban folk singing” performing groups “invented” by the leftist
movements in an effort to raise folk consciousness. These groups encouraged audience
participation and used acoustical instruments associated with folk music, including
“guitar, banjo, string bass, and sometimes, a mandolin.” They favored a type of concert
called a hootenanny, which offered to the audience a variety of performers who sang
familiar songs with which everyone could sing along. 77 Audiences attending these
concerts were primarily city dwellers. Serge Denisoff states that “for the political
cosmopolitan the Almanacs epitomized proletarian culture. They were great favorites in
New York radical circles.”78 This identification of the performers with the laborers in
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factories and mines, whether real or imagined, fostered a sense of belonging among urban
residents who needed a cause around which to rally.
Highlander Folk School drew from these two forces that were at work in shaping
the national consciousness of what Appalachian culture represented. Eller separates the
two groups into those who were familiar with a broad area of the region because they had
lived and worked there, and those who created a romantic notion of a utopian and preindustrial society in order to promote change in areas outside of the region. Highlander
staff included a mixture of Appalachian residents striving to work within their own
culture and those who had been born and reared outside of the area, but who found
themselves attracted to using Appalachian folkways to foster folk consciousness. In both
cases, Eller writes, the view of what exactly was represented by Appalachia was too
romanticized to match up to the reality, which remains an elusive target for historians and
sociologists, alike.79
The reality of Appalachia’s desperate need for social change was in contrast to the
idealized version promoted by these two fronts, but eventually Highlander programs
began to address this need in a practical way. The situation as it had evolved by the
1920s, nearly a decade before its culture began to be appropriated as a rugged utopia
representing an American dream, attracted attention from the federal government in order
to conduct studies of Appalachia and its rapidly degenerating social conditions.
These studies revealed that, even as industrialization had begun to take hold in the
late 1800s, a large number of Appalachian residents experienced widespread poverty and
deprivation. Eller writes that “the coming of railroads, the building of towns and
villages, and the general expansion of industrial employment greatly altered the
79
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traditional patterns of mountain life.”80 Far from being untouched by modernization, the
majority of residents felt the effects of what Williams refers to as a “colonial economy,”81
in which outside capitalists buy vast tracts of land in order to extract natural resources,
amassing great wealth that rarely trickles down to the laborers or the community.82
Those who lived and worked in the region found themselves subject to working for huge
coal and timber corporations that paid low wages for long hours while enormous profits
flowed out to benefit absentee landlords. Timber companies moved into the area,
capitalizing on this natural resource and all but denuding the mountains. Williams writes
that in the late 1870s, large tracts of virgin forest still clothed “two-thirds of West
Virginia.” By the 1920s, only several hundred acres of virgin woodland had survived.
Sometimes these cutover forests were converted into farmland for residents, but most
often they remained, according to Williams, “a stubble of stumps and culls that naturally
gave birth to a less valuable and less attractive second growth.” 83 Appalachian resident
John Tiller viewed this colonializing of mountain resources as the catalyst behind many
of the region’s social and economic difficulties.

These people, I call ‘em establishment bullies – the robber barons, the coal
barons – came into the colony of Appalachia. Appalachia is a colony in
the truest sense of the word. It has all the earmarks – the absentee
landlords; nothing built of permanence. You can look at the whole area –
the poor roads, the poor schools, the lack of facilities – and realize that
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there is [sic] no solutions, and no planning for any solutions for the poor
colony of Appalachia.84

Company towns for sawmilling corporations, textile mills, and coal mines began
to proliferate. Because the mountainous areas of Appalachia had very few towns, large
operations requiring numerous employees found it necessary to provide housing and
other services to workers and their families. Initially, according to Crandall Shifflett,
“the company town did not emerge intentionally to control, exploit, or pacify” the
employees, but out of necessity.85 However, conditions in company towns often
degenerated into a variety of social problems, including crowded and unsanitary housing,
a reduction in resistance to diseases due partly to the ready availability of unhealthy
processed foods in company stores, and a disintegration of community tradition.86
According to Eller, absentee owners were driven more by profit margins than by a
concern for the welfare of their employees. As the market fluctuated, he writes,
“Northern owners were quick to reduce wages and to allow poor working conditions to
deteriorate still further.”87
Not only did the company towns attract “displaced mountaineers” – as Eller calls
them – who had sold their lands at far below market prices and were looking for ways to
support their families,88 but also immigrants from other areas looking for steady work, as
Lewis points out.89 This mixture of ethnicities in congested communities had not
84
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prevailed prior to the coming of industry. The result was a social environment in which
laborers found themselves cut off from the pre-industrial traditions of tightly-knit
families living in small communities. The Appalachian male had exchanged his status as
independent landowner for that of a form of paid slavery to “the company,” which, as
Eller writes, “deducted rent and school, medical, and other fees from his monthly wage,
and, under the prevailing system of scrip, he occasionally ended the month without a cash
income. He had no voice in community affairs or working conditions, and he was
dependent upon the benevolence of the employer to maintain his rate of pay.”90
The despair felt by people caught up in the crushing oppression of early
Appalachian industry was captured by Merle Travis, who in 1946 wrote a song later
made famous by the rich bass-baritone voice of Tennessee Ernie Ford, who recorded it in
1955.

Some people say a man is made out of mud.
A poor man's made out of muscle and blood,
Muscle and blood, skin and bones...,
A mind that's weak and a back that's strong.
You load sixteen tons, and what do you get?
Another day older and deeper in debt.
St. Peter, don't you call me, 'cause I can't go.
I owe my soul to the company store.91
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Not long after the onset of exploitative industrialization, a variety of agencies
throughout the United States began to turn their attention to the social and economic
plight of Appalachian residents. Williams points out that “during the first half of the
twentieth century, national institutions – corporations, labor unions, state and federal
governments, professions, media, the military, cultural institutions, and the apparatus of
tourism – brought Appalachia’s economic and cultural resources into the embrace of
supraregional systems.”92 Institutions such as national parks and forests removed even
more land from the hands of Appalachian natives in an effort to preserve some remnant
of the area’s natural beauty, while the Tennessee Valley Authority was embraced in the
1930s as the answer to all of Appalachia’s problems. Initially, the popular perception of
the TVA was that it epitomized responsible use of resources, reasonable development,
and a concern for the people in the communities that would be affected by the
development.93 In was only in the 1960s that people outside of the region began to
recognize the negative impact of the TVA’s efforts: environmental destruction, almost
unnavigable bureaucracy, opposition to labor unions, and, in Whisnant’s words, a
“single-minded insistence upon producing power at the lowest dollar cost, regardless of
social or environmental considerations.”94
In 1932, Myles Horton, James Dumbrowski, and Don West had founded
Highlander Folk School to provide education to adults living in poverty. School staff
began to seek avenues through which to address and solve many of the socio-economic
issues that had arisen from the industrialization of Appalachia. Viewing labor unions as a
possible means of providing power to laborers who otherwise were powerless against
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corporations or government, the school began to reach out to a variety of groups from
Appalachian industries by inviting them to send potential labor leaders to educational
workshops. The expressed goals of the residential sessions were to train leaders to assess
their specific problems in their situations and work with other students to come up with
possible solutions. Highlander staff – primarily through Zilphia Horton’s efforts – also
taught them labor songs and engaged them in student-written agitation-propaganda (agitprop) dramas – that is, skits and plays designed to win observers over to a viewpoint and
to encourage them to act – to learn how to react in strike situations and labor conflicts.95
In other areas of the country, ground-breaking strikes already had set a precedent
for challenging the authority of the large corporation. The Steel Strike of 1919, in which
more than 350,000 men walked out of the factories owned by the U.S. Steel Corporation
when the company refused to deal with leaders of the American Federation of Labor,
represented a model of how workers could collectively stand against large companies.96
Labor activity in the North inspired southern labor organizers, including the staff of
Highlander Folk School, to actively work toward establishing labor unions in
Appalachian industries.
Folk consciousness, employed differently by the CPUSA-influenced labor unions
and Highlander Folk School, became an important unifying force for enabling individuals
to form a collective through which more political power could be wielded in the battle for
social change.

Smith and Fisher write that, while Highlander sought to effect “relational

organizing” that took the form of music and stories across deep social divides,”97 the
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labor unions, Shifflet argues, sought to “redefine the collective memory”98 for thousands
of urban laborers, and empower them to join together and resist corporation management.
Both groups, often acting in tandem until the late 1940s and the onset of
McCarthyism,99 strove to form coalitions of laborers by following the principle,
articulated by Eller, that “a people’s sense of identity, their understanding of the past,
helps to shape their ability to act in the present, to seize control of their own lives.”100
According to Smith and Fisher, collectives were perceived as the key to achieving
political power in the struggle because a sense of unity could “turn these divisive
manifestations of oppression and domination into recognition of mutual interdependence
and political solidarity.”101 In other words, groups of people from differing – and
sometimes opposing – ethnicities and backgrounds could learn to work together in order
to achieve as a unified group something that smaller groups who were working separately
could not.
In creating a romantic version of Appalachian history and culture, these
organizations endeavored to help foster a new kind of history for the people, one that
emphasized the values of community, family, fairness, and authenticity. This newly
found historical pride (whether based on fact or fiction) gave individuals a sense of place
which could be used, according to Smith and Fisher, “as a potent force in the hands of
those who understand not just its shortcomings but its critical, democratic, and collective
potentials and are able to harness its emotive and symbolic powers for progressive
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political organizing.”102 This sense of belonging to an ideal became a powerful tool for
the creation of unified fronts against industrial oppression.
As Highlander Folk School’s music director, Horton was influential in the
development of folk consciousness among those who lived around her, in Appalachia as
well as farther afield. Her deliberate use of and adaptation of folk song into the school’s
programs reveals an awareness of the key role music would play in the process. Horton’s
unpublished notes for a class that she gave in Laquemac, Canada, indicate her position
regarding the use of music for social reform:

“If I can write the songs of the people, I care not who makes the laws,”
said Robert Burns many years ago. This dynamic influence of music will
not be appreciated by those who sing only traditional songs. But those
who know and enjoy folk music and the working songs of depressed
people past and present will understand fully what the poet meant.
Group singing has become an increasingly larger element in adult
education gatherings and its contribution is an important one. The
repertoire is wide, ranging all the way from ancient ballads to
contemporary marching songs of peoples movements all over the world.
For people who come from the hurry and anxieties of modern life
such singing is good recreation. Soothing rhythms help them to relax, and
when they dance to the music of their songs, as well as sing them, they get
good physical exercise, too.
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Groups of varied cultural backgrounds can sing together and
achieve a unity often not otherwise possible. The strong emotional
element in music has a power to bring people together. Because people
can sing what they would never speak, music will often unify groups that
would be divided in discussion.
Most important is the value of singing to articulate or to give a
theme expression to aspiration and high purpose. “Endurance in times of
trouble”, “the fight for freedom and victory”, “the building of a new
world” are poetic themes to which poets like Burns have given powerful
expression. We share their spirit and struggle when we sing together.103

In this address, Horton makes clear her belief that the music that would be
influential in bringing about social change would include the labor songs of people who
suffered under the stranglehold of giant corporations. She advocated the use of group
singing for use in adult education and recreation as a method for creating unity out of
diversity, and spoke of a wide variety of song literature that could be adapted for this
purpose. Most importantly, she stated, the activity of singing together allowed people to
more clearly define goals and express shared emotions, enabling them to work together
for a higher cause. She followed this philosophy of using song for social reform
throughout the course of her career.
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Chapter Three: Zilphia Horton’s Life, Marriage, Work, and Death

Myles Horton credited his wife, Zilphia, with making song, music, dance, and
drama integral aspects of Highlander Folk School’s efforts to train labor union leaders.104
Others whose work was contemporary with that of HFS also recognized her importance
in using music for social change. In 1939, Communist sympathizer and writer, William
Wolff, supported her efforts and encouraged union members to incorporate songs from
her publication, Labor Songs, for meetings and pickets held by textile workers.105 Lee
Hays, a former member of Commonwealth Labor College, a writer for People’s Songs
Inc., and a co-founder of the Almanacs, wrote that “Zilphia Horton...has had a great deal
to do with the growth of people’s music – in fact, she is one of the few musicians who
remain to work steadily in Southern labor struggles.”106 Scholars who have studied the
connection between song and social movements have also pointed to Horton as one of the
moving forces behind the use of folk song in creating folk consciousness.107 Denisoff
writes that “most of the singing was sparked by Mrs. Zilphia Horton”108 and Dunson
referred to her as “the singing heart of the folk school.”109 Horton’s singing and winning
personality clearly left a lasting impact on those with whom she came into contact.110
In order to further understand her work, it is important to examine her early life,
her marriage to Myles, and her duties as a staff member of Highlander. I will draw from
104
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published sources as well as letters and writings contained in the Wisconsin archives that
have not previously been published. These personal items offer a valuable insight into
how both Myles and Horton viewed their work and life together. They also make it
possible for us to become better acquainted with Horton’s personality. In viewing these
documents, a primary consideration must be given to the fact that, as Allen Bateau points
out, “Oral history collections are narrative history only in a mediated sense.”111 When
people relate memories of events, they often select only those events that fit into their
current viewpoint, narrating them as if a knowledge of all that happened in between the
occurrence and the telling was actually present at the time of the original experience.
There is a process of editing out whatever does not project the self they wish to
portray.112 While correspondence between Myles and Horton, or Horton and other
people, can offer a more immediate form of revelation, speeches and memoires will
always contain elements of this type of mediation.
Zilphia Mae Johnson was the first of four daughters born to Guy Johnson, a
prospector who eventually became a coal mine owner in Spadra, Arkansas, and Ora
Ermon Howard Johnson, who was a teacher. Born April 14, 1910, in Paris, Arkansas,
she was fortunate to have a father who worked for the Paris Purity Coal Company and
whose ample income allowed for private piano lessons and a college education.113
Although Guy Johnson prospered with the company, he moved his family to Idaho at
some point to do prospecting, remaining there for two years before returning to live
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permanently in the coal-mining town in the Ozarks.114 Myles Horton wrote, “Her father,
Guy, owned the coal mine, and they lived in a big house on a hill. He was an
outdoorsman and a hunter and a self-made geologist and engineer who invented some of
his earliest machinery.” According to Myles, Horton and her father were very much alike
in creativity and stubbornness, a fact which led to conflict as she entered adulthood.
“One time he [Guy] said to me, ‘Zilphia’s so opinionated.’ I said, ‘Guy, you’re
opinionated, too.’ And he said, ‘No, I’m just determined.’ They were two of a kind.”115
Guy Johnson was very proud of his daughter and her accomplishments in music. Having
trained as a pianist from the time she was five, Horton went on to study classical music at
the College of the Ozarks, gaining a reputation for her musical gifts, and graduating in
1931. Myles wrote, “Two years before she came to Highlander, she won awards for top
vocalist and top piano player in the state of Arkansas. Her parents were rightfully proud
of her.”116 She was remembered by friends and family as being beautiful, with long
black hair and high cheekbones.117 Possessing a rich contralto voice, she sang beautifully
and laughed openly. Author and associate Aleine Austin remembered Horton as a
beautiful, friendly woman. “She had a laugh that was like a brook rippling, you know – it
just trickled down the scale.” In addition, she possessed a rare quality of genuine interest
in other people, making friends easily with those she deemed genuine and avoiding those
she considered phonies. 118
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Growing up in a coal-mining environment, Horton became interested in the living
and working conditions of her father’s employees. It is evident that her early experiences
of labor violence, seen from a child’s perspective, had shaped her opinions and
approaches to labor issues by the time she joined Highlander. Insight may be gained into
formative incidents from a previously unpublished speech written by Horton at an
unspecified date and for an unspecified group. The speech, filled with corrections, seems
to be a first draft, and resides in a folder entitled “ZH stories” in the Wisconsin
archives.119
She began by exploring why she became interested in unions, drawing from her
first memories of workers who were attempting to form unions despite great resistance.

It’s difficult to say when my interest began but I suppose I can be safe in
saying it was when I was a “young people”.
My first impulse was to begin with my first actual experience with
union people. Then I thought, “When people are interested enough to
become involved in a union experience, their interest begins before that
experience.’
I began thinking ‘What incidents could have influenced me to be
even half tolerant in a state where politics, churches, newspapers were so
reactionary and bitterly opposed to labor?’
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Suddenly, little personal incidents became very important in the
light of this – beginning when I was about six years old.120

Here, Horton put into practice what Bateau calls mediation121 in choosing
incidents which she felt were appropriate to her topic. In order to support her statement
that a person’s interest in unions began before his or her actual involvement, she selected
experiences from her early childhood that were designed to appeal to her audience.
Likewise, her interpretation of the events to support her topic is gained not from the
viewpoint of a child, but from what she, as an adult, believed at the time she wrote the
speech. The stories were true, but the meaning behind them was emphasized or altered to
suit the purpose for which she used them.
The first story she told her audience is one that explained why she began to be
independent in her thinking. As a child, she had wanted to do what all of the other
children were doing, but her father’s response about thinking for herself became an
important philosophy for her.

A stock company had come to town. You know the kind, always had a
Toby with a red wig, as a comedian, always had one play with a storm in
it, lightening [sic], rain coming in splashes, curtains flapping. I had gone
down to the show on Monday night which was unusual. It was understood
that I could never go to the show but once a week and that on the week-
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end. Next night, I approached my father about going again. He hesitated
long, and then said, “Why do you ask that?”
“All the other little girls go.”
“Remember this – no matter if every single person in this town
goes to the show, if that’s your reason, then you have no reason. You’ll
never amount to anything if you do things because other people do
them.”122

This advice from her father was to become her approach to life, ironically bringing her
into conflict with her father as she grew to adulthood and began to be sympathetic toward
labor union efforts.
Her background in coal mining country introduced her at a very early age to
labor unions (the I.W.W., known as the “Wobblies”123.) The next experience she related
in the speech was a second-hand story as told by her father, revealing his prejudice
against union people. This was before he became a mine owner and operator, but it was
indicative of his attitudes when he later came into conflict with labor union efforts.

The second incident which I remember, happened when we lived in Idaho
for two years. We lived about fifteen miles this side of the Canadian
border on the side of a canyon where my father was a prospector. I never
tired of the stories he told at the supper table when he came home from
work. They were about the miners he worked with – he called them Finns,
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Swedes, Dagos, and Poles. They were romantic to me for I had never
known any foreigners. People, where I lived in Arkansas, talk like the
people here on the mountain. I’m sure that my Father’s accent, when he
imitated them, was terrible, but it was simply wonderful to me. The story
that impressed me most was one he told about a Swede. He was sitting at
the table and when he was about through with supper and we all knew it
was about time for him to begin telling the story of the day, he
straightened up, puffed out his cheeks, banged his fist on the table, and
shouted, “Man is yoost an animal. All he wants is something to fill his
belly and nothing in his head. When will the workers preach the brotherhood of man?” Then he doubled over in laughter.
I said, “Who is he?”
“He’s an I.W.W.”
“What’s an I.W.W.?”
The smile vanished from his face and he looked straight at me as
though I were treading on forbidden ground. Then he said very seriously,
“They are people who are never satisfied with anything.”
I knew I was never to ask about it again. But the thing that I
remembered most, was that although he might represent something
unknown to me, he was a warm and colorful person, and that I’d like to
know another I.W.W.124
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Clearly, this derision of the Wobblies missed its mark. Even though her father ridiculed
what this member of the union had said, Horton found that it piqued her interest in the
idea of a brotherhood and community working for a higher purpose. Rather than joining
in with her father’s prejudice, she found herself eager to know more about the people
involved in labor unions.
Horton also experienced mine management’s practice of bringing in scabs
(Mexicans, in this case) in order to break a strike. As she told this story from a child’s
point of view, she acknowledged that she didn’t understand the situation at the time.

Then I remember when we had moved back to Arkansas, seeing a train
load of Mexicans come into town – the first Mexicans I had ever seen. I
was told they had been brought in to work in the mines because the men in
town had decided they didn’t want to work. Then when I went out to the
mine before work time, I saw tents pitched around the slack [sic] heap.
Instead of seeing the men I was accustomed to seeing, I saw Mexicans
coming out of the tents dressed in pit clothes. I started climbing up the
tipple as I always did and was shouted at. I came down knowing there
was something mysterious about the tipple. I later saw a machine gun
taken to the top. I heard Jack Pettijohn, top boss, cursing about what poor
workmen the Mexicans were – saying that some had never worked in a
mine before. I looked up and said, innocently, “If they’re so bad, why did
you go to so much trouble to bring them here?”
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They looked at me in amazement and I was told to go back to the
truck and wait.125

She implied in the narrative that, as a child, she did not understand that the machine gun
was there to intimidate and control the striking workers rather than the Mexicans.
This theme of a child’s innocence containing truth was developed further as she
moved on to relating a different experience, which reveals that even as a child, she was
familiar with the often violent conflict that arose between corporation owners and union
workers. Her hindsight allowed her to realize that a child’s recognition and friendliness
toward men who were bent on committing a violent act could diffuse the tension and
deflect their purpose.

Then I remember being told once that there was trouble in the mines.
Then of hearing my father walking back and forth in the house after the
lights had been turned off. Of hearing a car drive up the hill, crawling out
of bed and tip-toeing in bare feet until I could see in my father’s room –
seeing him standing in front of the window with his pistol in his hand.
Then as the car passed on, seeing him sit in the chair.
This night after night until it seemed we never slept.
Then one afternoon at dusk, my father had fallen asleep in a chair.
On the opposite side of the house, I heard a car drive up and stop in the
pine thicket. I recognized two of the miners whom I knew and liked –
who always smiled and had something pleasant to say when I was at the
125
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mine. I knew there was nothing for me to be afraid of, but I knew without
knowing why, that they had come for something very mysterious
concerning my father. I thought, “If I pretend they have come just for a
visit, maybe it will smooth things over.”
I opened the door and ran out to the car. They weren’t smiling and
they looked off in the distance. I ignored this, and said, “Hello.” Gomer
Owens, sitting in the front said, “Howdy.”
Finally, I said, “Did you want to see someone?”
There was a dead silence. Then Gomer said, “No, I guess we don’t
want to see anybody,” and pushed his car in reverse and drove off down
the hill.126

In her adult years, she saw her father as being on the wrong side of the struggle and
openly defied him.
This speech makes several issues clear about Horton’s childhood experiences,
how she interpreted them, and how they shaped her adult life. She developed an early
interest in independent thinking that challenged the status quo. “I began to doubt
everything and everybody’s word very early.”127 This characteristic prepared her for her
later work with Highlander and the attacks that would come against it. Instead of
following her father’s lead in opposing unions, she was attracted to union goals and the
idea of “the brotherhood of man.” She was also interested in ethnic diversity and wanted
to meet people from other cultures. She became aware of unfair practices by
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management that caused the mine laborers to suffer and brought conflict into an
otherwise friendly community. “Inexperienced Mexicans took the place of regular
workers whom I liked.” Lastly, Horton was disillusioned with her father when she began
to understand more clearly the plight of the workers.
Horton’s father was an important influence on her life. His name is
mentioned often by Myles and Zilphia, while her mother’s name is absent from
any of the letters or narratives. The events she related focused on her father’s
behavior, viewpoint, and actions. It is possible that growing up as the daughter of
the owner of a coal mine, living in a large house on a hill, and not lacking for
material comforts or money for education gave her insight into the position of
those who owned or ran corporations. However, Horton’s compassion for the
miners who wanted to form unions brought her into direct conflict with Guy
Johnson’s interests as a mine owner. The relationship with her father became
strained, and then broken.
Her favorable view of labor unions led her to become a follower of Claude
Williams, whom Goldsmith describes as a “radical preacher dedicated to the
cause of racial and economic justice for the sharecroppers and mine workers of
the Depression South.”128 A Presbyterian pastor who became noted for his
progressive views on integration and labor unions, Williams held a pastorate in
Paris, Arkansas from 1930-1934.

His custom of holding services that combined

African Americans and whites was controversial. While he remained in Paris, he
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tried to create a “Proletarian Church and Labor Temple,” 129 a project which –
when added to his other practices – resulted in his dismissal from the church.
Presumably, Horton regularly traveled 26 miles to Paris to attend services led by
Williams. It is also possible that she became acquainted with Williams when he
attempted to organize labor unions at the mine owned by Guy Johnson. Myles
stated, “Her father told her she had to stop going to Claude Williams’ church, and
if she didn’t, he was going to throw her out of the house.” When Horton defied
her father and continued her association with Williams, she was disowned. 130
Horton was forced to leave home. At that time, according to Myles, union
activist Howard Kester “arranged for Johnson to go to Highlander with the idea of
learning some fundamentals of the labor movement.” In January, 1935, she
became one of eight students who attended a two-month residential workshop at
Highlander. 131 It was not until the staff and students participated in a strike in
February at Richmond Hosiery Mills in Chattanooga that she came to Myles’
attention. The relationship between them deepened and they quickly realized that
they were in love.
Horton soon became an important influence on Myles. In unpublished
autobiographical statements contained within the Wisconsin archives, Myles wrote that it
was Zilphia who helped him learn how to balance intensive work with relaxation. His
total commitment to Highlander’s causes had resulted in exhaustion that affected his
129
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health. “I was drawing on my physical and idea reserves in interacting with the present.
The physical well ran dry first and I had to spend a month in a hospital recuperating from
the Wilder situation and inadequate food. The fact that we didn’t have enough money
even to provide food didn’t bother me until I collapsed.” Finding himself in love with
Zilphia, Myles was forced to balance work commitments with his relationship, which
required him to slow down enough to “recharge my batteries … It was not love at first
sight as many thought. Zilphia had been at Highlander almost a week before we fell in
love. Although we had no reservations about being in love we had lengthy discussions
about marriage.”132
The issue of how to balance a marriage commitment with career goals was not a
minor one in 1935. Horton was determined to continue working, considering her trade to
be music. Myles saw himself as an educator. In a society where most women were
expected to remain at home and provide primary care for children, they found it difficult
to imagine how a marriage in which each spouse pursued a career could succeed.

We were both interested in radical social change, but realized that neither
of us would give up our own way of working although at times there
might be an overlap. Could there be a marriage of equals? We didn’t
know the answer, but decided to give it a try with the understanding that
the marriage would last as long as it was mutually workable as long as we
had no children.133
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The separation that would be required by their work was something neither one
enjoyed. Myles wrote that “major problems grew out of our having to be separated at
times … We wanted to be together all the time but knew that this would not be possible if
we pursued our own professional careers.”134 The flexibility of work at Highlander made
possible such an unusual approach to marriage.
After deciding that they could make a marriage work while continuing to pursue
their own careers, Zilphia and Myles were married on Wednesday, March 6, 1935.
Horton offered an amusing anecdote in her diary entry regarding preparations for the
ceremony, “Weds morn’ – raining and Myles’ suit reeking of gasoline couldn’t be aired –
so spent entire morning steaming odor out and assembling shirt, socks et cetera for
wedding.” Approximately twenty people celebrated a dinner (lunch), after which
Reverend Dr. Jarnette performed the wedding ceremony while music by American
composer Edward MacDowell was played softly by Rupert Hampton, a Highlander staff
member. Wedding pictures were taken, and then “Franz, Zilla, Walt, Myles and I135 left
for Chattanooga where we registered at Key Hotel – Wedding party held in Walt’s
room…The only melancholy note – Jim136 was not present at wedding or party, due to
New York trip.” Other staff members and friends joined the Hortons in this celebration,
which continued long past the time when the newly married couple had retreated to their
hotel room. Horton wrote, “Walt kept a picket line around our door all night and hourly
134
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attempts were made to break in.” After spending two days in Chattanooga for their
honeymoon, Horton and Myles returned to Knoxville. By March 11, they were back to
business, meeting with strikers in Wilder, other activists, and representatives of TVA.
Almost immediately, Horton left to pursue graduate work in music at the College
of the Ozarks. No dates are specified for when this occurred, but it is known that by
November of that year, she had given up the graduate work and had set her sights on
training in drama. On November 2, 1935, she traveled to New York for a four-month
session to study at the New Theater School, which was located at 55 West 45th Street.
Myles wrote that her goals were to study “the innovative developments in the use of
dramatics, both in the ‘legitimate’ theater and the left-wing or Agitprop Theatre.”137
Agitation propaganda (agitprop) theater was adopted by left-wing groups outside the
Soviet Union and was patterned after a formula which had been developed by the
Soviets, who used drama as a way to win the proletariat over to communistic ideals.
Lynn Mally stated that agitprop drama was uniquely suited to adaptation for industrial
conflict in the United States. Mally writes, “With its street-fighting themes and disdain
of bourgeois experts, agitprop was ideal for … confrontational tactics.”138 This type of
drama was geared toward specific situations and promoted certain approaches to local
needs, which meant that the plays rarely entered a permanent repertoire.139 It suited the
needs of Highlander’s efforts in educating groups to work with union conflict. Horton’s
training required a four-month separation from Myles.
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She wrote of her trip, her impressions of her work – “maid’s work, sweeping,
scrubbing, dusting, etc.”140 – and her living arrangements. She also described her
experiences living in New York and her classes at the school, which included learning
how to design agitprop plays for Highlander workshops. Horton received invaluable
training which she would later use to write, direct, and present plays intended to promote
left-wing views of how to go about achieving social change.141
Horton’s trip to New York by bus began on the second day of November.
Writing to Myles from “Sis and Dot’s desk” in apartment 46B of Columbia Apartments,
3120 Broadway, she describes her bus-trip from Chattanooga to Baltimore, when a
woman sitting next to her tried to convert her to the Baha’i cult. After the woman had
explained the religion, and Horton realized that the members felt that political
involvement was “contamination,” she wrote, “From what I gathered, it is a faith for
people who want to think freely but haven’t the courage of their convictions and will not
face reality, but camouflage it in a veil of the mystic. Do you know this sect? Mayby
[sic] I’m the only one who hasn’t heard about it.” Her train trip to Washington from
some unmentioned city was extremely unpleasant due to “an overabundance of
rambunctious children” that stayed on until Washington, D.C. In Baltimore, she traveled
by bus to New York City. Her recollections of the Baltimore ride, which included a
convention of a group she designated as “homosexuals, female impersonators” headed to
New York for the weekend, were more concerned with the bus driver’s prejudice against
the men rather than the group, itself. Horton arrived at her destination one hour ahead of
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schedule, took a cab, and arrived at the apartment in which she was to stay until finding a
job and her own lodging. 142
Her concerns upon arriving in New York were dominated by how to fund her
studies at the New Theater School. She was to receive a scholarship to cover the costs of
classes, but meanwhile, she would have to find a place to live and a job that would
support her. She wrote that she had accepted work as a maid in the Girls’ Friendly
Service League, located at 151 East 18th Street, a job that included food and lodging. On
November 8, she moved into her new “abode,” with which she was none too pleased, as a
later letter reveals: “No windows – just a sky-light and the whole room is ‘gangrenous’
looking.” She arranged to live temporarily in vacant rooms and move when a tenant
came to occupy the rooms. She wrote, “I’d rather move once a week than to be shut up
in a ‘chicken coop’… Imagine me, hating New York as I do, moving into a room with no
windows!” She was able to convince the manager of the league to allow her to store her
belongings in the hated “skylight” room, as she called it, and continue to allow her to use
whichever of the rooms were vacant. Once settled, Horton decided to supplement her
income by obtaining a paid position in a church choir. This job required her presence on
weekends and holidays, and prevented her from returning to Monteagle for a Christmas
visit with her husband.143
She encountered an unexpected setback in the process of enrolling for classes at
the New Theater School. While meeting with the head of the school, “Bonn,” she found
that the promised scholarship had not been arranged. The school’s director agreed to
allow her to begin classes while the final forms – which included a request from Myles
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on Highlander Folk School letterhead stating the need for someone trained in drama –
were completed. All of her classes were held in the afternoon and evening, giving
Horton the ability to complete her work for the Girls’ League. Her courses included
acting, stage technique, play analysis, History of the Theatre as a Social Factor, stage
make-up, playwriting, and directing.144
The transition from the rural surroundings of Monteagle to the bustling metropolis
of New York City did not go smoothly at first. On November 6, Horton wrote, “The
more I see of people in this stuffy, starved city, the more I realize how lucky we are.”145
It was not long before she began to form friendships and attend plays and concerts,
becoming comfortable with her surroundings and excited by the cultural opportunities not
available in southeast Tennessee.
By March, 1936, she had completed the session at the New Theater School and
had returned home to Highlander Folk School, taking up residence with Myles in a oneroom log cabin on the school property. Myles wrote, “Before the children came, Zilphia
and I lived in a one-room log cabin which I had built far enough away from the main
building that only people who felt a real need to see us bothered to make the trip. We
reluctantly moved from the cabin when the children were born because of the
inconvenience of carrying our water from a mountain stream or having to break the ice
and take a bath in winter.”146 Even though the living conditions were somewhat
primitive, Horton and Myles seem to have been happy there, living within walking
distance to the school and spending any spare time in household chores, hunting,
gardening, and sharing farm chores with other Highlander staff and residential students.
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Horton was a crack shot, writing on July 11, 1936, to Myles that “John, Hoyle, and I are
going squirrel hunting Monday morning – I shot a cigarette in the center the other day,
sort of restored my self respect[sic].”
At some point during the first years of their marriage, Myles encouraged and
brought about reconciliation between Horton and her father, Guy Johnson. He later
recalled, “I was determined that she reunite with her family, because to me, someone
without a family is bound to have problems. Mine was loving, and I was terribly
disturbed about hers. I said, ‘We’re going to go out there and see if we can work this
thing out.’ And Zilphia said, ‘Guy said if you ever show up, he’ll kill you.’ I said, ‘Well,
I’ve been killed before.’ So we went to Arkansas. It was an awkward situation, but we
finally achieved a little reconciliation.”147 Later, the relationship between Horton and her
family would improve enough for her to take the children to her parents’ house and stay
for an extended visit.148
Horton, upon her return from her training in New York to Highlander Folk School
in March, 1936, began to work actively with residential workshops. First-hand
information on these activities may be gleaned from her letters to Myles. Most of the
letters to Myles do not contain an address or any other information on his whereabouts at
the time Horton was writing him. On July 11, 1936,149 she wrote about a dance hosted by
Highlander.
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Last night in spite of the heat, we tried to have a private dance just to
show the “city” boys what a square dance really is. You know how our
“private” dances usually turn out. The whole mountain was here, Big
George, Paul Sanders, Ed Westerfield included. We sweated and danced,
and danced and sweated some more. There wasn’t a dry thread on
anyone. Big George was a sight to behold – he could not have been
“wetter” if he’d gotten under a shower. Tom Lee came down to fiddle for
us and John Meeks brought the entire family down including the seven
year old.150

The only instrument mentioned specifically in this letter is the fiddle, but presumably
other traditional instruments – such as the guitar, a string bass, and possibly a banjo –
provided the accompaniment. In the same letter, she discussed the upcoming arrival of
what she called “the Uphaus group,” which was due to arrive on the following Tuesday.
The group had arrived by July 17, as indicated by another letter written on HFS
letterhead. Horton wrote that she found the group, which contained six women, very
interesting, and that they had seemed to enjoy a square dance that HFS staff had hosted
for them. 151
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On July 23, she wrote to Myles (who was, perhaps, in Swarthmore)152 that she
had gone with “Bill, Teffie, Hoyle, Becky, and John” on Monday, July 20, for a picket
line. Her account of the picket offers details of the type of violence that often erupted
during strikes:

We picketed for about three hours on the hard pavement, but Bennet stole
a march on the strikers and “herded” the scabs in the plant about four
o’clock in the morning. The morning would have been uneventful had not
four women, a mother and four daughters, attempted to enter. The police
picked up bodily one of the girls and put her in but her clothing was torn
off her in the fight. This frightened the mother and the other sisters. They
finally asked the union officials to take them home. The singing pepped
them up considerably and Joe said he’d pay our expenses if we’d come
down next day. We arose at 3:30 a.m. again the next morning and headed
for the picket line. Upon arrival, we found that Bennet had bought cots
and kept the scabs in the plant all night…153

From this letter, it can be observed that singing was used as a protest against physical
violence and served to encourage those who were facing police action. It was well
received by the picketers, which meant that – in this case – one of the leaders of the strike
offered to give them financial support to continue leading music for the picket line.
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Horton’s use of music and drama at picket lines continued to be popular with
strike participants. In September of that year, five hundred workers at the Holston
Manufacturing Company in Knoxville walked off their jobs to hold a strike. She was
among the Highlander staff and students who offered support for the strike by holding
classes, performing agitprop dramas, and leading singing on the picket line. On July 23,
1936, she wrote, “’Hell’s broke loose’ with my Holston dramatics – as you notice by the
enclosed ‘clipping’ the Holston workers are locked out … They asked me to come out in
the morning at 5:30 for the picket line and teach them songs.”154 At the Holston picket,
the music became more important to the participants than dramas, which would require
rehearsal. However, the Holston strike gave Horton an opportunity to meet with a labor
organizer, Carl Green, who became interested in the agitprop dramas. “He asked me if I
wouldn’t go down to the Alcoa plant and organize a Women’s Auxiliary, Junior Union,
and Dramatics Group,” she reported on September 28.155 The following Friday, she was
again at the Holston picket line by 5:15 a.m., leading singing and holding conversations
with strikers until 12:30. After a quick trip back to her lodgings in Knoxville for warm
clothes and lunch, she returned to lead singing for another forty-five minutes.
Many times, Horton’s duties at Highlander required that she spend a great deal of
time traveling and taking care of details that did not include music. A letter written on
May 12, 1937, provides insight into the frenetic activity frequently required of her.
“When I came back on Monday, there was a wire saying that Steiner and Gadget were
arriving. I caught a bus, dashed madly over to Knoxville, met them, borrowed Pat’s car,
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drove them back to LaFollette, explained to them about the set-up as best I could…then
drove back that night to Knoxville, had a conference with Louise McClaren during which
she asked me to teach in her Summer School, offering me expenses and one hundred
dollars for the six-weeks term.” Immediately following this flurry of activity, she
exhausted her energies in office work, addressing grievances, and planning educational
activities and programs for labor union educational committees. On many occasions, she
spent long hours in the Highlander School or labor union offices. “I haven’t quit work in
the office earlier that [sic] nine-thirty or ten for ‘ages.’”156 Involvement in Highlander
meant that Horton had to wear many hats, fulfilling a wide variety of responsibilities that
extended beyond music and drama.
Life was full for Horton and Myles. The many letters exchanged between them
offer evidence of numerous extended separations due to the demands of their work for
Highlander. Expressions of loneliness for her husband are present in nearly all of her
letters. Horton, by July of 1936, described her condition with candor.

I’ve been in one of my “damnable” moods, that only I am capable of
getting in. I’m really glad you weren’t here for it. However, Madame
Zilphia seems to be conquering it and feels that she’ll recover without any
mishaps…The symptoms are, Dr. Horton: moodiness, nervous tension,
lack of appetite, flighty at times, very serious at times, a sometimes
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vicarious delight in dissipation, but enjoying life rather tempestuously.
Doesn’t this leave you a bit confused? Forget it.157

They yearned for a life together and a family. Not long after Horton had returned
from New York in 1936 and had begun her work with music and drama at
Highlander, she and Myles began to discuss the possibility of raising a family.
Myles wrote that “at first, just being together and being able to work together was
enough, but we soon began to think of children.” Into his 30s, Myles was five
years older than his wife. They realized that they should not wait too long to have
children because they wanted to be able to “do justice to and enjoy children.”158
There were many peripheral issues that would need to be addressed. For
example, the extended trips required by work would cause difficulties in
managing a household with children. The independence to pursue their careers
would, of necessity, be curtailed unless suitable child care could be found. They
were also convinced that their relationship must be strong enough to endure the
added pressures of child-rearing. Myles wrote, “We agreed that children should
not be used by adults to work out their own problems and that we would have to
be prepared to make a different kind of commitment to our marriage and this was
something neither of us had fully faced up to.”159 It was agreed that household
chores, childcare, and other responsibilities would be shared as equally as
possible between the two. After a year of discussing the prospect, the Hortons felt
ready to begin the process.
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However, it was not until much later that Horton became pregnant with
their first child. Thorsten, a son, was born February 22, 1943, eight years after
they were married. Their daughter, Charis, was born two years later, on March
24, 1945. With Thorsten’s birth, Myles and Zilphia found it necessary to move to
a long abandoned but larger cabin on the property that was closer to the school.
Myles wrote that extensive renovations were required in order to make the
“ancient log house” habitable, but it offered the conveniences of indoor water and
a telephone. Other modifications became necessary as new issues within the
family arose. Charis, as a small child, suffered from “severe ear pains and the
problem of choking up at night.” Myles and Zilphia built a bedroom next to theirs
with only a thin wall between, enabling them to monitor her.
Thorsten and Charis were given a unique upbringing, formed not only by their
parents’ progressive views on child-rearing, but also largely due to the communal living
conditions at Highlander.160 According to Myles, he and Horton had determined to instill
their ideas and beliefs in their children by allowing them to participate in Highlander
activities. As a result, he wrote, the “children grew up in close personal contact with
other staff members, students and visitors as well as the residential program at
Highlander, despite the fact that Highlander was not a family school.” Apart from
Thorsten and Charis, children were not welcome in the workshops at Highlander, even
though a nursery school was later established there. During meetings or conferences
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where their presence would be inappropriate, the children were able to stay with Myles’
parents, who lived nearby.
Horton’s and Myles’ intensive work with Highlander programs became a problem
when Thorsten developed difficulties with reading. The exact nature of the problem was
not specified in Myles’ autobiographical information, but it was severe enough to require
supervised activities, adjustment of schedules, and a temporary separation of the siblings.
Horton spent a year in Chicago for an unspecified reason, during which time she obtained
a job and moved into an apartment.161 Apparently, conditions were not suitable for a
child, so Charis was moved to California to live with one of Zilphia’s sisters. Thorsten
remained with Myles, accompanying him on trips required by Highlander’s involvement
with labor disputes. Myles wrote that he would visit “the divided family” whenever his
work made such trips possible. “The point I am trying to make is that we tried to share
both chores of responsibilities and emotional involvement of an extreme nature.
Nevertheless, I always had the feeling that I wasn’t doing my full share and looking back,
can see how I could have done more.”162
It is evident that the Hortons’ marriage and child-rearing were filled with many
ups and downs. He remembered in later accounts that “when Zilphia was asked how it
was living with a person like me, her reply was ‘It’s never boring.’ The same could be
said of our total family situation.”163 Rare hints of this can be found in Horton’s letters to
Myles. In an undated letter entitled “Thursday eve” and typed on Highlander Folk
School letterhead, she wrote, “If there is such a thing as my being honest I could tell you
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that I wanted to write you the first evening you were away but, afraid you’d think it
forced in the light of our previous experience, refrained from expressing myself.” She
went on to discuss attending church the night before to hear John Thompson164 speak.
Something about the intimacy of the relationship between Myles and John disturbed
Horton, perhaps because she began to experience an aspect of Myles’ personality that
was not evident in their marriage relationship. On this unspecified Thursday, she wrote:

I have grown to love the spirit of John Thompson enough to fervently
desire to be around him more. Knowing his relationship with you has,
strange as it may seem, given me just a little keener insight into your inner
self …[ellipses original] Oscar Wilde’s ‘and we kill the thing we love
most’ threaded my thoughts last evening…How nearly we do this at times
without knowing it is terrifying in retrospect…In looking back over the
last few days you were here, I distinctly remember the irresistible charm
of your true self – the ‘you’ that I love. Then the appalling thought that
this ‘you’ was, previous to these ‘last few days’, camaflauged [sic]
temporarily as a reaction to something in me, is a cruel revelation.165

Regardless of the circumstances that caused such anguish to Horton, later letters
continued to express devotion between Myles and Zilphia, and it is clear that their
164
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marriage remained strong for the remainder of her life. Following her death in 1956,
Myles would write that “she was the girl I had been waiting for.”166 There is no evidence
that his love for her had changed during her lifetime.167
Horton continued to work with Highlander, participating in workshops by helping
to lead music and drama, and then taking over the position of directing the cultural
program in 1938, when Ralph Tefferteller left to join the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America.168 Her music and drama programs were popular with staff and students
alike. She was very active in providing outreach programs to labor unions throughout the
1940s – even unsuccessfully attempting to publish a songster with the C.I.O. – but by the
end of the decade, her enthusiasm (as well as that of the entire Highlander staff) waned as
the labor unions began to embrace conservatism in the growing shadow of the hostilities
between the United States and the Soviet Union, and the resulting rise of
McCarthyism.169 Myles described her as “a singer without a movement.”170 Even
though she continued to lead music and drama at Highlander workshops, her attention
turned to singing music at African-American churches and gatherings as the school began
to get more interested in Civil Rights issues.
In 1952, a personal disaster struck when a tornado hit the Hortons’ cabin on
February 15, at 10:30 p.m. Horton wrote a description of the event sometime later,
perhaps in March. The entire family was at home and asleep. She was awakened when
she heard a “strange roar of wind and the double doors in front of Karis’ [sic] bed blew
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open.” Large hail began pummeling the house, hitting the roof “like a machine gun
volley.” While Zilphia grabbed Charis up in her arms and Myles attempted to close the
doors, two large oak trees crashed through the roof, “just two feet from Myles’ head.”
An old, hand-hewn chestnut beam running the length of the house prevented the trees
from crushing Myles, Zilphia, and Charis. Worse was to come.

At the same moment I felt a wrenching of the house and heard a pounding
of stones in the direction of the living room. Opening the door to the
living room, I saw a swirling mass of flames. The suction was so great
that I slammed the door as quickly as possible in order to keep from being
sucked into it. (The next day, I found that I had pushed the door
completely over the sill where it jammed and the lock was hanging.) I
threw something over the children and yelled to Myles that we should get
out the back window before the house burned over our heads. Just as we
were about to crawl out the back window, I saw through the kitchen
window that the “flaming mass” which had been the Guatemalan curtain
was swirling on the terrace. The tornado had taken it outside. At this
point, Myles and I walked over the broken glass into the living room.
There was a downpour of rain and when I said to Myles, “The windows
are all broken out”, he looked up to the sky and said, “The roof is gone”.
And so it was.171
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Once the rain had decreased, a neighbor joined the Hortons in moving their furniture into
the kitchen, the one remaining room of the old log house.

The house was nearly

destroyed, having apparently taken the brunt of the tornado, but no one at Highlander was
badly hurt beyond cuts and abrasions. Oddly enough, clothes that had been hung on the
back porch to dry, including socks with no clothes pins, were undisturbed by the storm.
Other buildings at Highlander Folk School had been damaged: the main building
had lost a portion of its roof and the remainder of the roof was ruined, trees had fallen on
residential cabins, and a porch of one of the cabins had been picked up by the tornado and
hurled through a large window into the library. However, none of the buildings was
damaged as extensively as the Hortons’ residence.

Renovations required an investment

of Zilphia’s inheritance money, as well as donations sent by friends and associates.172
Horton’s activities are not well documented from 1952 until her death. Other than
recordings and typed transcripts of a speech for the Montana Farmers’ Union School,
dated February 16, 1956,173 there are few details of her later work with Highlander.
Highlander historian John Glen writes, “Zilphia had played an integral role in
Highlander’s labor programs during the 1930s and 1940s, but in the early 1950s her name
is noticeably absent from school documents.”174 According to colleagues, she continued
to work with Highlander on new projects, such as the literacy schools for the AfricanAmerican residents of the Sea Islands in South Carolina. While it is not documented in
the Highlander records,175 it is likely that she was active in the integration efforts of the
school during 1955, when nearly two hundred African-American leaders attended
172
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residential workshops. She had remained the music director until her death in 1956, and
it is known that she visited St. John Island in South Carolina with Myles for initial
contacts with Esau Jenkins. Highlander’s emphasis on integration was clearly shared by
Horton.176 In that same year, the school had distributed thousands of copies of A Guide
to Community Action for Public School Integration.177
Before music could once again become a primary force for social change in the
Civil Rights Movement, Horton died of uremic poisoning on April 11, 1956. An accident
had occurred more than a week earlier, when she had been working with Anne Lockwood
in the Highlander office. Mistaking a glass containing carbon tetrachloride , a cleaning
fluid for typewriters, for water, she drank a small amount of its contents.178 Forcing
herself to vomit, she consulted a doctor, who reassured her that the small amount she had
ingested would probably not cause lasting harm. Contrary to the doctor’s expectations,
Horton’s condition worsened. She managed to hide the situation for a week, telling her
concerned 11-year-old daughter that she was suffering from an upset stomach. She even
led singing for one of the residential groups the night before she was taken to the
hospital. When Myles realized that her condition was serious and demanded to know the
truth, she finally confessed what had happened as he was taking her to the Sewanee
hospital. She was hospitalized from April 2 to April 6 at the Emerald Hodgson Hospital.
At first, Dr. Charles B. Keppler179 told Myles that Horton’s condition was
probably not life-threatening, but within four days, he determined that she should be
176
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transferred to the Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville. In his attending physician’s
statement, Dr. Keppler wrote, “It was evident that pt. was developing a lower nephron
nephrosis and she was transferred to the care of Dr. Laurence Grossman and admitted to
Vanderbilt U. Hosp. Nashville, Tenn.”180 According to Dr. Maurice Strauss in a 1948
article on the condition, lower nephron nephrosis leads to acute renal insufficiency and is
caused by a number of conditions “and from various poisons of diverse origin, including
the most common offender, carbon tetrachloride.”181 Myles wrote that the specialist who
attended Horton at Vanderbilt Hospital told him that she was in serious condition, but
that he felt her “strong will to live would probably be a decisive factor in her recovery.
The doctors and internes [sic] said they had never seen a person who was so determined
to get well.”182 In spite of this hope, her condition steadily worsened, and it soon
became evident that she would not survive.
In his autobiographical writings, Myles wrote about his last few days with his
wife. Knowing that she was dying, Zilphia calmly discussed her dreams for the children
and her regrets that “she would not get to see the children grow up.”

We talked about the good times we had had and the problems and fun we
had had. She felt that she had lived a useful life and hoped she had left
behind some things that would continue to be useful, but most of all, she
article announcing “Dr. Charles B. Keppler, a specialist in internal medicine, has become a member of the
staff of the Emerald-Hodgson Hospital. Before coming to the Mountain, Dr. Keppler practiced in Norfolk
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talked about the children’s future and how she would like to see them
develop as creative, happy people living for something that is worthwhile
and enjoying life as we had done. Her calmness held me together when
the doctor said she was dead.183

On Monday, April 11, 1956, three days before her 46th birthday, Horton died. Myles and
the children were devastated by the loss. After Myles had wept for two hours, the doctor
prescribed sedatives for him and sent him home with his sister, Elsie Pearl. The
following day, Myles informed his children of their mother’s death, telling them that
Horton’s final wish for them was for “Charis to be Charis, Thorsten to be Thorsten.”
He wrote that the funeral was held at Highlander in the “main building room
where she had led singing, taught classes for so many years.”184 Thorsten and a man
called Doc Paine gathered wildflowers to decorate the walls and the casket. Charis and
Thorsten remained calm during the ceremony. The Highlander News, a small in-house
paper edited by 13-year-old Thorsten and his cousin, Butchie Grant, contained an article
describing Horton’s funeral: “All her friends were there. No one was to bring flowers
but they all did. Everyone in the room saw her and cried. We all went to the graveyard
and saw her put in her grave. A preacher gave a wonderful sermon for her.”185 Horton’s
body was interred in the Summerfield Cemetery, and the family walked from the
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graveyard back to Highlander Folk School, where they had supper following the
service.186
Aleine Austin, recalling the days after Horton’s passing, admired Myles’
openness in dealing with his grief: “He just cried, he went around weeping. It was so
beautiful that he was that free and able to – and he’d tell stories about her.” She was
impressed with his courage in facing up to daily responsibilities in spite of his grief,
requiring his children to attend school the next day because “We’re going on living,
that’s what Zilphia wants us to do.”187 In Myles own recollection, “I went into a tailspin
for a week or so and was unable to pull myself together.” A friend who had suffered a
similar loss, Saul Alinsky, urged him to join him in Chicago to live temporarily, and
immediately immersed Myles in work-related reports. “I had little or no time for
remorse.”188
Horton’s death had a lasting impact on Highlander staff and alumni. Within a
year, sympathy letters from friends and associates flooded in from all over the country,
providing ample evidence that Horton had become an important figure during her twentyone years at Highlander Folk School. Lena Kaplan wrote from Chicago that “Hers is the
most beautiful and meaningful immortality I can conceive of … she has left an
unforgettably enriching experience with all who walked with her – and there must be
thousands!” Her work was remembered years later as equally important to that of Myles.
Aleine Austin, reflecting on Horton’s warm personality, called her a “beacon.” She felt
186
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that, while Myles strength lay in intellectual stimulation, Horton’s centered on helping
people become emotionally involved. “Zilphia was for the soul.” Her singing and music
directing was effective because she felt it deeply and strove to communicate that to other
people, without using manipulative measures. 189
Perhaps the area in which her greatest influence was felt before and after her
death was that of using music for social reform. She had worked unceasingly for two
decades to produce songsters for unions throughout the United States, and in leading
workshops until the year of her death. Her book, Labor Songs, published in conjunction
with the Textile Workers Union of America in 1939, became an important source of
songs for singing on picket lines during the 1940s. In addition, according to Denisoff,
the book brought music into greater prominence in union efforts than before Horton had
become involved with them.190 She produced at least ten songsters, most of them
mimeographed packets prepared at Highlander Folk School,191 and, according to Josh
Dunson, collected more than 1,300 songs, the majority of them from older “Negro and
white folk traditions of the South,” as well as leftist groups and unions.192 Denatale and
Hinson, in their article on southern textile songs, state that Horton’s efforts in collecting
songs for unions provided “invaluable historical documents, for they express a
perspective distinct from the institutional sources of Southern labor history.”193
When Highlander began to view the Civil Rights Movement as a main focus of its
efforts, Horton was actively involved in leading and teaching music. She fulfilled an
189
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important role in adapting “We Will Overcome Some Day,” an African-American
spiritual, into “We Shall Overcome,” the unofficial anthem of the movement.194 Guy
Carawan – a folksinger who had visited Highlander in 1953 and returned to become
director of cultural affairs in 1959 – patterned his work after her methods. Even today,
fifty-eight years after her death, her work continues to be an inspiration for the
Highlander Center for Research and Education, now in New Market, Tennessee. The
center, through the Zilphia Horton Cultural Organizing Residency Project, continues to
honor Horton’s work by bringing resident cultural organizers into community
associations that are working with marginalized people.195
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Chapter Four: Zilphia Horton’s Music for Social Reform

Horton’s activities at Highlander Folk School provided ample opportunity to
develop a consistent model for using music as a unifying factor during training sessions
for potential labor and civil rights leaders, conferences, and strikes throughout the United
States. Her primary method for doing so was to collect well-known songs, along with
variant lyrics, that addressed the social situation in which they were to be sung. Her
collection efforts were not designed to preserve songs in danger of disappearing from use,
but rather to amass a sufficient number of songs addressing the social needs of the groups
with whom she worked. According to Dunson, Horton collected more than one thousand
songs from a wide variety of sources: songs of persuasion from other labor colleges,
hymns from the southern white traditions, folk songs from rural America (particularly
Appalachia), and spirituals from African-American churches.196 The Horton song
collection at the Tennessee State Library and Archives contains 1,378 songs.197
A large amount of the union songs in Horton’s collection were based on hymns
from both white and African-American traditions. Hymnody was a particularly fertile
genre of song in producing songs of persuasion. In the first half of the twentieth century,
most of the protestant churches in the United States shared a common body of hymn
repertoire drawn from the tradition of psalmody that was established in the American
colonies and remained popular until the early 1900s. When protestant religious
denominations began to establish villages in the New World, they brought with them the
practice of using metrical psalms, texts from the book of Psalms in the Bible that were
196
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reworded to contain rhythms and rhymes that were easily set to music, for use in worship
services and social gatherings. Psalmody served a dual purpose for these groups,
providing education concerning religious doctrine as well as what they considered
suitable music for entertainment. These metrical psalms were published in the vernacular
(primarily English for those who immigrated from Great Britain and German for those
who immigrated from German lands) in compilations known as psalters. Psalters,
including The Whole Booke of Psalmes, Collected into Englishe Meter, published in
1562, and the Ainsworth Psalter, published in Amsterdam in 1621, were brought over
from Great Britain by those who sought religious freedom to engage in their chosen
rituals of worship. Psalters encouraged congregational singing and became widely
popular during the years of colonial America. In fact, the earliest published music books
in the colonies were psalters, which were usually small and light enough to carry to
services and contained musical melodies to which several different sets of metrical
psalms could be sung.198 Denisoff writes that these hymn tunes were the first appearance
of propaganda songs in the history of the United States.199 This long-standing tradition of
congregational participation in song enabled the song of persuasion to become the chosen
vehicle for social change.
Information regarding Horton’s connection with church is not abundant. She
rarely mentions a church denomination in her writings or in her accounts of her
childhood. It is likely that her family attended a local Protestant church in light of the
fact that they lived in the South, where, according to Kevin Christiano in his article
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“Religion and Radical Labor Unionism,” conservative Christianity was steadily
maintained and progressive politics were actively resisted.200 At about the age of twentyone, Horton (then Zilphia Mae Johnson) became involved with Reverend Claude
Williams, a radical Presbyterian minister with progressive ideas who served at a church
in Paris, Arkansas, about thirty miles away from Horton’s hometown of Spadra. This
may give some indication of previous acquaintance with or attendance of the Presbyterian
denomination. Horton rarely referred to church in her letters after she was married to
Myles in 1935. None of her letters indicate any animosity toward Christianity in general,
but the subject of church attendance is rarely mentioned. One of her undated letters
describes attending a nearby church to hear John B. Thompson speak.201 What is
apparent is her familiarity with standard Protestant hymns and her willingness to use
them as resources for creating protest songs or songs of persuasion.
Music and dancing had been an important part of the residential programs at
Highlander Folk School before Horton married Myles and joined the school staff. Ralph
Tefferteller, known to many of his friends as “Teffie,” had incorporated square dancing
into the school curriculum for entertainment as well as education. A graduate of
Maryville College, he became a staff member in 1935 and remained with the school until
1938. However, Horton’s arrival at Highlander raised music and drama to a prominent
position for all residential programs. In 1937, a broadcast in Great Britain featuring
Horton, Teffie, and Lee Hays brought international attention to the square dancing and
folk music at Highlander. In 1938, after Teffie left the school, Horton became music and
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drama director. She led group singing and dancing with her own repertoire, but also
persuaded participants to share their own songs while she worked out the accompaniment
on the piano or accordion. In the process, she collected the songs and transcribed them
for future use in workshops at Highlander, song-leading at other programs throughout the
United States, and compilations, known as songsters, to be used by labor union members
at meetings and picket lines.202
Horton made it clear in her own writings that she viewed music as an important
unifying factor for people who were dealing with labor and social conflicts. The songs
she chose to include in her songsters were not intended to be musically complex.
Counterpoint, instrumental interludes, and pervasive dissonance – techniques that
enhance the aesthetic richness of music for entertainment – were largely absent from any
of her song collections. The performance of these songs was not intended for an
audience of listeners, but rather for the singing participants on the picket line. According
to Denisoff, songs of persuasion chosen by leaders such as Horton were kept deliberately
simple in order to keep the primary emphasis on the meaning of the lyrics rather than the
music.203
Her process of collecting accessible songs and repurposing them for this function
was not unique. Musicians who worked for social reform in the 1920s had already
discovered that classical music did not appeal to most workers, and that folk songs or
hymns with new lyrics were most effective in helping to unify the laborers during strikes
or meetings.204 Horton preferred to lead songs and encourage group participation rather
than to perform as a soloist with a passive audience. Roy writes that her approach
202
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differed from that of later musicians engaged in the “People’s Songsters Movement, who
adopted the conventional composer/performer/audience model,” which highlighted
featured performers and allowed group singing only on certain songs. Horton’s method
set the pattern for participatory music that proved successful in the Civil Rights
Movement.205
While music directors of some of the other labor colleges used ballads that were
written specifically for their programs and were not based on southern musical traditions,
Horton focused her efforts on collecting songs that were familiar to the people as a way
of maximizing their participation in sing-alongs. Her work reflected the practical use of
music employed by Tom Tippett, an instructor at Brookwood Labor College in the early
1930s. According to Denisoff, Tippett’s instructional text, When Southern Labor Stirs,
“stressed the use of mountain culture for organizational ends.”206 He adapted a number
of folk songs (often called hillbilly music), southern hymns, and black spirituals to be
used as songs of persuasion. Most of these songs did not survive the tenure of
Brookwood, which disbanded in 1933, but a few of them can be found in 1930s songsters
belonging to the New York Garment Workers Union.207
Tippett and Horton’s emphasis on a folk culture with which laborers could
identify proved to be a useful method of raising folk consciousness and, Goldsmith
writes, “contributed to their self-defense against colonial administrators and missionaries
who sought to undermine traditional practices.”208 This folk culture could be one from
which the people emerged, such as the residents of Appalachia, or an idealized one which
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was adopted by those who wanted to incorporate the positive communal aspects they
perceived that it held, such as northern labor groups who found southern folk songs and
hymns useful in their protests.209
William Roy writes that “‘Folk Music’ almost always refers to someone else’s
music.” Folk music usually referred to styles of music favored by rural residents who
were considered uncultured, primitive, and uneducated, an evaluation placed on it by
outside observers who were members of urban intelligentsia.210 While this was true of
the promoters of protest songs during the latter 1940s, including the Almanacs and the
Weavers, Horton rarely displayed this attitude toward the music she collected and used in
the course of her lifetime. This difference in attitude perhaps is based on the fact that
she, like many of the people with whom she worked in Highlander programs, had
emerged from a rural background in which the laborer was often oppressed by the
corporate owner. In contrast, many of the later promoters of protest song, such as Pete
Seeger, were from urban northern areas and more privileged backgrounds.211
As evidenced by the few surviving recorded sessions,212 during which she led
music, gave presentations, and sang solos, Horton was a powerful performer. Her warm,
mezzo-soprano timbre213 and emotional connection with the songs brought to the music a
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depth that did not always lie in the songs, themselves. Her clear, resonant tonal quality
gave testimony to her classical training as a young woman.214 She seemed equally
comfortable with song leading and ensemble participation as with solo singing and public
speaking, laughing often and relating experiences in an accessible and entertaining
manner. Aleine Austin remembered that music led by Horton was a regular feature of
workshops at Highlander. “It was like a ritual. You know, you eat, and then Zilphia
would sit down at the piano and we’d start the ‘Solidarity Forever’ and then some of the
spirituals with union verses…you lost yourself in it and you felt united with
everybody.”215
Horton’s letters to Myles reveal a constant and intense involvement with music
throughout her career. In an undated letter written from Highlander Folk School,
“Tuesday Evening,” she wrote, “Enthusiastic [Sacred] harp sing session. Learned
beautiful new one – Funeral Anthem.”216 She learned how to tune a piano by working
with a man she identified only as Durward, and discussed the difficulty in learning this
new skill. “Lord Gawd, what a nerve racking business it is. Last thing I’d want to do for
a living.”217 She frequently sang so much during pickets or workshops that she would
make herself hoarse. In a different undated letter, she wrote, “Myles dear, this being
Sunday evening and having sung myself hoarse on Harp songs…”218 Occasionally, she
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would write to Myles about ideas for upcoming workshops, as in her letter written on
February 1, 1938, in which she requested his guidance regarding how much music he
wanted and when he wanted it to be held. “What form do you want the music to take?
Something like ‘community’ sings at night after supper, learning all workers’ songs
available?” She then presented her ideas as to what would best suit the occasion,
including a suggestion that song sheets be mimeographed so that each student could take
copies of a number of songs with them when they returned to their labor unions. She also
discussed the possibility of teaching the union workers how to lead songs “with simple
beats – something to focus the attention of a crowd and to keep them together.” This
letter makes obvious her interest in helping workshop students incorporate what they
learned at Highlander into activities that they could carry out themselves, without the
help of Highlander staff.219 Often, her letters relate the number of people attending what
she called “community singing” sessions and the positive responses she received from
participants.220
Her undated writings reveal that she purposefully used music and drama to
encourage students’ participation in group singing to help strengthen unity and improve
morale, and then to engage them in drama by helping them write and act out skits about
labor conflicts and possible solutions. According to Aimee Horton, Highlander Folk
School staff strove to make the process of finding solutions to conflict meaningful to
students by helping them learn how to deal with conflict and then leading them in
analyzing the experience in order to “gain an understanding of basic principles essential
to effective and efficient problem-solving.” Aimee Horton felt that this cultural approach
219
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deepened the students’ personal connection with the school’s curriculum when they
attended workshops. One of the main goals was to train students’ to become song leaders
and produce dramas when they returned to their unions.221 By learning to appreciate their
own abilities, in harassment-free environment of Highlander away from southern union
conflict, students were able to find the freedom to be more creative in identifying
situations of conflict and producing effective responses in order to deal with them.222
As active as Zilphia Horton was in drama and agit-prop plays, her primary duties
continued to revolve around music. Horton is often listed as leading music and singing,
“as well as other courses” in the Highlander records discussed by Aimee Horton.223 In
newspaper clippings announcing Highlander activities, Horton received recognition for
leading the music. One clipping, from an unspecified California paper,224 leads with
“Folk music and folkways of the Tennessee mountains will be presented in a concertlecture at 8 o’clock tonight in Alhecama Theater by Mrs. Myles Horton of the Highland
[sic] Folk School, Monteagle, Tenn., wife of the head of the school.” The announcement
does not hold a prominent place in the periodical; on the flip side of the page is a
livestock report. However, it is evidence that Horton frequently gave concert-lectures
throughout the country and that music was the main focus of those lectures.
It is fortunate that a surviving transcription of a speech, as well as a recording of
almost the entire speech, given by Horton to the Montana Farmers’ Union School on
February 16, 1956 exists. This typewritten copy provides valuable information about her
views regarding the importance of music for social reform. The first point she stressed
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was the fact that in order to sing together, people needed to have a cause toward which to
work: “It may be that they are fighting against opposition or being discriminated against,
but there has to be some central core that holds these people together before anything
worthwhile comes out in the way of culture.” She illustrated this point with the metaphor
of a water lily and how it grows. Horton stated that, while the flower is the visible part of
the plant on top of the water, it is connected to the rich mud at the bottom of the pond.
Once that connection is broken, the bloom dies and floats away. Horton then drew a
parallel with group singing, asserting that once the people “lose their purpose and they
lose their belief and ideals,” the important connection that keeps the singing vital and
alive has been broken and is, therefore, useless. To Horton, singing and purpose were
inseparable.225
She also believed that for group singing to be effective, the songs must emerge
from the collective’s experience and culture. Otherwise, they would not be remembered
or useful for unification in the face of opposition. An example of a good song that meets
this criterion is “We Cannot Be Moved,”226 an African-American spiritual that at the time
was sung by laborers on picket lines throughout the United States. Horton wrote that the
song grew from a specific minority group in church settings to one that was easily
adapted and pertinent to a wide variety of people involved with labor struggles –
becoming “a labor movement hymn” – and illustrated this point with a personal
experience that happened during a labor parade on Washington’s Birthday “in a place
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near Chattanooga.” The parade was designed to emphasize clothing workers’ desire to
organize and to obtain economic freedom, and the workers had invited Highlander staff
to teach songs, design and distribute flyers, and provide entertainment. The parade,
accompanied by a group of policemen to help keep the peace, was supported by local
politicians, school marching bands, and a number of ministers in the town. However, the
unnamed corporation was violently opposed to it and took measures to discourage
participation.
Horton gave a vivid description of her experience in her speech to the Montana
Farmer’s Union meeting:

We were marching two-by-two with the children in the band. They
marched past the mill and 400 machine gun bullets were fired into the
midst of the group. A woman was shot in the leg on the right and the
ankle on the left of me; and I looked around and the police were all
disappeared. There had been about 10 of them there. I looked down and
there was a cop lying in the ditch, and I said, “What are you doing down
there?” and he said, “Hell, Lady, I got a wife and three kids!” Well, in
about five minutes a few of us stood up at the mill gates and sang “We
Shall Not Be Moved, just like a tree planted by the water…” and in 10
minutes they began to come out again from behind barns and garages and
little stores that were around through the small town. And they stood there
and were not moved and sang. And that’s what won their organization.
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According to Horton, this experience represented only one example of many
throughout the United States in which music was an effective and peaceful response to
violence. Not only did the song give courage to those who had hidden themselves, but it
also prevented further shooting and injury.
Horton also emphasized the importance of emotional connection in successfully
incorporating songs into the process of social reform. She urged the workers at the
Montana labor school not only to become emotionally involved with the words they sang,
but also to retain a sense of humor about themselves. Harkening back to the AfricanAmerican sharecroppers who created “We Cannot Be Moved,” she illustrated their ability
to approach serious issues with a touch of humor by singing, “Raggety [sic], Raggety are
we; Just as raggety as raggety can be. The planters won’t pay us for our labor. O,
raggety, raggety are we.”227 This song, which Horton said originated during the Great
Depression, was sung when the people were facing starvation in a society that added
oppression of their people group to the country’s overall economic disaster.
Horton expressed to the Montana farmers her belief that folk music emerging
from different localities and cultures had the most power to become songs of persuasion.
However, she confessed to a growing appreciation of country music as a possible source
of songs for labor and civil rights disputes. In a humorous story, accompanied by much
laughter from the recorded audience, and snippets of songs, she shared how she began to
develop a more open attitude toward “the Grand Ole Opry group,” which she disliked
because “there’s been very little of it that I thought was good.” This change of opinion
came about through her young daughter, Charis, who often sang songs that she had
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learned from her peers at the local elementary school. She described the circumstances
leading to this change of attitude.

So I developed a rather snooty attitude about the Grand Ole Opry, and I
would always turn it off and when Charis was seven year [sic] old, our
little nine year old boy would turn it on. I would either leave the room if I
couldn’t pressure them into turning it off … Well, last year – Charis is a
very bubbling, effervesant [sic] type – and she came in from school one
afternoon and she opened the door and poked her head in and said, (loudly
and sung) “Hey Good Lookin’, whatcha got cookin’?” and I was cooking
supper at the time (laughter). So I said, “Why, where did you hear that?”
“Oh, I heard it at school.” And, well, she sort of come [sic] back to it
every now and then, and before I knew it she had me singing it…It took
my little girl to educate me and she did it by doing instead of talking, as
we were talking today. She came in and sang it to me and before I knew it
I was singing it and then I decided that Hank Williams was really a folk
artist.

In this narrative, Horton demonstrated that music learning could come from many
different sources, but was most effective when engaged in rather than discussed verbally.
In addition, she revealed openness toward new styles of music as useful for the purposes
of social reform. Her appreciation of the style of country music popular at that time grew
with familiarity, and the widespread popularity of the country songs made them possible
candidates for adaptation as songs of persuasion. She also stated that for songs to be
97

effective in this capacity, knowledge of their history and the circumstances surrounding
their composition was important. As an example, she spoke about “Solidarity,”228 written
by Ralph Chaplin when he worked in the West Virginia coal mines. She described the
circumstances during which the song was written.

They were hungry, they were starving, and I think when we sing songs
like this, we should remember where they came from … the people who
sang this song were hungry when they sang it; and the thing that it stands
for is the thing that unions and groups like this still stand for too ... The
reason people aren’t standing ‘outcast and starving’ now is because we
have unions.

In other words, in order for people to authentically connect with the meaning of
the words, even if the actual circumstances described by them did not apply to their
current situation in a literal sense, they needed to empathize with the historical
environment in which the lyrics were written.
Although she expressed disenchantment with certain large unions, Horton made it
clear in this speech that she continued to believe in the importance of unions. One of the
reasons she gave for her disinterest in union conglomerates such as the CIO and the AF
of L was that “they have become so reactionary and they are so complacent they have lost
their ideals and I don’t care anything about singing for people like that.” Horton
emphasized that it was more important to have a cause for which a unified approach was
mobilized than to adhere to the formalized structure that was becoming the operational
228
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methodology for the largest unions. In conditions where an individual laborer would
have little power to fight against capitalist oppression, a simple but unified collective
with strong beliefs in bringing about change would be more effective in achieving its
goals: “The union makes us strong… if you just know your strength and how important
you are, that by working together and voting together, you can do all these things that you
stand for and you believe in.” She stressed that this unified approach to a cause by
engaging in peaceful resistance and collective political activism had the power to enact
social reform.
Above all, Horton viewed music as a powerful force to move emotions and
transform traditional approaches to problems. Even when participation with music came
primarily through the medium of group singing, she believed the power lay in music,
itself, rather than the lyrics or the technical quality of the songs. In an excerpt from one
of her concert-lectures or training programs,229 she wrote, “Music cannot be looked at
solely from the point of view of the nature of the songs and their use as part of the
educational process or as a way of getting people to participate as a group, but as another
language that embodies the past and present in a unique way.” As an example, she
referred to the collection of folk music at the Tennessee State Archives in Nashville as
embodying evidence that music (written, as well as recorded) held far more importance
than was normally assigned to it in traditional education. She believed that the effect of
music transcended the content of the lyrics because “there was music before there were
words” and that music “taps the subconscious in a manner that no other way of
expression does.” Accordingly, she used a widely-varied repertoire, including folk
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ballads from Great Britain that were brought to the colonies in the eighteenth century,
marching songs, African-American spirituals that emerged out of oppression, popular
songs whose origins were in black-minstrelsy, and traditional hymns.230 This
methodology reflected her expressed belief that all folk music offered access to emotions
and memories of experiences common to all people, and helped to foster understanding
that bridged social barriers that had been artificially erected on the basis of ethnicity.
By the late 1940s, Horton had redirected her focus from union efforts to civil
rights issues. From very early in Highlander’s history, concern for the plight of African
Americans had become a continuous theme of workshops. Writing in 1945, in a
manuscript entitled “Community Reaction to Negroes at Highlander,”231 Horton
addressed the issues involved in attempts to create an integrated environment at the
school. In this description, she discussed Highlander’s location in Summerfield,
Tennessee, a tiny community neighboring Monteagle, which was the official mailing
location for the school. Due to the careful efforts of Highlander Folk School staff to
become a part of the rural community in which it was located, an important cooperative
relationship had been established early on between the school and the community
residents. According to Horton, Summerfield residents were more receptive of integrated
gatherings at the school because of the trust that had been established. She wrote that
“the over-all reason is that the people of the community have a warm feeling toward the
school as of neighbor to neighbor … The Highlander Folk School was started in 1932,
not as a formal school, but by two people coming to live in the community. There were
no classes. Just getting acquainted across fences or sitting on front porches. Much talk
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about children, gardens, pigs, cows, jobs, - the weather.”232 The founders of Highlander,
by establishing themselves as integral members of the tiny community of 85 families, set
an important precedent of generating good will toward their efforts. Their initial work
focused on the needs of the community and in no way challenged the prevailing ethos.
Horton wrote that once the school became an established part of the community, the staff
members were able to stretch the community’s social boundaries to accept African
Americans by holding musical gatherings and square dances in which “negro music”
became incorporated. By 1945, Highlander had begun to introduce African Americans
into its activities in capacities different from the traditional roles of servants for summer
residents. This cultivated interest led to a performance by what Horton called a “Negro
boys’ quartet from Chattanooga.” According to Horton, the school handled the situation
carefully, not inviting the men to spend the night “so where they should sleep was not a
problem. Nothing was discussed about eating together or not eating together.” However,
because Highlander’s one dining room offered no opportunity for separate dining,
everyone – white and black – ended up eating lunch together. In her account, this
unusual situation was received without complaint or argument from local whites who
attended the event.
Highlander Folk School came to the forefront concerning integration when the
first southern conference on civil rights was to be held in Chattanooga in 1935. The
conference planners arranged to rent a hall for this inter-racial meeting, but their first
choice was canceled when the Chamber of Commerce exerted pressure on the owner of
the hall. A new meeting place had to be found, this time, according to Horton, in an
“upstairs hall in the Negro district.” She wrote that, by this time, the conference had
232
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already aroused community opposition, resulting in “two blocks of motor cops,
policemen, Legionaires [sic], and excitement seekers.” Threats were made to blow up the
building, and the African-American owner begged the delegates and attendees to leave.
After managing to evade the mob in Chattanooga, the delegates drove to Highlander Folk
School, nearly an hour away. The staff of the school approached nearby neighbors and
explained the situation, pointing out that the meeting was intended to be a peaceful one
but had threatened to become violent due to the community reactions in Chattanooga.
Horton wrote, “They responded by saying, ‘This is your own home. Go ahead and hold
your meeting and we’ll see that they don’t bother you.’” The neighbors then formed a
perimeter around the meeting in order to prevent further disruption. According to
Horton, this cooperation between Highlander and its neighbors, who viewed the
protection they offered as helping keep white people safe rather than specifically helping
the African-American members of the meeting, was the beginning of a more open
attitude toward integrated meetings at the school.
To quote Highlander’s statement of purpose, the school’s objectives included the
fostering of “political and economic democracy” through the “strengthening of unions
through education.” In the pursuit of this aim, it was natural that the educational
programs would include African Americans because many union members in the 1930s
were black, particularly in the coal mining and textile industries. Ronald Eller writes that
“the early mines employed a large number of black laborers who would come into the
mountains to construct the railroads and stayed on to work in the burgeoning coal
industry.”233 Unions from Appalachia included three different ethnic groups: white
residents of the region who were looking for steady income, immigrants from Europe
233
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who were new to the country and were searching for jobs, and African Americans from
the South, but not usually from Appalachia. While remaining a minority, the black
laborers experienced a certain amount of freedom in the coal-mining culture, even though
they were still oppressed under the “Separate but Equal” laws. Ronald L. Lewis explains
that the societies surrounding the coal mines and company towns “have always been a
culturally heterogeneous group” living in remote locations away from larger cities and
laboring under a wide variety of conditions, depending on the employers’ policies. Not
every company town was diverse, but many included the three ethnicities that – while
living in separate neighborhoods – were forced to interact on a daily basis due to the
demands of their work and the small size of their communities.234 According to Lewis,
coal mines offered advantages to African Americans searching for steady jobs: “ready
employment at equal pay for equal work,” a certain relaxation of racial polarity (although
discrimination did exist to some extent), and the ability to join with other laborers in a
collective that worked against corporate capitalists in order to obtain better wages and
living conditions.235
This did not mean that the African Americans or European immigrants entered the
country’s coal-mining work force without conflict. Lewis writes, “If the wages of
indigenous workers are too high, employers may seek relief by importing cheaper labor
or by relocating to an area where labor costs are lower…when cheaper labor is imported,
conflict will result between the higher paid established workers and the lower paid
imported workers.” 236 A typical cycle would occur in which white coal miners struck for
better pay and benefits, the operators resisted by refusing them access to the mines, and
234
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outside workers who would accept the lower wages were brought in to take up the jobs
left vacant by the strikers. This recurring situation fostered resentment and hatred toward
blacks and immigrants.
In Appalachia, however, the population’s labor force was not large enough to fill
the needs of coal mining operations when they first opened up coal fields for
development. The companies were forced to hire anybody who was able and willing to
travel to the area for work. In many cases, an established group of higher paid employees
did not exist, which meant that the conflict between higher paid, white workers and lower
paid African Americans and European immigrants was largely absent. In general,
Appalachian coal miners in the South were paid lower wages than their counterparts in
the North, but the opportunities to gain employment were more readily available.
Companies in the central Appalachian region were less likely to discriminate against
workers by paying differing wages according to ethnicity. When there was a dispute over
pay or working/living conditions, all of the miners needed to work together in a collective
against the corporation if they were to have any success. Lewis writes that, over time,
when the miners gained seniority, they fought together against scabs “with little regard to
race or national origin. Thus evolved unity from diversity.”237
Highlander worked with unions from all industries, including those of coal mines.
Coal mining was ever present in Appalachia, the initial target area for the school’s
efforts. Bituminous coal was mined in Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, West
Virginia, Ohio, and Pennsylvania – states that contain areas included in the generallyagreed-upon boundaries of the Appalachian region. The lack of an established white
work force in the Appalachian mines allowed African Americans to attain employment
237
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offering more economic equality than in other areas of the United States. This situation
carried it with the negative aspect of taking away the freedom of all miners, regardless of
ethnicity. Coal mine operators demanded full, unquestioning cooperation from all of
their employees and enforced this with sometimes violent means. The dictatorial stance
taken by the corporations brought about a class consciousness which included all miners
suffering under the burdensome conditions. Miners of all ethnicities began to band
together to fight for better conditions and more freedom from the rules laid down by the
operators.238 This class consciousness contributed to Highlander’s ability to hold
integrated meetings as early as 1935, and explains why civil rights became an
increasingly important focus throughout the late 1940s and the 1950s.
Horton wrote that Highlander’s statement of purpose emphasized the importance
of residential sessions at the school. Delegates from labor unions, both from within the
locality and from outside the region, were invited to participate. Because Central
Appalachia’s labor culture featured this unique blend of ethnicities, delegates were drawn
from white, African American, and European ethnic groups. The residential sessions
from 1935 to 1943 were attended only by whites, Horton wrote, “since we felt that
neither the unions nor the community were ready to have Negroes as students.” During
the workshops, however, Highlander staff members were careful to include programs that
discussed the social plight of African Americans. In addition, black leaders were brought
in to lead sessions that community members and residential students were invited to
attend and participate in discussions. Leaders for these sessions included Dr. Charles S.
Johnson of Fisk University; Grace Townes Hamilton of Urban League, Atlanta; Frank
Allen; and a Dr. Daves of TVA. These leaders would sometimes stay overnight at the
238
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school, providing further opportunity for interaction between the white students and the
African-American leaders.239
By 1944, the administration of Highlander School had decided to make
integration a top priority equal to that of educating labor union members. Accordingly,
black members of unions were invited as delegates to attend residential sessions along
with the white union delegates. Horton commented, “Although we couldn’t be sure of
the community’s reaction to Negro students living at the school, we felt the odds were in
our favor and the chance important enough to take.”240 The first session to be attended
by both black and white students was held for a United Automobile Workers’ union in
the summer of 1944, a one-week residential workshop attended by 43 students, “three of
whom were Negroes,” she wrote. Students of both ethnicities were required to attend
classes and eat together, something that was not always well accepted by white students.
Horton added, “To say that every detail went smoothly is not accurate… When the white
students arrive, the majority of them have the usual prejudices.”241 From that time
forward, Highlander held integrated residential workshops. Myles wrote that Highlander
staff “didn’t know how to tackle the problems” of racism, but they were willing to bring
blacks and whites together in hopes that a solution would come from the participants in
the programs.242
Horton’s activities took her into these opposite spheres of society – black and
white – as she led workshops, collected songs, and taught song-leading at Highlander and
at picket lines. Perhaps the most famous example of her interest in the rich musical
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heritage of African Americans is her collection of a spiritual which eventually became
“We Shall Overcome,” the unofficial anthem of the Civil Rights Movement. According
to Dorian Lynskey, author of 33 Revolutions per Minute, the melody had been a popular
one from the beginning of the 1700s, traveling with immigrants to the colonies and
becoming established as a southern hymn, “I’ll Be All Right.” It eventually merged with
a gospel song written in 1901by Charles A. Tindley243 entitled “I’ll Overcome
Someday,” and became an African-American spiritual known as “I Will Overcome.”244
According to Bernice Johnson Reagon, many congregational songs from the AfricanAmerican folk church tradition were sung during the Civil Rights Movement. As in other
black hymns, the style of “I Will Overcome” featured a pre-determined use of range,
singing style, and solo-versus-ensemble presentation that made it easy to sing in large
groups without rehearsal.245
Lynskey writes that Horton learned the song from two black members of one of
the residential workshops at Highlander in 1947, when attendee Lucille Simmons and
another woman sang the spiritual to her.246 However, “We Will Overcome” can be found
in its present form, without the change to “shall”, in Sing Out Brother, a mimeographed
songster published at Highlander, possibly in 1948.247 The words are credited to
“Highlander Students FTA term ‘46”, the one-week workshop held for the Food,
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Tobacco, and Agricultural Workers Union.248 The source of music is listed as an “Old
Negro Spiritual.” 249
Aleine Austin was present during the summer session in 1946 and stated, “the
summer of ’46, a very big, big thing happened…there were two workshops that I was
involved in, but the big one it related to Zilphia was the one of the Food and Tobacco
Workers. And they were mostly black, it was a mixed group.”250 During this group
session, a woman started singing the song, and Austin stated that “Zilphia just felt the
power of that song…she got us together one night and she told us how powerful she felt
the song was and she played it on the piano with the chords.”251 Apparently, Horton had
spent the time in between the workshop and the evening writing down the melody and
setting it to accompaniment. She then invited all of the workshop students to write new
words for the second and third verses. Guy Carawan wrote later that “We Will
Overcome,” as sung by Horton, soon became Highlander’s “theme song,” and that from
there, it spread to union meetings in many other locations.252
Regardless of the circumstances or the original date of encountering the song,
Horton wrote down and adapted it for use at Highlander by 1946. She altered the tempo
of the song by slowing it down and employing a simple, hymn-like accompaniment.253
Her rendition of it became popular in the North as well as the South, especially after Pete
Seeger heard her sing it in 1947 and began to use it regularly in his performances. He
stated later that “It’s the genius of simplicity.”254 Seeger published the song as “We Will
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Overcome,” along with a picture of Horton next to it, in the September, 1948, edition of
People’s Songs. In this newsletter, Seeger wrote, “The determination of these words,
even though surrounded on all sides by hate, Jim Crow, and all the forces of power and
money,” made the hymn memorable for everyone joined in the cause for social reform.
In the article, Horton introduced the song by writing “Its strong emotional appeal and
simple dignity never fails to hit people. It sort of stops them cold silent.” 255 After
Seeger sang the song for Martin Luther King, Jr., in 1957, King was overheard to say,
“There’s something about that song that haunts you.”256
One of the great strengths of the song was that its lyrics could be changed to suit
almost any occasion. The melody, itself, exerted a powerful influence over people
involved in later Civil Rights conflicts across the South. Reverend Wyatt Tee Walker,
second Executive Director of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, stated:

One cannot describe the vitality and emotion this one song evokes across
the Southland. I have heard it sung in great mass meetings with 1000
voices singing as one; I’ve heard a half-dozen sing it softly behind the bars
of the Hinds County prison in Mississippi; I’ve heard old women singing
it on the way to work in Albany, Georgia; I’ve heard the students singing
it as they were being dragged away to jail. It generates power that is
indescribable.257
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Walker found that the flexibility of the protest song made it useful in a wide variety of
settings, able to be sung by one or one thousand people, and it evoked emotions of
solidarity in groups of people who faced political and civil oppression. Walker believed
that the song’s strong association with Christian beliefs and biblical authority transferred
the same associations to the Civil Rights Movement, imbuing the cause with a
fundamental belief in the equality of all people.258 The lyrics, taken from a long tradition
of hymnody, formed a common base of knowledge for those who sang it, helping to
generate a feeling of solidarity.
Denisoff writes that the song, “We Shall Overcome”, has a greater significance
than many other songs because it was a blend of all of the traditions – hymnody, folk
song, and African-American spiritual – that became a powerful protest song. 259 As
demonstrated, it was not created out of whole cloth, but rather developed over time from
the original hymn to its current form as the unofficial anthem of the Civil Rights
Movement. Somewhere along the way, the title was changed from “We Will Overcome”
to “We Shall Overcome.”260 Goldsmith describes the mutation of “I Will Overcome” to
“We Shall Overcome,” as occurring through a chain of oral tradition stretching from
Horton to Guy Carawan: “It was taken up by Zilphia Horton and made into the school’s
theme song. There it was later taught to Pete Seeger and Frank Hamilton, who in turn
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taught it to Guy Carawan, each of them putting his stamp on it before it entered into the
musical canon of the civil rights movement.”261
According to Bernice Johnson Reagon, the song spread from group singing in
workshops at Highlander to regular use in rallies or sit-ins. Later, after Horton’s death,
“We Shall Overcome” gained momentum as a civil rights anthem and was sung by more
than 200 religious leaders of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference held on April
15-17, 1961, at Shaw University, in Raleigh, North Carolina.262
Horton’s involvement with the burgeoning civil rights movement did not end with
her collection and development of “We Shall Overcome.”263 In April 1953, as
Highlander became more involved in helping foster integration, the school’s executive
council held a special planning meeting designed to prepare white and black community
leaders for desegregation. Horton remained active in Highlander programs in her
capacity as director of cultural programs, and presumably led group singing and music
for this important session. When Esau Jenkins, an African-American businessman from
John’s Island, South Carolina, proposed that Highlander assist him in creating a literacy
program for the island’s residents, Aimee Horton writes, Myles and Zilphia made
frequent trips to the island to hold “informal field visits and meetings.” During these
visits, the Hortons began to identify potential leaders so that the educational program
could grow out of the community rather than be imposed on them from an outside entity.
Horton attended an NAACP dinner in Charleston, South Carolina, in November 1954,
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where she sang “at church and school.” 264 She took advantage of the opportunity to
participate in the African-American shouting style of gospel music, delighting in the
Gullah culture, with its strong ties to Africa in both sacred rites and dialect.265 She
continued to collect folk songs, especially in the African-American communities for
which she would sing. Myles wrote, “Most of her singing away from the school was for
black churches, black gatherings.”266 This is consistent with the change of focus on the
part of Highlander Folk School staff.
Important participants in the Civil Rights movement – such as Rosa Parks, Esau
Jenkins, and Septima Clark – attended Highlander residential sessions prior to Horton’s
death. While it is hard to gauge accurately Horton’s impact on the use of music during
the Civil Rights Movement, her participation in the early struggle is undeniable. Guy
Carawan, who began his work with Highlander in 1959, based much of his methodology
on what was already established by Horton, following her example in designing groupsinging activities that drew from the students’ or protesters’ own experiences and culture.
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Chapter Five: Songsters for Labor Unions

Horton was involved actively with labor union organization efforts for more than
two decades. As mentioned in Chapter Three, her interest in unions began when she was
introduced in 1932 or 1933 to the work of Claude Williams, a radical union organizer and
Presbyterian minister who was actively working to organize a coal-mining union at the
mine operated by Horton’s father in Spadra, Arkansas. From the onset of her work with
Highlander Folk School in 1935, she spent a great deal of time collecting and copying
songs from a wide variety of sources, including hymns, union songs from other labor
colleges, folk songs, and songs from the African-American tradition. These songs were
compiled into songsters, compilations of well-known songs with union-oriented words
for use at labor union picket lines, rallies, and meetings. More than ten songsters were
published during the course of her career at Highlander.267
One songster, Labor Songs, was compiled and edited by Horton in conjunction
with the Textile Workers Union of America under the auspices of the C.I.O. This was
published as a hardback book measuring five by seven inches, a size easily portable in a
coat pocket or purse. The book contains no melody lines or accompaniment. Later
songsters were mimeographed at Highlander Folk School on eight-by-eleven-inch pages,
given a construction paper cover, and stapled together. There were two formats for these
self-published songsters: one which contained fewer pages and only the lyrics, to be
sung to familiar tunes; and a second in which a melody line and guitar chords were
included – obviously for use by a song leader.
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In addition, Horton spent a number of

years attempting to publish a second hardback book in conjunction with the CIO, but
despite all of her efforts, that publication never came out.
This chapter will examine the methodology established by Horton in creating
songsters for Highlander Folk School. Letters to her by union members hoping to
contribute songs to the compilations as well as Horton’s letters in response, Horton’s
letters to union officials, and other correspondence will provide valuable information
about this process. The body of correspondence is contained in the Tennessee State
Library and Archives, located in Nashville.
In producing these songsters, Horton was following a well-established precedent.
Labor colleges such as Commonwealth (Mena, Arkansas) and Brookwood (Katonah,
New York) had used music as an important propaganda tool during their sessions.
Commonwealth Labor College, which opened its doors in the late 1920s and closed them
in 1940,268 did not begin to use folk music as a basis for songs of persuasion until its final
years, preferring initially to adapt Soviet songs by incorporating English lyrics into them.
According to Denisoff, when Claude Williams269 joined the staff of Commonwealth
“toward the end of its closing years,” the school began to incorporate southern folk songs,
hymns, and spirituals.270 The staff at Brookwood Labor College, active from 1921 to
1936, chose songs that would appeal to the participants who attended the school. Led by
Tom Tippett, an instructor with extensive past experience of working in coal mines and
with labor union disputes, the school’s students were introduced to “hillbilly” songs taken
north and northern songs taken south by Tippett during his involvement in various
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strikes.271 Tippett felt that Appalachian songs were ideally suited for organizing labor
unions.272 Denisoff writes that these schools were important more for their service in
acting as “transfer points by which songs and personnel were directed from one
movement to another” rather than for lasting success in achieving labor organization
goals.273
Other important sources of labor songs arose directly from the folk tradition of the
South, written and introduced by Southerners who were directly involved in labor
disputes. Ella May Wiggins, considered by Don West as an early labor martyr who was
well known for her songs “about the sufferings of the working people,”274 became a
prominent musical figure in the 1929 textile workers’ strike against Loray Mill in
Gastonia, North Carolina, which lasted nearly six months and involved 1,800 workers.
Wiggins was a worker who had personally experienced the hardships of trying to support
a family on the meager wages and long hours of a mill hand. Roy writes that, during the
strike, she “galvanized other workers with her example, speeches, and songs, most
famously ‘Mill Mother’s Lament.’”275 Prior to her murder by “gun thugs” (Don West’s
terminology) who opened fire on a group of strikers who were riding in a truck on a
public highway,276 northern activists had already begun to take notice of Wiggins’ songs
and the important role of music in maintaining the strikers’ morale. After her death,
greater attention was given to her songs. The Daily World ran an article paying homage
to Wiggins. “Now Ella May is dead. The unquenchable has been quenched – by a bullet
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in the heart. But even this ruthless murder has failed to stop her words. Wherever her
songs go – and they will go far in the newly awakened South – she will go, too.”277
Wiggins’ death and songs, as well as the Gastonia strike, inspired labor unions
throughout the United States to incorporate music into their unification efforts.278
“Aunt” Molly Jackson was another important predecessor to Horton’s use of
music for social reform. Molly was born in 1880 as Mary Magdalene Garland in Clay
County, Kentucky. Reportedly, she began songwriting as early as four-years-old, and
was discovered by Alan Lomax, who recorded her performances of more than one
hundred songs in his folk-song collecting activities for the Library of Congress. When
she was twelve years old, she became active in Clay County as a midwife, and, because
of her youth, was called “Aunt” rather than the usual “Granny.” This work in the
community first introduced her to the poverty and deprivation experienced by the
families of coal miners.279
Her involvement in the violent Harlan County, Kentucky, strike of 1927 and 1928
resulted in the writing of important protest songs such as “I Am a Union Woman” and
“Which Side Are You On?”.280 She and her half-sister (by her father’s second wife),
Sarah Ogan Gunning, became prominent in the National Miners’ Union as activists and
song-writers. Together, the women produced songs that would later be included in many
labor songsters, such as “Dreadful Memories” and “Poor Miner’s Farewell.”281 Don
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West, one of the original founders of Highlander Folk School, knew Jackson and
described her as “a militant, tremendous human being.”282
The acceptance of folk song as suitable for use in songs of persuasion was not
universal. The Composers’ Collective , a group of more than 20 classically-trained
composers who were affiliated with a music organization led by the CPUSA, was
skeptical about the quality of folk music and its efficacy in reaching the masses. Formed
in the early 1930s, it included well known musicians such as Charles Seeger, Henry
Cowell, Earl Robinson, and Marc Blitzstein. The intention of the collective was to
provide music for people who were suffering the terrible effects of the Great Depression.
Dunaway writes that these composers wrote songs attempting to give voice to class
struggles, while at the same time trying to educate the “musical tastes of American
workers” by representing a higher level of musical technique than could be found in
popular or folk song.283 Although Seeger was later to change his position, initially he and
his fellow composers in the collective felt that folk songs were not suitable for arousing
militancy in the oppressed working class. Seeger, in 1934, held that folk songs, hymns,
and spirituals were “complacent, melancholy, defeatist, intended to make slaves endure
their lot – pretty but not the stuff for a militant proletariat to feed upon.”284 The
Composers’ Collective modeled its musical output on a European tradition of anthems for
laborers and, in addition, wrote music reflecting the classical trends toward the avantgarde and atonality. Goldsmith writes that “The results were songs that were largely
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unsingable.”285 The Collective rejected folk traditions and their efforts were
unsuccessful.286 While the members of the collective professed to be interested in the
proletariat, they did not receive performances by Aunt Molly Jackson as authentic folk
music, disliking her manner of singing and, according to Pratt, questioning whether “it
had any connection with their idealized proletariat.”287
The Communist Party began to emphasize and promote folk songs from the
mountain societies, regardless of the views espoused by the Composers’ Collective. The
efforts of Aunt Molly Jackson, Jim Garland, and Sarah Ogan Gunning helped to establish
what Goldsmith calls “a singing tradition to bolster the spirits of the strikers” by using the
tunes from traditional southern hymns and ballads and adding new, radical words
(contrafacta.)288 Don West knew Jim Garland, and described him as a former coal miner
who was unemployed at the time of the Harlan County strike and “became very militant
and wrote a lot of songs like “I Don’t Want Your Millions, Mister.”289 According to
Denisoff, southern ballads adapted by Jackson, Garland, and Gunning during the Harlan
County strike reflected for the first time openly radical language, exhibiting a “folk
consciousness not previously found in folk material.”290 Words such as “capitalist” and
“bourgeois” – products of left-wing groups with roots in communism – began to appear
in song titles and lyrics (for example, Gunning’s “I Hate the Capitalist System.”)
Denisoff writes that, while these songs were sung in the traditional southern style, they
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reflected “urban ideology”291 and represented a true merging of left-wing ideals with
music from the southern mountains.
These examples demonstrate that Horton did not invent the use of folk music for
union and educational gatherings, but rather she carried on a tradition already established
by musicians who were active contemporarily with her. The difference between Horton’s
efforts and those of her predecessors lies in her classical training, her sincere effort to
invite grass-roots participation in writing the songs, her deliberate use of folk songs and
hymns for educational purposes, and the longevity and influence of her work. Her skill
in adapting new lyrics to established tunes was widely recognized during her lifetime and
in subsequent studies of Highlander Folk School. She was also recognized for her
abilities in playing the accordion, piano, and guitar.292 Ralph Tefferteller, who worked
with her at Highlander from 1935 until 1938, stated that “if ever there was a person who
could invigorate and move a group of adults with musical participation, she was the
prime example of an artist at work.”293 Horton was not interested in changing the
musical palate of the populace with whom she worked, but was willing to sing any genre
of song that suited her purposes. Tefferteller recalled, “It was just a joy to be a part of it
with her and to sit in any group and see how they would respond. She had an infectious
type of presentation that enveloped you and drew you in. You weren’t on the outside as a
spectator – you became wholeheartedly involved with the moment.”294 It was this ability
to elicit emotional participation and the charisma of her personality that formed the basis
of Zilphia’s greatest strengths in her work.
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Horton was actively engaged in compiling songs for labor union songsters from
1935 until 1948. Letters extant in the TSLA Zilphia Horton Collection are helpful in
revealing her methodology for song collection. Initially, she relied on many of the songs
that emerged from Commonwealth and Brookwood, most of which had no roots in the
southern tradition, but later songsters contained sections entitled “Old Favorite Tunes,”
“Spirituals,” “Popular Songs,”295 and “Folk Song and Others.”296
Horton’s Songsters
An examination of the contents of representative collections published by
Highlander will demonstrate Horton’s interest in using available material – such as
commonly-known folk songs, hymns, and union songs from as early as the second
decade of the twentieth century – in order to provide music for union meetings, rallies,
and picket lines.
Research has not uncovered a complete collection of the songsters published by
Highlander under Horton’s direction. It is possible that individual copies of missing
songsters may surface at some future date, but at present the known collections in
archives include ten Highlander songsters and one national songster compiled or edited
by Horton.
1. Workers’ Songs, 1935
2. Workers’ Songs, 1936
3. Let’s Sing, 1937 (re-issue of #2; see below)297
4. Let’s Sing, 1938 (re-issue of #2; see below)
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Zilphia Horton, Labor Songs, 8-9.
Zilphia Horton, Songs of Field and Factory (Monteagle, Tennessee: Highlander Folk School,
1940), MSS 265, Box 84, Folder 8 (Madison: Wisconsin State Historical Society Archives).
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Both of the Let’s Sing songsters mirror the style and contents of the Workers’ Songs.
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5. Songs for Workers, 1939
6. Songs of Field and Factory, 1940
7. Songs Labor Folk War, possibly 1943-1944
8. Sing Out Brother, 1940s
9. Songs About Labor, 1940s
10. Songs of the Soil, 1940s298
Of the three songsters lacking specific dates, publication dates may be proposed
based on internal evidence and correspondence for one of the collections, Sing Out
Brother.

Figure 5.1
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WSHS archives, MSS 265, Boxes 84 and 85.
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The first Highlander songster for which a copy exists is Workers’ Songs, a
mimeographed grouping of song sheets containing only the words and the title of the tune
to be used for each song.299 Workers’ Songs was first created and distributed in 1935,
costing five cents and including seven single-sided pages. Most of these songs were
already known in the labor union community.300 The front cover, made of a soft paper
similar to construction paper, was attached by staple. A rough sketch of a worker in
overalls standing on a platform and addressing a stylized group of people is placed
directly beneath the title. This simple, handmade songster contains 14 songs:

1.

“Casey Jones”

2.

“Rock-A-Bye Baby”

3.

“The Picket Line” (Tune: Pollywollydoodle [sic])

4.

“Chiseler’s Sorrow” (Tune: 99 Years)

5.

“The Union’s Call” (Tune: Red River Valley)

6.

“It’s a Good Thing to Join a Union” (Tune: Tipperary)

7.

“Solidarity” (Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic)

8.

“Hold the Fort”

9.

“Working Men Unite” (Tune: Red Wing)

10.

“The Rich Man and the Poor Man” (Tune: Old English Air)

11.

“The Preacher and the Slave”
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See Workers Songs, 1935, MSS 265, “Highlander Research and Education Center,” Box 84,
Folder 8 (Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin State Historical Society).
300
See Workers Songs.
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12.

“We are Building a Strong Union” (Tune: We Are Climbing Jacob’s
Ladder – “Negro Spiritual – Marion, N.C. Workers’ Song”301)

13.

“Organize Unions”

14.

“We Shall Not Be Moved”

Figure 5.2
The 1936 edition of Workers’ Songs is more carefully assembled. The cover
features lettering of a higher quality and a darker ink, and replaces the rough sketch with
a quotation under the title,
Raise your voices brothers in a loud and hearty song
Music is the enemy of tyranny and wrong
Melody will help us to be resolute and strong
As we are marching to freedom.302
301

Workers Songs, 6.
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This edition contains eleven songs more carefully laid out on the pages. One new
song was added, “March Song of the Workers,”303 and numbers 6, 9, 11, and 13 from the
above list were eliminated. The price remained 5 cents per songster. This songster was
re-issued in 1937 and 1938 in roughly the same format, with minor changes – such as
different front cover designs, the inclusion of a back cover, and a title change to Let’s
Sing (as of 1937).
Horton’s song collection efforts began in full force in 1938. At that time, she sent
out appeals via a number of labor publications, asking people to contribute labor union
songs to be used in Highlander’s songsters as well as for a more ambitious project in
conjunction with a CIO-affiliated union in Atlanta, Georgia. Responses to the appeal
supplied Horton with a larger body of songs, resulting in a 28-page mimeographed
booklet entitled Songs for Workers.304
During this same year, the Southeastern Regional Office of the Textile Workers
Union of America (TWUA) published Horton’s Labor Songs.305 These small hardback
books cost 25 cents when purchased as single copies, but were available for 12 ½ cents
each when purchased in lots of fifty or more. Orders were to be sent to the Textile
Workers Union of America at 421 Atlanta National Building, Atlanta, Georgia. Page one
contains the information, “Compiled and Edited by ZILPHIA HORTON Music Director
Highlander Folk School Monteagle, Tenn.” The copyright was by R.R. Lawrence.
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Workers Songs, 2nd Series, 1936, MSS 265, Box 84, Folder 8. See Appendix C.
Workers Songs, 2nd Series, 1936, 3.
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Zilphia Horton, Songs for Workers, MSS 265, Box 84, Folder 8 (Madison, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin State Historical Society Archives.)
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Figure 5.3
In the introduction, on page two, Horton’s picture is accompanied by her
description of how the songs were collected, and acknowledgements.

Figure 5.4
This offers a clear statement of her objective in compiling the songs, “It is hoped that this
book will encourage workers to write and sing their own songs.”306 She wrote that the

306

Labor Songs, 2.
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majority of the songs included in the songbook came from workers in the coal mines,
textile mills, farms, and factories, and pointed out that “many of the songs have appeared
in all the larger collections.” She then states her plan to publish a full songbook
containing both words and music, something that never came to fruition.
Pages four and five contain endorsements by notable union leaders: John L.
Lewis, president of the United Mine workers of America and the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO); Sidney Hillman, president of Amalgamated Clothing Workers of
America, chairman of the executive council of the TWUA, and vice president of the CIO;
and Emil Rieve, General President of TWUA and president of the American Federation
of Hosiery Workers. These endorsements would have been very important in fostering
widespread acceptance by union locals throughout the United States.
Lewis’s statement expresses strong approval of the use of music in labor
meetings, rallies, and disputes. “A singing army is a winning army, and a singing labor
movement cannot be defeated.”307 He stresses the fact that singing fosters dignity and
freedom in those who participate, creating an “irrepressible force” that encourages those
workers who are undecided to join the movement. “Before all these determined marchers,
united by their purpose and their singing, the citadels of oppression crumble and
surrender.”308 Hillman’s endorsement states that “it is no great exaggeration to say that
songs have played a vital part in the upward climb of humanity” and that they can be
used “as a rallying-cry to maintain discipline, morale, and high spirits in great moments
of struggle.”309 Rieve connects labor songs with America’s folk music, calling them “the
natural expression of men and women bound together, by sacrifice and struggle, in a
307
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common cause.” He encouraged the purchase of the songbook by adding, “This
collection of songs should be in the hands of every worker in the country.”310 Judging
from these broad-sweeping statements of approval, important labor leaders viewed songs
as a vital part of the struggle in labor conflict – Lewis pointing out their power for
unification against corporations, Hillman focusing on their ability to maintain morale and
discipline on picket lines, and Rieve connecting them to the idea of American tradition as
a part of “pioneer literature”311 in the face of sacrifice.
The table of contents, labeled “Index,” begins on page seven and divides the fifty
songs into eight topical sections, listing them in alphabetical order under each heading:
Old Favorite Tunes (twenty-five songs), Union Hymns (nine songs), Songs for the Picket
Line (six songs), Company Union Songs (four songs), Marching Songs (four songs),
Spirituals (three songs), Rounds (two songs), and Funeral Song (one song). Before
presenting the union songs, Horton opened the song section with the well-known patriotic
anthem “America,” possibly to emphasize that those who were involved in labor disputes
held strong ties to the United States. Many of the songs in this book were known to
union organizations through song books such as the I.W.W. Songbook, the Rebel Song
Book, and the Brookwood Chautauqua Songs.312
The organization of the song book is somewhat perplexing. Although the titles
are listed in topical sections in the table of contents, the order in which the songs are
presented reflects neither the topical division nor an alphabetical listing by title. It is
possible that the songs were organized in order of popularity, since it begins with widely
popular and established songs such as “Solidarity,” sung to the tune of the “Battle Hymn
310
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of the Republic,” and “There’s a Union,” sung to the tune of “Springtime in the
Rockies.”313
Nineteen songs are new words sung to hymn tunes, including “Stand Up, Stand
Up for Jesus,” “Take It to the Lord in Prayer,” and “In the Sweet Bye and Bye.” Of the
hymn tunes, three are spirituals – “I Shall Not Be Moved,” “There Is Mean Things
Happenin’ in This Land,” and “No More Mourning.” Fifteen of the songs are sung to
tunes from popular songs, including “Heigh-Ho, Heigh-Ho,” “The Merry Go Round
Broke Down,” and “Put on Your Old Grey Bonnet.” Six songs are set to tunes from
Europe, England, and Canada, nine to folk or cowboy songs, and one to a state anthem,
“Maryland.” Two tunes appear to have originated in black-face minstrelsy –“Old Black
Joe” and “Dixie” – and one, “Short’nin’ Bread,” may have been influenced by minstrelsy.
A number of tunes are used for a variety of lyrics, including “Stand Up, Stand Up for
Jesus,” “Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet,” and “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys are
Marching.”
Where possible, Horton included the names of sources for the words. Listed
contributors include Ada Hickman, Jessie Lloyd O’Conner, E.S. Nelson, Herschel
Phillips, Richard Brazier, Joe Hill, W.H. Crawford, Ruby Bell and Veda Kornegay,
Harvey P. Moyer, Bill Wolff, Maud Russell, Ethel Comer, John Handcock, Andrea
Carson, and J.E. Sinclair. Horton adapted “Three Blind Mice” to new words, “C.I.O. –
See How We Grow,” a four-part round.314 Of these contributors, only Herschel Phillips
(H.F.S., 1934) is specified as having been a student at a Highlander Workshop, although
it is possible that others had attended residential sessions and were considered alumni.

313
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Labor Songs, 10-11.
Labor Songs, 61.
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The use of simple language in the songs, as well as very few radical words such
as those discussed by Denisoff, reflects Horton’s philosophy that the songs should
emerge from the experience of the people involved in the disputes. Words such as
proletariat and bourgeois, so common to what Denisoff labels “urban ideology,” 315 are
notably absent in Labor Songs. “Solidarity” is used in three songs: “Solidarity,”
“Onward Union Workers,” and “Pickets’ Song.” 316 “Fascists” is found in one song, “If
the Fascists Have Their Way.”317 Two songs contain “comrade”: “The Steel Workers’
Battle Hymn” and “Hold the Fort.”318 One song contains “capitalistic tyranny”:
“Working Men, Unite.”319 Most of the songs offer simple, yet direct, appeals to join the
union in order obtain a better way of life. A few songs are more violent in nature, such as
“If the Fascists Have Their Way”: “Put on your old war bonnet, with the swastikas on it,
and hitch your cannons to the shay; in the fields of clover there’ll be blood running over
if the Fascists have their way.”320 Most of the songs, however, speak to the
circumstances in which many workers were trapped, focusing on starvation, deprivation,
oppression, and unfair wages for long hours.
One very interesting songster was compiled entirely by students at Highlander
during the summer term of 1948. A paragraph in the introduction of Songs of the
Southern Summer School, 1938 explicitly states that the songs in this collection were not
intended for sale or broader distribution outside of Highlander Folk School. The note
following the table of contents also contains a disclaimer regarding the sentiments
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expressed in the songs. “This collection of workers’ songs, while containing songs of a
political character, does not represent the viewpoint of the Southern Summer School for
Workers which is strictly non-partisan. Many of the songs have been included at the
request of the students.”321 Copyright “Section 4966” is reproduced from the U. S.
Revised Statutes, Title 60, Chapter 3, and the disclaimer ends with the statement, “It is
well to remember that our song writers and composers should be supported in every way
possible. The table of contents for this songster may be viewed in Appendix C. Many of
the songs had previously appeared in Highlander Songsters, but information about
sources for the music, words, and publications is much more extensive. The title of the
collection, the disclaimers, the attributions, and the lack of intent to publish lead to the
conclusion that this songster was intended as a class project. This type of project allowed
Horton to guide students in the process of collecting and choosing songs for use at their
union locals, clear evidence that she viewed her role as an educator in the use of music
for unification very seriously.
Songs utilizing folk tunes were not singled out in the Highlander songsters until
the 1940 publication, Songs of Field and Factory, Highlander Folk School, Spring Term
– 1940.322 This twenty-two page publication of 54 songs contains a separate section
under the heading, “Folk Song and Others.” These songs sung to folk tunes reflect the
left-wing stance at this time on appropriating folk music for propaganda purposes.323 The
use of folk song for raising folk consciousness was previously discussed in Chapter Two.
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Figure 5.5

The folk songs chosen for this publication represent a larger body than those used
for either of the 1939 songsters (Labor Songs and Songs for Workers) and include the
following twenty tunes from southern folk songs, African-American spirituals, and
cowboy songs:
1. “Ain’ G’wine Be Treated This Away”
2. “Ain’ G’wine Study War No More”
3. “Can’t Hear Nobody Pray”
4. “Come On, Let’s Go to the Buryin’”
5. “Crawdad Song”
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6. “Down in the Valley”
7. “Farmer Comes to Town”
8. “Hol di ri di a”
9. “Home on the Range”
10. “Lift Every Voice and Sing”
11. “No More Mourning”
12. “Peddler Song”
13. “Rounds”
14. “Silver Trumpet”
15. “Somebody Knocking at Your Door”
16. “Sourwood Mountain”
17. “Strange Things Happening in this Land”
18. “We Are Building a Strong Union”
19. “We Shall Not be Moved”
20. “Zum to di ja”
An effort was made to make the 1940 songster more visually appealing.
Drawings that illustrate songs can be found on pages one, five, nine, thirteen, and
seventeen.
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Figure 5.6
All of the drawings are in the same style and appear to be done by the same
person who supplied the drawing for the 1935 songster, leading to a possible conclusion
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that Horton drew them, even though her name does not appear on this publication.324
There is no way of proving this theory, however, since her letters do not discuss the
actual details of putting the songsters together.
Two songsters display more extensive editing and musical notation. The first of
these, Songs Labor Folk War, with a possible publication date of 1943, was compiled by
Waldemar Hille, music director of Elmhurst College in Elmhurst, Illinois.325 Horton
edited this collection of songs, but it is impossible from the current sources to determine
how extensively she was involved in the process. Thorsten, the Horton’s first child, was
born in February, 1943, which may explain why Horton turned to Hille for assistance in
compiling the songs for this collection.

Figure 5.7
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We know from Myles’ writings that Zilphia drew up plans for the reconstruction of their house
after it was destroyed by the 1952 tornado. “They [Charis and Thorsten] watched Zilphia draw
architectural plans and work out scales, not only for the rooms but for the shelves and cabinets…” Myles
Horton, MSS 831, Box 1, Folder 2, “Horton Autobiographical Statements,” (SHSW archives.)
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Hille was a “German communist,” according to James J. Lorence, “Teacher and Learner: Don
West and the Democratic Classroom, 1912-1945,” The Georgia Historical Quarterly 90, no. 3 (2006): 435.
Roy writes that he was “a former concert pianist and director of music at Elmhurst College, who had taken
over responsibility for their songbooks.” Roy, 132.
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An acknowledgements page is added for the first time in the Highlander
songsters. Hille and Horton express appreciation for those from whom they had obtained
permission to reprint songs. The list includes union officials, music groups, and
individuals: Mark Starr, educational director of the International Ladies Garment
Workers’ Union; William Wolff, executive secretary of the Peoples Institute; Vern
Purtlow, administrative officer of the Los Angeles Newspaper Guild; Carol Fijan,
secretary of the International Workers Order; The Almanac Singers; Countee Cullen;
Agnes Cunningham; Earl Robinson; and Elie Seigmaster [sic].326

Figure 5.8
326

Songs Labor Folk War, MSS 265, Box 84, Folder 8, WSHS archives,
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An exact publication date is not given, but late 1943 or early 1944 are the
probable dates in which the songster was compiled and distributed. The majority of the
pages have “From the Song-book of Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tenn. 43,” or
“Folk, Workers, and Peoples songs: Highlander Folk School – 43” typed at the bottom. It
is possible that this is a reference to an additional songbook that was published by
Highlander Folk School in 1943, but there is no evidence of a songster entitled Folk,
Workers, and Peoples Songs. “[1943]” is written in pencil at the top right-hand side of
the cover, possibly by an archivist.327 1943 as the publication date is well supported by
the mention of the Almanac Singers, a musical group that was active between 1940 and
1943.328 Further indication of this date is presented by the song, “Keeping Score for
’44,” which refers to November elections in 1944. This does not preclude a publication
date of late 1943 but could support an early-1944 printing.. The words of this song in the
first verse state, “We’ll rare up to greet you on our very next votin’ day. We’ll remember
in November how you voted in the Spring; We’re a-keepin’ score for ’44 and we won’t
miss a thing.” The second verse includes a reference to 1943, “Great-, great-grand-dad at
Lexington gave us democracy, and he wouldn’t like the job you’ve done in 1943.”329
These words have a sense of immediacy that helps to support the 1943 publication date.
Several songs in the collection have words that were “Revised for 1943, W. Hille,” yet
more evidence that late 1943 or early 1944 was the time frame in which Highlander
produced the song book.330
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It is apparent that during the war, Highlander Folk School attempted to maintain a
middle ground between the extremes of pro-war sentiment and anti-fascism on the home
front. According to Glen, the School continued to devote its time and efforts to the
development of southern labor unions in the face of renewed attempts to quell labor
organization “in order to facilitate war production”331 by restricting the unions’ ability to
hold legal strikes. Evidence of support for the war effort is provided by the inclusion of
patriotic songs such as Star-Spangled Banner, America, and the United Nations Song in
the 1943/44 songster. One very contemporary song, “Adolph, Dear,” with words by Bill
Wolff, directly expressed enmity toward Hitler: “Adolph dear! Go weep a tear, and tell
your troops and generals their end is near! The Tommies and the Yanks, the Russians
with their Tanks we’ll hack you and we’ll smack you. And we’ll crack your flanks.”
At the same time, the songster continued to support striking workers fighting
against unfair practices by large corporations that were taking advantage of the war-time
fervor to restrict the expansion of unions.
Songs Labor Folk War may have been intended for use by union leaders to lead
songs when they returned to their work environments, because most of the songs have a
melody line with accurate rhythms and accompanimental chords.332 One factor that
supports this conclusion is the length of the songster – 54 pages – making it less portable
for the average striker to carry with him or her to a picket line. The following image is a
sample page and demonstrates the inclusion of a melodic line and supporting chords in a
lead-sheet format.

United Nations,” in which “representatives of 26 nations pledged their Governments [sic] to continue
fighting together against the Axis Powers.” (accessed 11:07, 11/22/2014).
331
Glen, 87-88.
332
Songs Labor Folk War, 5.
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Figure 5.9
The songster contains 55 songs, divided into six topical sections: Opening Songs
(6 songs), Southern Labor Songs (8), Old Time Union Songs (14), Recent Union Songs
(7), Topical Songs (12), and United Nations Songs (8). Attributions of songs include the
composer or origin of the tune and the author of the union-oriented lyrics, if known. For
example, “We Shall Not Be Moved,” on page three of the songster, reads, “Music: Old
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Hymn Tune.” This is an indication that the tune had been used with a labor contrafactum
for long enough that the author of the new words was no longer known. Another song in
the collection, “Look Ahead, Working Man,” has words set by an “ILGWU Worker in
Texas” to the tune of “Dixie.” 333 Bill Wolff was known to have adapted a popular tune,
“Put on Your Old Grey Bonnet,” to fit “Put on Your Smart New Bonnet,” and is included
as the author of the words.334 The Almanac Singers are listed as having written both
words and music to “Keep that Oil a-Rollin’” (page 26), “Deliver the Goods” (page 29),
and “Taking it Easy” (page 36). The lyrics in three songs are also attributed to the
Almanac Singers: “Union Maid” (page 15), “Jim Crow” (page 11), and “The New
Martins and the Coys” (page 37). Horton was the author of “C.I.O.,” set to “Three Blind
Mice” (page 30).
The second undated songster, Sing Out Brother, must have been published
sometime during or after 1946 because it contains a song entitled “Watchin’ Tricks for
’46,” which is an updated version of “Keeping Score for ’44.” The words are attributed
to Vern Partlow and the page states that he adapted the song “for 1946.” 335 This internal
evidence might indicate that the songster was published in 1946, especially in light of
Horton’s prior efforts to keep the songsters timely. However, in a recent study, F.M.
Miyakawa argues that this songbook was published in 1948. As will be discussed in
depth later in the chapter, Horton was involved for a number of years in organizing a
songster for the CIO, a project on which she worked as early as 1938. In numerous
letters, Horton expressed her desire to expand beyond her previously published songsters
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by putting together a hard-cover song book that would include not only music along with
the words, but also stories of situations in which the songs were effectively used and
profiles of composers/authors. Her efforts and correspondence regarding this song book
increased after World War II, but the entire project was abruptly dropped in 1948 by
either the CIO official in charge of it or the printer, Lynn Rohrbough. Miyakawa
presents several facts supporting her belief that Sing Out Brother became the repository
of the collection originally intended for the CIO song book and that it was published in
1948: the Highlander songster contains the same number of songs planned originally for
the CIO songbook and shares the same pagination; copies seem to have been made
directly from the original CIO draft; and certain copyright issues arose following the
distribution of the mimeographed Highlander songster.336 This later publication date, if
correct, does not alter the fact that a number of the songs included in this collection are
attributed to the Highlander songster published by the school in 1943 – Songs Labor Folk
War – as can be seen by examining page twelve from Sing Out Brother.337 This is
apparently a direct copy taken from Songs Labor Folk War, in which the song is also
found on page twelve. The two copies are exactly the same. Miyakawa’s theory that
Horton simply made a copy of the songs that were intended for the CIO songster for use
in Sing Out Brother may be correct, but it is evident that this was Horton’s regular
practice. The copy of this song may be traced to as early as 1943, predating the CIO song
book.
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“Roll the Union On” from Sing Out Brother:

Figure 5.10
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“Roll the Union On” from Songs Labor Folk War:

Figure 5.11
In fact, the pagination of the first twelve songs listed by Miyakawa as being in
correlation between the unpublished CIO song book and the Sing Out Brother songster
matches the pagination of Songs Labor Folk War, published at least three years earlier.
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More extensive matching between the two Highlander publications exists, as can be seen
by comparing the table of contents for the 1943 Songs Labor Folk War (SLFW) and the
later songster, Sing Out Brother, found on pages 147-149 of this study. Pages one
through fifteen in each are identical. Page sixteen in Sing Out Brother was changed from
“Working in a Factory” (SLFW) to Parlez-vous in Sing Out Brother and the proposed
CIO songster. Pages 17 through 22 are identical in SLFW and Sing Out Brother. The
similarities between the two Highlander song books continue. Pages 24 through 27, 31
through 35, 44 through 45, 48, and 50 through 51 have corresponding pagination.
In examining these details, Horton’s methodology in compiling her later songsters
becomes evident. She made an effort to minimize repetition of labor when she could
maintain page numbers by inserting copies taken from older publications, thereby
eliminating the need to retype the entire song. At the same time, she gave herself
enough flexibility to exchange older, outdated songs with newer ones. This practice also
allowed her to eliminate any songs that were no longer available for her to publish due to
copyright issues. The fact that this was an established procedure for Horton makes
tenuous the dating of a publication based solely on duplicate pagination for certain songs.
It is fortunate that Miyakawa draws from other evidence to support her theory that Sing
Out Brother was published in 1948.
More compelling arguments for the 1948 publication date are provided by
Miyakawa’s examination of three song sheets, including “We Will Overcome,” sent by
the printer, Lynn Rohrbough, to Horton in April of 1948. These songs, printed in Sing
Out Brother, have been determined by Miyakawa to be exact copies of Rohrbough’s song
sheets. In addition, her discussion of a copyright issue regarding the reprinting of “Casey
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Jones” and “United Nations” further narrows the printing date of Sing Out Brother to the
week of April 16 through April 22, 1948.338
Horton, who compiled this song book herself, again intended this publication to
be used by a song leader because it includes of melody lines and guitar chords. This is
indicative of Horton’s desire to help the students who attended Highlander workshops to
learn how to lead singing when they returned back home to their unions.339
Sing Out Brother contains an acknowledgements page similar to that found in the
Songs Labor Folk War. Many of the same people are recognized: Mark Starr, Earl
Robinson, Bill Wolff, Lee Hays (Peoples Songs), Vern Partlow, Carol Fijan, The
Almanac Singers, Agnes Cunningham, and Elie Seigmaster[sic]340. Horton also added a
general acknowledgement not found in the publication with Hille. “Appreciation is also
expressed to the people, (including many Highlander students) who have created or
revised songs for this collection – and thus contributed immeasurably to this book.”341
The table of contents includes 57 songs, not divided into topical sections.
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Table of Contents for Sing Out Brother:

Figure 5.12
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Table of Contents: Songs Labor Folk War (two pages):

Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.14
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Horton’s contribution to the body of song literature, as evidenced by the songsters
published in-house at Highlander Folk School, was large. By viewing the songbooks
alone, it can be seen that she collaborated with a large number of laborers in collecting
the songs, but also connected with other people working to create labor song collections,
in order to offer a wide range of literature.
Horton’s Business Correspondence in Connection with Songsters
Now that the end products of Horton’s compilations have been examined, A study
of the correspondence from the Tennessee State Library and Archives will aid a further
exploration of her process in collecting songs. The Zilphia Horton (1910-1956) Folk
Music Collection 1935-1956342 contains letters to and from Horton in connection with her
duties as music director at Highlander. The letters were donated by Myles after her death,
and represent her business correspondence with union leaders, folk singers, and labor
workers about her efforts to compile songs to include in songsters. In addition to the
letters, the materials include songsters (most of them published by other organizations),
song sheets, and musical tapes (copies of those contained in the WSHS archives).
It is evident that Horton collected songbooks from other organizations in order to
incorporate songs and/or formats into her own songsters. In Box 2, the following song
books reveal her broad-reaching interest in how other labor schools or unions were
creating and compiling songs for use at picket lines, rallies, and meetings. This list is
quoted from the description of the Zilphia Horton Collection published by TSLA and are
reproduced here to facilitate discussion:
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1. Amalgamated Song Book, Amalgamated Clothing workers of
America – C.I.O., New York, New York.
2. American Youth Congress Songbook, A.Y.C., New York, New
York
3. Brookwood Chautauqua Songs, Brookwood Labor
Publications, Katonah, N.Y.
4. C.I.O. Songs, Birmingham Industrial Union council,
Birmingham, Alabama
5. Dixie Union Songs, International Ladies Garment Workers
Union, Atlanta, Georgia
6. Farmers’ Union Songs, Farmer’s Educational and Cooperative
Union of America, Jamestown, North Dakota
7. I.W.W. Songs, Industrial Workers of the World, Chicago,
Illinois.
8. Labor Sings, Educational Department, I.L.G.W.U., New York,
New York
9. Let the People Sing, University of Wisconsin School for
Workers, Madison, Wisconsin
10. Let’s Sing, Educational Department, I.L.G.W.U., New York,
New York
11. Picket Line Songs, Local #489-A.C.W.A., Andalusia, Alabama.
12. Sing, Educational Department, United Oil and Petroleum
Workers of America
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13. Sing a Labor Song, Gerald Marks Music, Inc., New York, New
York
14. Sing, America, Department of Education and Research, United
Rubber Workers of America, Akron, Ohio
15. Six Labor Songs, Commonwealth College, Mena, Arkansas
16. Songs, Recreation Department, United Auto Workers, Detroit,
Michigan
17. Songs, Textile Workers Organizing Committee – C.I.O., New
York, New York
18. Songs for Informal Singing, National Recreation Association,
New York, New York
19. Songs of the People, Workers Library Publishers, Inc., New
York, New York
20. Songs of the Southern School for Workers, S.S.F. W.,
Asheville, North Carolina
21. Songs Our Union Taught Us, Educational Department,
I.L.G.W.U., New York, New York
22. “Songs Workers Sing” (title page missing)
23. S.T.F.U. Song Book, Educational Department, Southern Tenant
Farmer’s Union, Memphis, Tennessee
24. T.W.U.A.-C.I.O. Songs, Educational Department, Textile
Workers Union of America, New York, New York
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25. U.R.W. Song Book, Educational Department, United Rubber,
Cork, Linoleum, and Plastic Workers of America, Akron, Ohio
26. Workers Songs, T.W.O.C., Nashville, Tennessee343

In examining this list, it is evident that Horton was interested in songs from all
over the United States, not simply those from the South. Seven of the song books are
from southern locations – including Alabama, Georgia, Arkansas, North Carolina, and
Tennessee – while the remaining nineteen are from northern locations – including North
Dakota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, and New York. The song book collection is
inclusive of many different types of unions, such as those for textile workers, farmers, oil
and petroleum workers, rubber workers, auto workers, and cork and linoleum workers.
Seven of the songbooks are from organizations other than labor unions: American Youth
Congress; University of Wisconsin School for Workers; Gerald Marks Music, Inc.;
National Recreation Association; Workers Library Publishers, Inc.; Brookwood Labor
Publications; and Commonwealth College. Two of these seven songbooks are from the
well-known labor colleges, Brookwood and Commonwealth. The fact that Horton owned
these song books is further evidence that she did not attempt to create a unique type of
song book, but rather built on a firmly established precedent and compiled songs into
songsters according to popularity or her own preferences.
An examination of the letters contained in the TSLA archives reveals that Horton
was in contact with many people who were union members, but otherwise unknown.
These people wrote letters in response to Horton’s advertisement for submission of songs
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in The Guild Reporter, a national organ for the CIO,344 and perhaps other newsletters.
Workers from a wide variety of labor unions responded. In the name index of letters to
Horton,345 at least eighteen of the correspondents are otherwise unknown. Other
correspondents included physicians, railroad postal clerks, labor leaders, educational
directors with unions, officers of union locals, music publishers, and folk singers. As
many as seven letters were sent to Horton by the same individuals. An exact
coordination between the incoming letters and Horton’s outgoing correspondence is not
possible, probably due to the fact that some of the letters have been lost. All of Horton’s
outgoing correspondence in this collection consists of copies made from carbon copies of
typed letters with no signature, probably filed at the same time the original was mailed
out.
Much of the incoming correspondence346 contains contributions from identified –
but otherwise unknown – individuals who were hoping that their songs would be
included in songsters. A number of the submissions never appeared in Horton’s
songsters, which indicates that she found them unsuitable for her needs. For example, a
letter from “Miss Betty Buchanan” from Sharon, Pennsylvania and addressed to “Dear
Sirs” indicates that Buchanan was responding to the printed advertisements to which
Horton referred in a letter to Lee [Hays?] dated January 2, 1938. “I have sent out appeals
and have had a pretty fair response with the result that I have a much larger collection of
‘singable’ songs with old familiar tunes than I had expected.”347 Buchanan sent to
344
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Highlander two songs “which I have composed myself” and expressed her desire to have
a copy of the song book if they are included in the publication. The first song was “We
Want a Union” to the tune “A Tisket, A Tasket.” The second – to be sung to “I’ve Got a
Pocket Full of Dreams” – was entitled “I’ve Got a Contract Now.”348 The words were
submitted on notebook paper without any musical notation. Neither of these songs is
included in Horton’s song sheet collection or songsters, evidence that she did not
consider them for publication. A letter from Ellena Benjamin of Sacramento, California,
offered “Labor Must Think Their Own Way Out (They Can’t Depend on Politics or
Religion)” to be set to “Rubin, I been thinking…” There is no indication in the
correspondence why Horton chose not to include these songs in her publications. It is
possible that she felt the tunes were not widely familiar enough to be used on picket lines
without musical notation. The other possibility is that she felt the words were not
suitable for her purposes or did not scan well with the tune. An indication of her
selection process and editing can be found in a letter to Tom Glazer, November 4, 1946,
in which she rejects one stanza from his song “about OPA” and asks if he would like to
substitute a different verse.349 In a letter to S.E. Woodard, of Suffolk, Virginia,350 she
wrote, “I like your songs but the book is to consist of songs sympathetic to the problems
and lives of workers.” She asked Woodard if he or she (unspecified) had other songs
which spoke more accurately to the struggles of labor union workers to organize, unite,
and fight against corporate and political oppression. In a letter to Ada Hickman,351 she
wrote about liking the words sent to her, but needing to know the tune to which the words
348
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would be sung. “You said you couldn’t remember the title but that you thought your
friend would know.” These letters give an indication of what Horton was requiring for
songs to be considered suitable: singable words, familiar tunes, pertinent topics that
spoke to the laborers’ circumstances, and unifying themes.
In 1946, Horton began to work on a second songbook to be published in
conjunction with the CIO, perhaps similar to the 1939 publication, Labor Songs, but
including more biographical information on the songwriters. The songbook never was
completed. It was during this time period that Horton and other Highlander staff began to
become disillusioned with the large union conglomerates such as the CIO.352 As
mentioned before, at this time the CIO began to bow to national pressure from the
growing McCarthyism to disassociate itself with any groups of obvious left-wing
leanings in order to avoid accusations of communism. The project did not fall through
until sometime after 1948, when her outgoing business correspondence ceased to be
preserved or recorded.353 However, before breaking off communication with the CIO,
Horton expended a great deal of effort in compiling songs and gathering information for
the proposed song book.
In May, 1946, Horton wrote to Pete Seeger and Lee Hays of Peoples’ Songs354
that, “It seems as if the CIO song book is actually going through so I have to get busy
writing letters, getting permission from song writers, etc. I’m sure they will want to
include a great many of your songs from your bulletins.” In October of that year, she
352
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wrote to George Guernsey, assistant director of education at the national CIO,355 “I’ve
been spending almost full time on the song book and have been getting more and more
excited about it all the time.” At this time, Horton was enthusiastically pursuing the
project by choosing suitable songs from known collections, “writing down
accompaniments and getting music ready for the copyists,” and writing to individuals for
permission to use their songs. It is apparent that she had abandoned her earlier approach
of a general call for contributions in favor of compiling songs that had already proven
their usefulness to the labor unions.
She wrote that her understanding of the purpose of the song book was to collect
the best of existing labor songs. Horton sent out letters to three different groups:
songwriters of popular union songs “such as Earl Robinson;” union organizations “such
as FTA, ACWA, etc.” for any new songs; and to people who may have been able to
provide biographical information about songwriters or the circumstances in which the
songs became popular, “such as the Transport Workers of England about the song ‘Hold
the Fort.’” It is clear from this letter that Horton intended to emphasize the stories behind
the songs, as well as the song writers, in order to communicate historical labor
circumstances to a new generation. “It’s the last category I’m having fun with. I haven’t
had time to get many returns but for example, I’ve finally tracked down the fact that the
writer of Solidarity is still living and have written him. Hope he’s not so old as to be
mentally incapable of being still interested in such things.” She projected that the song
book would include as many as seventy songs, with most of them already having been
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published in other sources, and reminded Guernsey that the estimated cost per page for
printing would be two dollars.356
This new emphasis on connecting the songs with events and people is reflected in
Horton’s outgoing letters from 1946 to 1948, in which she began to reach out to known
songwriters or editors of other songsters for permission to include their songs in the
planned CIO songbook. An example of this is her exchange of letters with Lewis Allan,
the writer of “Goin’ to Build My Heaven.” On October 28, 1946, she requested
permission to use this song, stating that, “I’ve taught your song…to hundreds of southern
workers since I first heard it about four or five years ago and always thought I’d write
you and tell you how much we liked it.” She requested Allan to send her his biographical
information to be included in the songster and a story connecting the song to labor
struggles in order to “give the reader (singer) some factual knowledge of the historical
struggles of the labor movement.” This statement makes it clear that Horton’s goals for
her later songsters included education of the labor movement through stories of conflict
and the lives of the songwriters.357
A second emphasis is revealed in a letter to George Guernsey, written on
November 27, 1946, in which Horton asks him to contact Mills Music Company in order
to ask for permission to use a song for which the company held the copyright, even
though it had been in general use by the unions. This letter reveals that she was planning
to include the song, “Four Rivers,” in a section entitled “Songs that Build a Free World.”
“It’s a very singable catchy song about four rivers, Yangtze, Thames, Don, and the
Mississippi finally running together in the sea and symbolizes the people of the world
356
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getting together and working toward on end.”358 This statement reveals another of
Horton’s cherished goals, that of promoting unity among laborers that crossed ethnic and
national boundaries.
A third factor in Horton’s selection process was that of making sure the lyrics
were up to date and addressing current issues. She wrote again to George Guernsey on
November 29. In this letter, she remarks, “I have an enthusiastic letter from Earl
Robinson concerning the song book. He gives us permission to use Free and Equal Blues
and at our request has rewritten the line about ‘Dr. Roosevelt’ to bring it up to date.”359
In a letter to Allen Saylor,360 she discussed the dated content of a song from the UAWCIO union. “I haven’t the song here but the other day, the thought saddened me that it
might be dated by war content: that is, about Hitler, etc. Is this true and if so, do you
have any other good songs which are specifically UAW songs?” It is clear that the song
to which she was referring was not going to be included in the songster because of its
outdated content.
In a letter to Lynn Rohrbough, a staff member of the Cooperative Recreation
Service361 who was also putting out a workers’ song book, Horton wrote that the new
songster she was editing would “differ greatly” from his. “Whereas your outline lists as
the number of ‘Union songs and parodies’ only 28, ours is almost completely composed
of workers’ songs with only a few such as America and Star Spangled Banner…the few
folk songs which we will include will be those with ‘workers’ content such as ‘When the
Farmer Comes to Town.’” In this letter, Horton outlines her plan for the new song book
358
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to include both words and accompaniment, and to contain more than seventy songs. Five
thousand of these song books would be printed, with plans for a smaller book containing
only words to be issued at a later date. The edition would be professionally printed and
contain illustrations. 362
In 1946, she sent letters to various songwriters and union officials. Her quest to
gain permission and stories for the songs sometimes led her in circuitous routes. For
example, a letter to Harold Hildreth on November 6, 1946, was sent to Chicago
Theological Seminary, of which he was a former student. Myles Horton had been
Hildreth’s classmate there and credited him with “Men of the Soil.” Horton wanted to
include this farmers’ song because she wanted to bridge the gap between the farmer’s and
the industrial worker’s experience, “to make them realize they have a common purpose
instead of fighting each other.”363 Apparently, Horton was unable to obtain Hildreth’s
contact information, for she wrote Avis Theede of the National Farmers Union Education
Service on November 6,364 requesting any information on Hildreth’s location. In this
letter, she told Theede that she had already written to the University of Chicago, where
Hildreth had also been a student, in an unsuccessful inquiry as to how to contact him.
The songs for which she was hoping to gain publication permission were “ ‘Organize, O,
Organize, Men of the Soil, and When the Farmer Comes to Town (an old folk song with
excellent content – you may already be singing it.)”365
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In the same letter, she requested any information regarding a possible associate of
Theede, Reverend Chester Graham, who wrote “Rich Man, Poor Man.” This was a song
that had been included in numerous Highlander Folk School Songsters. Horton wrote
that she had “finally tracked it down to a Rev. Chester Graham who taught at Ashland
Folk School in Michigan.” She enclosed the letter to Graham, in which she stated, “I’m
beginning to feel like a detective. I was told that Merlin Bishop first sang it. His reply to
me was that he first learned it from you.” This gambit was not successful, for on
November 28, Horton wrote to Gene Sutherland that she was expending a great deal of
effort in trying to find out who wrote certain popular labor songs and the circumstance
surrounding the creation of the songs. She expresses her frustration concerning the
mythology surrounding the creation of many of the songs. “Someone will write that they
aren’t sure but that they think they heard somebody sing a certain song – then I write that
person and they write back something similar. Some Fun!”366 She wrote that she had
experienced this regarding the history and source of “Rich Man, Poor Man,” with no
success. She had received a letter from the Rev. Chester Graham, who suggested that she
contact Sutherland. “So if you know anything about its origin, I’d appreciate it if you
would send it on pronto. (And don’t tell me it came from Brookwood Labor college –
I’ve already explored that possibility.)”367
Pete Seeger, the emerging folk entrepreneur who had performed with the
Almanacs and the Weavers, proved to be of help with some of the song collection and
biographical information. Horton wrote to him on November 27, 1946, thanking him for
“all the information.” She had sent letters to Seeger that were to be forwarded to
366
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individuals for which he had addresses at People’s Songs, Inc. His efforts on her behalf
resulted in replies from each of the people Horton needed to contact. This letter
demonstrates that she also asked Seeger’s permission to use “Jim Crow,” “Union Maid,”
and “You Gotta Go Down” in the CIO songbook. It is possible that she intended to use
the songs as published in the People’s Songs newsletters, including the melody line and
accompaniment as printed.368
In December of 1946, she was continuing to have difficulties in discovering the
backgrounds for the songs she wanted to reprint. She wrote to Mark Starr on December 3
that “Tracing the origin of some of the labor songs is an elusive thing.” Later, in a
second letter to Lynn Rohrbough,369 she wrote “strange are the devious paths one takes
when attempting to trace the background of a song.” The process of trying to discover
the origins of union songs was not an easy one. From the body of correspondence, it
appears that the majority of her efforts in 1946 was focused on obtaining biographical
information.
In some cases, permission to reprint the songs came readily from song writers.
Lewis Allan370 wrote to Horton, giving her permission to use a number of his songs. This
letter is undated, but it is likely that it was written before September 11, 1947, which is
the date of her second extant letter to him, in which she addresses a query from him
regarding possible royalties to be paid in exchange for allowing her to reprint his songs.
“Song writers such as Pete Seeger, Earl Robinson, and Woodie Guthrie have given
permission to use royalty-free, their songs which are not published by commercial
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companies…I wish it were possible to justly pay all the song writers for their work but
this is a pioneering job for the Education Department of the National CIO. Their budget
is extremely limited.” 371 Horton wrote Allan on March 2, 1948, telling him that “it looks
as though the copy for the CIO song book is finally going to the printer.372 Allan
responded with a letter on March 13, in which he mentions corrected copy for the song
book.373
Early on in her work on this new songster, Horton indicated in her letters that the
song book would be published in the near future. However, in a third letter to
Rohrbough, she wrote that the publishing date had been delayed. “Since the actual
publishing date of a song book is not of such obvious immediate urgency, those in the
National CIO office, because of more pressing problems, did not get around to giving the
final OK to the actual plan of the book until after we here at Highlander had begun our
summer residence program.”374 She expressed her desire to compile the songs, obtain
permissions from the song writers or owners of copyrights, and to write biographical
information and labor stories as soon as possible during that year (1947.) Already,
Horton was beginning to look for other alternatives to the CIO in facilitating the
publishing of the song book. She requested that Rohrbough consider becoming involved
in the process. “The set-up would be that the National CIO would publish it, I would edit
it, and the Cooperative Recreation Service would put it out.” She then asked Rohrbough
to submit a rough estimate of the cost so that she could obtain approval from the CIO
office.
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In a letter written to George Guernsey on September, 1947375, she presented
Rohrbough’s estimates, which included an overall cost of approximately $25,000.
Guernsey’s answer resulted in another letter from Horton to Rohrbough, informing him
that – while the CIO official approved the involvement of the Cooperative Recreation
Service – the projected publishing deadline of October 15, 1947 was not possible. “I was
all prepared to send stuff for you to begin work on but now we’ll have to wait a little
longer…In any event, I’m convinced that we should get it out as soon as conveniently
possible.” As of September 11 of that year, the National office of the CIO had not given
approval for the book’s final layout. This further delay forced Horton to postpone work
on the song book due to her involvement in Spring and Summer sessions at Highlander
Folk School. She still expressed hope that the book could be published within the
following two months.376
However, the project was destined for further frustrations and delays. In
February, 1948, Horton wrote to Waldemar Hille of People’s Songs, Inc., that “I leave for
Washington tomorrow and hope that while I’m there, ‘what and when’ can be decided
about the CIO song book.” At this point, the National office was beginning to question
whether it could afford to include the proposed accompaniments and melodies in the
book.377
As of March 2, 1948, Horton remained optimistic about the publication, even
though the format had been altered substantially from her original plans. She wrote to
Lewis Allan, “It looks as though the copy for the CIO song book is finally going to the
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printer. Since I last wrote you, the format of the book has changed to a more practical
one – that is, it will be done cheaply enough that it can be sold for something like 25
cents. This means that we will include the melodies for all the songs but very few
arrangements.”378 She wrote to Waldemar Hille that “it now seems that the book
definitely is going to come out in a cheap edition and we won’t have room for
arrangements.”379 On March 3, Horton sent the copy of the song book to Lynn
Rohrbough, who – according to previous arrangement – was to have it prepared for
printing.380 On March 26, she wrote to George Guernsey, “I hope you’ve been able to
give the go-ahead signal to Lynn.” Horton and Rohrbough were projecting that the
publication could be printed and available for distribution by June if the CIO approval
could be given immediately.381 As of April 2, Horton had received word from Guernsey
that production of the book had begun382 and informed Rohrbough of the purchase order.
“I’ll keep my fingers crossed.”383
By June, however, the book had not been published and Horton had received
word from Guernsey that the project had stalled. Her letter in return to Guernsey is the
last of the collection, and from it reasons as to why the publication never came to fruition
may be inferred. “I arrived at the school yesterday and found your letter concerning the
song book. That was the first new hint that there was a hitch in the song book.”384 She
wrote that an expected letter from Rohrbough had not arrived until that day (June 5th,)
even though it had been dated May 26. Apparently, in that letter Rohrbough had
378
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informed her that the publication was on hold, and enclosed with the letter Horton’s song
book manuscript. The act was a decided rejection and spelled the death of the project. “I
am not familiar with ethics in the publishing business, but I was amazed also, to put it
mildly.”385 An objection had been raised regarding the content of the songs. “As to the
problem of the lyrics to which he objected – you were right in assuming that I went over
all the lyrics with Rohrbough. He did object to parodies but he agreed to do the job, fully
aware of all the words. I remember that we cut one specific song to which he so strongly
objected.” Horton seemed to realize at this point that Rohrbough’s rejection was final,
and that the song book was doomed to remain unpublished. “Aside from the
disappointment of not getting the book out, it puts us here at the school in a difficult
position. I have sold the books we had left from the last edition, depending on getting the
CIO book to sell to the students when they leave.” 386
The objections to the song lyrics came officially from Rohrbough. The letter that
Horton received from Guernsey on June 5th must have included some commiseration and
expressions of surprise on his part. “I was amazed also,” and “You were right in
assuming that I went over all the lyrics with Rohrbough,” are statements indicative of
some sort of sympathetic communication from Guernsey. However, at present there is no
way of knowing if the final objection actually came from Rohrbough. The increasingly
conservative stance of the CIO, as mentioned above, perhaps became the ruling factor in
the decision to reject the song book. Such a publication would have associated the union
conglomerate unequivocally with Highlander Folk School and the song writers of songs
included in the book, many of whom were coming under scrutiny by the FBI for alleged
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Communistic practices. Regardless of the direction from which the rejection came,
Horton’s dream and two years of hard work were lost.
To conclude, a number of observations may be made regarding Zilphia Horton’s
methodology in compiling songsters. (1) The songsters themselves were not designed for
profit but rather for education. (2) Songs to be included in the songsters were chosen
specifically to emphasize unity among laborers in diverse occupations and from diverse
ethnic backgrounds. (3) Songsters containing melody lines and accompanimental chords
are evidence of Horton’s desire for labor leaders to achieve independence from
Highlander Folk School in using music at rallies, pickets, and meetings. (4) Horton
desired to produce a second national publication reflecting her ideals – unity, historicity,
and human interest – in addition to the in-house publications compiled and sold by
Highlander. (5) In such a publication, she wanted to keep the topics current while at the
same time providing a sense of continuity in labor struggles by connecting the songs with
the people and situations that produced them. (6) Horton changed her methodology in
collecting songs for the proposed CIO publication, relying on songs that were already in
published sources or were of proven popularity rather than soliciting material from
individuals who may or may not have acceptable materials. (7) Horton’s disenchantment
with the large unions can be explained in part by the ultimate rejection of her sustained
and involved efforts in compiling a national publication.
Myles’ autobiographical writings reveal that Horton’s involvement with unions
subsided substantially after 1948. From this point on, she began to focus her efforts on
civil rights, something with which she had been involved from as early as 1943. Any
union work after 1948 consisted of song-leading in workshops – such as those held in
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Lake Laquemac, Canada, and by the Montana Farmer’s Union – with organizations not
tied to the national conglomerate unions.
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Chapter Six: Horton’s Enduring Legacy and Conclusions

Zilphia Horton was a vital force behind the development and continuation of
songs for social reform during her twenty-one years with Highlander Folk School.
Beginning in 1935, she actively collected and adapted a variety of songs to be used for
the education, unification, and encouragement of union members who were striving to
organize in the face of corporate and governmental opposition. From 1936 to 1948,
Horton focused her collection efforts on compiling songsters to be used at the picket
lines, in union meetings, and at rallies. From 1948 until her death in April, 1956, she
turned her attention away from cooperation with large unions and began to focus on the
emerging issue of civil rights. Although she continued to meet with smaller unions, such
as the Montana Farmer’s Union, giving talks and leading music, she had become
discouraged with the conglomerate unions and the new conservatism that characterized
their approaches to labor issues. Because of the rise of McCarthyism, the large unions
began to disassociate themselves with any groups suspected of Communistic ties.
Highlander Folk School, primarily because of its emphasis on holding integrated sessions
and treating blacks equally, had always operated under the shadow of governmental
suspicion as a Communist training school, even though this was not true. As the large
unions, such as the C.I.O., pulled away from Highlander, Horton’s dream of producing a
second, hard-bound songster that incorporated music, stories, and introductions to the
songs was shattered. In the final six years of her life, she struggled to find a new
direction in which to pour her musical abilities. That direction was provided by a
growing unrest among African Americans and left-wing liberals regarding the separate
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but equal laws that restricted the black community to a second-class status in the United
States. Horton began to lead singing in black churches, traveled with her husband to St.
Johns Island to consider sponsoring a literacy program that would enable black citizens to
register to vote, and involved herself in integrated workshops at Highlander Folk School.
Only Horton’s untimely death of acute nephron nephrosis, activated by her accidental
ingestion of carbon tetrachloride, prevented her from continuing as an important leader in
using song for social reform during the height of the efforts for civil rights for all
African-American citizens.
This study does not claim that Horton invented the reworking of popular music or
Appalachian folk song to comment on or bring about social change. Rather, it
demonstrates that she stepped into an ongoing tradition and became a vital, moving force
in promoting it. From the very beginning, she followed in the footsteps of others who
had realized the power of song, particularly traditional song, to unify and empower
oppressed groups of people to begin to work toward a solution to labor and social
conflicts. While initially she relied heavily upon established union songs adopted from
those sung at Commonwealth and Brookwood labor colleges, and from union songs
created by musician/strikers such as Ella Mae Wiggins, Molly Jackson and Sarah Ogan
Gunning, Horton stamped her own personality and values on her music by adapting a
larger amount of repertoire of folk song, hymns, and spirituals for use in group singing
than was usual with other song leaders.
The Composers’ Collective aimed to change people’s taste in music with an eye
toward educating them to enjoy classical styles, while at the same time striving for social
change. Horton instead sought to use the music of the people, along with its association
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with folk traditions and better times, to sway their emotions and give them a sense of
belonging to a group that had a sense of purpose. Even though Horton was formally
trained in classical music, she understood its limitations. Classical music would not have
the power to reach into the hearts of working people and foster unification, because the
musical language was too foreign to be of wide-reaching use in social reform among the
laborers. Instead, from the very beginning of her association with Highlander, she began
to actively collect and seek out musical styles that came from the people, themselves.
This meant that their musical offerings would carry with them associations of home,
family, hearth, and nostalgia – feelings that could be helpful in reaching across ethnic and
social boundaries in a quest for change. The picketers were not the only people to feel
the power of these songs of persuasion. Those who stood in opposition to the singing
strikers would share many of the same associations, and in this shared experience lay the
hope that the songs would have the power to dispel violence and create empathy across
the barrier of armed guards and picket lines.
The “hillbilly” style of singing songs also brought with it an idealized notion of a
simpler past, a connection with the land and community, and better times seen through
the golden glow of intervening years. This manner of singing also allowed those who
were not trained in music to participate without feeling as though they were being looked
down upon by others who had received musical education. It carried with it an idea of
authentic emotion, as well – something not easily detected by the average laborer in the
classical music of the 1930s and 1940s. Horton, with her classically trained voice,
learned to sing in a way that did not compromise her vocal health but reflected the
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singing traditions of the people so that they felt comfortable singing with her and in front
of her.
In addition to drawing on the efforts of labor colleges and singing strikers, Horton
employed some of the practices favored by left-wing groups such as the Communist
Party of the U.S.A. These groups drew on Soviet communistic practices when they
began to utilize folk music to raise folk consciousness in people as a way to encourage
social reform. The process of folk consciousness was brought about by using folkways to
help people develop an awareness of themselves as a cultural group separate and apart
from those who wielded political and economic power. The awareness did not have to be
historically accurate but could be a romanticized ideal that represented what the people in
the group wanted for themselves – a sense of belonging, security, and a connection with
nature. Ultimately, the issue was not one of authenticity. Rather, it was more important
that the folk culture, even when appropriated by groups not native to it, encouraged
individuals to strive together for social reform. Horton was never a member of the
CPUSA, although members of the party were frequent attenders and colleagues in
workshops, rallies, and protests. As demonstrated in the discussion concerning her
methodology, Horton had no difficulty in adapting their methodologies for her own use
on the picket lines and in residential workshops.
Furthermore, Horton drew upon the folk song repertoire, including hymnody and
black spirituals, because it was readily available and rather widely known. Most of the
protestant churches of the first half of the twentieth century shared a common body of
hymnody that was contained in denomination-specific hymnals. Hymnody originated in
psalmody, a form of metrical psalms set to singable tunes. Psalmody was not only used in
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religious services, but also was considered acceptable as popular music by many of the
more conservative religious sects that came to the colonies of the New World. The
repertoire of psalmody was eventually adapted into the collections of hymnody in the
United States that were commonly known among church-goers by the 1900s. With its
long history of encouraging congregational singing by including music to which different
words could be set, hymnody and the use of hymnals among church members set an
important precedent for the songs of persuasion employed by Horton and others in their
efforts to bring about social change.
Horton’s choice of repertoire also exhibits her desire to encourage not only group
participation, but leadership. A well-known tune was easily adaptable to the temporary
and volatile picket situation. People without formal musical training were able to lead
these simple, heart-felt songs using guitars or other portable instruments. Horton was
successful in her appropriation of Appalachian folk song, as well as traditional music
from other regions of the country, because she was able to encourage group participation
that became independent of leadership from Highlander. In this way, the unions took
complete ownership of the music-making in a way that would foster participation long
after any staff member of a separate institution was gone.
Nowhere in any of the information about Horton, or in her personal
correspondence and speeches, is there any indication that she ever sought to achieve
personal recognition and fame. On the contrary, she consistently expressed her desire to
enable other people to develop as leaders of song and drama, independent of her direction
or involvement. Her decade of intense labor in creating songsters is evidence of her
desire to teach select groups of people to engage music as an important component of
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social movements so that they, in turn, could carry that methodology back into their own
situations of conflict. While she enthusiastically shared her musical gifts and personality
with all groups, throughout her career her goal was to empower laborers to step to the
forefront in the process while she would begin a process of self-effacement, slowly
withdrawing so that members of local unions in locations across the United States could
carry on the leadership. Horton trained these leaders to promote songs that were
designed to be sung on the picket line with the intention of creating unity in workers who
were facing opposition. In this type of situation, entertainment was not a goal, even
though the songs could be elaborated with simple, improvised alto, tenor, and bass parts.
Instruments, when used, functioned strictly as chordal support for the vocal lines rather
than adding aesthetically to the songs by including counterpoint or sections of
instrumental solos.
Horton deliberately employed group dynamics as shaped by music in fostering
unification among strikers and other groups striving for change. She had observed the
ability of group singing to bolster morale in the strikers, who often faced violent
repercussions, and unified them as a group when they would not have been individually
able to endure. At first, her songsters were compilations of already established union
repertoire, but her interest in expanding the body of song to include more traditional
material soon became evident as she included sections devoted to folk songs, hymns, and
spirituals in later song books. She was concerned that the songsters be portable and
cheap so that workers could afford to buy and use them during strikes. From 1936 to
1946, Horton was responsible for the mimeographing of at least ten inexpensive
songsters, each successive songster containing more songs than the earlier edition. Her
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work with the Textile Workers Union of America to publish her hard-bound edition,
Labor Songs, represents the high point of her compilations, offering 50 songs and
available for purchase at 25 cents each. The success of this book encouraged her to set
her goals higher by collaborating with the C.I.O. in publishing a songster that would
include melody lines and stories about the songs and the songwriters.
This devotion to collecting songs and compiling songsters demonstrates Horton’s
belief that workers deserved better conditions and better pay, and that they should have a
right to organize and demand these things. Her emphasis on the use of songs to aid in
this process reflects her stated views that music contained a unique power for unification
and collective strength. Her song-leader books, which contained melody lines and simple
accompanimental chords, provide additional evidence of her desire to train others to
become song leaders at the picket line and in union meetings and rallies.
Furthermore, Horton’s musical leadership at Highlander Folk School left a legacy
for others who came after her, one that goes beyond just the shaping of “We Shall
Overcome” into the unofficial anthem of the Civil Rights Movement. Most notably, her
influence can be discerned in the careers of Guy and Candie Carawan, who were noted
for their work with Highlander Folk School in the 1960s and their important use of music
for promoting civil rights.

Mullinax writes, “From their lifelong activism in the

American South and the Appalachian coalfields, veteran cultural workers Guy and
Candie Carawan learned that cultural traditions of music, poetry, and drama can be used
strategically to forge a shared experience and develop a collective identity in social
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justice efforts.”1 This study proposes that the Carawans’ patterned their methodology
largely after Horton’s work. Guy Carawan wrote that he originally came to Highlander
to “help carry on some of Highlander’s musical work in Zilphia’s spirit.”2 In order to do
this, Carawan, whose education had been in sociology but whose heart was in southern
folkways,3 needed to learn the repertoire of southern folk music, for which Horton’s
collection would have been invaluable.
Guy Carawan first visited Highlander Folk School in 1953. This means that he
would have come into direct contact with Zilphia Horton and her song leading during
workshops. He later joined Highlander as her successor, taking up the reins as music
director in 1959, and was particularly active in the Johns Island Literacy project in South
Carolina. Guy and his wife, Candie, worked tirelessly to use music as a unifying factor,
as well as a way to diffuse violence, during the turbulent protests for civil rights.
The Carawans published at least three songbooks, most notably: Ain’t You Got a
Right to the Tree of Life?,4 Sing for Freedom (originally published in two volumes
entitled We Shall Overcome: Songs of the Southern Freedom Movement 5 and Freedom
is a Constant Struggle: Songs of the Freedom Movement6), and Voices from the
Mountains.7 Upon examination, a direct correlation between the Carawans’ music
publications and Horton’s intended publication with the C.I.O., the songster project that
1
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was abandoned due to the increasing conservatism in the C.I.O., can be readily observed.
There are many similarities between Horton’s written goals for the songster and the song
books produced by the Carawans, almost as if they had read her correspondence relating
to the unfulfilled project. The Carawans’ books, published in hard bound editions by
small publishing houses, incorporated everything Horton had hoped to do with her song
book. They contained music to accompany the words, stories of the people who wrote
the songs and the situations in which the songs were used, quotations from important
people in the movement, narrative describing events, and photographs of individuals who
were involved in the struggle for freedom. While the Carawans’ song books focused on
the various social movements, including civil rights and prevention of mountaintop
removal due to mining, and featured narrative and compelling photographs of conflicts,
the intent was still to allow the music to remain the focus.8 However, the additional
material allows readers to put faces to names and make more personal these social issues
that otherwise may come across as abstract ideas to people who are not from the region or
who were not involved in the conflicts.
After the Carawans’ retirement, Highlander Education and Research Center has
continued to train people to fight for social change. The focus has shifted from union
organization and civil rights to issues such as the prevention of strip-mining mountaintop
removal, the plight of illegal immigrants, women’s rights, and other cultural areas.9
Published in 1987, Highlander’s Mission statement upholds the foundational principles of
Highlander Folk School as established by the Hortons and other original staff members.

8
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According to this document, the Center provides residential workshops designed to train
“people struggling against oppression, supporting their efforts to take collective action to
shape their own destiny,” and continues to focus its efforts toward people in Appalachia,
who continue to “benefit least from our society as it is now structured.”10 In particular,
the organization’s Zilphia Horton Cultural Residency Program, which includes the use of
music, literature, and drama, carries out the tradition established for the school by
Horton.
This study argues that Horton’s influence was felt on a much wider basis than the
sphere in which Highlander continued to work. Undoubtedly, Pete Seeger, Lee Hays,
and Earl Robinson were exposed to Horton’s work at the beginning of their careers in
music. Lee Hays and Pete Seeger were important members of The Almanacs,11 a
performing group developed to introduce and popularize songs of persuasion to
audiences all over the United States. For a brief period, Woody Guthrie was also a
member of the musical team. In addition, Horton received attention from newsletters
published by The People’s Songs, Inc., and it is most likely that Pete Seeger first heard
“We Will Overcome” from Horton when he visited Highlander in 1947. His subsequent
contribution to the song was an important step in creating one of the most well-known
protest songs of the Civil Rights Movement.
Several avenues of research would prove fruitful for future study regarding
Horton’s important work. Biographical details continue to be somewhat sketchy. It is
possible that more information on her life may be available from the estates of her
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children, Thorsten and Charis. Myles’ second wife, Aimee Horton, now deceased,
gathered information on Highlander for her dissertation and subsequent book, and it is
possible that more details concerning Zilphia Horton’s life may come to light as these
papers become available. In addition, there are scattered throughout the country
collections of papers and writings from individuals who were involved in Highlander
residential programs and workshops, either as staff or student. One example is the Franz
E. Daniel collection in the Walter P. Reuther Library, Archives of Labor and Urban
Affairs, Detroit, Michigan. The archive at Highlander Research and Education Center
houses unopened boxes of materials that have not yet been explored. These may contain
memoirs and writings from which more information about Horton could be gleaned.
Another area of interest would be a focus on the alumni of Highlander residential
programs and their subsequent leadership in union locals. Horton’s goals included the
development of song leaders who could carry the tradition of using music during times of
conflict. It would be possible to gauge how successful she was in meeting this goal by
determining how easily or often her practices were transferred to the union meetings,
rallies, and pickets held in other locations across the country. Labor archives would,
perhaps, be helpful in determining this.
Additionally, an exploration of the C.I.O. archives and papers may reveal more
details about the failed songster project on which Horton worked from 1945 to 1948. An
examination of her correspondence with George Guernsey, the educational director at the
national C.I.O. office, revealed in this study that the project was progressing rapidly until
it came to a sudden standstill. While Horton continued to remain hopeful during 1947
that the song book would actually be published, she finally ceased to pursue the project
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by 1948 as it became evident that the C.I.O. was no longer interested in producing the
songster. The George Meany Memorial AFL-CIO Archive is just one of the large
collections on labor history held by the University of Maryland. It is possible that the
history of what happened to the failed project could be traced by examining letters and
memos from Guernsey to other union officials. It is also possible that an archive
containing the correspondence and papers of Lynn Rohrbough could be located. An
examination of his correspondence with Horton and others regarding the failed songster
could shed more light on why the project never was completed. In addition, it is known
that Horton sent Rohrbough a copy of the completed songster, which is not contained in
the known Horton archives. If the copy could be found among Rohrbough’s papers and
studied, a clearer picture of the songster would emerge.
Interviews with people involved in Highlander’s residential workshops,
specifically regarding Horton’s involvement in them, may offer more biographical
information that would help augment what is currently known. Many of the alumni of
Highlander Folk School during Horton’s tenure are now deceased, but others may be
found who knew and worked with her.
Another promising avenue of research would focus on the current practices at the
Highlander Research and Education Center for comparison with the precedent set by
Horton and carried on by the Carawans. This task would require interviews with the
subsequent directors of Highlander’s cultural programs, an in-depth examination of the
Zilphia Horton Cultural Residency project, and attending a number of workshops
conducted by the staff at the New Market location. In addition, archival materials
relating to programs conducted from 1959 to the present are available at the Center.
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These are not well organized and a great number of unexplored containers remain to be
examined carefully.
As has been demonstrated in this study, Zilphia Horton was deeply concerned
about the individuals with whom she worked. She wanted people to have the right to live
fulfilling lives with secure jobs, favorable living conditions, and fair educational and
work opportunities. She was not concerned about ethnicity. Rather, she was intensely
interested in seeing that men, women, and their families were able to come together to
fight against abusive corporate or political practices. In order to achieve these goals, she
subsumed her past training in classical music and brought to the working people music
with which they already identified on a deep emotional level. She believed in the power
of song to sway emotions and impart values, and directed her energies toward using that
power to work for social change. In part, her relative obscurity when compared with Pete
Seeger, Woody Guthrie, and Guy and Candie Carawan is due to her willingness to work
to train others to become song leaders who were independent of her musical skills.
However, the work of Zilphia Horton greatly influenced those who came after her in their
use of music for social change.
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Transcription of Zilphia Horton’s speech to the Montana Farmers’ Union, Feb. 15, 1956
(By Alicia Massie-Legg) with the exception of the excerpt transcribed previously by
unknown individual. Excerpt can be found in Appendix A.
...wonderful time we’ve had, including the weather. I really hoped that I could
come up sometime and see you. I think just yesterday, I’m ready to say right now, that
I’m satisfied with the weather. It doesn’t need to go any lower [laughter]. And I don’t
need any snow…I can imagine…
When they told me that they wanted me to talk tonight something about the
cultural background of our songs, I said, “How long?” And they said, “An hour.” And
when they said that, then I realized that they were serious about this, so I began thinking
about it and then I bogged down. I realized you’re taking a chance because that’s the one
thing that’s dearest to my heart and most important to me and the way I work, and when I
began thinking of what I would sing and what I would say, I actually had to sit down and
work an hour to eliminate things, because if I didn’t do it, if I didn’t have some form I’d
get up here and when the hour was up, I would not have sung the songs that I really
consider most important and I wouldn’t have said the things that I think are the most
important. So instead of working an hour to try to find something to fill up this program,
I worked an hour to eliminate things.
I think I’d like to sort of back into this subject by singing this song and then
telling you why I sing this song to begin the program. In Denver, at a convention, your
farmers’ union convention, about, oh, I think it must have been six years ago, I sang this
song, and it’s a song that I first heard in Arkansas among the sharecroppers, back in about
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1935. They were trying to organize, and I don’t know whether you remember it or not
but there was a great deal of violence. Some of the sharecroppers had been found
slugged and killed by the riding [?] bosses. There was great opposition to their getting
together to organize, and they finally did in churches and by lamplight in little huts, and
they took an old spiritual called “No More Mourning” and they changed it very little, just
a word here and there, and this is the song they sang.

[Sings without accompaniment]
No more Mourning,
No more mourning
No more mourning after ‘while.
And before I’ll be a slave I’ll be buried in my grave,
Take my place with those who loved and crossed before.

No more starvin’…

No more mis’ry…

Oh, freedom,
Oh, freedom,
Oh, freedom after ‘while…
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And then, after the meeting, we were standing out in the lobby of the hotel, a man
walked up behind me and introduced himself and said, “I’d like very much to talk to you
to know what makes you sing the songs you sing.” And I said, “I’d like very much to do
that because there’s a very, there are really important reasons why I sing the songs I
sing.”
There are two very important reasons. One is that I have a feeling for the people
who sing these songs, who made up the songs, a belief in the things they stand for, and
that’s not enough. I have to believe in the people I sing them to. I was singing “No More
Mourning,” because I appreciate the struggles the sharecroppers have put up. I was
singing it to the Farmers’ Union [inaudible] in Denver, and whose purpose I believe in.
Those two things are important when I sing this kind of a song. And that’s, you wonder
why I say that. That actually is at the bottom of what we mean by cultural heritage, the
cultural background of these songs. Just for fun, I looked it up in the dictionary, and it
was wonderful because I found a definition that agrees with what I thought it should be.
It said, “Culture in this sense means the specific attainment, belief, position of a special
religious or racial or social group of people.” In other words, a group of people, whether
it’s by nationality, whether it’s by race, whether it’s by something they’re fighting
against, if they’ll work together enough then certain things happen to them. They
achieve certain things that another group doesn’t achieve, they have traditions, they have
customs that other people don’t have, and that’s what makes their culture different from
other cultures.
Well, just for a few minutes – you know this summer, I was really very lucky. I
didn’t realize what a wonderful country we have and what wonderful people we have in
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it. Of course, I was aware of it, but I haven’t been so conscious of it. But because I had
an opportunity to make a quick trip and see so many people so fast, it really was a perfect
thing for me. And for a few minutes I’d like to tell you about it. You know, it has its
disadvantages to stay in a place such a short length of time, because you don’t really get
to know them too well, but then, I think there’s something to gained, too, when you make
a rather fast trip because you go from one group of people to another so fast, you see the
change suddenly, and it gives you a different point of view. So, if we could do both: We
could stay in places a while and then if you could take a big swing around and get
different feelings about it, too. Well, I took our two children to come out West to meet
Myles because he was out here in his work and I [inaudible] because [inaudible] children
in the car to get there. I didn’t realize how much it would mean, so we started out across
country. First thing was – you know, if you have two children, they open your eyes a lot
to things you haven’t seen before. Our children are seven and nine. So the two children
and I started out across the country, and we went through Oklahoma and the first thing
we did was pass through Pretty Boy Floyd’s country and I had to tell the children about
him. That was the first place I taught, the first year I taught school was in Pretty Boy
Floyd’s home town. So then we went on through and saw the Choctaws and Cherokees
and through all country and, then on through and to, just before we got to Colorado we
stopped at a restaurant and we ate, and our boy said when we got through, he said, “You
know, that was my very first Mexican to see, and she was so pretty!” [laughter]
[inaudible comments] You know, I hadn’t realized it. I mean, everything was a first. It
was very exciting to them and consequently to me. They made me see some things I just
hadn’t seen before.
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Then the wheat fields, this is in the springtime, the first time, the first time I’d
seen the wheat fields green. Then we flew from Denver over to Los Angeles, over the
Grand Canyon, and that was the most magnificent thing I’d seen from the air. Actually,
you see, the scenery wasn’t a surprise to me because I’d seen enough to know that it was
beautiful and I expected it.
The thing that was so wonderful to me that I hadn’t thought about was the people.
In Los Angeles, Myles and I went down to Olvera Street, a number of you have been
there and know about it, of course, and it’s Mexicans, the street where the Mexicans…it’s
supposed to be preserved as it was. We went into a little restaurant and the tourists were
there just like we were, and there were some singers there, Mexican singers of the
[inaudible] and they were dressed like toreadors, and they were going around to different
tables and asking to play songs for them, and they were asking for the traditional
American love songs. Well it just so happened that I remembered when we were in
Mexico three years ago, I learned a Mexican folk dance, [inaudible name of dance]. So
when they came to me I said, “How about playing [inaudible name of dance], and you
should have seen those men. Their eyes brightened up and they started playing it, and I
thought the waitresses were going to dump all the food [laughter], but the whole
restaurant was just transformed into something very alive. Well, that’s their culture, you
see? So, because I asked them to do something that they could do that was a part of their
tradition, they loved it so much they gave it everything they had. It’s a very simple thing,
but it’s very important. A sense of belong to a group, a sense of belonging and having
that as part of your background is very important to people. I’m just highlighting a few
of these things because this is really what we mean by cultural background.
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Then from there to San Francisco we went down to China Town. And Myles
said, “What do you want to do while we’re in San Francisco?” I said, “Well besides
riding these trolley cars up and down once, I’d like to go to China Town because I
understand this is the best China Town in all of the United States.” And it so happens
that I like good food and I like Chinese food so I thought that if I ever want good Chinese
food, this is it! So we just settled down and concentrated for three days [laughter] in the
Chinese restaurants, and it was, that was quite an experience. Even that, you see, the
eating habits you really get to them and forget the tourist’s idea of what the Chinese
should eat. You go up to the Chinese chef and ask him to cook for you what he would
cook for himself, it’s probably a different matter than if you go in and ask for chop suey
and chow mein, see.

Then we came back to Denver and up through, and we were [inaudible location]
this summer, and Yellowstone and on up into Montana. Well, I’ll save Montana for a
little later, but I’ve never seen so much country and so many wide open spaces and so
much wheat and so much cattle, and we came up of course really to see Farmers’ Union
and Don Chapman. He wasn’t here so we found out we had to go up to Fort uh, how do
you pronounce it? [inaudible location], is that it? He took us up to the Glacier Park.
Well, that was a very quick trip but it was enough of an impression, enough for me to see
all the things that Myles was telling the truth about people he had met when he was over
here. [laughter]
Then we went hurriedly back through Black Hills and the Badlands. I stopped off
in North Dakota to teach there for a week. And in North Dakota, you know I thought
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North Dakota was the dullest sounding place I ever heard of, really. And I didn’t expect
anybody to be interesting there, I thought they’d all be dull as dishwater. [laughter] I
didn’t think, I was just exposing my ignorance, that’s all. When I got through it and to
find among these, I think it was 95 farm women, all these different nationality groups
represented, with all these wonderful accents – of course, they weren’t strange to each
other but they were to me and I was strange to all of them. But, it was a wonderful
experience, it truly was.
Well, you wonder why I mention those things. It’s because that’s part of culture.
And I think about all the different groups all over the United States when I think about
our culture. I think about an old man at our depot, two or three days before we came up
here. And if you understand the culture then you can appreciate the sense of humor. I
went down to get us tickets for us to come to Montana because the weather was so bad,
we thought if we would fly we might not get here in time. So, his name’s Mr. Ervin
[sp?], so I called him up and told him when and where we wanted to go. So he said, let
him work on it a day. He’d have to look all the schedules up to find out where we were
going, so finally, I call him to come on down ‘cause he said, “You know, I’ve made a
mistake of a thousand miles. You gotta come down here and help me out.” [laughter]
So, he’d made reservations, but there was a little small gap as far as time was concerned
when I got down there. Well, that was, we had wanted to arrive on Sunday so we could
discuss the school here you know and know what we were going to do.

But this would

put us in on Monday, and I said, “Well, I’ll have to discuss it with Myles when I get back
because it may be we’ll have to take the plane to try and go on in besides going by train.”
So, he sort of looked over his glasses, he’s about 65 years old, and said, “Well, you
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know, this train’s not supposed to stop at the foot of the mountain, and it’s a mighty good
train. I’ve already got it stopped for you, and if you don’t mind, I’d just wish you’d take
it!” [laughter] Well, that’s a part of his culture, you see. I mean, he’s, what’s time to
him? It’s not important. It’s very important to me to be able to appreciate somebody like
that. And I think, I think that’s what makes our United States interesting, what makes any
place interesting if you just take the time to understand the people.
[For following section, please see WSHS transcription excerpt of this
speech, found in Appendix A. “But you know, I don’t care if people do have one
nationality… (Zilphia Sings:)

Raggety, Raggety are we;
Just as raggety as raggety can be.
The planters won’t pay us for labor.
Oh, raggety, raggety are we.” P. 42]

[Transcription continued by Alicia Massie-Legg]

Hogless, hogless are we;
Just as hogless as hogless can be.
The planters won’t pay us for labor.
So, hogless, hogless are we.
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And so forth. Every time anything would come up, well they’d make another
little song about that. It’s a way of laughing, but it’s very serious, too, you see.
Well, about that time, you remember about the Dust Bowl in Oklahoma? Well,
one of the most famous of the early folksingers came out of the Dust Bowl. That was
Woody Guthrie. He was a farmer and he was blown out with the dust, too. He played
guitar. He didn’t know one note from another, but he sang his way out to California as a
migratory worker. And one of the songs he sang, I’m not going to sing it all, but it was:
[Singing]
I’m a Dust Bowl Refugee.
I’m a Dust Bowl Refugee.

A girl came in the other day singing, “I’m a Dust Bowl Refugee.” [laughter]
He’s the same man, you see, he’s the same guy who went around from camp to camp
singing. Have y’all heard “So Long It’s Been Good to Know You?” Well, that’s
Woody’s song. He sang, it came from the Dust Bowl, and you see it’s perfectly natural to
go over to the farm and back and go through the migratory camp and say:

[Singing]
So long, it’s been good to know you.
So long, it’s been good to know you.
So long, it’s been good to know you.
So long time since I been home,
and I gotta be driftin’ along.”
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Well, that’s Woody’s song, and he drifted so much, that’s why he wrote it. Would
you like to sing it once? Sing it with me, okay?

[Singing with group]
So long, it’s been good to know you.
So long, it’s been good to know you.
So long, it’s been good to know you.
So long time since I been home,
and I gotta be driftin’ along.”

I’d like to spend the next few minutes talking about the contribution negroes have
made to our cultural heritage. And the first song I want to sing is a song that, I’m sure
you’ve probably even never heard it, [inaudible] never have the opportunity to hear,
because negroes wouldn’t sing it for you if you asked them can you hear it, they’d tell
you “No.” It’s a song of protest, and Langston Hughes, one of the great Negro poets,
wrote about this song. This song was collected with, almost about another fifteen songs
by a man who lived among these people for a year and took them down. And Langston
Hughes said about this song, or these songs, “These songs collected from plantations,
chain gangs, labor camps, show that not all negroes are shouting spirituals or dancing to
the blues, or mouthing interracial oratory, supposedly unruffled by the economic stress of
these days. Some of them are tired of being poor and picturesque and hungry. Terribly
and bitterly tired.” And the name of this is “How Long, Brethren?”
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[Singing]
How long, Brethren, how long
Must my people weep and moan?
How long, how long, Brethren, how long?
So long my people been asleep,
White folks plowing nigger’s soul down deep.
How long, how long, Brethren, how long?

So long, Brethren, so long
Nigger keep on singin’ the same old song.
Well then, so long, Brethren, so long.
Nigger he just taxed black dirt for raisin’ corn off a white man dirt,
Well then, so long, Brethren, so long.

Too long, Brethren, too long
We just [inaudible] misery long.
Too long, too long, Brethren, too long
White folks [here?] ain’t Jesus is just a man
Guardin’ [inaudible] out a poor nigger’s hand.
Too long, too long, Brethren, too long
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The next negro song that I’d like to, I’m not going to sing, I have a record here for
you because I couldn’t begin to sing it if I knew it. This represents a kind of protest that
was a sense of humor, too. I don’t know whether any of you, or many of you, know
about Ledbetter, but he was a negro folk singer who died about two years ago. Oh, he
must have been about 65 or 70. (Aren’t you all hot? I’m ‘bout to burn up. Can we do
something about it?) He comes, or came, from the most terrible slum conditions and
depressed kind of a background anybody can possibly imagine in New Orleans. He was
in the penitentiary two or three times because he would get in scrapes, and each time, he
played and sang stuff out of the “pen.” He was a great big man – you know these
stevedores you see pictures of where they’re baling cotton – well, that was the kind of a
man he, that’s what he looked like. His shoulders were about that broad and his arm was
like a post and his legs were the same way. He had a guitar. Instead of having six
strings, he had twelve strings, and [laughing] he would sit there [inaudible] I saw him
give a concert, and he was so big, it was hard for him to sit down, you know, like
anybody normally would do in a rather graceful position on the stage. One knee just
stuck out this way, one out that way, and he always wore these big yellow brogans, you
know, one foot planted there and one foot planted here, and a big twelve string guitar,
whang away. Well, this song that I’m going to, this record I’m sorry to say, I apologize,
is scratched. But it’s the only one I had and I thought you might like to hear it even if it
is. He doesn’t sing. He can’t. There’s practically no melody to it, but he had a style all
his own. And this is a song that he made up when he went to Washington, D.C., for the
first time. It’s called “The Bourgeois Blues.” Have any of your heard that, have you
happened to hear it? Well, this is the gist of it, because I was afraid you couldn’t
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understand the words, so I took a few of them down, and this is what he sings. [Reading]
“Me and my wife run all over town. Everywhere we go the people would turn us down.
Lawd, in a bourgeois town. I’ve got the bourgeois blues, gonna spread the news all
around. Me and Martha [Z – “That was his wife.”] we was standing up there, I heard a
white man say, ‘I don’t want no niggers up there.’ Lawd, in a bourgeois [inaudible.]
Home of the brave, land of the poor folk, listen to me, don’t try to buy no home in
Washington, D.C.” And that’s his song.

[Recording begins to play, but tape is turned off. Speech resumes with the
following:]

…of the folk, or the folk art, as I know it and as I’ve sung it, and played it, and
felt it all my life. So I developed a rather snooty attitude about the Grand Ole Opry, and I
would always turn it off and when we talk about folk music and different localities and
different cultures…

[See transcription provided by WSHS in Appendix A, immediately
following the words to “Raggety, Raggety Are We.”]

[Transcription here follows “When the New World Is Revealed”
Appendix A.]
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It’s in this yellow book. This song is a song that is an old spiritual, “When the
Saints Go Marching In,” and some students at Highlander Folk School where I live and
work first adapted it, and it’s been picked up since then and used all over the country.
It’s a very easy tune to sing, the kind that you need a lot of good barbershop harmony on.
How many people have it? Hold up your book …well, it’s very easy to sing. It goes like
this:

[Singing]
Oh when the new (oh when the new)
World is revealed (world is revealed),
Oh when the new world is revealed,
Oh Lord I want to be in that number
When the new world is revealed.

And after this, we’ll give our youth a helping hand. If you don’t get the first line,
after we sing it once, then you come in on it after that. Alright, from the beginning, let’s
have everybody sing. Would you like to stand up for this one? Let’s do.

[Group sings with piano accompaniment.]
Oh when the new (oh when the new)
World is revealed (world is revealed),
Oh when the new world is revealed,
Oh Lord I want to be in that number
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When the new world is revealed.

Oh give our youth (oh, give our youth)
A helping hand (a helping hand)
Oh give our youth a helping hand.
Oh Lord I want to be in that number
When we give our youth a hand.
[Four more verses were sung, but the words are very hard to understand.]

Okay? Now just a few of these songs I’d like to call your attention to because
you probably know where they came from. Some of you might not, though, so I thought
I’d tell you.

[Return to Appendix A, beginning with “Solidarity,” which you sing a lot
on page 32…” Read to the end of the transcription from WSHS. “Men of the
Saw” is an incorrect identification of “Men of the Soil.”]

[This transcription picks up after the end of the excerpt in Appendix A.]

“Men of the Soil” on page 58. I was asking Myles at suppertime what year it was
and he says it was about ’29 – he can correct me right now if I’m wrong – when he was
in Chicago he was a student at the university there, and they had the milk strike. All of
the farmers around Chicago who sold milk, farmer’s association and coop, and they were
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asking for a better price, the same old story, and they wouldn’t give it to them, so they
struck. And some of the students from the university went out to see what it was all
about, and among these students, besides Myles, was Harold Hilldreth and when he went
back, when he found out the conditions, he wrote this poem. Wasn’t set to music at first.
He wrote the poem and about a year or two later, Myles and some Danes and another
man were in a car driving up to Chester Graham’s folk school. And I know most of you
know Chester Graham certainly, and they liked this poem very much and people had
recited it and had used the poem, but they thought they ought to sing with it. So they,
since the Danes were there they said, “Well, that just fits one of our melodies.” So, right
in the car there they adapted Harold Hilldreth’s poem to the Danish folk melody tune. So
that’s the history of “Men of the Soil,” and it was used in Canada. I don’t know about the
western provinces, but I was in Canada for three or four summers and the different farm
groups that I visited all were singing “Men of the Soil” in the eastern provinces. Do they
sing “Men of the Soil” around Manitoba or did you ever hear it out there?
“When We Are Building” on page 51, I thought you might be interested in
knowing a little about. This is to the tune of “Jacob’s Ladder,” and it originally, the first
time it was used for a workers’ group was in the mines in West Virginia, and they sang,
“We have toiled in dark and danger, workers in the mines.” And that was the way it was
first sung. See what happens to these songs, when one group get it and it expresses their
feelings, then another group takes it and changes a few words, and that’s when a song
becomes yours. There’s nothing wrong with your changing these words. It’s fine. It’s
what we should be doing.
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Then, “Great Day” on page 63. This song’s a little outdated now, but because it’s
such a wonderful melody, I thought you might like to know how it came to be. I hope to
sing it and it’s a good kind of song you can change very easily to fit your picket or local
in your particular group. It’s what we call down South a shout or jubilee tune. It’s not a
sweet spiritual, you really have a good rhythm to it and you give it a punch. Some
tobacco workers were at Highlander Folk School and we were singing and they, we
always encourage them to make up songs. And this is one of the tobacco worker’s tune
that she sang to us and the students sat around and made up this song. At that time, we
were discussing the importance of people voting and going to the polls, and their
responsibility as citizens in our democracy to do something about it. So they decided Mr.
McKeller had not been a figure then, so they decided to sing about Mr. McKeller. Mr.
Crump, as you know, was his backer. Crump would still be okay to put in here because
his candidate for governor won this past time. But, McKeller’s a little bit outdated, but
we’ll sing with McKeller anyway. And it goes like this. The chorus goes like this:

[Singing]
Great day! Great day the union’s marching.
Great day! We’re going to build our union strong.

Alright, let’s have everybody sing that.

[Group sings.]
Great day! Great day the union’s marching.
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Great day! We’re going to build our union strong.

The leader sings:
[Horton sings] One of these mornings bright and fair,
[Group] We’re going to build our union strong.
[Horton] Push on your wings and try the air [?]
[Group] We’re going to build our union strong.

[Group sings.]
Great day! Great day the union’s marching.
Great day! We’re going to build our union strong.

[Horton] One of these mornings bright and fair,
[Group] We’re going to build our union strong.
[Horton] Old man McKeller won’t be there.
[Group] We’re going to build our union strong.

[Group sings.]
Great day! Great day the union’s marching.
Great day! We’re going to build our union strong.

[Horton] Some of these mornings bright and fair,
[Group] We’re going to build our union strong.
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[Horton] Crump be a’working and we don’t know where.
[Group] We’re going to build our union strong.

[Group sings.]
Great day! Great day the union’s marching.
Great day! We’re going to build our union strong.

You sound like a bunch of Southerners. [Laughter.] Well, I don’t have to call
your attention to the fact that [inaudible] it certainly was your song. It was written by a
farmer in New York state, and it grew out of your concern about Perry. Same thing about
“We Got to All Get Together.” Somebody asked that [inaudible] You want to sing that
now? Okay. Shows you how unprepared I am. I didn’t intend to sing that. What page is
that on? What page is “We Got to All Get Together” on?
[conversation about page numbers]
[Horton accompanies on piano, introducing the melody with neutral
syllables. Then, group sings “We’ve Got to All Get Together.” Words are
difficult to discern.]

I don’t know if it would help you out or not, but one group in Kansas City, among
the packing house workers sing it like this, they snap their fingers [inaudible].

[Group sings one more verse and chorus, snapping fingers after “We’ve
got to all get together” for two beats.]
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I won’t read off these songs, but in here you have a great number of real folk
songs and you haven’t been singing very many of them. I wonder if you know, or if
you’ve been conscious, of what songs you really sing best, as a group (not tonight) during
the school here. Is there one song that you thought consciously that was better than all
the rest of them? You’ll be shocked when I tell you. I can tell you that. To me as an
outsider who hasn’t heard this group sing, the song that you sang with most feeling and
most pleasure was a cowboy song. [Laughter]. You know what? And I knew you’d
laugh, too, and the reason I’m telling you this is because I think you’re guilty, maybe, of
the same thing we are. And that is that you feel that the cowboy songs are beneath you
and cheap, and it may be the same case as with the folk songs down south. The folk
songs that I’ve been singing are real folk songs, but most people have forgotten those
songs and they’re ashamed of them. But the interesting thing down south is, and when I
get a group of people together and I sing one of those songs, it’s like opening a flower,
you know, they just blossom when they’re singing the melody. You know why?
Because it belongs to them, it’s about the way they live, about the way they think, about
the way they work, and it’s a part of their cultural tradition.
Now I talked with some people here, Mildred cleared this up with me, and it just
confirms what I’ve been thinking. She said, “Well, they just kill us with the cowboy
songs on the radio.” I can understand. That’s the same thing that happens to us down
south with the Grand Ole Opry songs. Exactly. But, it doesn’t mean, I mean I think
you’re missing a lot when you can’t sift the ones that are really useful, because that is
part of the heritage and your culture here which nobody in the country has but you. And
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I think it’s so easy to look and appreciate other people’s culture and it’s difficult to see
that what you have is very rich.
Carl Sandburg and his books of folk songs, and you all know who he is, has some
wonderful cowboy songs in it. I never hear cowboy songs out here.
[Conversation, inaudible]
But you see whenever I say it the people laugh. Because you’re embarrassed.
You’re embarrassed to say you like cowboy songs. Isn’t that the truth? [General
conversation]
You don’t think so? [Laughter.] The reason people sing the songs and why they
sang it better is that down deep they really like them but somehow [inaudible] with the
cheap cowboy songs that somebody grinds out by the dozen and they don’t really express
your emotions and your feelings and what you have to [inaudible] and so no reason you
should like those. Do you think that makes sense? Does that sound reasonable to you?
The only reason I’m saying this is that I think it’s terribly important for you not to
forget the cowboy songs. I think if you care anything about Montana, what are the songs
you should be singing? Are good cowboy songs and be proud of it. You’re proud of
your ranches, you’re proud of your cattle, you’re proud of everything else and you ought
to be proud of the really good cowboy songs. That’s one of the things I was just
[inaudible] sign again.
There’s one thing I want to mention briefly here, and that is that the thing that I
have been impressed with here with you with your [inaudible] culture is that I’ve never
seen a group that dances like you do. Down south, people pass the age of 35 or 40, most
of them…I like dancing …and if you go into a group like this, you’d find maybe a fourth
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or a fifth if that many who would get up and dance. I’ve never seen as much energy as
Montanans have. It’s amazing to me. I was talking with somebody yesterday that, if I
had to go out for a track team, to get in practice I think I would just come up here and live
in Montana for a month and just follow you around. That’s the best training I could get.
[laughter.]
I’m impressed with your friendliness; I’m impressed with the singing. In all my
experience out here with the people with your knowledge of literature and things that are
going on. I believe that you read more. You read much more than we do. Now, of
course, there may be a reason for that. I understand wheat farmers in the summer will
[inaudible] and not work on the farm and you have more time than we do, but one person
says “we read this book and that book,” I think as a whole, this group is certainly more
literate than most of us down South as far as the average person having time to read. And
when I found the book of poems that your group had written, I was very pleased and
happy with that. I mean, you’re much more articulate in that way than we are.
And this next thing is personal, and the reason I’m telling you is not because it’s
personal, but because it’s what happened. As far as I’m concerned, I’m going away from
here having had, to me, what was the most beautiful conference I’ve ever had in my life.
Now of course, it’s silly to say that I don’t like people to like to hear me sing. I do, and
people say they like it or they don’t. But last night, a woman came up after it was over
and said, “There are a few moments in my life that I remember, such as a night that one
of my neighbors took me out and showed me her white dahlias in the moonlight, and the
night that my first child was born, and now, the song you sang tonight is one of those
memories.” And, I was speechless, really. And after she left, I wished I had been smart
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enough to think quickly enough to say what she said was a more beautiful song than
anything I had sung. And that’s what I mean. It was pure poetry the way she said it.
Those are some of the things that have impressed me since I’ve been here. The
thing I’d like to end with is a song which I think all Farmers’ Union people stand for,
which all workers who are striving for the things we’ve been talking about this week
stand for, and if we mean what we say we realize that it has to be more than our
community. It has to be communities everywhere. After we’ve had our horizons
stretched all over the world, and this is the song, “We Will Overcome.” This is a song
that came from tobacco workers. It’s a spiritual. I sang it for French Canadians in
Canada; I sang it for people many different nationality groups. And it’s so simple and the
idea is so sincere that it doesn’t matter if it comes from tobacco workers. When I sing it
for people, it becomes their song. And so I’d like to sing that song and then one more
I’m going to sing with you, to close the program. And this goes like this:

[Singing]
We will overcome. [editing cut]
We will overcome some day.
Oh down in my heart, I do believe,
We will overcome some day.

The Lord will see us through.
The Lord will see us through.
The Lord will see us through some day.
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Oh down in my heart, I do believe,
We will overcome some day.

We will organize.
We will organize.
We will organize some day.
Oh down in my heart, I do believe,
We will overcome some day.

We will overcome.
We will overcome.
We will overcome some day.
Oh down in my heart, I do believe,
We will overcome some day.

And the last song is a picture of a farm family in in Palestine. [Editing cut]
There the people have been fighting for their culture and this song represents…
you help me sing this. The part that you sing represents the men and the boys in the
fields plowing and tilling the soil, and the part that I sing represents the women in the
kitchen preparing the meals, the vegetables. It’s so like a song I sang last night
[inaudible] one thing, it’s [inaudible] what you think important. You’re like the
foundation of a house. If the foundation falls in, the house falls down, too.
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And so, learn your part first and then, after we get that, then I’ll add my part.
Now your part is just this…

[End of tape]
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X

Songs About Labor

Goin’ down the road feelin’ bad…and I ain’t
agonna be treated this-away!

X

Sing Out Brother

Ain’ G’wine Be Treated
This Away

Songs Labor Folk War, 1943/44

Adolph	
  dear!	
  	
  Go	
  weep	
  a	
  tear

X

Songs of Field and Factory, 1940

Adolph, Dear

X

Labor Songs, 1939

The	
  armies	
  of	
  progress	
  are	
  marching,	
  at	
  the	
  
fascists	
  they	
  are	
  hurled	
  

Songs for Workers, 1939

Abraham Lincoln Lives
Again

Songs of the Southern Summer School, 1938

Now	
  old	
  Abe	
  Lincoln	
  a	
  great	
  big	
  giant	
  of	
  a	
  man	
  
was	
  he

Let’s Sing, 1938

Abe Lincoln

Let’s Sing, 1937

First line

Workers’ Songs, 1935

Titles

Workers’ Songs, 1936
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All Hail King Hague
All of Us Together

X

X

X

X

X

X
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My	
  country	
  ‘tis	
  of	
  thee,	
  sweet	
  land	
  of	
  
liberty

Are You Sleeping?

Are	
  you	
  sleeping,	
  are	
  you	
  sleeping,	
  
Brother	
  John…,	
  Up	
  and	
  join	
  a	
  union

X

Arise Ye Workers (Farmers)

Arise	
  you	
  workers,	
  fling	
  to	
  the	
  breezes	
  
the	
  union	
  banner

X

Assurance

If	
  a	
  body	
  saw	
  a	
  body	
  turn	
  the	
  world	
  
awry

X

Awake, You Sleeping Workers!

Awake	
  you	
  sleeping	
  workers,	
  the	
  C.I.O.	
  is	
  
calling

X

Barbara Allen

‘Twas	
  in	
  the	
  merry	
  month	
  of	
  May

Big, Big Job

There	
  is	
  a	
  big,	
  big	
  job	
  awaiting	
  of	
  
organizing	
  the	
  land

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C.I.O. Victory Song

Days	
  were	
  sad	
  and	
  dreary,	
  hours	
  were	
  
long	
  and	
  weary	
  	
  

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
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Come	
  all	
  you	
  oilfield	
  workers	
  and	
  listen	
  
to	
  my	
  tale

SOTS

X

America

Boom Town Bill

SAL

Sing OB

SLFW

SFF

Lab. S

SFW

SSSS

Gwine	
  lay	
  down	
  my	
  burden,down	
  by	
  the	
  
riverside
We’re	
  contented	
  jersey	
  cows	
  in	
  free	
  
pastures	
  we	
  carouse
You	
  on	
  a	
  farm	
  in	
  Arkansas,	
  You,	
  your	
  
child,	
  your	
  wife.

LS, ‘38

Ain’ G’wine Study War No More

LS, ‘37

First line

WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36
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Careless Love

X

X

From	
  the	
  Great	
  Atlantic	
  Ocean	
  to	
  the	
  wide	
  
Pacific	
  shore	
  	
  
Love,	
  oh	
  love,	
  oh	
  careless	
  love

Casey Jones

The	
  workers	
  on	
  the	
  S.P.	
  (Union)	
  Line	
  to	
  
strike	
  sent	
  out	
  a	
  call

Children of Freedom

We	
  are	
  Yankee	
  girls	
  and	
  boys,	
  marching	
  to	
  
be	
  free

X

Chinese Workers Song( Come
Fellow Workers)

Come	
  fellow	
  workers	
  hung	
  ho	
  hai	
  ho

X

Chiseler’s Sorrow

Roosevelt	
  said,	
  “Stand	
  up	
  boys,	
  and	
  dry	
  
your	
  tears;”

Come All You Workers

Come	
  now	
  all	
  you	
  workers,	
  in	
  numbers	
  still	
  
untold

Come on Lets Go to the Buryin’

Come	
  on,	
  come	
  on,	
  Let’s	
  go	
  to	
  the	
  buryin’

Company Union

C-‐C-‐c-‐company,	
  company	
  union	
  We	
  have	
  
met	
  you	
  and	
  your	
  yellow	
  dog	
  before

Company Union National Anthem

I’m	
  a	
  worker	
  with	
  a	
  foggy	
  brain,	
  I	
  don’t	
  
mind	
  being	
  robbed

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

SOTS

X
X

X

SAL

Sing OB

SLFW

SFF

Lab. S

In	
  the	
  valley	
  I	
  couldn’t	
  hear	
  nobody	
  pray

SFW

Can’t Hear Nobody Pray/
Couldn’t Hear Nobody Pray
Cannon Ball

SSSS

C.I.O.,	
  C.I.O.	
  	
  See	
  how	
  we	
  grow!

LS, ‘38

C.I.O.! See How We Grow!

LS, ‘37

First line

WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36
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When	
  the	
  farmer	
  comes	
  to	
  town	
  with	
  his	
  
wagon	
  broken	
  down	
  	
  

Farther Along

Day	
  after	
  day	
  we’re	
  oft	
  made	
  to	
  wonder	
  
why	
  we	
  are	
  hungry	
  all	
  the	
  day	
  long

Follow Me

Follow,	
  follow,	
  follow,	
  follow,	
  follow,	
  follow	
  
me.	
  

Forward, We’ve Not Forgotten

Forward,	
  we’ve	
  not	
  forgotten	
  our	
  strength	
  
in	
  the	
  fights	
  we	
  have	
  won

Four Freedoms – Four Duties

Four	
  freedoms	
  sacred	
  and	
  dear,	
  four	
  
freedoms	
  we	
  proclaim	
  far	
  and	
  near

X

Free and Equal Blues

We	
  went	
  down	
  to	
  that	
  St.	
  James	
  Infirmary	
  
and	
  we	
  saw	
  some	
  plasma	
  there

X

X

Freedom – Freiheit

Spanish	
  heavens	
  spread	
  their	
  brilliant	
  
starlight,	
  high	
  above	
  our	
  trenches	
  in	
  the	
  
plain

X

X

Get On the Union Track

Are	
  you	
  poor,	
  furlon	
  [sic],	
  and	
  hungry?	
  	
  Are	
  
there	
  lots	
  of	
  things	
  you	
  lack?

Go Down Moses

When	
  Israel	
  was	
  in	
  Egypt	
  land,	
  Let	
  my	
  
people	
  go

SOTS

Farmer Comes to Town, The
(When)

Sing OB

Down	
  in	
  the	
  valley,	
  valley	
  so	
  low

SLFW

Down in the Valley

SFF

It’s	
  gonna	
  take	
  everybody	
  to	
  win	
  this	
  war

Lab. S

Deliver the Goods

SFW

You	
  get	
  a	
  line	
  and	
  I’ll	
  get	
  a	
  pole,	
  Honey.

SSSS

Crawdad Song

LS, ‘38

Co-‐operation	
  is	
  our	
  aim,	
  is	
  our	
  aim!

LS, ‘37

Co-operation Is Our Aim

WS, ‘36

First line

WS, ‘35

Titles

SAL
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Sing OB

SAL

SOTS

X

X

Hard Times in the Mill

Every	
  morning	
  at	
  half	
  past	
  four	
  you	
  hear	
  
the	
  cooks	
  hop	
  on	
  the	
  floor

X

X

Heigh-Ho!

Heigh-‐ho,	
  heigh-‐ho,	
  to	
  the	
  polling	
  booth	
  we	
  
go

X

X

Hillburn the Fair

Oh,	
  God	
  have	
  pity	
  on	
  such	
  a	
  city

Hol Di Ri Di A

From	
  Lucern	
  to	
  Wegis	
  on,	
  Hol	
  di	
  ri	
  di	
  a,	
  Hol	
  
di	
  ri	
  di

Hold the Fort

We	
  meet	
  today	
  in	
  freedom’s	
  cause	
  and	
  
raise	
  our	
  voices	
  high

Home on the Range

Oh,	
  Give	
  Me	
  a	
  Home

Hunting Round

The	
  trumpet	
  loud	
  in	
  forest	
  sounds	
  the	
  eager	
  
chase	
  is	
  on-‐o

Hymn to Labor

Our	
  lives	
  we	
  dedicate	
  to	
  thee	
  

I’m a Union Gal

My	
  job	
  to	
  me	
  was	
  misery;	
  I	
  worked	
  so	
  hard	
  
till	
  I	
  couldn’t	
  see

X

I’m Labor

I	
  dig	
  your	
  ditches,	
  I’m	
  labor;	
  I	
  man	
  your	
  
switches,	
  I’m	
  labor

X

X

If the Fascists Have Their Way

Put	
  on	
  your	
  old	
  war	
  bonnet	
  with	
  the	
  
swastikas	
  on	
  it

X

X

Goin’ to Build My Heaven (I’m
Gonna)
Great Day

SFF

X

Lab. S

X

SFW

X

SSSS

X

LS, ‘38

Goin’	
  down	
  the	
  road	
  feelin’	
  bad…and	
  I	
  ain’t	
  
agonna	
  be	
  treated	
  this-‐away!
Ain’t	
  goin’	
  to	
  be	
  a	
  porter	
  no	
  more	
  (When	
  I	
  
get	
  to	
  heaven)
Great	
  day!	
  	
  Great	
  day	
  the	
  union’s	
  marching

LS, ‘37

Goin’ Down the Road (G’Wine)

WS, ‘36

First line
WS, ‘35

Titles

SLFW
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X

X

X

X

X

X

It Ain’t Gonna Work No More

There	
  was	
  a	
  man	
  came	
  to	
  our	
  town	
  who	
  
thought	
  himself	
  quite	
  wise

It’s a Good Thing to Join a Union

It’s	
  a	
  good	
  thing	
  to	
  join	
  a	
  Union

It’s A-Me, Oh Lord

It’s	
  a-‐me,	
  It’s	
  a-‐me,	
  Standin’	
  in	
  the	
  need	
  of	
  
prayer	
  

Jim Crow

Lincoln	
  set	
  the	
  Negro	
  free,	
  why	
  is	
  he	
  still	
  in	
  
slavery?

Joe Hill

I	
  dreamed	
  I	
  saw	
  Joe	
  Hill	
  last	
  night	
  alive	
  as	
  
you	
  and	
  me

X

John L. Lewis Had a Plan

John	
  L.	
  Lewis	
  had	
  a	
  plan,	
  C-‐I,	
  C-‐I-‐O!

Just Because He’s Human, And
(AKA United Front Song)

And just because he’s human, a man would
like a little bite to eat

X
X

Keep That Oil a-Rollin’

Oilfield	
  workers	
  come	
  listen	
  to	
  me,	
  I’m	
  go’n	
  
to	
  tell	
  you	
  a	
  story	
  about	
  old	
  John	
  D

X

Keeping Score for ‘44

Oh	
  listen	
  all	
  you	
  congressmen,	
  no	
  matter	
  
how	
  far	
  you	
  roam

X

Listen to the Boss Cry

Listen	
  to	
  the	
  boss	
  cry,	
  wah,	
  wah,	
  wah…	
  

Lift Every Voice and Sing

Lift	
  ev’ry	
  voice	
  and	
  sing,	
  till	
  earth	
  and	
  
heaven	
  ring

Little Cudgel

Many	
  songs	
  have	
  I	
  heard	
  in	
  my	
  dear	
  
motherland

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

SOTS

X

SAL

X

Sing OB

X

SFF

X

X
X

SLFW

Internationale, The

X

X
X

Lab. S

In	
  the	
  union’s	
  ranks	
  we	
  stand,	
  firm	
  and	
  
steady	
  to	
  a	
  man
Arise	
  you	
  pris’ners	
  of	
  starvation!

SFW

In the Union Ranks

SSSS

Learn	
  now	
  the	
  simple	
  truth

LS, ‘38

In Praise of Learning

LS, ‘37

First line
WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36
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Looky Looky Yonder

SLFW

Sing OB

SAL

SOTS

X

SFF

Away	
  down	
  South	
  where	
  we	
  weave	
  the	
  
cotton,	
  union	
  men	
  are	
  not	
  forgotten
Looky,	
  looky	
  yonder	
  (hanh!)

Lab. S

Look Ahead Working Man

SSSS
X

LS, ‘38

Little	
  Tom	
  Tinker	
  was	
  hit	
  by	
  a	
  clinker

LS, ‘37

Little Tom Tinker

WS, ‘36

First line
WS, ‘35

Titles

SFW

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Is	
  there	
  a	
  man	
  who	
  can	
  be	
  found	
  who	
  does	
  
not	
  know	
  the	
  world	
  goes	
  round?

Make Strong the Union

Once	
  a	
  jolly	
  worker	
  hustled	
  in	
  a	
  bomber	
  
plant

X

Mama Don’ Low (Mamma)

Mamma	
  doan	
  low	
  no	
  organizing	
  here

X

Mammy’s Little Baby Loves a
Union Shop

“Rush,”	
  says	
  the	
  boss,	
  “work	
  like	
  a	
  hoss”

X

X

March of the Hungry Men, The

In	
  the	
  dream	
  of	
  your	
  downy	
  couches,	
  
through	
  the	
  shades	
  of	
  your	
  pampered	
  sleep

X

X

March Song of the Workers (See
Whirlwinds of Danger)

Whirlwinds	
  of	
  danger	
  are	
  raging	
  around	
  us,

Marching Song

In	
  our	
  poverty	
  and	
  toil	
  looking	
  out	
  upon	
  the	
  
world

Marching to Democracy

Hand	
  us	
  out	
  our	
  union	
  cards,	
  our	
  duty	
  now	
  
is	
  clear

X

Martins and the Coys (The New)

Oh	
  the	
  Martins	
  and	
  the	
  Coys	
  have	
  quit	
  their	
  
feudin’

X

Meadow Land, Meadow Land
(Meadowland)

Ah,	
  meadow	
  land,	
  meadow	
  land,	
  meadows	
  
green	
  and	
  fields	
  in	
  blossom

X
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Loud Laughter

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

SOTS

X

SAL

Sing OB

SFF

Lab. S

SFW

SLFW

Men of the Soil

SSSS

Workers,	
  all!	
  	
  Heed	
  my	
  call!	
  	
  You	
  who	
  toil	
  
and	
  sweat	
  and	
  slave
Men	
  of	
  the	
  soil	
  we	
  have	
  labored	
  unending

LS, ‘38

Men Awake!

LS, ‘37

First line

WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

X
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Might Is Right

Might	
  was	
  right	
  when	
  Christ	
  was	
  hanged	
  
beside	
  the	
  Jordan’s	
  foam

X

More We Stick Together, The

The	
  more	
  we	
  stick	
  together,	
  together,	
  
together…the	
  closer	
  we’ll	
  be.

X

My Country Tis of Thee

My	
  country	
  tis	
  of	
  thee	
  land	
  of	
  mass	
  misery

My Silver Trumpet (Silver
Trumpet)

If	
  life	
  were	
  a	
  thing	
  that	
  money	
  could	
  buy,	
  
hand	
  me	
  down	
  my	
  silver	
  trumpet

Ninety and Nine, the

There	
  are	
  ninety	
  and	
  nine	
  that	
  work	
  and	
  die	
  
in	
  hunger	
  and	
  want	
  and	
  cold

No More Mournin’

No	
  more	
  mourning,	
  no	
  more	
  mourning,	
  no	
  
more	
  mourning	
  after	
  while

Nobody Knows the Trouble I See

Nobody	
  knows	
  the	
  trouble	
  I	
  see.	
  	
  Nobody	
  
knows	
  but	
  Jesus

Not One Cent

Not	
  one	
  cent	
  shall	
  be	
  spent	
  for	
  any	
  
capitalistic	
  war

Oh, Mister Boss Man, Don’t Cry
for Me!

To the tune of Oh, Susannah
Words are missing

Oh, When the New World Is
Revealed

Oh	
  when	
  the	
  new,	
  oh	
  when	
  the	
  new,	
  oh	
  
when	
  the	
  new	
  world	
  is	
  revealed

Oh, You Build and You Turn!

Oh,	
  you	
  build	
  and	
  you	
  turn,	
  and	
  you	
  plow	
  
and	
  you	
  sow

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

SFF

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SOTS

Lab. S

X

SLFW

SFW

X

SAL

One Big Union for Two

X

Sing OB

Once to Every Man and Nation

SSSS

The	
  Union	
  is	
  the	
  place	
  for	
  me,	
  the	
  place	
  for	
  
working	
  girls	
  [men];To	
  win	
  our	
  strike	
  and	
  
our	
  demands	
  come	
  and	
  picket	
  on	
  the	
  picket	
  
line
Once	
  to	
  every	
  man	
  and	
  nation	
  comes	
  the	
  
moment	
  to	
  decide
I’ve	
  decided	
  the	
  only	
  way	
  I	
  can	
  woo	
  you

LS, ‘38

On the Picket Line (The Picket
Line)

LS, ‘37

First line
WS, ‘36

Titles

WS, ‘35

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

X
X

X

X

Onward Now Ye Toilers

The	
  mass	
  production	
  workers,	
  exploited	
  
and	
  oppressed

X

Onward Union Workers

Onward,	
  Union	
  workers,	
  army	
  of	
  the	
  poor!

X

Organize Unions

Every	
  time	
  you	
  say	
  “I’m	
  sick	
  of	
  apple	
  sauce.

Parlez-Vous

The	
  union	
  is	
  calling	
  us	
  out	
  on	
  strike,	
  Parlee-‐
vou	
  [sic]

Peat Bog Soldiers, The

Far	
  and	
  wide	
  as	
  the	
  eye	
  can	
  wander	
  heath	
  
and	
  bog	
  are	
  everywhere

Peddler Song, The

See!	
  	
  My	
  pack	
  is	
  filled	
  to	
  overflowing

Pickets’ Song

On	
  the	
  picket	
  line	
  we	
  stand	
  with	
  our	
  banner	
  
in	
  our	
  hand

Please, Mr. Boss

Waddya	
  gonna	
  do	
  when	
  you	
  want	
  more	
  
pay,	
  please	
  Mister	
  Boss?

X

Poor Mr. Morgan

Poor	
  Mister	
  Morgan	
  cannot	
  pay	
  his	
  income	
  
tax

X

Preacher and the Slave, The

Long	
  haired	
  preachers	
  come	
  out	
  every	
  night	
  
try	
  to	
  tell	
  you	
  what’s	
  wrong

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sing OB

X

X

X

X

SOTS

SLFW

SFF

X

SAL

Rankin Tree

X

Lab. S

So	
  rag-‐dy,	
  rag-‐dy	
  are	
  we,	
  just	
  as	
  rag-‐dy	
  as	
  
rag-‐dy	
  can	
  be
Well	
  I	
  had	
  a	
  farm	
  and	
  on	
  that	
  farm	
  there	
  
was	
  a	
  tree

X

SFW

Raggedy, Raggedy Are We

SSSS

Put	
  on	
  your	
  smart	
  new	
  bonnet	
  with	
  the	
  
Union	
  label	
  on	
  it

LS, ‘38

Put on Your Smart (Brand) New
Bonnet

LS, ‘37

First Line
WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

X

X

X
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Rich Man and the Poor Man, The

There	
  was	
  a	
  rich	
  man,	
  and	
  he	
  lived	
  in	
  
Jerusalem

Rise Up, Workers!

Too	
  long	
  we’ve	
  lain	
  in	
  slavery’s	
  band	
  

Rise Up, Ye Workers!

	
  You	
  ain’t	
  gonna	
  rule	
  no	
  more!

Roane County Strikers

There’s	
  a	
  beautiful	
  town	
  in	
  the	
  midst	
  of	
  
Roane	
  County

Rock-A-Bye Baby (see also
Workers’ Lullabye [sic])

Rock-‐a-‐bye	
  baby,	
  on	
  the	
  tree	
  top,	
  when	
  you	
  
grow	
  up,	
  you’ll	
  work	
  in	
  a	
  shop

Roll Back the Prices

Roll	
  back	
  the	
  prices,	
  bring	
  back	
  the	
  dollar	
  
alive

X

Roll the Union On (We’re gonna)

We’re	
  gonna	
  roll,	
  we’re	
  gonna	
  roll,	
  we’re	
  
gonna	
  roll	
  the	
  union	
  on

X

Rollback Blues, The

I’m	
  gonna	
  tell	
  you	
  somethin’	
  I	
  know	
  it	
  may	
  
surprise	
  you

X

Salute the Dawn

The	
  trumpets	
  of	
  freedom	
  are	
  blowing;	
  
“justice	
  at	
  last	
  shall	
  prevail.”

Sing Me a Song with Social
Significance

I’m	
  tired	
  of	
  moon	
  songs,	
  of	
  star	
  and	
  of	
  June	
  
songs

Sixty Million Jobs (60)

Gimme	
  them	
  sixty	
  million	
  jobs…that’s	
  good	
  
enough	
  for	
  me

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

We	
  are	
  all	
  children	
  of	
  the	
  people,	
  toilers	
  
and	
  slaves

Stand Up! Ye Workers

Stand	
  up!	
  	
  Stand	
  Up!	
  	
  Ye	
  workers,	
  stand	
  up	
  
in	
  all	
  your	
  might

Standin’ in the Need of Food

It’s	
  a-‐me,	
  It’s	
  a-‐Me,	
  O	
  Lord,	
  Standin’	
  in	
  the	
  
need	
  of	
  food

Star Spangled Banner

Oh	
  say,	
  can	
  you	
  see,	
  by	
  the	
  dawn’s	
  early	
  
light

Steel Workers’ Battle Hymn, The

Ho,	
  my	
  comrades,	
  see	
  the	
  signal	
  waving	
  in	
  
the	
  sky?

Step! Step!

Step,	
  Step,	
  keep	
  the	
  step,	
  it	
  is	
  more	
  than	
  
half	
  your	
  power.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
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X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

SOTS

Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union
Song

X

SAL

Chickens	
  a-‐crowin’	
  on	
  Sourwood	
  Mountain

X

Sing OB

Sourwood Mountain

X

X

SLFW

Way	
  down	
  in	
  old	
  Saint	
  Francis	
  Bottom	
  
where	
  they	
  call	
  in	
  the	
  devil’s	
  den

X

SFF

Song of the Evicted Tenant

X

Lab. S

I	
  have	
  travelled	
  far,	
  I	
  have	
  travelled	
  near

X

SFW

Song of Freedom

Solidarity (Forever)

SSSS

Somebody Knockin’ at Your
Door

I’ve	
  been	
  slaving	
  in	
  a	
  factory	
  all	
  the	
  live	
  
long	
  day
When	
  the	
  union’s	
  inspirations	
  through	
  the	
  
workers’	
  blood	
  shall	
  run
Somebody	
  knockin’	
  at	
  your	
  door…Oh	
  
workers,	
  why	
  don’t	
  you	
  answer?

LS, ‘38

Slaving in a (the) Factory

LS, ‘37

First line

WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

Strike is On, The

X

X

X
X

My	
  children	
  are	
  seven	
  in	
  number,	
  we	
  have	
  
to	
  sleep	
  four	
  in	
  a	
  bed

Sweatshops

East	
  side,	
  West	
  side,	
  sweatshops	
  all	
  around

Taking It Easy

I	
  bought	
  me	
  a	
  paper	
  ‘cause	
  I	
  wanted	
  to	
  
know	
  just	
  what	
  to	
  do	
  when	
  the	
  sirens	
  blow

Tennessee Traveller

I	
  thumbed	
  my	
  way	
  from	
  Tennessee

That Good Old CIO

Give	
  me	
  that	
  good	
  old	
  CIO…It’s	
  good	
  
enough	
  for	
  me

There is Power in a Union

Would	
  you	
  have	
  freedom	
  from	
  wage	
  
slavery

There’s a Union

There’s	
  a	
  Union	
  that	
  we	
  know	
  of	
  and	
  it	
  
grows	
  from	
  day	
  to	
  day

They Shall Not Pass

Oh	
  they	
  go	
  singing,	
  oh	
  they	
  go	
  marching

X

To Labor

Shall	
  you	
  complain	
  who	
  feed	
  the	
  world,	
  
who	
  clothe	
  the	
  world

X

To the Alumni

From	
  the	
  past	
  to	
  the	
  present	
  you’ve	
  come

X
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Strikers’ Song, The

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SOTS

X

SAL

X

Sing OB

SFF

X

SLFW

Lab. S

The	
  union	
  is	
  calling	
  us	
  out	
  on	
  strike,	
  Parlee-‐
vou	
  [sic]
The	
  strike	
  is	
  on,	
  the	
  trumpet	
  sound	
  is	
  
ringing	
  out

SFW

Strike and Fight

SSSS

There	
  are	
  strange	
  things	
  happenin’	
  in	
  this	
  
land,	
  oh,	
  the	
  rich	
  man	
  boasts	
  and	
  brags

LS’38

Strange Things Happenin’ in This
Land

LS’37

First line
WS’35

Titles

WS’36

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Union Fights the Battle of
Freedom

The	
  Union	
  fights	
  the	
  battle	
  of	
  freedom,	
  
freedom,	
  freedom

X

X

Union Maid

There	
  once	
  was	
  a	
  union	
  maid,	
  she	
  never	
  
was	
  afraid,	
  of	
  goons	
  and	
  ginks	
  

X

X

Union Man, A

A Union man is a fighting man, he never
stops

X

X

X

Unions Are No Joke-I-Um

There	
  was	
  a	
  rich	
  man	
  who	
  lived	
  in	
  Detroit-‐i-‐
um

X

United Nations Song

The	
  sun	
  and	
  the	
  stars	
  are	
  all	
  ringing	
  with	
  
song	
  rising	
  strong	
  from	
  the	
  earth

X

X

Wage and Hour Bill Song

Oh,	
  the	
  CIO	
  goes	
  round	
  building	
  a	
  union	
  
town

Waltzing Matilda

Once	
  a	
  jolly	
  swagman	
  sitting	
  by	
  a	
  billabong

Watchin’ Tricks for ‘46

Oh	
  listen	
  all	
  you	
  congressmen,	
  no	
  matter	
  
how	
  far	
  you	
  roam,	
  we’re	
  a-‐watchin’	
  tricks	
  
for	
  ’46
Water	
  boy,	
  where	
  are	
  you	
  hidin’?

Water Boy
We Ain’t gonna Slave No More

The	
  bosses	
  tried	
  to	
  cheat	
  us,	
  they	
  robbed	
  us	
  
left	
  and	
  right

We Are Building a Strong Union

We	
  are	
  building	
  a	
  strong	
  union

SOTS

SAL

SLFW

SFF

Sing OB

Union’s Call, The (Union)

Lab. S

C.I.O.-‐	
  you	
  mean	
  so	
  much	
  to	
  me,	
  ‘neath	
  
your	
  banners	
  toilers	
  all	
  are	
  free.
Working	
  people	
  must	
  all	
  get	
  together	
  for	
  
the	
  fight	
  that	
  is	
  coming	
  our	
  way

SFW

Tyrants on the Run

SSSS

If	
  you	
  all	
  will	
  shut	
  your	
  trap	
  I	
  will	
  tell	
  you	
  
‘bout	
  a	
  chap

LS, ‘38

Tramp, The

LS, ‘37

First line
WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

We Shall Not Be Moved
We Will Overcome

311

We’ll Not be Fools Any More

From	
  farm	
  and	
  from	
  foundry,	
  from	
  mine	
  
and	
  mill	
  and	
  sea
We	
  shall	
  not	
  be,	
  we	
  shall	
  not	
  be	
  moved

When	
  first	
  I	
  heard	
  of	
  the	
  C.I.O.,	
  I	
  thought	
  it	
  
must	
  be	
  right

Where Are You Going My Good
Ol’ Man

Where	
  are	
  you	
  going	
  my	
  good	
  old	
  man?

Which Side Are You On?

Come	
  all	
  you	
  good	
  workers,	
  good	
  new	
  to	
  
you	
  I’ll	
  tell

Whirlwinds of Danger (March
Song of the Workers)

Whirlwinds	
  of	
  danger	
  are	
  raging	
  around	
  us,	
  

Workers

Men	
  who	
  toil	
  like	
  Horses,	
  will	
  you	
  serve	
  the	
  
bosses

Workers Are Awaking, The

The	
  workers	
  of	
  this	
  land	
  are	
  now	
  awaking

Workers’ Cry of Freedom

We’re	
  meeting	
  here	
  together	
  ‘cause	
  we’ve	
  
sense	
  enough	
  to	
  know	
  

Workers’ Funeral Hymn

Heart	
  that	
  was	
  brave	
  in	
  Freedom’s	
  Holy	
  
train

Workers’ Lullaby (Lullabye)

Rock-‐a-‐bye	
  baby,	
  on	
  the	
  tree	
  top,	
  when	
  you	
  
grow	
  up,	
  you’ll	
  work	
  in	
  a	
  shop

X

SOTS

X

SAL

X

Sing OB

Lab. S

SFW

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

We	
  will	
  overcome…we	
  will	
  overcome	
  some	
  
day
The	
  battle	
  is	
  on	
  that	
  none	
  can	
  shirk	
  in	
  field	
  
or	
  street

When First I heard of the C.I.O.

SLFW

We March

SFF

We Have Gathered

SSSS

Gone	
  are	
  the	
  days	
  when	
  the	
  boss	
  had	
  all	
  
the	
  say
We	
  have	
  gath’r’d,	
  from	
  the	
  mills	
  and	
  
factories

LS, ‘38

We Are Growing

LS, ‘37

First line

WS, ‘36

Titles

WS, ‘35

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear
Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses (continued)

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Appendix E: Song Titles, First Lines, and Songsters in Which They Appear

Working Men Unite!
(Workingmen)

You Are My Sunshine

Working	
  people	
  must	
  all	
  get	
  together	
  in	
  this	
  
fight	
  there	
  can	
  be	
  no	
  delay	
  
Oh,	
  write	
  me	
  out	
  my	
  Union	
  Card…Organize!	
  
We’ll	
  all	
  fight	
  hard!
You	
  are	
  my	
  sunshine,	
  my	
  only	
  sunshine.

You Can Smile

If	
  you	
  b’long	
  to	
  the	
  C.I.	
  O.	
  you	
  can	
  smile

Zum Ta Di Ja (Zum to di ja)

Came	
  riding	
  by	
  one	
  day,	
  Zum	
  to	
  di	
  ja	
  di	
  ja

Working Together

312

Write Me Out My Union Card

SOTS

SAL

Sing OB

SLFW

SFF

Lab. S

SFW

SSSS

I’ve	
  been	
  working	
  in	
  a	
  factory,	
  all	
  the	
  live-‐
long	
  day
Conditions	
  they	
  are	
  bad,	
  and	
  some	
  of	
  you	
  
are	
  sad

LS, ‘38

Working in a Factory

LS, ‘37

First line

WS, ‘35

Titles

WS, ‘36

Alternate wordings are contained in parentheses

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
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A Union man is a fighting man, he never stops (A Union Man)
And just because he’s human, a man would like a little bite to eat (Just Because He’s Human/United Front Song)
Are you poor, furlon [sic], and hungry? Are there lots of things you lack? (Get on the Union Track)
Arise you pris’ners of starvation! (Internationale, The)
Adolph dear! Go weep a tear (Adolph Dear)
Ah, meadow land, meadow land, meadows green and fields in blossom (Meadow Land, Meadow Land or also known as Cavalry of the Steppes)
Ain’t goin’ to be a porter no more (When I get to heaven) (Goin’ to Build My Heaven)
And just because he’s human, a man would like a little bite to eat (Just Because He’s Human)
Are you sleeping, are you sleeping, Brother John, Brother John, Up and join a union (Are you Sleeping)
Arise you workers, fling to the breezes the union banner (Arise You Workers)
Awake you sleeping workers, the C.I.O. is calling (Awake, You Sleeping Workers!)
Away down South where we weave the cotton, union men are not forgotten (Look Ahead, Working Man)
C.I.O., C.I.O. See how we grow! (C.I.O. –See How We Grow)
C.I.O.- you mean so much to me, ‘neath your banners toilers all are free. (Tyrants on the Run)
Came riding one day, zum to di ja di ja (Zum Ta Di Ja)
Chickens a-crowin’ on Sourwood Mountain (Sourwood Mountain)
Come all you good workers, good new to you I’ll tell (Which Side Are You On?)
Come all you oilfield workers and listen to my tale (Boomtown Bill)
Come fellow workers hung ho hai ho, seek emancipation hung ho hai ho (Come Fellow Workers/ Chinese Workers Song)
Come now all you workers, in numbers still untold (Come All You Workers)
Come on, come on, Let’s go to the buryin’ (Come on Let’s Go to the Buryin’)
C-C-c-company, company union We have met you and your yellow dog before (Company Union)
Conditions they are bad, and some of you are sad (Working Men Unite)
Co-operation is our aim, is our aim! (Co-operation Is Our Aim)
Day after day we’re oft made to wonder why we are hungry all the day long (Farther Along)
Days were sad and dreary, hours were long and weary (C.I.O. Victory Song)
Down in the valley, valley so low (Down in the Valley)
East side, West side, sweatshops all around (Sweatshops)
Every morning at half past four you hear the cooks hop on the floor (Hard Times in the Mill)
Every time you say “I’m sick of apple sauce. Hours are long and wages long, I’ll up and tell the boss.” (Organize Unions)
Far and wide as the eye can wander heath and bog are everywhere. (The Peat Bog Soldiers)
Follow, follow, follow, follow, follow, follow me (Follow Me)
Forward, we’ve not forgotten our strength in the fights we have won (Forward, We’ve Not Forgotten)
Four freedoms sacred and dear, four freedoms we proclaim far and near (Four Freedoms and Four Duties)
From farm and from foundry, from mine and mill and sea (We March)
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From Lucern to Wegis on, Hol di ri di a, Hol di ri di a (Hol Di Ri Di A)
From the Great Atlantic Ocean to the wide Pacific shore (Cannon Ball)
From the past to the present you’ve come (To the Alumni)
Gimme them sixty million jobs…that’s good enough for me (Sixty Million Jobs/60-Million Jobs)
Give me that good old CIO…It’s good enough for me (That Good Old CIO)
Goin’ down the road feelin’ bad…and I ain’t agonna be treated this-away! (Goin’ Down the Road)
Gone are the days when the boss had all the say (We Are Growing)
Great day! Great day the union’s marching (Great Day)
Gwine lay down my burden,down by the riverside (Ain’ G’wine Study War No More)
Hand us out our union cards, our duty now is clear (Marching to Democracy)
Heart that was brave in Freedom’s Holy train, striving to break the master’s cruel chain (The Workers’ Funeral Hymn)
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho, to the polling booth we go (Heigh-Ho)
Ho, my comrades, see the signal waving in the sky? (Steel Workers’ Battle Hymn, The)
I bought me a paper ‘cause I wanted to know just what to do when the sirens blow (Taking It Easy)
I dig your ditches, I’m labor; I man your switches, I’m labor (I’m Labor)
I dreamed I saw Joe Hill last night alive as you and me (Joe Hill)
I have travelled far, I have travelled near, and I can tell you of tales I hear. (Song of Freedom)
I thumbed my way from Tennessee (Tennessee Traveller)
I’m a worker with a foggy brain, I don’t mind being robbed (The Company Union National Anthem)
I’m gonna tell you somethin’ I know it may surprise you (The Rollback Blues)
I’m tired of moon songs, of star and of June songs (Sing Me a Song with Social Significance)
I’ve been slaving in a factory all the live long day (Slaving in a Factory)
I’ve been working in a factory, all the live-long day (Working in a Factory)
I’ve decided the only way I can woo you is to take a hint from the A.F. of L. and the C.I.O. (One Big Union for Two)
If a body saw a body turn the world awry (Assurance)
If life were a thing that money could buy, hand me down my silver trumpet (My Silver Trumpet/Silver Trumpet)
If you all will shut your trap I will tell you ‘bout a chap (Tramp, The)
If you b’long to the C.I. O. you can smile (You Can Smile)
In our poverty and toil looking out upon the world (Marching Song)
In the dream of your downy couches, through the shades of your pampered sleep (The March of the Hungry Men)
In the union’s ranks we stand, firm and steady to a man (In the Union’s Ranks)
In the valley I couldn’t hear nobody pray (Can’t Hear Nobody Pray/Couldn’t Hear Nobody Pray)
Is there a man who can be found who does not know the world goes round? (Loud Laughter)
It’s a good thing to join a Union (It’s a Good Thing to Join a Union)
It’s gonna take everybody to win this war, the butcher, the baker and the clerk in the store (Deliver the Goods)
It’s a-me, It’s a-Me, O Lord, Standin’ in the need of food (Standin’ in the Need of Food)
It’s a-me, It’s a-Me, O Lord, Standin’ in the need of prayer (It’s A-Me, Oh Lord)
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John L. Lewis had a plan, C-I, C-I-O! (John L. Lewis Had a Plan)
Learn now the simple truth (In Praise of Learning)
Lift ev’ry voice and sing, till earth and heaven ring (Lift Every Voice and Sing)
Lincoln set the Negro free, why is he still in slavery? (Jim Crow)
Listen to the boss cry, wah, wah, wah… (Listen to the Boss Cry)
Little Tom Tinker was hit by a clinker (Little Tom Tinker)
Long haired preachers come out every night try to tell you what’s wrong and what’s right (The Preacher and the Slave)
Looky, looky yonder (hanh!) (Looky, Looky Yonder)
Love, oh love, oh careless love (Careless Love)
Mamma doan low no organizing here (Mamma Doan’ ‘Low)
Many songs have I heard in my dear motherland (Little Cudgel, The)
Men of the soil we have labored unending (Men of the Soil)
Men who toil like Horses, will you serve the bosses (Workers)
Might was right when Christ was hanged beside the Jordan’s foam (Might Is Right)
My children are seven in number, we have to sleep four in a bed (Strikers’ Song, The)
My country ‘tis of thee, sweet land of liberty (America)
My country tis of thee land of mass misery (My Country Tis of Thee)
My job to me was misery; I worked so hard till I couldn’t see (I’m a Union Gal)
No more mourning, no more mourning, no more mourning after while (No More Mourning)
Nobody knows the trouble I see. Nobody knows but Jesus (Nobody Knows the Trouble I See)
Not one cent shall be spent for any capitalistic war (Not One Cent)
Now old Abe Lincoln a great big giant of a man was he (Abe Lincoln)
Oh, Give Me a Home (Home on the Range)
Oh, God have pity on such a city (Hillburn the Fair)
Oh listen all you congressmen, no matter how far you roam (Keeping Score for ’44)
Oh listen all you congressmen, no matter how far you roam, we’re a-watchin’ tricks for ’46 (Watchin’ Tricks for ’46)
Oh say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light (The Star-Spangled Banner)
Oh the Martins and the Coys have quit their feudin’, they don’t live in West Virginia any more (The New Martins and the Coys)
Oh, the CIO goes round building a union town (Wage and Hour Bill Song)
Oh they go singing, oh they go marching, (They Shall Not Pass)
Oh when the new, oh when the new, oh when the new world is revealed (When the New World Is Revealed, Oh)
Oh, write me out my Union Card…Organize! We’ll all fight hard! (Write Me Out My Union Card)
Oh, you build and you turn, and you plow and you sow (Oh, You Build and You Turn!)
Oilfield workers come listen to me, I’m go’n to tell you a story about old John D (Keep That Oil A-Rollin)
On the picket line we stand with our banner in our hand (Pickets’ Song)
Once a jolly swagman sitting by a billabong (Waltzing Matilda)
Once a jolly worker hustled in a bomber plant building the weapons for victory (Make Strong the Union)
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Once to every man and nation comes the moment to decide (Once to Every Man and Nation)
Onward, Union workers, army of the poor! (Onward Union Workers)
Our lives we dedicate to thee (Hymn to Labor)
Poor Mister Morgan cannot pay his income tax (Poor Mr. Morgan)
Put on your smart new bonnet with the Union label on it (Put on Your Smart New Bonnet)
Put on your old war bonnet with the swastikas on it (If the Fascists Have Their Way)
Rock-a-bye baby, on the tree top, when you grow up, you’ll work in a shop (Rock-a-bye baby/ Workers’ Lullaby)
Roll back the prices, bring back the dollar alive (Roll Back the Prices)
Roosevelt said, “Stand up boys, and dry your tears;” (Chiseler’s Sorrow)
“Rush,” says the boss, “work like a hoss” (Mammy’s Little Baby Loves a Union Shop)
See! My pack is filled to overflowing (Peddler Song, The)
Shall you complain who feed the world, who clothe the world, who house the world (To Labor)
So rag-dy, rag-dy are we, just as rag-dy as rag-dy can be (Raggedy, Raggedy)
Somebody knockin’ at your door…Oh workers, why don’t you answer? (Somebody Knockin’ at Your Door)
Spanish heavens spread their brilliant starlight, high above our trenches in the plain (Freedom - Freiheit)
Stand up! Stand Up! Ye workers, stand up in all your might (Stand Up! Ye Workers)
Step, Step, keep the step, it is more than half your power. (Step! Step!)
The armies of progress are marching, at the fascists they are hurled (Abraham Lincoln Lives Again)
The battle is on that none can shirk in field or street (We’ll Not be Fools Any More)
The bosses tried to cheat us, they robbed us left and right (We Ain’t Gonna Slave No More)
The mass production workers, exploited and oppressed (Onward Now Ye Toilers)
The more we stick together, together, together…the closer we’ll be. (More We Stick Together, The)
The strike is on, the trumpet sound is ringing out (Strike Is On, The)
The sun and the stars are all ringing with song rising strong from the earth (The United Nations)
The trumpet loud in forest sounds the eager chase is on-o (Hunting Round)
The trumpets of freedom are blowing; “justice at last shall prevail.” (Salute the Dawn)
The Union fights the battle of freedom, freedom, freedom (The Union Fights the Battle of Freedom)
The union is calling us out on strike, Parlee-vou [sic] (Parlez-Vous/ Strike and Fight)
The Union is the place for me, the place for working girls [men] (The Picket Line)
The workers of this land are now awaking (Workers Are Awaking, The)
The workers on the S.P. Line to strike sent out a call (Casey Jones), Workers Songs, 1935
The workers on the Union Line to strike sent out a call (Casey Jones), Workers Songs, 1936
There are strange things happenin’ in this land, oh, the rich man boasts and brags (Strange Things Happenin’ in This Land)
There is a big, big job awaiting of organizing the land (Big, Big Job)
There once was a union maid, she never was afraid, of goons and ginks and comp’ny finks (Union Maid)
There was a man came to our town who thought himself quite wise (It Ain’t Gonna Work No More)
There are ninety and nine that work and die in hunger and want and cold (Ninety and Nine, The)
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There was a rich man, and he lived in Jerusalem, Glory Hallelujah, hei-ro-gee-rum (The Rich Man and the Poor Man)
There was a rich man who lived in Detroit-i-um (Unions Are No Joke-I-Um)
There’s a beautiful town in the midst of Roane County (Roane County Strikers)
There’s a Union that we know of and it grows from day to day (There’s a Union)
To win our strike and our demands come and picket on the picket line (On the Picket Line)
Too long we’ve lain in slavery’s band (Rise Up, Workers!)
‘Twas in the merry month of May (Barbara Allen)
Waddya gonna do when you want more pay, please Mister Boss? (Please, Mr. Boss)
Water boy, where are you hidin’? If ya dinna come, gwine to tella yo’ Mammy. (Water Boy)
Way down in old Saint Francis Bottom where they call in the devil’s den (Song of the Evicted Tenant)
We are all children of the people, toilers and slaves (Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union Song)
We are building a strong union (We Are Building a Strong Union)
We are Yankee girls and boys, marching to be free (Children of Freedom)
We have gath’r’d, from the mills and factories (We Have Gathered)
We meet today in freedom’s cause and raise our voices high (Hold the Fort)
We shall not be, we shall not be moved (We Shall Not Be Moved)
We went down to that St. James Infirmary and we saw some plasma there (Free and Equal Blues)
We will overcome…we will overcome some day (We Will Overcome)
We’re contented jersey cows in free pastures we carouse (All Hail King Hague)
We’re gonna roll, we’re gonna roll, we’re gonna roll the union on (Roll the Union On)
We’re meeting here together ‘cause we’ve sense enough to know (Workers’ Cry of Freedom)
Well I had a farm and on that farm there was a tree (The Rankin Tree)
When first I heard of the C.I.O., I thought it must be right (When First I heard of the C.I.O)
When Israel was in Egypt land, Let my people go (Go Down Moses)
When the farmer comes to town with his wagon broken down (Farmer Comes to Town, The)
When the union’s inspirations through the workers’ blood shall run (Solidarity)
Where are you going my good old man? (Where Are You Going My Good Ol’ Man)
Whirlwinds of danger are raging around us, over-whelming [sic] forces of darkness assail. (Whirlwinds of Danger/March Song of the Workers)
Workers, all! Heed my call! You who toil and sweat and slave (Men Awake!)
Working people must all get together for the fight that is coming our way (The Union’s Call)
Working people must all get together in this fight there can be no delay (Working Together)
Would you have freedom from wage slavery (There is Power in a Union)
You ain’t gonna rule no more! (Rise Up, Ye Workers!)
You are my sunshine, my only sunshine. (You Are My Sunshine)
You get a line and I’ll get a pole, Honey. (Crawdad Song)
You on a farm in Arkansas, You, your child, your wife. (All of Us Together)
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Titles

Tune

Words

Genre

Other Notes

of origin
Earl Robinson

Abraham Lincoln Lives Again

Unknown

Alfred Hayes and
Earl Robinson,
Chorus words:
Abraham Lincoln
Unknown

Adolph, Dear

Elie Siegmeister

Elie Siegmeister

WWII song

Ain’ G’wine Be Treated This
Away

African-American
Folk, Goin’ Down
the Road Feelin’
Bad
It Ain’t Gonna Rain
no More

Unknown

AfricanAmerican
folk song

Unknown

Folk
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Abe Lincoln

Ain’ G’wine Study War No
More
All Hail King Hague (Song of
the Ward-Heelers)

Elie Siegmeister

Robert Gessner

Union song

All of Us Together

Zilphia Horton

Jane Lawson

Union song

America

Henry Carey

Samuel Francis
Smith

National
Anthem

Are You Sleeping?

Old FrenchCanadian Song

Bill Wolff

Folk

Arise Ye Workers

Italian Song,
Bandiera Rossa

Unknown

Italian
workers
song

Also in Rebel Song Book, p. 35, and Songs of the
People, p. 8 (SSSS, 1938)

Assurance

Comin’ Through the
Rye “Scotch Tune”
SSSS 1938, 11
German Folk Tune

Harvey P. Moyer
Bill Wolff

Folk

3-part Round, SSSS, 1938, 38

Unknown

Folk

Awake, You Sleeping Workers!
Barbara Allen

American folk with
roots in Great
Britain
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Big, Big Job

Long, Long Trail

Lorene Johnson,
Local 322, ILGWU

Cowboy
song?

Boom Town Bill

Wabash Cannonball

Woody Guthrie

Folk

C.I.O. Victory Song

Song of the
Vagabonds
Rudolf Friml
Three Blind Mice

Unknown

Union song

Zilphia Horton

Folk

Can’t Hear Nobody Pray/
Couldn’t Hear Nobody Pray

J.W. Work, 1940

Unknown

AfricanAmerican
song

Cannon Ball

Unknown

Unknown

Careless Love

Unknown

Unknown

Casey Jones

American Folk

Joe Hill

Folk

From “Songs We Love to Sing” section in Songs About
Labor Songster
From “Songs We Love to Sing” section in Songs About
Labor Songster; Note in Song Sheet Collection (TSLA)
Box 4, Songs C through E, “Smoky Mts.-Spring of ’35.”
“Tune credited to Eddie Newton” SSSS, 1938, 2

Children of Freedom

Elie Siegmeister

Elie Siegmeister

WWII song

“For Willa and Mimi” SLFW 1943/44

Chinese Workers Song (Come
Fellow Workers)

“An Old Melody”
SLFW, 50

Chinese Workers
Song

Chinese
song

Chiseler’s Sorrow

Ninety-Nine Years

Herschel Phillips

“No guitar chords are indicated on this song, because
they were thought uncharacteristic, giving a false flavor
to a traditional melody, which will be easily sung
without accompaniment, and sound better that way.
Chinese gong or other rhythm [sic] effects may be
experimented with if desired. This is one of many
Chinese peoples [sic] songs that have arisen during the
present conflict.” SLFW, 50
“Harriman, Tenn., Hosiery Strike, 1934” LS 1937, 2

Come All You Workers

Onward Christian
Soldiers

J.P. Montagino

Hymn

“Student CIO term Highlander ‘46” SingOB, 38

Come on Lets Go to the Buryin’

African-American
Spiritual

Unknown

From “Songs We Love to Sing” section in Songs About
Labor Songster

Company Union

K-K-K-Katy

Unknown

AfricanAmerican
Spiritual
Popular
Song

Company Union National
Anthem

When the Roll Is
Called Up Yonder

W.H. Crawford

C.I.O.! See How We Grow!
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Hymn

SSSS, 1938, 46

Music from “the operetta, ‘The Vagabond King’ 1925,
http://lyricsplayground.com/alpha/songs/s/songofthevag
abonds.shtml
“4-part round” SLFW 1943/44
http://www.negrospirituals.com/newssong/i_couldn_t_hear_nobody_pray.htm

“From Brookwood Chautauqua Songs, p. 13” SSSS,25
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Co-operation Is Our Aim

There Is a Tavern in
the Town

Norman Kell

Popular

Crawdad Song

American Folk Song

Unknown

Folk

Deliver the Goods

The Almanacs

The Almanacs

Popular

Down in the Valley

Folk

Folk

Folk

Farmer Comes to Town, The
(When)

Unknown

Unknown

Folk

Farther Along

Southern Gospel
Song; J.R. Baxter

Unknown

Hymn

Follow Me

Folk

Forward, We’ve Not Forgotten

Hanns Eisler

Four Freedoms – Four Duties

Waldemar Hille

Free and Equal Blues

St. James Infirmary ,
Music by Earl
Robinson, SingOB,
39
Peter Daniel

Freedom – Freiheit

“In his “American Songbag’ Carl Sandburg says that he
heard fragments of this song in Illinois in the early
1890s. W.W. Delaney said, ‘As near as I can remember,
that song came out in the 1860s, just after the war.’”
SSSS, 10

German Text by
Erich Weinert,
English version by
Henry Jordan, SSSS,
50
“ ‘Quotes’ from
speeches – adapted –
Hille, SLFW 52
John LaTouche

German
Song

Union song
Popular?

Note: “It has been found that the verses of this song are
best when spoken to musical accompaniment.” SLFW
1943/44

Karl Ernst

WWII song

“Song of the Thaelmann Battalion” SLFW, 51

Get On the Union Track

Take It to the Lord
in Prayer

Unknown

Hymn

Go Down Moses

African-American
Spiritual

Unknown

AfricanAmerican
Spiritual

“Let My People Go, from Rebel Song Book, p. 46”
SSSS 1938, 40
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Goin’ Down the Road (G’Wine)

African-American
Folk Song

Unknown

Folk

Goin’ to Build My Heaven (I’m
Gonna)
Great Day

Lewis Allan

Lewis Allan

Old “Jubilee” Tune,
SingOB, 28

Highlander Students
F.T.A. Term, 1946

Hard Times in the Mill

Folk

Heigh-Ho!
Hillburn the Fair

“Dwarfs’ Song in
‘Snow White’”
(Disney)
Waldemar Hille

Aurelia Ellison and
Columbia Mill
Workers
Unknown

Spiritual
style
AfricanAmerican
Song
Folk

Hol Di Ri Di A

“A modern spiritual” SLFW 1943/44

“This song was composed about 45 yrs. Ago by workers
at the Columbia Duck Mills in Columbia, South
Carolina. It was notated by William Wolf.” SLFW, 54

Popular
Union song

Swedish Folk Song

Unknown

Folk

Hold the Fort

Hymn Tune

English Transport
Worker’s Song

Hymn

Home on the Range

Cowboy Song

Unknown

Cowboy
song

Hunting Round

English Folk Song

Unknown

Folk

Hymn to Labor

Zilphia Horton

Daisy Harris

Unknown

I’m a Union Gal

I’m an Old
Cowhand

Cowboy
song

“From ILGWU Song Sheets, Educational Dept., NYC”
SSSS 1938, 36

I’m Labor

Harry Mayer

Edward Geller, Local
62, ILGWU, SSSS,
36
S.H. Friedman

Union song

“From the Rebel Song Book, p. 26” SSSS1938, 3
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Countee Cullen

“This poem appeared in the ‘People’s Voice’ of Oct.
30th, in 1943. Hillburn is a city not far from New York
City – where a Malcolm Stead has been trying to build
up racial feelings of the worst kind. ‘The Rockland
County Citizens Committee, spontaneously formed at
the time of the Negro mother’s strike, by 63 Negro and
white residents who believe “Democracy should work
here and now”, called a meeting Oct 20th, and resolved
to continue investigations and to root our race-hating
agitators.’ – this quotation from the People’s Voice.”
SLFW (1943/44), 40

“From the New American Song Book, published by Hall
and McCreary Co., Chicago Ill” SSSS 1938, 37
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If the Fascists Have Their Way

Put On Your Old
Grey Bonnet

Bill Wolff

Popular
song

In Praise of Learning

Hanns Eisler

Original German by
Bert Brecht

German
song

In the Union Ranks

Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp by G.F.
Root, SSSS, 31
Pierre Degeyer

Don West

Civil War
song

Original French text
by Eugene Poitier

French
workers
song
Folk

“From Rebel Song Book, p. 5, and Songs of the People,
p. 5” SSSS 1938, 49

“From Let’s Sing, ILGWU Songbook” SSSS 1938, 34

Internationale, The
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It Ain’t Gonna Work No More

It Ain’t Gonna Rain
No More

Unknown

It’s a Good Thing to Join a
Union

Tipperary

Ada Hickman

British
popular

Jim Crow

American Folk

The Almanac Singers

Folk

Joe Hill

Earl Robinson

Alfred Hayes

Union song

John L. Lewis Had a Plan

Old MacDonald
Had a Farm

Unknown

Folk

Just Because He’s Human, And
(AKA United Front Song)

Hanns Eisler

Bert Brecht

WWII song

Keep That Oil a-Rollin’

Almanac Singers

Almanac Singers

Popular

Keeping Score for ‘44

Oh, Susanna

Vern Partlow

Folk

Lift Every Voice and Sing

J. Rosamund
Johnson

James Weldon
Johnson

Hymn

Little Cudgel, The

Unknown

Unknown

Union song

Little Tom Tinker

Unknown

Adapted by Bill
Wolff

Union song

Look Ahead Working Man

Dixie

Looky Looky Yonder

Unknown

ILGWU worker from
Texas
Unknown

Southern
popular
Unknown

“Distributed by the New Theater League, New York
City” SSSS 1938, 20

“Published by Edward B. Marks & Co., New York
City” SSSS 1938, 32

4-part round

From “Songs We Love to Sing” section in Songs About
Labor Songster
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Loud Laughter

Little Brown Jug

Unknown

Folk

Make Strong the Union

Waltzing Matilda

Bill Oliver

Folk

Mama Don’ Low (Mamma)

American Folk

Lee Hayes

Folk

Mammy’s Little Baby Loves a
Union Shop

Short’ning Bread

Jessie Lloyd
O’Connor

March of the Hungry Men, The

Agnes Cunningham

Reginald Wright
Kaufman

American
minstrel
song
Union
Song

March Song of the Workers (See
Whirlwinds of Danger)

Polish Workers’
Song

Unknown

Marching Song

Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp by G.F. Root

Unknown

Marching to Democracy

Marching Through
Georgia

Mark Starr

Civil War
song

Martins and the Coys (The New)

American Folk

Almanac Singers

Folk

Meadow Land, Meadow Land
(Meadowland)

L. Knipper

Russian
Song

Men Awake!

Harold J. Rome

Russian text by
Guser, English
version by M.L. Korr
Harold J. Rome

Popular
union song

“Published by Labor Stage, Inc., New York City” SSSS
1938, 45

Men of the Soil

Danish Folk Tune

Harold Hildreth

Danish
Folk

“This song was born in the struggle of the farmers who
supply Chicago’s milk, to get decent prices for their
milk.” SOTS, 9

Might Is Right

Unknown

Unknown

Union song

More We Stick Together, The

Au Du Lieber
Augustin

Unknown

Workers’
song

My Country Tis of Thee

America

Don West

National
anthem

My Silver Trumpet (Silver
Trumpet)

African-American
Spiritual?

Unknown

AfricanAmerican
Spiritual?

Parody; “From the Victory Song Bag (Packed by the
L.A.N.G.)” “Note: L.A.N.G. stands for the Los Angeles
Newspaper Guild.” SLFW, 49

“From Songs Our Union Taught Us issued by
Educational Dept. ILGWU, New York City” SSSS
1938, 15
“From Rebel Song Book, p. 69” SSSS 1938, 23

Polish
Workers’
Song
Civil War
song

“This is a war song, but we put it in with no apologies
because we have so much fun singing it.” SOTS, 7

Appendix G: Song Titles and Attributions As Listed in Songsters
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Ninety and Nine, the

The Ninety and
Nine by Ira Sankey

Unknown

Hymn

No More Mournin’

Hymn tune

Spiritual?

Nobody Knows the Trouble I
See

African-American
Spiritual

John Hancock,
Southern Tenant
Farmer’s Union in
Ark.
Unknown

Not One Cent

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Oh, Mister Boss Man, Don’t Cry
for Me!

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

From “Songs We Love to Sing” section in Songs About
Labor Songster

Oh, When the New World Is
Revealed

Old Gospel Hymn

“Adapted” SLFW, 46

Hymn

Oh, You Build and You Turn!

Bryn Mawr Summer
School for Women
in Industry
Polly Wolly Doodle

Unknown

Union song

“Needless to say the well known [sic] gospel song on
which these parody phrases are built is the popular ‘Oh
When the Saints Go Marching In”. The Style of singing
should also be in parts – at least to some extent. A bit of
the alto is suggested in the score. As the Soprano holds
the long note – the alto comes in with the repeated
phrase as indicated – and commonly done in the hymn.”
SLFW (1943/44), 46
“From the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women in
Industry Song Book, 1937” SSSS 1938, 36

Unknown

“Highlander Folk School – ‘46” SingOB, 36

Once to Every Man and Nation

Hymn

Unknown

American
Minstrel
song
Hymn

One Big Union for Two

Harold J. Rome

Harold J. Rome

“From ILGWU hit, ‘Pins and Needles’” “Labor Stage,
Inc. Production,” SSSS,5

Onward Now Ye Toilers

Onward Christian
Soldiers

Maud Russell

Song from
a popular
union
musical
Hymn

Onward Union Workers

Onward Christian
Soldiers

Andrea Carson

Hymn

Organize Unions

Unknown

Unknown

Union song

Spiritual
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Parlez-Vous

Unknown

Popular
Song?

Peat Bog Soldiers, The

“Mademoiselle from
Armatiers” SingOB,
16
“Die Moorsoldaten”

Notated by Hanns
Eisler, German
Concentration Camp

WWII song

Peddler Song, The

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Pickets’ Song

Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp, G.F. Root

Unknown

Civil War
song

“Student Song”
SSSS, 26

Union song

“From Rebel Song Book, p. 23, and Brookwood
Chautauqua Songs, p. 11” SSSS, 26

Please, Mr. Boss

“This song was made up by political prisoners in a
German concentration camp, who rebelled at singing the
Nazi songs. Though the words are safe, the prisoners
sang with such gusto, particularly in the last chorus,
with its hidden meaning, that the song was finally
forbidden.” SSSS, 35
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Poor Mr. Morgan

L.E. Swift

L.E. Swift

Union song

“From Songs of the People, p. 51” SSSS 1938, 4

Preacher and the Slave, The

Gospel Hymn Tune

Joe Hill

Hymn

“From I.W.W. Songs, p. 9, Rebel Song book, p. 54, and
Songs of the People, p. 38” SSSS, 27; “Note: This song
is written about so-called preachers who sell themselves
to reactionary bosses, and is not intended as any
reflection on religion or honest ministers of the Gospel.”
SLFW 1943/44, 20

Put on Your Smart (Brand) New
Bonnet

Put on Your Old
Grey Bonnet

Bill Wolff

Popular
song

Raggedy, Raggedy Are We

John Handcock

John Handcock

Rankin Tree

Lee Hayes and
Walter Loewenfels

Lee Hayes and
Walter Loewenfels

AfricanAmerican
song?
Union song

Rich Man and the Poor Man,
The

Unknown

Unknown

Union song

Rise Up, Workers!

Go Down, Moses

Unknown

Rise Up, Ye Workers!

Stand Up for Jesus

Unknown

AfricanAmerican
spiritual
Hymn

Roane County Strikers

Unknown

Herschel Phillips,
Harriman, Tennessee

Union song

“Should be sung by one singer, with the whole audience
repeating thus: ‘WELL I HAD A FARM…and on that
farm…AND ON THAT FARM…’ ETC.” SingOB, 54
“From the ‘Brookwood Chautauqua Songbook” SSSS,
18

Appendix G: Song Titles and Attributions As Listed in Songsters
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American Folk

Unknown

Folk

Roll Back the Prices

Roll Out the Barrel

Kathleen Trager

Popular

Roll the Union On (We’re
gonna)

American Folk

Southern Labor Song

Folk

Rollback Blues, The

Vern Partlow

Vern Partlow

Sing Me a Song with Social
Significance

Harold J. Rome

Harold J. Rome

Sixty Million Jobs (60)

Old Time Religion

Glen Goolsby

Union song
in blues
style
Song from
a popular
union
musical
Hymn

Slaving in a (the) Factory

I’ve Been Working
on the Railroad

Unknown

Folk

Solidarity (Forever)

Battle Hymn of the
Republic
Knocks Like Jesus

Ralph Chaplin

Hymn

Unknown

Song of Freedom

English Folk Tune

Yona Finkelstein

AfricanAmerican
Spiritual
Folk

Song of the Evicted Tenant

“Old Ballad Tune”
SSSS, 30

Icy Jewel Lawrence

Folk

Salute the Dawn

D. Shostakovitch

Classical

Sourwood Mountain

Folk

Translation from
French by Anna
Louise Strong
Unknown

Folk

From “Songs We Love to Sing” section in Songs About
Labor Songster

Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union
Song

Swanee River

Mrs. M.H. Barnes

Parlor song

“From the Sharecroppers’ Voice September 1937 issue”
SSSS 47

Stand Up! Ye Workers

Stand Up for Jesus

Ethel Comer

Hymn

Standin’ in the Need of Food

Standin’ in the Need
of Prayer

Unknown

AfricanAmerican
spiritual
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Rock-A-Bye Baby

Somebody Knockin’ at Your
Door

“From ILGWU Songs and Brookwood Chautauqua
Songs” SSSS 1938, 29

“Adopted as the Theme Song of the Women’s Auxiliary
of the American Newspaper Guild.” SLFW (1943-44),
41.
“From the ILGWU Labor Stage Production, ‘Pins and
Needles,’” SSSS, 8
“Student CIO Term, ’46 Highlander”, SingOB, 23
“Dallas, Tex., Strikers’ Song from Let’s Sing, issued by
Educational Dept., ILGWU, New York City, SSSS
1938, 41
“Tune: John Brown’s Body, also known as ‘The Battle
Hymn of the Republic,” SSSS 24

“Sharecropper’s daughter, age 11; from Song Book,
Southern Summer School, Arden N.C., 1937” SSSS, 30

“From the Songbook of the Labor Conference, held at
Southern Summer School, July 31, 1937” SSSS 39

Appendix G: Song Titles and Attributions As Listed in Songsters
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Star Spangled Banner

John Stafford Smith

Francis Scott Key

National
Anthem

Steel Workers’ Battle Hymn,
The

Hold the Fort

W.H. Crawford

Hymn

Step! Step!

Swedish Folk Song

Folk

Strange Things Happenin’ in
This Land

Unknown

“Students at the Bryn
Mawr Summer
School for Women in
Industry, 1937”
SSSS, 32
Unknown

Unknown

Strike and Fight

Madamemoiselle
[sic] from
Armetiers, Labor
Songs (1949) 37
The Fight Is On

Unknown

Union song

Unknown

Revival
Hymn

Strike is On, The

“Dedicated to John L. Lewis”, Labor Songs (1939), 40
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Strikers’ Song, The

My Bonnie Lies
Over the Ocean

Unknown

Folk

Sweatshops

East Side, West Side

Unknown

Unknown

Taking It Easy

Almanac Singers

Almanac Singers

Popular

Tennessee Traveller

Unknown

Unknown

Union song

From “Songs We Love to Sing” section in Songs About
Labor Songster

That Good Old CIO

Old Time Religion

Etta Hobson

Hymn

“CIO term ‘46/Highlander” SingOB, 23

There is Power in a Union

Power in the Blood

Joe Hill

Hymn

There’s a Union

Springtime in the
Rockies

Unknown

Popular
song

They Shall Not Pass

No Pasaran, Spanish
song

Unknown

Spanish
song

To Labor

My Maryland

Unknown

State
anthem

To the Alumni

Bill Wolff

Catherine Winston
and Bill Wolff

Union song

“Music may be obtained from the North American
Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, New York City”
SSSS 47

“On the occasion of the 12th Summer School Session
HFS,” SSSS, 14
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Tramp, The
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Tyrants on the Run

Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp, the Boys
Are Marching
Till We Meet Again

Union’s Call, The (Union)

Red River Valley

Union Fights the Battle of
Freedom

Jericho (Joshua fit
the battle of)

Union Maid

Red Wing

Woody Guthrie and
the Almanacs

Union Man, A

When Johnny
Comes Marching
Home
Rich Man, Poor
Man

ILGWU

Civil War
Song

Unknown

Union song

United Nations Song

D. Shostakovitch

Harold Rome

Classical

Wage and Hour Bill Song

The Merry Go
Round Broke Down

Unknown

Union song

Waltzing Matilda

Folk Tune

Folk Text

Folk

Watchin’ Tricks for ‘46

Oh, Susannah

Vern Partlow,
Adapted for 1946
SingOB, 41
Unknown

American
“folk” song
by Foster
AfricanAmerican
Song
Folk

Unions Are No Joke-I-Um

Joe Hill
Ruby Bell and Veda
Kornegay
Herschel Phillips and
students at
Highlander Folk
School, 1934
ILGWU - 1941

Water Boy

African-American
Song

We Ain’t gonna Slave No More

It Ain’t Gonna Rain
No More

Unknown

We Are Building a Strong Union

We Are Climbing
Jacob’s Ladder

From Marion, N.C.
Strike

Civil War
song?

“I.W.W. Songs, p. 60” SSSS, 19

Popular
song
Folk

AfricanAmerican
spiritual
Folk?

AfricanAmerican
Spiritual

“In performances it is best to have the verses done by a
single voice – and the opening refrain by everyone.”
SLFW (1943/44), 32
A Union Man

“Known as the Unofficial National Anthem of
Australia.” “Information: swagman, a man on tramp
carrying a bundle. Billa-bong, a water hole in a driedup river bed. Coolibah, a eucalyptus tree. Billy, a tin
can used as a kettle. Jumbuck, a sheep. Tucker, food.”
SLFW, 48

Appendix G: Song Titles and Attributions As Listed in Songsters
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We Are Growing

Old Black Joe by
Stephen Foster

W.H. Crawford

Parlor song

We Have Gathered

Old English Tune

Ester Peterson

Folk

We March

Adapted from
Brahms First
Symphony
I Shall Not Be
Moved

James Waterman
Wise

Classical

Unknown

Hymn

We Will Overcome

Spiritual

Highlander Students
FTA term ‘46

We’ll Not be Fools Any More

When Johnny
Comes Marching
Home
Gospel Hymn,
When First I Heard
of Pentecost
Unknown

Anna Louise Strong

AfricanAmerican
Spiritual
Civil War
song

Myrtle, Eunice, and
Margaret Mitchell

Hymn

Unknown

Unknown

Which Side Are You On?

From an Old Hymn

The Reese Sisters

Hymn

Whirlwinds of Danger (March
Song of the Workers)

Polish Workers’
Song

Polish
Workers’
Song

Workers

Vagabond King

From “Let’s Sing!”
ILGWU Song Book;
“Rebel Song Book”;
“Songs of the
People” SingOB, 53
Unknown

Workers Are Awaking, The

The Shade of the
Old Apple Tree

Original words by
Richard Brazier

Popular

Workers’ Cry of Freedom

Marching Thru’
Georgia

Unknown

Civil War
song

Workers’ Funeral Hymn

Abide with Me

J.E. Sinclair

Hymn

Workers’ Lullaby (Lullabye)

Rock-a-Bye Baby

Unknown

Folk

Working in a Factory

Levee Song

Revised for 1943 by
Waldemar Hille

Folk

We Shall Not Be Moved

When First I heard of the C.I.O.
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Where Are You Going My Good
Ol’ Man

“From the December 1937 Issue of the Fight, organ of
the American League for Peace and Democracy” SSSS
48

Unknown

“From Labor Conference Songbook, Southern Summer
School, 1937” SSSS 48
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Working Men Unite!
(Workingmen)

Red Wing

E.S. Nelson

Popular
song

Working Together

Red River Valley

Folk

Write Me Out My Union Card

Hand Me Down My
Walking Cane
Folk

Revised for 1943 by
Waldemar Hille
Unknown

You Are My Sunshine

Popular
song
Folk

You Can Smile

Gospel Hymn of the
same name

Eunice, Myrtle and
Margaret Mitchell,
1937

Hymn

Zum Ta Di Ja (Zum to di ja)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

“Margaret, age 11; Eunice age 14; and Myrtle, age 15;
daughters of Jess Mitchell, textile worker-student at the
Southern Summer School, 1938,[HFS] from Greenville,
South Carolina.” SSSS, 33
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Appendix H: SONG INDEX from the catalog of “The Zilphia Horton Folk Music
Collection” at the Tennessee State Library and Archives (continued)
“This index contains all songs found in the Zilphia Horton collection. Square dance calls,
rounds, and poems adaptable to music are also included. The figures immediately following
each title refer to the box (Roman numerals) and folder (Arabic numerals) in which the song
is to be found.”1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

A-LOOKING FOR A HOME — IV, 11
A.F. OF L. IS DEAD, THE — IV, 1
A. F. OF T. CONVENTION — IV, 11
A.Y. C. ‘ERS — IV, 13
ABE LINCOLN — II, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9; IV, 1
ABENDLIED — IV, 12
ABRAHAM LINCOLN — III, 4, 5
ABRAHAM LINCOLN LIVES AGAIN — IV, 1
ACCENTUATE EQUALITY — III, 11
ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE — IV, 1
ADELITA-’48 — V, 5
ADOLPH, DEAR — III, 7
ADVANCING PROLETATAIRE — II, 3, 10
AFTER DARK — IV, 10
AFTER THE BALL — II, 24, 25; IV, 1
AHRIRANG — IV, 12
AIN’T GONNA QUIT DRINKING TIL I DIE — IV, 1
AIN’T G’WINE BE TREATED THIS A WAY — II, 24; III, 4, 5, 6, 11,; IV, 12
AIN’T G’WINE STUDY WAR NO MORE (DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE) —
II, 2, 9, 12, 20, 22; III, 4, 5, 6, 9; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
20. AIRPLANE SONG — IV, 10
21. ALABAMA COON — IV, 10
22. ALL AROUND THE SHU-ROUND — V, 5
23. ALL GOD’S CHILLUN GOT WINGS — II, 9
24. ALL HAIL KING HAGUE — III, 4
25. ALL HELL CAN’T STOP US — II, 7
26. ALL I WANT — II, 11
27. ALL OF US TOGETHER — III, 6, 9
28. ALL STAND TOGETHER — IV, 11
29. ALL TOGETHER — IV, 11
30. ALLA EN EL RANCHO GRANDE — II, 20
31. ALLELUIA — I V, 10, 13
32. ALOHA OE — IV, 13
33. AMALGAMATED SWING — IV, 1
34. AMALGAMATED VICTORY SONG — II, 1; IV, 11

1

“Zilphia Horton Folk Song Collection Catalog,” Tennessee State Library and Archives
(Nashville, Tennessee), 12-46.
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

AMERICA — II, 2, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14, 16; III, 7, 8, 9, 10; IV, 1, 10
AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL — II, 2, 8, 9, 14, 24; IV, 10, 12, 13
AMERICAN YOUTH IS ON THE MARCH — IV, 13
AN INVITATION SONG — II, 6
AN OLD COW’S TAIL — IV, 10
ANCHORS AWEIGH — II, 16
ANIMAL FAIR, THE — IV, 10
ANNIE LAURIE — IV, 11
ANTHEM — IV, 10
ANTHEM OF THE I. L G. W. U. — II, 2, 5, 8, 10
ANVIL CHORUS — IV, 10
ARE YOU A WOBBLY? — II, 7
ARE YOU BACKING UP YOUR COMMANDER IN CHIEF? — IV, 1, 12
ARE YOU SLEEPING? — II, 1, 5, 14, 20, 24, 25; III, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11; IV, 11, 12
ARISE, YOU FARMERS — III, 10
ARISE, YOU WORKERS — II, 14, 19, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11
ARKANSAS TRAVELER, THE — IV, 11
AROUND THE CORNER — IV, 1
AS I WAS GOING TO BANBURY — IV, 13
AS THE SUN GOES DOWN — IV, 12
AS TIME GOES BY — II, 16
ASSURANCE — III, 4, 11; IV, 13
AT THE GATE OF HEAVEN — IV, 13
ATOMIC ENERGY — V, 5
AUGUST 19 (A POEM FOR CLARENCE NORRIS) — IV, 1
AUGUST 1914 — IV, 12
AULD LANG SYNE — II, 2, 9, 14, 24; IV, 11, 12, 13
AWAKE (YOU SLEEPING WORKERS) — II, 4; III, 4
BAGGAGE COACH AHEAD, THE — IV, 1, 10
BALLAD FOR AMERICANS — IV, 1
BALLAD OF TALMADGE —V, 5
BALLAD OF THE BLUE BELL JAIL —IV, 11
BALLAD OF THE BOLL WEEVIL — II, 2, 23; IV, 10, 13
BALLAD OF THE EVIL OLD MAN — IV, 1; V, 1
BALLAD OF THE SOUTHERN SUMMER SCHOOL — IV, 11
BALLAD OF THE WORKER AND THE FARMER: A SONG FOR 1940 — IV,
1
BAND PLAYED ON, THE — II, 16, 24, 25
BANDIERA ROSA — IV, 12
BANKER AND BOSS — II, 3; IV, 11
BARBARA ALLEN — III, 10; IV, 1, 13
BARRICADES, THE— II, 19
BATTLE HYMN OF THE FARMERS’ UNION — II, 6
BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC — II, 2, 16; IV, 13
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78. BATTLE OF FREEDOM, THE — IV, 12
79. BE A MAN — II, 19
80. BE PRESENT AT OUR TABLE, LORD — IV, 10
81. BE SURE IT’S TRUE — IV, 10
82. BEAN’S SONG — IV, 11
83. BEAUTIFUL DREAMER — II, 9
84. BEAUTIFUL STAR — IV, 1
85. BECAUSE WE’EE IN THE C. I. O. — II, 12
86. BEEN A-LISTENING — IV, 1
87. BEGONE, DULL CARE — IV, 10
88. BELIEVE ME, IF ALL THOSE ENDEARING YOUNG CHARMS — II, 9
89. BELLS OF ST. MARY’S, THE — IV, 10
90. BELOVED COMRADE — V, 5
91. BENITTO — IV, 11
92. BICYCLE BUILT FOR TWO — IV, 11
93. BIG, BIG JOB — III, 4
94. BILLY BOY — IV, 10, 11
95. BILLY MORGAN — IV, 1
96. BIRCH TREE — II, 9
97. BIRMINGHAM JAIL — II, 2; IV, 11
98. BIRTHDAY GREETINGS — II, 18
99. BLACK AND WHITE (THE INK IS BLACK) — IV, 1
100. BLACK MAGIC — II, 16
101. BLACK MAN FIGHTS WID DE SHOVEL — II, 19
102. BLACK MAN IN PRISON — II, 15
103. BLAME IT ON THE UNION — II, 21
104. BLIND FIDDLER, THE — IV, 1
105. BLOOD COME TWINKLE, THE — IV, 1
106. BLOW THE MAN DOWN — II, 22; IV, 11
107. BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS, THE — IV, 10
108. BONNIE DOON — II, 18
109. BONSOIR MES AMIS, BONSOIR — IV, 10
110. BOOM TOWN BILL — III, 7, 8
111. BOOM WENT THE BOOM — II, 7, 20
112. BORDER TRAIL, THE — IV, 10, 13
113. BOSS DON’T LOVE US THIS WE KNOW, THE —II, 5
114. BOSSES TRIFLE ON YOU — II, 11
115. BOSS’S WORRIES — II, 11
116. BOSTON — V, 5
117. BOW, BOW, O BELINDA — IV, 11
118. BOW DOWN — IV, 1
119. BOW, SISTERS, BOW — IV, 12
120. BOY I ADORE YOU — IV, 11
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121. BRAVE VOLUNTEER, THE — IV, 1
122. BRAVE YOUNG SOLDIER, THE — IV, 1
123. BREAD AND ROSES — II, 9, 10; IV, 10, 11, 13
124. BREAK DOWN BARRIERS — IV, 1
125. BREAK THOU THE BREAD OF LIFE — IV, 10
126. BRIGHT AS DAY — IV, 1
127. BRINGING IN THE MEMBERS — IV, 10
128. BROKEN ENGAGEMENT — IV, 10
129. BROTHER JOHN — IV, 1
130. BROTHERS IN COOPERATION — IV, 12
131. BUBLITCHKA — II, 9
132. BUDYENNY’S MARCH — II, 3
133. BUILD A STRONG UNION — II, 5
134. BUILD THE C. I. O. — IV, 12
135. BUILD THE UNION — IV, 10
136. BUILDING — IV, 10
137. BUILDING A UNION IN TENNESSEE — II, 5
138. BURY ME OUT ON THE PRAIRIE — IV, 11
139. BUTTERMILK HILL — IV, 13
140. C.I.-C. I.-O. — II, 17, 26; IV, 12
141. C.I.O. IS ON THE GO — II, 12
142. C.I.O., SEE HOW WE GROW — II, 14, 16, 20; III, 7, 11; IV, 12
143. C.I.O. TRAIN’S COMING, THE — IV, 12
144. C.I.O. VICTORY SONG — II, 4; III, 11
145. C.I.O.’S IN DIXIE, THE — II, 1, 4, 17, 24, 25, 26; IV, 12
146. CA’ THE YOWES — II, 18
147. CAISSON SONG, THE — II, 16
148. CALIFORNIA — IV, 11
149. CALL OF LOCAL 62 (I. L. G. W. U.) — II, 8
150. CAME A-RIDING — IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
151. CAMELITE SONG — IV, 2
152. CAN DANGERS’ FREEDOMS SOUL AFFRIGHT — I, 2
153. CAN DUBINSKY DO IT? — II, 21
154. CAN’T HEAR NOBODY PRAY — III, 6
155. CANNON BALL — III, 9, 10
156. CAPE COD CHANTEY — II, 18; IV, 10
157. CAPTAIN JENKS — IV, 11
158. CARELESS LOVE — II, 1, 9, 24; III, 2, 9, 10; IV, 2, 11, 12
159. CARRY ME BACK TO OLD VIRGINNY — II, 16; IV, 11
160. CASEY JONES (THE UNION SCAB) — II, 2, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 19, 20, 22,
23, 24, 25; III, 1, 4, 7, 8, 9; IV, 2, 11
161. CHAMBERLAIN — IV, 11
162. CHARMING BETSEY — IV, 2
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163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.

CHEE LAI — II, 2; IV, 12
CHEER FOR I. L. G. — II, 5, 8
CHESTER — IV, 10
CHICAGO — V, 5
CHICKA-HANKA — IV, 13
CHILDREN OF FREEDOM — III, 7
CHINESE HONEYMOON — IV, 10
CHINESE WORKERS SONG — III, 7
CHISELER’S SORROW — II, 26; III, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 11; IV, 12
CHOCOUNNE — IV, 13
CHRISTIANS AT WAR — II, 7
CHURCH IN THE WILDWOOD, THE — IV, 10
CIELITO LINDO — II, 9, 18; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
CINDY — IV, 11
CIRIBIRIBIN — II, 9
CLANG OF THE FORGE, THE — IV, 11
CLEMENTINE — II, 22; IV, 11, 12
COCK ROBIN — IV, 13
COLUMBIA, THE GEM OF THE OCEAN — II, 9
COME ALL YOU WORKERS — III, 8
COME ALL YOUNG LADIES — IV, 13
COME ALL YOUNG MEN — IV, 2
COME BACK TO SORRENTO — II, 9
COME FELLOW WORKERS — III, 8
COME JOIN THE UNION — II, 6; IV, 1
COME LET US BE JOYFUL — IV, 10
COME ON, LET’S GO THE BURYIN’ — III, 7, 9
COME OUT FELLERS — IV, 1
COME, RALLY YOUTH — II, 3; IV, 12
COME TO THE FAIR — IV, 10
COME YOU OVERLANDERS — IV, 10
COMING AROUND THE MOUNTAIN — IV, 2, 10
COMING IN ON A WING AND A PRAYER — II, 16
COMING THRU THE RYE — IV, 11
COMINTERN — II, 3, 19
COMMON SENSE — III, 2
COMMONWEALTH OF TOIL, THE — II, 7; IV, 2
COMPANY UNION — II, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, 26; III, 4, 11
COMPANY UNION NATIONAL ANTHEM — II, 4, 14, 20; II, 7, 9, 11
COMPANY UNIONS — II, 21
COMRADES WE ARE NEAR — IV, 2
CONGRESS MUST PASS A. Y.A. — IV, 11
CONGRESSMAN, MR. CONGRESSMAN — IV, 13
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206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.

COOK ME THE CHICKEN — IV, 2
COOPERATE — IV, 11
COOPERATION IS OUR AIM — III, 10; IV, 2
CORNISH MAY SONG — II, 18
COULDN’T HEAR NOBODY PRAY — IV, 10
COUNTRY DANCE — IV, 10
COWBOY LULLABY — IV, 11
COWBOY’S DREAM — IV, 11
COWBOY’S WIFE — IV, 11
CRACK OF DOOM, THE — I, 2
CRADLE SONG — II, 18
CRAWDAD SONG — III, 6, 9, 10; IV, 2
CRAWFISH, CRAWFISH — IV, 2
CROCODILE SONG — IV, 10
CROOKED BOSS, THE — II, 21
CROW, THE — IV, 13
CRUSADING IN A-TIME — IV, 2
CRY OF THE PEOPLE, THE — II, 15
CUCKOO BIRD, THE — IV, 11
CUDGEL SONG — II, 9, 22
CUMBERLAND GAP — IV, 2
CUMBERLAND MOUNTAIN — IV, 13
D.A.R. SONG — II, 24
D.D.T. — IV, 2
D. X. STRIKE SONG — III, 7
DAISY (BELL) — II, 16, 24, 25
DAISY AND MICHAEL — IV, 10
DAKOTA INDIAN HYMN — IV, 12, 13
DANCING — II, 18
DANIEL BOONE — II, 22
DANNIE JOHNS’ SONG — II, 11
DARK EYES — II, 9; IV, 11
DARLING OF THE PINES — I, 2
DAY IS DYING — IV, 10
DE OLD ARK’S A MOVERIN’ — IV, 11
DEATH HOUSE BLUES — II, 19
DEEP RIVER — II, 9, 22
DELIVER THE GOODS — III, 7
DESE BONES G’WINETO RISE AGAIN — IV, 10, 13
DESPERADO, THE — IV, 10
DEVIL MUSES, THE — IV, 10
DEWEY OR DON’T HE? — IV, 2
DEWEY? WE DON’T — IV, 2, 12
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249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.

DID YOU EVER? — IV, 10
DIE CEDANKEN SIND FREI — IV, 12
DILLER A DOLLAR— II, 21
DINAH — IV, 10
DIRGE FOR A SCAB — IV, 2
DO YOUR KIDS EAT BULL DOG GRAVY? — III, 2; IV, 10
DOGGONE THAT MOON — IV, 10
DOGIE SONG — IV, 10, 11, 12
DOING THE REACTIONARY — IV, 2
DONA — IV, 13
DONA NOBIS PACEM — IV, 12
DONKEY, THE — IV, 10
DONKEY RIDING — II, 18
DON’T CALL THE ROLL — IV, 2
DON’T GIVE UP THE STRIKE — II, 9
DON’T SEND MY BOY — II, 9
DON’T SIT UNDER THE APPLE TREE — II, 16
DOODLE DUE DUE — II, 6
DOWN AMONG THE DEAD MEN — V, 5
DOWN BY THE OLD MILL STREAM — IV, 10
DOWN HERE — IV, 12
DOWN IN A COAL MINE — IV, 11
DOWN IN THE VALLEY — II, 16, 23, 24, 25; III, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10; IV, 10, 11,

12
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.
291.

DOWN ON THE BANKS OF THE OHIO — IV, 2, 12
DOWN ON THE PICKET LINE — IV, 12
DREAMING — IV, 10
DRESSMAKER’S LAMENT — II, 21
DRESSMAKERS’ VICTORY SONG — IV, 10
DRIFTING AND DREAMING — IV, 10
DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES — II, 9; IV, 13
DRUNKARD’S DREAM, THE — IV, 2
DU, DU LIEGST MIR IM HERZEN — IV, 10
DUMP THE BOSSES OFF YOUR BACK — II, 7
DYING GIRL’S MESSAGE — IV, 11
DYING MINER, THE — V, 5
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE — I, 5; II, 5, 9, 17
EASTBOUND TRAIN — IV, 11
ECHOES — IV, 2
EDDYSTONE LIGHT — V, 5
EDUCATION SONG — IV, 10
EMACIATED CANINE, THE — IV, 10
ENGLAND, ARISE — IV, 12
ENGLISH HIKING SONG — IV, 12
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292. EVENING STAR — IV, 12
293. EVERETT, NOVEMBER FIFTH — II, 7
294. EVERMORE THE SCHOOL FOR WORKERS — II, 9
295. EVERY NIGHT WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN — IV, 13
296. EVERYBODY LOVES SATURDAY NIGHT — IV, 12
297. EYES OF LABOR, THE — IV, 12
298. F.D.R. VICTORY MARCH — IV, 3
299. FAIR WILLIAM AND YOUN NANCY — IV, 3
300. FAITH OF OUR FATHERS — II, 14
301. FAR NORTHLAND, THE — IV, 11
302. FAREWELL FARMERS — II, 6
303. FAREWELL SONG — II, 18
304. FARMER IS THE MAN THAT FEEDS THEM ALL, THE — II, 2, 20; IV,
10, 13
305. FARMER COMES TO TOWN, THE — III, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11; IV, 3
306. FARMER’S CURST WIFE, THE — IV, 12; V, 5
307. FARMERS’ ALLIANCE — II, 20
308. FARMERS’ UNION CHORUSES — II, 6
309. FARMERS’ UNION PEP SONG — II, 6
310. FARMERS’ UNION SONG — II, 6
311. FARMERS’ UNION YELL — II, 6
312. FARTHER ALONG — II, 20; III, 9
313. FATAL WEDDING, THE — IV, 3
314. FATHER IN HEAVEN — IV, 10
315. FATHER TIME — IV, 10
316. FATHER WE THANK THEE FOR THE MIGHT — IV, 10
317. FATHER’S OLD GRAY WHISHERS — IV, 10
318. FIFTY CENT BUTTER AND FIFTY CENT MEAT — IV, 11
319. FIFTY THOUSAND LUMBERJACKS — II, 7
320. FIFTY YEARS AGO — II, 13
321. FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT — II, 5, 6; IV, 11
322. FIGHT FOR THE UNION — IV, 12
323. FIGHT TO THE FINISH — II, 14
324. FINALE — IV, 12
325. FIRST TIME, THE — IV, 13
326. FIRST UNION, THE — V, 1
327. FISHERMAN’S SONG, THE — V, 1
328. FIVE WORKERS ROUNDS — IV, 3
329. FLAT RIVER GIRL — IV, 10
330. FLOW GENTLY, SWEET AFTON — IV, 11
331. FLOWING RIVER — IV, 13
332. FLYING SQUADRON — IV, 3
333. FOLLOW ME — III, 9
334. FOLLOW THE DRINKING GOURD — IV, 13; V, 5
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335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.
347.
348.
349.
350.
351.
352.
353.
354.
355.
356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
362.
363.
364.
365.
366.
367.
368.
369.
370.
371.
372.
373.
374.
375.
376.
377.

FOLLOW THE GLEAM — IV, 10
FOR AN AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY — IV, 3
FOR YOUTH — IV, 11
FORTY, FIGHT — II, 8
FORWARD, ALL YE WORKERS — IV, 12
FORWARD, FORGETTING NEVER — IV, 11
FORWARD, WE’VE NOT FORGOTTEN — II, 19; III, 4,5,6,9
FOUR FREEDOMS, FOUR DUTIES — III, 7
FOUR IN THE MIDDLE — IV, 3, 11
FOUR LEAF CLOVER — IV, 10
FOUR RIVERS — IV, 3, 10
FOURFOLD CAMPERS WE — IV, 10
FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT MADE THE BANKS SAFE — III, 3
FREE AND EQUAL BLUES — III, 8; IV, 3
FREEDOM, FREIHEIT — III, 7, 8
FREUDELET — IV, 10
FRISCO STRIKE SAGA — III, 19; IV, 3
FROG WENT A-COURTING — IV, 3, 10; V, 1
FROM THE PAST TO THE PRESENT — II, 20
FROM 28 TO 34 — IV, 3, 12
FULLER SONG, THE — II, 4
FUNICULI FUNICULA — II, 9; IV, 11, 12
GALWAY PIPER, THE — II, 18
GAMBLING BOY — IV, 3
GEORGIA’S LIVESTOCK — IV, 10
GENEROUS FIDDLER, THE — II, 18; IV, 11
GERMAN BAND, THE — II, 16
GET ON THE UNION TRACK — II, 4; III, 11; IV, 3
GET THEE BEHIND ME, SATAN — II, 11
GET UP AND BAR THE DOOR, O — IV, 3
GINGER ALE — IV, 10
GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME — I, 9; IV, 11
GIRL WHO DIED IN SIN — IV, 3
GIVE ME BACK MY JOB AGAIN — IV, 10
GIVE ME THAT GOOD OLD LABOR SPIRIT — II, 22
GIVE ME THAT OLD UNION SPIRIT — IV, 11
GIVE ME THAT TEXTILE WORKERS UNION — II, 24
GIVE YOURSELF A PAT ON THE BACK — IV, 10
GLOROUS NAME OF WASHINGTON, THE — IV, 11
GLORY, GLORY AMALGAMATED — II, 1, 11
GLORY, GLORY TO THE D. C. F — IV, 3
GLOW WORM — IV, 10
GO DOWN MOSES — II, 2, 9, 20, 22, 23; III, 4, 9; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
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378.
379.
380.
381.
382.
383.
384.
385.
12
386.
387.
388.
389.
390.
391.
392.
393.
394.
395.
396.
397.
398.
399.
400.
401.
402.
403.
404.
405.
406.
407.
408.
409.
410.
411.
412.
413.
414.
415.
416.
417.
418.
419.
420.

GO WE FORTH WITH UNITY AND COURAGE — IV, 10, 13
GOD BLESS AMERICA — II, 9, 11, 14
GOD BLESS OUR NATIVE LAND — IV, 12
GOD BLESS THE I. L. G. W. — II, 5
GOD IS GREAT AND GOD IS GOOD —IV, 10
GOD SAVE AMERICA — IV, 12
GOD SAVE THE PEOPLE — IV, 12
GOIN’ (G’WINE) DOWN THE ROAD — II, 1, 20; III, 7, 8, 9, 10; IV, 10,
GOIN’ TO BUILD MY HEAVEN — IV, 10, 13
GOING EVERY STEP OF THE WAY — IV, 3
GOING HOME SONG — II, 19
GOING TO BOSTON — IV, 10
GOING TO KICK OLD GOODMAN OUT — IV, 10
GOLONDRINA — II, 9
GONE ARE THE DAYS — I, 5; IV, 12
GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME, THE — IV, 10
GOODBYE SEMARIA —IV, 10
GOODNIGHT — IV, 10
GOODNIGHT, BELOVED — II, 18
GOODNIGHT, IRENE — III, 12
GOODNIGHT, LADIES — II, 9
GOODY, GOODY — II, 9
GOSPEL MAKERS, THE — IV, 3
GRACE — II, 18; IV, 13
GRACES — IV, 3
GRAVE OF BUONSPORT, THE — IV, 3
GRAY ARMY, THE — IV, 3
GREAT DAY — I, 6; II, 25; III, 8; IV, 3, 10, 12
GREEN GROW THE RUSHES — IV, 12
GROUND HOG BALLAD — IV, 3
GUMBO, GUMBO — IV, 3
GUS BROWN — IV, 12
GUY THAT I SEND TO CONGRESS, THE — II, 13
GYMNASTIC RELIEF — IV, 10
GYPSIES’ LAIRIE, THE — IV, 10
GYPSY SWEETHEART — IV, 10
HADACOL BOOGIE — IV, 4
HALLELUJAH, I’M A BUM — II, 14
HALLELUJAH, I’M A-TRAVELING — IV, 12
HAM AND EGGS — IV, 10
HAMMER MAN — II, 22
HAN SKAL LEVE — IV, 12
HAND IN HAN WITH LABOR — IV, 12
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421. HAND ME DOWN MY WALKING CANE — II, 24, 25; IV, 11
422. HAND ME DOWN YOUR SILVER TRUMPET, GABRIEL — IV, 13
423. HANDS HIGH AROUND THE WILDERNESS — IV, 11
424. HAPPY PLOWMAN, THE — IV, 10, 13
425. HARD HEARTED SCHERF — II, 11
426. HARD TIMES IN OUR COUNTRY — IV, 12
427. HARD TIMES IN THE MILL — II, 20; III, 7, 8, 9; IV, 13
428. HARD TRAILS — II, 22
429. HARK, THE BATTLE CRY IS RINGING — II, 3, 4, 7
430. HARRIMAN TOWN — IV, 11
431. HARRY HAD A LITTLE SHOP — II, 21
432. HARVEST WAR SONG — II, 7
433. HARVESTERS — II, 7
434. HAS SORROW THY YOUN DAYS SHADED? — II, 18
435. HE’S THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE — IV, 4, 12
436. HEARST IN REVERSE — IV, 4
437. HEIGH HO — I, 7; II, 8, 9; III, 8, 11; IV, 4
438. HELLO — IV, 10
439. HENRY BLUE — V, 5
440. HEY, HO — IV, 12
441. HIELBURN THE FAIR — III, 7
442. HIGH SCHOOL WAR SONG, THE — IV, 12
443. HIGHER UP THE CHERRY TREE — IV, 4
444. HIGHLANDER SPIRIT — IV, 12
445. HINKY DINKY PARLEY VOUZ — II, 1, 24, 25
446. HOGLESS, HOGLESS ARE WE — II, 20
447. HOL-DI-RI-DIA — IV, 10, 11
448. HOLD DOWN THE FORT ON THE HOME FRONT — IV, 4
449. HOLD THE FORT — II, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26; III, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11; IV, 10, 11, 12
450. HOME ON THE RANGE — II, 22, 24, 25; III, 4, 5, 6, 10; IV, 10, 11
451. HOPE OF THE AGES — II, 7
452. HOPE OF THE WORLD, THE — IV, 10
453. HOUSE I LIVE IN, THE — IV, 4
454. HOW CAN I KEEP FROM SINGING? — IV, 12
455. HOW D’YE DO? — II, 16
456. HOW LONG, BRETHREN, HOW LONG? — IV, 4
457. HOW TO SPELL FRIENSHIP — IV, 10
458. HUMAN MISERIES — I, 2
459. HUNGER BLUES — II, 23; IV, 11
460. HUNTING ROUND — III, 9; IV, 10
461. HYMN OF TOILERS — IV, 10
462. HYMN TO LABOR — III, 5
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463.
464.
465.
466.
467.
468.
469.
470.
471.
472.
473.
474.
475.
476.
477.
478.
479.
480.
481.
482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
487.
488.
489.
490.
491.
492.
493.
494.
495.
496.
497.
498.
499.
500.
501.
502.
503.
504.
505.

HYMN TO THE NATIONS — IV, 3
HYMN TO WORLD UNITY — IV, 13
I.L.G. IS GOING TO TOWN — II, 5
I.O.G. IS GRAND, THE — II, 8
I DON’T WANT TO MARCH WITH THE INFANTRY — II, 2
I HAD A SISTER SALLY — IV, 13
I LOST MY PIG AND OWL — IV, 4
I LOVE A LASSIE — IV, 10
I LOVE LITTLE WILLIE — II, 18; IV, 11
I SING THE BATTLE — II, 15
I TOOK A DAY TO SEARCH FOR GOD — IV, 12
I WANT A GIRL — II, 1, 24, 25
I WANT A HOME — V, 5
I WANT TO BE A CHRISTIAN — IV, 11
I WANT TO BE HAPPY — IV, 10
I WANT TO BE READY — IV, 11
I WAS GOIN’ DOWN THE ROAD FEELING BAD —IV, 11
I WISH I WAS SINGLE AGAIN — IV, 11
I WONDER WHEN I SHALL BE MARRIED —IV, 13
I WOULD BE TRUE — IV, 10
I’LL BUY THAT DREAM — IV, 11
I’LL TAKE YOU HOME AGAIN KATHLEEN —IV, 11
I’M A PILGRIM OF SORROW — IV, 4
I’M A POOR WAYFARING STRANGER — IV, 4, 13
I’M A UNION GAL — II, 20
I’M GETTING TIRED SO I CAN SLEEP — II, 16
I’M GONNA BUILD MY HEAVEN — III, 7, 8
I’M LABOR — II, 9, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 9; IV, 11
I’M ON MY WAY — IV, 12
I’M TOO OLD TO BE A SCAB — II, 4, 7
I’M WAITING FOR YOU IN THE ROCKIES — I, 1
I’VE A FATHER IN HEAVEN — IV, 4
I’VE BEEN STRIKING WITH THE UNION — II, 17
I’VE BEEN THINKING — IV, 10
I’VE BEEN WORKING ON THE RAILROAD — II, 1, 20
I’VE GOT A CONTRACT NOW — I, 1
I’VE GOT A DATE ON THE PICKET LINE — IV, 4
I’VE GOT SIX PENCE — II, 1
I’VE HEARD THE WORKERS SING — II, 9, 21
IDA RED — IV, 4
IF I HAD A HAMMER — IV, 12
IF THE FASCISTS HAVE THEIR WAY — II, 9; III, 4, 5, 11
IF THE WORKERS MEET THE BOSS — I, 5
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506. IF WE COULD CONSIDER EACH OTHER — IV, 12
507. IF WE JOIN — II, 6
508. IF YOU ASK WHY WE LOVE SINGING — II, 9
509. IF YOU WANT TO BE A BADGER — II, 9
510. IF YOU WANT TO SEE OUR UNIONS GROW — IV, 4
511. IN A LONELY FORREST GLADE — II, 18; IV, 13
512. IN LABOR’S CAUSE, UNITE — I, 5
513. IN PRAISE OF LEARNING — II, 19, 20; III, 4, 5; IV, 4, 11
514. IN SUMMER TIME — IV, 10
515. IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME — II, 16
516. IN THE HIGHWAYAND IN THE HEDGES — IV, 4
517. IN THE SHADOWS OF THE PINE — IV, 11
518. IN THE UNION RANKS — IV, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
519. INDUSTRIAL UNIONS’ CALL — II, 4; IV, 12
520. INDUSTRIAL UNIONS’ SONG — V, 4
521. INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD — II, 7
522. INTERNATIONAL, THE — II, 3, 7, 11, 19, 22; III, 2, 4; IV, 10, 11, 12
523. INTERNATIONAL PARTY, THE — IV, 11
524. IS EVERYBODY HAPPY? — IV, 10
525. ISRAELI HYMN — IV, 12
526. IT AINT GONNA WORK NO MORE — III, 11; IV, 12
527. IT AIN’T NECESSARILY SO — IV, 12
528. IT CAN ONLY HAPPEN IN THE U. S. A. — II, 13
529. IT COULD BE A WONDERFUL WORLD — II, 25
530. IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE — IV, 10
531. IT’S A FINE THING TO SING — II, 9
532. IT’S A GOOD THING (TO JOIN A UNION) — II, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,
16, 17, 20, 22, 26; III, 1, 4, 7, 8, 11; IV, 4, 10
533. IT’S A GOOD TIME TO GET ACQUAINTED — II, 9
534. IT’S A LONG WAY DOWN TO THE SOUP LINE — II, 7
535. IT’S A LONG WAY TO TIPPERARY — IV, 10
536. IT’S A ME, O LORD — II, 2; III, 4
537. IT’S A WELDING JOB — IV, 4
538. IT’S A WONDERFUL UNION — IV, 12
539. IT’S AWFUL, OH HOW AWFUL — IV, 4
540. IT’S HARD — IV, 4
541. IT’S MY UNION — IV, 4, 10, 11
542. IT’S THE C. I. O. FOR ME — V, 1
543. JACK WAS EVERY INCH A SAILOR — IV, 12
544. JACOB’S LADDER — IV, 10, 11
545. JAKIE AND ANDY — II, 21
546. JANE AND SUE — II, 21
547. JEANIE WITH THE LIGHT BROWN HAIR — II, 9
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548.
549.
550.
551.
552.
553.
554.
555.
556.
557.
558.
559.
560.
561.
562.
563.
564.
565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.
571.
572.
573.
574.
575.
576.
577.
578.
579.
580.
581.
582.
583.
584.
585.
586.
587.
588.
589.
590.

JESUS, JESUS, REST YOUR HEAD — IV, 13
JIM CROW — II, 2; III, 7, 8; IV, 12
JOE HILL — II, 9, 14, 20, 24, 25; III, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; IV, 5, 10, 12, 13
JOE HILL’S LAST WILL — II, 7
JOE SOR AND KAYOHUNKY — IV, 5
JOHN — IV, 10
JOHN BROWN’S BABY — II, 16
JOHN BROWN’S BODY — IV, 10, 12
JOHN HENRY — IV, 11, 13
JOHN JACOB JINGLEHEIMER SCHMIDT — IV, 12
JOHN L. LEWIS HAD A PLAN — II, 20; III, 4, 9
JOHN PEEL — IV, 12
JOHNNY DARM AND JOHNNY BULL — IV, 5
JOHNNY WANTS A JOB — II, 20
JOIN IN THE FIGHT — II, 19
JOIN THE PICKET LINE TODAY — IV, 5
JOIN THE UNION — II, 1, 11, 14
JOIN THE UNION CLAN — II, 5
JOIN THE UNION NOW — II, 12; IV, 11
JOLLY HAPPY CROWD, THE — IV, 10
JOLLY MILLER BOY, THE — IV, 11
JOSHUA FIT DE BATTLE — IV, 13
JOSSIE O — IV, 4
JULIA — IV, 10
JUST BECAUSE HE’S HUMAN — III, 6, 9
KEEL ROW, THE — IV, 10
KEEP ON HOPIN’ — IV, 10
KEEP ROOSEVELT RIGHT WHERE HE IS — IV, 5
KEEP THAT LINE A MOVING — II, 11; IV, 5
KEEP THAT OIL A ROLLIN’ — III, 7, 8
KEEP THE HOME FIRES BURNING — IV, 10
KEEP YOUR HAND ON THE PLOW — IV, 12
KEEPER, THE — IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
KEEPING SCORE FOR’44 — III, 7; IV, 5, 12
KEEPING SCORE FOR ’45 — II, 6
KEVIN BARRY — IV, 11
KEYS OF HEAVEN, THE — IV, 10
KICKING MULE, THE — IV, 5
KILL ME THE CHICKEN — IV, 5
KNOXVILLE GIRL — IV, 11
KUKUCK — IV, 12
LA LLORONA — IV, 13
LABOR DAY — II, 13
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591. LABOR FAKERS — IV, 12
592. LABOR MUST THINK THEIR OWN WAY OUT — I, 1
593. LABOR PARTY’S MARCHING SONG — II, 11
594. LABOR UNITED — V, 1
595. LABOR’S WOMEN — II, 20
596. LARK IN THE MORN — IV, 10
597. LAVENDAR’S BLUE — IV, 10, 11
598. LAST FRONTIER, THE — IV, 10
599. LES CLOCHES DU HAMEAU — IV, 10
600. LET AMERICA BE AMERICA AGAIN — IV, 5
601. LET FREEDOM SWING — II, 8
602. LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART — II, 1, 24, 25; IV, 10
603. LET THE REST OF THE WORLD GO BY — IV, 10
604. LET’S ALL SHED A TEAR — II, 13
605. LET’S ALL SING — II, 9
606. LET’S BOOST THE OIL WORKERS UNION — IV, 5
607. LET’S CHEER THE WEARY TRAVELER — IV, 10
608. LET’S GET IT OVER, OVER THERE — IV, 5
609. LET’S GO DOWN TO JORDAN — IV, 11
610. LET’S JOIN THE C. I. O. — II, 12
611. LEVEE SONG — II, 16, 22; IV, 11
612. LI’L LIZA JANE — IV, 10, 12
613. LIBERTY SONG, THE — IV, 11
614. LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING (NATIONAL NEGRO ANTHEM) — II,
2. 9; III, 4, 5, 6, 9; IV, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13
615. LIFT UP YOUR HEADS — II, 4
616. LIST TO THE BELLS — II, 18
617. LISTEN, MR. BILBO — IV, 5
618. LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY — IV, 11
619. LITTLE BELL — IV, 5
620. LITTLE BIT O’ WHOOPEE — II, 6
621. LITTLE BROWN JUG — II, 26
622. LITTLE BOY IN GREEN — IV, 5
623. LITTLE CUDGEL — III, 5; IV, 10, 13
624. LITTLE MILL WORKER — II, 17
625. LITTLE MOHEE — IV, 5
626. LITTLE OLD SOD SHANTY, THE — II, 22
627. LITTLE RED FOX, THE — IV, 10
628. LITTLE SIR ECHO — IV, 10
629. LITTLE SPARROW, THE — IV, 11
630. LITTLE TOM TINKER — II, 20; III, 4; IV, 10
631. LIZA UP IN THE ‘SIMMON TREE — IV, 5
632. LOCH LOMAND — II, 9; IV, 12
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633. LOLLY POP PAPA FROM LOLLY POP TOWN — IV, 5
634. LOLLY TOO DUM — IV, 12
635. LONDON — IV, 10
636. LONE ROCK — IV, 5
637. LONE STAR TRAIL — II, 20
638. LOOK AHEAD, FARMER — III, 10
639. LOOK AHEAD, WORKING MAN — I, 6; II, 5, 9, 11, 16, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 11
640. LOOK HERE GEORGIA — V, 5
641. LOOKY, LOOKY YOUNDER — II, 20; III, 9
642. LORD THOMAS — IV, 5
643. LORD’S PRAYER, THE — IV, 12
644. LOST — II, 9
645. LOST CHORD — IV, 11
646. LOUD LAUGHTER — II, 9, 14; III, 11; IV, 11
647. LOUISIANA GIRLS — IV, 10
648. LOVE’S OLD SWEET SONG — II, 1, 24
649. LOVE’S ON THE HIGH ROAD — IV, 10, 11
650. LOVELY EVENING — IV, 10
651. LOVERS’ QUEST, THE — IV, 13
652. LOWLAND, LOW — IV, 5
653. LULLABY FOR UNION MAN — IV, 5
654. LUNCH IS SERVED — IV, 10
655. MADEMOISELLE FROM ARMENTIERES — II, 16
656. MAKE STRONG THE UNION — III, 7
657. MAMA DON’ LOW — III, 7, 8
658. MAMMY’S LITTLE BABY (LOVES A UNION SHOP) — II, 9, 14, 20, 21,
24, 25; III, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11; IV, 12; V, 5
659. MAN IN THE RAIN, THE — IV, 6
660. MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE, THE — IV, 11
661. MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE, THE (UNION VERSION) — I, 5
662. MAN WHO GIVES UP, THE — IV, 6
663. MAN’S A MAN FOR THAT, A — IV, 6
664. MANDALAY — IV, 11
665. MANSFIELD BLUES — IV, 6
666. MARCH OF THE GARMENT WORKERS — II, 5, 8, 21
667. MARCH OF THE HUNGRY MEN — II, 15; III, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9
668. MARCH OF THE TOILERS — II, 9, 10; IV, 11
669. MARCH OF THE WORKERS — IV, 6, 11
670. MARCH OF YOUTH — IV, 6
671. MARCH ON — II, 23; IV, 12
672. MARCHING DOWN FREEDOM’S ROAD — IV, 11
673. MARCHING ONWARD IN UNION — IV, 6
674. MARCHING SONG — II, 4, 22; III, 11; IV, 6, 10
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675.
676.
677.
678.
679.
680.
681.
682.
683.
684.
685.
686.
687.
688.
689.
690.
691.
692.
693.
694.
695.
696.
697.
698.
699.
700.
701.
702.
703.
704.
705.
706.
707.
708.
709.
710.
711.
712.
713.
714.
715.
716.
717.

MARCHING TO DEMOCRACY — II, 8, 16; III, 8; IV, 12
MARCHING TO PRETORIA — IV, 12
MARCHING TO VICTORY — I, 5
MARIANINA — IV, 10, 11, 13
MARINE HYMN — II, 16
MARINER, THE — IV, 13
MARY, MARY GIVE ME YOUR ANSWER DO — II, 16
MASSA DEAR — II, 22
MAY DAY SONG — II, 7
MAY FIRST — II, 19
MCKELVIE — IV, 6
MCNARMARA’S BAND — IV, 10
MEADOW LAND, MEADOW LAND — III, 7, 8; IV, 10
MEMBERSHIP, MONEY, MEN — IV, 11
MEMORIES — IV, 10
MEN AWAKE — III, 4
MEN OF HARLECH — IV, 11
MEN OF STEEL — I, 5
MEN OF THE SOIL — II, 9, 23; III, 8, 10; IV, 6, 10, 12, 13
MENE, MENE, TEKEL — II, 18
MERRY GOLDEN TREE — IV, 6
MERRY LIFE, A — IV, 10
METHODIST PIE — IV, 6
MEUNIER TU DORS — IV, 10
MICHAEL ROW THE BOAT ASHORE — IV, 12
MIGHT IS RIGHT — II, 7; III, 11
MIGHTY LAK’ A ROSE — IV, 10
MILL WAS MADE OF MARBLE, THE — II, 25
MINER’S LIFEGUARD — V, 5
MINERS’ KIDS AND WIVES — V, 5
MINERS’ STRIKE SONG, THE — II, 4
MISS JULIE — IV, 13
MISS MAGGIE — IV, 6
MISTAH RABBIT — IV, 12
MISTER HEARS-S-ST—IV, 6
MODERN YANKEE DOODLE, A — IV, 6
MONKEYS HAVE NO TAILS IN ZAMBOANGA, THE — IV, 12
MOONLIGHT AND ROSES — II, 16
MOONLIGHT BECOMES YOU — II, 16
MORE WE GET TOGETHER, THE — IV, 10
MORE WE STICK TOGETHER, THE — II, 1, 9, 14, 20; III, 9, 11; IV, 10
MORNING COMES EARLY — IV, 10, 11, 13
MORNING IS HERE — IV, 10
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718.
719.
720.
721.
722.
723.
724.
725.
726.
727.
728.
729.
730.
731.
732.
733.
734.
735.
736.
737.
738.
739.
740.
741.
742.
743.
744.
745.
746.
747.
748.
749.
750.
751.
752.
753.
754.
755.
756.
757.
758.
13
759.
760.

MOTHER MACHREE — IV, 10
MOTHER MALONEY — IV, 10
MOTHER O’LEARY — IV, 10
MR. BLOCK — II, 7
MR. CONGESSMAN — IV, 12
MY BONNIE — IV, 11
MY BUDDY — II, 16
MY COUNTRY — IV, 16
MY COUNTRY IS THE WORLD — IV, 12
MY COUNTRY ‘TIS OF THEE — II, 10; III, 4, 5, 6; IV, 10, 12
MY DARLING C. I. O. — II, 9, 20
MY FRIEND FRANKLIN — IV, 12
MY GRANDFATHER’S CLOCK — IV, 12
MY HERO — IV, 10
MY HORSES AIN’T HUNGRY — IV, 13
MY LASSIE — IV, 10
MY LORD DELIVERED DANIEL — II, 23
MY LORD, WHAT A MORNING — IV, 6
MY MOTHER’S MUSIC — IV, 6
MY NAME IS MORGAN, BUT IT AIN’T J. P. (BILLY MORGAN) — II, 9
MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME — II, 16
MY SILVER TRUMPET — III, 4, 5, 6, 9; IV, 11
MY UNION GIRL — IV, 12
MY WILD IRISH ROSE — II, 9, 24, 25; IV, 10
MYSTERIES OF A HOBO’S LIFE — II, 7
NATIONAL UNION WE HAVE BUILT, A — IV, 12
NATIONS, COME AND JOIN US — IV, 10
NEVER AS A CHILD SO LOVELY — IV, 13
NEW MARTINS AND THE COYS, THE — II, 16; III, 7, 10; IV, 10
NEW SWINGING ON A STAR — IV, 11
NEW VOICE, A — IV, 6
NEW WORLD, THE — IV, 12
NEW YORK — V, 5
NIGHT HERDING SONG — IV, 13
NIGHTINGALE, THE — IV, 13
NINE OLD MEN — II, 8, 10
NINETY AND NINE — II, 4; III, 11; IV, 12
NINETY ONE THEME SONG (I. L. G. W. U.) — II, 8, 10; IV, 10
NO MAJOR — II, 20; III, 11, 13
NO MORE ACHES AND PAINS — IV, 13
NO MORE MOURNING — II, 11, 20; III, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11; IV, 12,
NO MORE PAY CUTS NO MORE — II, 17
NO MORE SLAVING — II, 5
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761. NO MORE SWEATSHOPS — II, 8, 10
762. NO MORE TRICKS — II, 5
763. NO MORE WAR — II, 3, 10, 22
764. NO N. R. A. NO MORE — II, 10
765. NOAH’S ARK — IV, 6
766. NOBODY KNOWS THE TROUBLE I SEE — II, 9; III, 9; IV, 10, 11, 13
767. NORTH POLE, THE — IV, 10
768. NOT GOING TO WORK AND STARVE NO MORE — IV, 10
769. NOT IF, BUT WHEN — II, 19
770. NOT ONE CENT — II, 3, 10, 22; III, 2, 3; IV, 11
771. NOVEMBER — II, 7
772. NOW, RIGHT NOW — IV, 6
773. NOW THE DAY IS OVER — IV, 10
774. NOW’S THE TIME TO GIVE YOUR DOUGH — IV, 13
775. OCEAN WAVE — IV, 6, 10
776. ODE TO JOY — II, 18
777. ODE TO MYLES HORTON ON HIS BIRTHDAY — IV, 6
778. OF WHOLE HEART COMETH HOPE — IV, 12
779. OFFICE, THE — II, 9
780. OH, BURY ME NOT ON THE LONE PRAIRIE — IV, 11
781. OH, CANADA — II, 25
782. OH, DEM GOLDEN SLIPPERS — II, 9; IV, 11
783. OH, EVOLU — IV, 10
784. OH, FREEDOM — IV, 12
785. OH, FREEDOM SWEET — I, 2
786. OH, FRIENDLY — II, 16
787. OH, GIVE THANKS — II, 18; IV, 12
788. OH, HOW I HATE TO GET UP IN THE MORNING — II, 16
789. OH, HOW LOVELY — IV, 6
790. OH, HOW SWEET — II, 18
791. OH, I AIN’T AGIN’ YOU BUDDY—IV, 6
792. OH, JOHN L., OH, JOHN L. — IV, 6
793. OH, LORD WHAT A MORNING — III, 2
794. OH, MR. BOSS MAN, DON’T YOU CRY FOR ME — II, 14; III, 11; IV, 6;
V, 1
795. OH, MY DARLING MR. DIES — IV, 6
796. OH, NO JOHN — IV, 13
797. OH, SCABBLE — IV, 12
798. OH, SUSANNA — II, 16, 22, 24, 25; IV, 11
799. OH, THE COOP IS THE PLACE FOR ME — IV, 6
800. OH, TORTURED AND BROKEN — II, 3, 19, 20
801. OH, YOU BUILD AND YOU TURN — III, 4
802. OL’ TEXAS — IV, 12
803. OLD ABE LINCOLN, OLD MYLES HORTON — IV, 6
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804.
805.
806.
807.
808.
809.
810.
811.
812.
813.
814.
815.
816.
817.
818.
819.
820.
821.
822.
823.
824.
825.
826.
827.
828.
829.
830.
831.
832.
833.
834.
835.
836.
837.
838.
839.
840.
841.
842.
843.
844.
845.
846.

OLD AGE PENSION CHECK — IV, 6
OLD BLACK JOE — IV, 10
OLD C. I. O. — IV, 6
OLD CHISELLER, THE — II, 21
OLD CRUSTY BOSS, THE — II, 4, 20
OLD FOLKS AT HOME — IV, 12
OLD GRAY MARE — IV, 11
OLD JOE CLARK — IV, 10
OLD JOHN LEWIS — IV, 12
OLD MAN BANKER HAD A PLAN — II, 19
OLD MAN WHO LIVED ON A HILL, THE — IV, 10
OLD NINETY SEVEN — IV, 11
OLD POMPEY — IV, 6
OLD RALLY — IV, 10
OLD RELIABLE UNION — III, 11
OLD TIME RELIGION, THE — IV, 10
ON A PICKET LINE — II, 13
ON ELECTION DAY — II, 5, 13
ON HIS COAT HE WEARS A UNION BUTTON — II, 2
ON THE DOTTED LINE — II, 5
ON TO VICTORY — IV, 6
ON TOP OF OLD SMOKY — IV, 12
ON WISCONSIN — II, 9
ONCE TO EVERY MAN AND NATION — III, 11; IV, 6, 12, 13
ONE BIG INDUSTRIAL UNION — II, 7
ONE BIG UNION FOR TWO — II, 8, 20; III, 4, 5, 6; IV, 6
ONE FINGER, ONE THUMB — IV, 10
ONE LITTLE CANDLE — IV, 6
ONE OF THESE DAYS — IV, 11
ONE WORLD — IV, 10
ONWARD BROTHERS — II, 8; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
ONWARD IN THE UNION’S STRENGTH — II, 9
ONWARD NOW YE TOILERS — II, 4; III, 11
ONWARD SISTERS, ONWARD BROTHERS — II, 5
ONWARD UNION WORKERS — II, 9; III, 11; IV, 6
ONWARD WE GO — IV, 10, 13
ORGANIZE, OH ORGANIZE — II, 6
ORGANIZE UNIONS — III, 1; IV, 10, 11, 12
OUR DREAM — II, 4
OUR SUMMER SCHOOL — IV, 11
OUR TASK — IV, 12
OUR UNEMPLOYED COMRADES — II, 3, 9, 10; IV, 11
OUR UNION SHINES — II, 1, 11, 14
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847. OURS IS THE FUTURE — II, 19
848. OUT THE WINDOW — IV, 10
849. OVER ALL THE LANDS — II, 9, 10; IV, 10, 11
850. OVER HILL, OVER DALE — IV, 10
851. OVER THE MEADOW — IV, 10
852. OVER THERE — II, 16; IV, 11
853. OYSTER SHUCKERS — IV, 6
854. PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES — II, 1, 16, 24, 25
855. PAINT ‘ER RED — II, 7
856. PALESTINE MUST BE FREE — V, 5
857. PANE E ROSE — II, 8
858. PARK AMES’ SONG OF VICTORY — IV, 7
859. PARLEZ VOUZ — II, 14; III, 6, 8, 9, 11; IV, 11
860. PASSING THRU — IV, 12
861. PASTURES OF PLENTY — IV, 13
862. PAT ON THE BACK, A — IV, 10
863. PAT WORKS ON THE RAILWAY — IV, 13
864. PATSY OREY AY — IV, 12
865. PAW PAW PATCH — IV, 11
866. PAY YOUR DUES — II, 6
867. PEACE IN THE VALLEY — IV, 12
868. PEACE OF THE RIVER — V, 10, 12
869. PEAT BOG SOLDIERS, THE — II, 19, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
870. PEDDLER, THE — III, 5, 6; IV, 10
871. PEGGY O’NEIL — IV, 10
872. PEOPLE ARE MARCHING — IV, 10
873. PEOPLE WILL LIVE ON, THE — IV, 7
874. PEOPLE’S SONG, THE — II, 19
875. PHAROAH’S ARMY — IV, 11
876. PICKET LINE, THE — II, 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25,
26; III, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11; IV, 10, 11, 12
877. PICKET PARADE — II, 17
878. PICKETING IN SWINGTIME — II, 8, 21
879. PICKET’S SONG — II, 20; III, 11; IV, 12; V, 1
880. PICKIN’ UP PAW PAWS — IV, 10
881. PIED PIPER, THE — IV, 7
882. PIG IN THE PARLOR — IV, 7, 11
883. PIG’S IN A STEW, THE — IV, 11
884. PIONEER, PIONEER — II, 19
885. PIRI MIRI DICTUM DOMINI — IV, 13
886. PITY THE DOWNTRODDEN LANDLORD — V, 5
887. PLEASE, MR. BOSS — II, 3, 5, 10, 20, 23; III, 4; IV, 11
888. PLOWING SONG, A — IV, 10
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889. POOR MINER’S FAREWELL — IV, 10
890. POOR MR. MORGAN — II, 19, 20; III, 4
891. POOR OLD SLAVE — IV, 10
892. POP GOES THE WEASEL — IV, 11
893. POPULAR WOBBLY, THE — II, 7
894. PRAISE C. I. O. — IV, 10
895. PREACHER AND THE SLAVE, THE — II, 7, 9, 10, 19; III, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 11; IV, 11
896. PRESSERS LIED — II, 8
897. PRETTIEST THING, THE — IV, 7
898. PRETTY MAID COME ALONG — IV, 13
899. PRETTY RED WING — IV, 7
900. PRETTY SARAH — IV, 7
901. PRICES RISE — II, 20
902. PRISON SONG, THE — II, 7
903. PROLETARIAN, HYMN — I, 5
904. PRUDEN DISASTER, THE — IV, 7
905. PUFFER BILLIES — IV, 10
906. PURTY POLLY VAN DORY — IV, 7
907. PUSSY CAT, THE — IV, 10
908. PUT ON YOUR NEW GRAY (SMART NEW, NEW T. W.O.C., UNION,
ETC.)
909. BONNET — I, 5; II, 1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 24; III, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11; IV,
11, 12
910. PUT ON YOUR (UNION) BUTTON — IV, 11, 12
911. OUAKER CITY, THE — V, 5
912. QUEEN MARY — IV, 10
913. QUEST, THE — IV, 10
914. RAFTSMEN, THE — IV, 12
915. RAGGEDY, RAGGEDY ARE WE — III, 7, 8
916. RAGGLE TAGGLE GYPSIES — II, 22
917. RALLY SONG — II, 6
918. RAM OF DERBY — IV, 7
919. RANKIN TREE — III, 8
920. READE SHIRT FACTORY BLUES — IV, 7
921. REBEL GIRL, THE — II, 7
922. RED AIR FLEET — IV, 11
923. RED ARMY MARCH — II, 19
924. RED BANNER, THE — II, 19
925. RED CAVALRY — IV, 11
926. RED FEAST, THE — II, 7
927. RED FLAG, THE — II, 3, 7, 10; IV, 11
928. RED RIVER VALLEY — II, 2, 23, 24, 25
929. REGISTER, REGISTER, MR. JONES — IV, 7
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930. REJOICE, REJOICE — IV, 10
931. RELEASE THIS HONORED WORKER — II, 8
932. RENUNCIATION — IV, 7
933. RHODODENDRONS — IV, 10
934. RICH KING’S DAUGHTER — IV, 7
935. RICH MAN AND POOR MAN — II, 3, 9, 10, 14; III, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11; IV, 7
936. RICH MAN’S WAR— II, 20; IV, 7
937. RIDDLE SONG, THE — IV, 12
938. RIFLE SONG — II, 19
939. RIFLEMENT OF BENNINGTON — IV, 13
940. RIGHT TO A JOB, THE — II, 12
941. RISE UP YE WORKERS — II, 4, 20, 25; III, 2, 4, 11; IV, 7, 10
942. ROAMIN’ IN THE GLOAMIN’ — IV, 10
943. ROANE COUNTY STRIKERS — III, 3; IV, 11, 12
944. ROCK A BYE BABY — II, 3, 9, 10; III, 1, 4; IV, 11
945. ROLL BACK THE PRICES — II, 16; III, 7
946. ROLL OUT THE BARREL — IV, 13
947. ROLL THE UNION ON — II, 1, 2, 11, 16, 23, 24, 25; III, 8; IV, 10, 12
948. ROLL UP THE BALLOTS — IV, 11
949. ROLLBACK BLUES, THE — III, 7
950. ROLLING DRUM, THE — IV, 10
951. ROOSEVELT AT THE WHEEL — IV, 7
952. ROOSEVELT, WE ARE FOLLOWING YOU — IV, 7
953. ROSA — II, 18; IV, 10, 11
954. ROSARY — IV, 11
955. ROSE OF TRALEE — II, 9
956. ROUND UP LULLABYE — IV, 12
957. ROUNDS — III, 6; IV, 12
958. ROVING GAMBLER — IV, 7
959. ROW YOUR BOAT — IV, 7
960. RUN ALONG HOME — IV, 10
961. SAILING — IV, 10
962. SALLY GOODIN — IV, 8
963. SALUTE THE DAWN — III, 6, 8, 9; IV, 12
964. SAME BOAT BROTHER, THE — IV, 8, 12
965. SANDY LAND — IV, 8
966. SANTO SAN JUANITO — IV, 13
967. SARASPONDA — IV, 12
968. SATAN’S A LIAR — III, 2
969. SCAB SONG — IV, 8
970. SCAB’S SONG — IV, 8
971. SCABBY HOLE — IV, 8
972. SCARLET BANNER, THE — II, 3, 10; IV, 11
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973.
974.
975.
976.
977.
978.
979.
980.
981.
982.
983.
984.
985.
986.
987.
988.
989.
990.
991.
992.
993.
994.
995.
996.
997.
998.
999.
1000.
1001.
1002.
1003.
1004.
1005.
1006.
1007.
1008.
1009.
1010.
1011.
1012.
1013.
1014.
1015.

SCHOOL DAYS — IV, 10
SCISSORBILL — II, 7
SCOTTSBORO BOYS SHALL NOT DIE — II, 19
SECRET LOVE — IV, 11
SEEING NELLIE HOME (UNION VERSION) — I, 5
SEND DOWN RAIN LORD — IV, 8
SENT MY BROWN JUG — IV, 8
SEVEN CENT COTTON AND FORTY CENT MEAT — II, 2, 23; IV, 13
SH-TO-RA-DAH-DEY — IV, 11
SHAME, SHAME ON YOU — II, 11
SHE’LL BE WEARING A UNION BUTTON — II, 2
SHENANDOAH — II, 18; IV, 12
SHIMMER, SHIMMER — IV, 10
SHOO FLY — IV, 11
SHOOTING OF DAN MCGREW — IV, 8
SHORT AT TROUBLE — IV, 8
SHORTENING BREAD — II, 9; IV, 10
SHOULD I EVER BE A SOLDIER — II, 7
SHUTTLES OF COMMERCE — IV, 10
SIAMESE OUT OF WORK SONG —II, 7
SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK — II, 24, 25
SILVER MOON IS SHINING, THE — IV, 13
SING A SONG OF UNIONS — II, 21
SING A-LING, A-LING — IV, 10
SING BEFORE BREAKFAST — II, 9
SING ME A SONG OF SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE — II, 9, 20; III, 4, 5
SING WE NOW THE LIFE WITHIN US — II, 18
SINGING — II, 18
SINGING BIRD, THE — IV, 8
SISTER PHOEBE — IV, 8
SIXTY MILLION JOBS — III, 8, 10; IV, 11
SKINNY MARINKIE — IV, 10
SKIP TO MY LOU — IV, 8
SLAVING IN A FACTORY — II, 8, 9, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11
SMILES — II, 1, 16, 24, 25
SMOKE WENT UP THE CHIMNEY, THE — IV, 10
SNIFF, SNIFF — IV, 10
SNOOPY IS THE STRETCH OUT MAN — IV, 11
SO LONG — IV, 12
SO YOU WANT TO BE A CONGRESSMAN — IV, 8, 12
SOCIAL ACTION BLUES — IV, 8
SOLDIER AND THE LADY, THE — IV, 12
SOLDIER’S JOY — IV, 10
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1016. SOLIDARITY (FOREVER) — II, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 19,
20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,; III, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13 25, 26,;
III, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
1017. SOLILOQUY TO THE SHIRT MILL WORKERS ON STRIKE — IV, 8
1018. SOLOMAN LEVI — IV, 10
1019. SOME MONDAY MORINING — II, 11
1020. SOMEBODY KNOCKING AT YOUR DOOR — II, 12, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 9,
11; IV, 11, 12
1021. SOMEBODY STOLE OUR JOBS — IV, 8
1022. SOMEBODY’S ROCKIN’ MY SUGAR LUMP — IV, 8
1023. SONG DEDICATED TO THE I. L. G. W. U. EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT — IV, 8
1024. SONG FOR ZILPHIA — IV, 8
1025. SONG OF FREEDOM — II, 21; III, 7, 8; IV, 12
1026. SONG OF HEALTH — IV, 10
1027. SONG OF LOCAL 89 (I. L. G. W.U.) — II, 8
1028. SONG OF LOCAL 102 (I. L. G. W. U.) — II, 8
1029. SONG PEACE — IV, 10, 12
1030. SONG OF SONGS — IV, 10
1031. SONG OF THE C. I. O. — IV, 8
1032. SONG OF THE DANVILLE STRIKERS AND THEIR CHILDREN — IV, 8
1033. SONG OF THE DEPORTEES — IV, 13
1034. SONG OF THE DRESS STRIKER — IV, 10
1035. SONG OF THE DRESSMAKER — II, 10
1036. SONG OF THE EVICTED TENANT — II, 20; III, 4, 5, 6, 9
1037. SONG OF THE GOOD NEIGHBOR — IV, 10
1038. SONG OF THE HIGHLANDER FOLK SCHOOL — IV, 8
1039. SONG OF THE LOWER CLASSES — II, 15
1040. SONG OF THE MERCHANT MARINE — IV, 8
1041. SONG OF THE MUNITIONS WORKERS — V, 1
1042. SONG OF THE NECKWEAK WORKERS (LOCAL 142- I. L. G. W. U.) —
II, 8; IV, 10
1043. SONG OF THE PENNIES — IV, 8
1044. SONG OF THE PICKET LINE — IV, 12
1045. SONG OF THE ROSSVILLE STRIKERS — IV, 8
1046. SONG OF THE VOLGA BOATMENT — II, 9, 20; IV, 10
1047. SONG OF THE WEST VIRGINIA MINERS — II, 2, 22; IV, 11, 12
1048. SONG OF WRATH — II, 19
1049. SOUP SONG — II, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, 19, 20, 24, 25; IV, 10, 11, 12
1050. SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN — II, 18; III, 5, 6, 9; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
1051. SOUTHERN TENANT FARMERS’ UNION SONG — III, 4; IV, 8
1052. SOW TOOK THE MEASLES, THE — IV, 8
1053. SPANISH CAVALIER, THE — IV, 10
1054. SPIDER AND THE FLY, THE — IV, 8
1055. SPIN, SPIN — IV, 11
1056. SPINNER, THE — IV, 10
1057. SPOLIACK — IV, 10
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1058. SPRINGFIELD MOUNTAIN — IV, 8
1059. SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES — IV, 10, 11
1060. SQUARE DANCE CALL — IV, 13
1061. SQUID JIGGING GROUND, THE — IV, 11, 12
1062. STAND UP, YE WORKERS — II, 7; III, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11; IV, 12
1063. STANDIN’ IN THE NEED OF FOOD — III, 4
1064. STANDIN’ IN THE NEED OF PRAYER — II, 9; IV, 11, 13
1065. STAR SPANGLED BANNER, THE — II, 1, 2, 8, 9, 14, 16, 24, 25; III, 7, 8;
IV, 11
1066. STEAL AWAY — IV, 10, 11
1067. STEEL WORKER’S BATTLE HYMN, THE — II, 4; III, 11
1068. STENKA RASIN — II, 22; IV, 11
1069. STEP, STEP — III, 4
1070. STRANGE THINGS HAPPENIN’ IN THIS LAND — II, 2, 22; III, 4, 6, 9,
11
1071. STRANGEST DREAM — IV, 12
1072. STREAMLINE YOUR JOB — II, 5
1073. STRETCH OU BLUES — IV, 8
1074. STRIKE AND FIGHT — II, 4, 5, 9, 20; III, 11; IV, 8, 10
1075. STRIKE GOES ON, THE — II, 4
1076. STRIKE IS ON, THE — III, 11
1077. STRIKE, STRIKE, STRIKE — IV, 10
1078. STRIKERS ARE HAPPY — IV, 8
1079. STRIKERS DON’T YOU WEEP — IV, 11
1080. STRIKERS’ SONG— II, 9; III, 4, 11
1081. STRONG UNION, A — IV, 11
1082. STUNG RIGHT — II, 9
1083. SUCKIN’ CIDER THROUGH A STRAW — IV, 11
1084. SUGAR AND TEA — IV, 8, 10
1085. SUGARBUSH — IV, 12
1086. SWAGGING SONG, THE — II, 22; IV, 11
1087. SWEATSHOPS — II, 4; III, 11
1088. SWEET AND LOW — IV, 10
1089. SWEET BYE AND BYE — IV, 8
1090. SWEET POTATOES — IV, 12, 13
1091. SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT —II, 9, 14, 22; IV, 10, 11, 13
1092. TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME — II, 1, 24, 25
1093. TAKING IT EASY — III, 7; IV, 10, 13
1094. TALKING ATOMIC BLUES — V, 5
1095. TALKING MINER — V, 5
1096. TALKING UNION — II, 11
1097. TAPS — II, 9; IV, 10
1098. TARRIERS’ SONG — II, 2, 9, 20, 24, 25
1099. TAVERN IN THE TOWN — IV, 10, 13
1100. TELL ME WHY — IV, 10
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1101.
1102.
1103.
1104.
1105.
1106.
1107.
1108.
1109.
1110.
1111.
1112.
1113.
1114.
1115.
1116.
1117.
1118.
1119.
1120.
1121.
1122.
1123.
1124.
1125.
1126.
1127.
1128.
1129.
1130.
1131.
1132.
1133.
1134.
1135.
1136.
1137.
1138.
1139.
1140.
1141.
1142.
1143.

TEN LITTLE SWEATSHOPS — II, 20, 21
TEN LITTLE TEXTILE WORKERS — II, 24
TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN — IV, 8
TENNESSEE TRAVELER — II, 20; III, 9
TENNESSEE VALLEY — IV, 8
TENTING ON THE OLD TENT GROUND — IV, 13
THAT CAUSE — IV, 12, 13
THAT GOOD OLD C. I. O. — III, 8
THAT MAN IN THE WHITE HOUSE — IV, 12
THAT TUMBLE DOWN SHACK — II, 4, 7, 20
THERE ARE CROWDS THAT MAKE YOU GRUMPY — IV, 10, 11
THERE ARE SUCH THINGS — II, 16
THERE IS MEAN THINGS HAPPENING IN THIS LAND — III, 2; IV, 13
THERE IS POWER IN A UNION — II, 7; III, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11; IV, 12
THERE’S A LONG, LONG TRAIL — II, 1, 24, 25; IV, 10
THERE’S A TAVERN IN THE TOWN — II, 24; IV, 10, 13
THERE’S A UNION — II, 9, 14; III, 11; IV, 11
THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT A WORKER — II, 9
THERE’LL ALWAYS BE A CONGRESS — IV, 8
THESE THINGS SHALL BE — IV, 8, 10, 12, 13
THEY SHALL NOT PASS (NO PARASAN0) — III, 2, 4
THEY WILL SNEAK IN WITH CONSCRIPTION — II, 20
THEY’RE TALKING WAR — II, 19; IV, 8, 11
THINGS CAN’T GO ON LIKE THIS — IV, 11
THIS IS MY FATHER’S WORLD — IV, 10
THIS IS THE ARMY — II, 16
THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND — IV, 12, 13
THOU POOR BIRD — II, 18
THREE LITTLE BABES — IV, 8
THREE LITTLE BOSSES — II, 11
THREE LITTLE MICE — IV, 8
TILL THE PEOPLE RISE — IV, 13
TILL WE MEET AGAIN — II, 24, 25
TIME BOMB IN LOS ANGELES — IV, 8
TIME ENOUGH YET — IV, 13
TIMES CHANGE — V, 1
TIMID MAIDEN — IV, 8
TIRITOMBA — IV, 10, 11, 13
TO DRAW US INTO WAR — IV, 11
TO FRANK H. LITTLE — II, 7
TO LABOR —II, 9, 10; III, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11; IV, 11, 12
TO THE ALUMNI — III, 4; IV, 8
TODAY IS MONDAY — IV, 10
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1144.
1145.
1146.
1147.
1148.
1149.
1150.
1151.
1152.
1153.
1154.
1155.
1156.
1157.
1158.
1159.
1160.
1161.
1162.
1163.
1164.
1165.
1166.
1167.
1168.
1169.
1170.
1171.
1172.
1173.
1174.
1175.
1176.
1177.
1178.
1179.
1180.
1181.
1182.
1183.
1184.
1185.
1186.

TOGETHER — IV, 12
TOILERS ARISE — IV, 8
TOO OLD TO WORK — II, 25
TRAGEDY OF SUNSET LAND — II, 7
TRAIL SONG, THE — IV, 10
TRAMP, THE — II, 7, 19; III, 4
TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP — II, 23; III, 4
TRIBAL PRAYER — IV, 10
TROUBLE IN MIND — II, 11
TRUE FREEDOM — IV, 10, 12, 13
TURKEY IN THE STRAW — II, 23; IV, 10
TURN BACK, OH MAN — IV, 12
TWENTY THIRD SHIRT FACTORY PSALM, THE — IV, 8
TWO GUITARS — II, 9
TWO LITTLE ORPHANS — IV, 8
TWO MAGICIANS, THE — IV, 12
TYRANTS ON THE RUN — II, 4; III, 11
“U” STANDS FOR UNION — II, 20
UN-CON-DI-TION-AL SURRENDER — IV, 9
UNCLE JIM — IV, 10
UNDERNEIGH THE FOREST TREE — IV, 11
UNION — I, 5
UNION BLUES — II, 11
UNION BUTTON — IV, 10
UNION CALL, THE — II, 14, 20, 26; III, 8, 11; IV, 12
UNION CAME AROUND, THE — IV, 10
UNION FIGHTS THE BATTLE OF FREEDOM, THE — II, 16; III, 7, 8
UNION IS HAVING ITS DAY, THE — II, 12
UNION LABEL, THE — II, 5; IV, 11
UNION MAID — II, 1, 2, 11, 16, 24, 25; III, 7, 8
UNION MAN — 4II, 16, 20, 21, 22, 24; III, 4, 7, 8
UNION POLKA — II, 11
UNION THAT’S GOOD FOR YOU, THE — II, 1, 11
UNION TOWN — II, 19
UNION TRAIN — II, 1, 24, 25; IV, 10
UNION VICTORY — IV, 12
UNION WAY, THE — II, 1, 5; IV, 10
UNION YELL — II, 10, 12
UNION’S CALL, THE — III, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9
UNIONS ARE NO JOKIUM — III, 20; III, 4
UNITED FRONT SONG — II, 19, 20; III, 4, 5; IV, 9
UNITED NATIONS, THE — II, 11, 16; IV, 10
UNITED NATIONS ANTHEM — IV, 9
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1187. UNITED NATIONS ON THE MARCH — IV, 10
1188. UNITED NATIONS SONG — III, 7, 8, 10; IV, 12
1189. UNITED, THE FARMERS AND WORKERS — IV, 11
1190. UNITED, YOUTH — IV, 12
1191. UP FROM YOUR KNEES — II, 4, 7
1192. UPRISING OF THE TWENTY THOUSAND, THE — II, 8; IV, 10
1193. UPWARD TRAIL — IV, 10
1194. VAGABOND KING, THE — I, 5
1195. VARSITY FAIR — II, 9
1196. VERA BRITTAIN-1914 — IV, 12
1197. VICTIM OF PRIORITIES — IV, 13
1198. VICTORY SONG — II, 12, 14, 20
1199. VICTORY SONG OF THE DRESSMAKERS — II, 3; IV, 11
1200. VICTORY WITH F. D. R. — IV, 9
1201. VIDALITA — IV, 10
1202. VIVE L’AMOUR — IV, 12
1203. VIVE LA COMPAGNIE — II, 9; IV, 11
1204. VRENELIO — IV, 12
1205. WAGE AND HOUR BILL SONG — III, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11
1206. WAGNER ACT IS DEAD, THE — I, 4
1207. WAIT TILL THE SUN SHINES NELLIE — II, 24
1208. WAITING BY THE STREAM — I, 2
1209. WAITRESSES SONG — IV, 10
1210. WALKING AT NIGHT — IV, 10, 12, 13
1211. WALKING SONG — II, 18; IV, 13
1212. WALTZING MATILDA — III, 7, 8; IV, 10
1213. WANDERIN’ — II, 2
1214. WAR SHALL BE NO MORE — II, 22
1215. WAR WORKERS VICTORY MARCH — IV, 9
1216. WATCHING TRICKS FOR ’46 — III, 8
1217. WATER BOY — II, 20; III, 9; IV, 10
1218. WATER IS WIDE, THE — IV, 13
1219. WAY UP IN THE HILLS OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE — IV, 9
1220. WE AIN’T DOWN YET — IV, 9, 13
1221. WE AIN’T GOIN’ TO SLAVE NO MORE — II, 4, 14, 19, 20; III, 4, 8, 11;
IV, 9, 12
1222. WE ARE BUILDING A (STRONG) UNION — II, 1, 3, 14, 20, 23, 25, 26;
III, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11; IV, 10, 12
1223. WE ARE GROWING — II, 4, 9, 14; III, 11; IV, 9
1224. WE ARE THE GUYS — II, 19; IV, 11
1225. WE ARE THE LOLLY POP GIRLS — IV, 9
1226. WE ARE WITH YOU MR. PRESIDENT — IV, 9
1227. WE CAN’T SAY NO — IV, 11
1228. WE COME — II, 3, 7; IV, 11
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1229. WE FORGE THE FUTURE — IV, 9
1230. WE GOT TO ALL GET TOGETHER — IV, 9, 10, 11
1231. WE HAVE A LITTLE UNION DOWN AT WRIGLEY — I, 5
1232. WE HAVE A UNION — II, 4
1233. WE HAVE FED YOU ALL FOR A THOUSAND YEARS — II, 4, 7
1234. WE HAVE GATHERED — II, 20; III, 4, 5, 7, 9; IV, 12
1235. WE HONOR OUR UNION — II, 14
1236. WE MARCH — III, 4
1237. WE MEET TODAY IN FREEDOM’S CAUSE — IV, 11
1238. WE MOVE AN INVISIBLE ARMY — IV, 9
1239. WE PRAISE THY NAME — IV, 10
1240. WE SHALL BE FREE — II, 3, 10; IV, 10, 11, 13
1241. WE SHALL NOT BE MOVED — II, 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26; III, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11; IV, 10, 11, 12, 13
1242. WE SING AMERICA — II, 8
1243. WE THANK THEE IN SONG — IV, 10
1244. WE WANT A UNION — I, 1
1245. WE WILL GLADLY LEND A HAND — II, 12
1246. WE WILL NEED A PLAN — IV, 10
1247. WE WILL (SHALL) OVERCOME — I, 6; II, 1, 25; III, 8; IV, 9, 10, 12; V, 5
1248. WE WILL SING ONE SONG — II, 7
1249. WE WON’T BE OVER — IV, 11
1250. WE WON’T GO HOME UNTIL MORNING — IV, 11
1251. WE WOULD BE BUILDING — IV, 12
1252. WE’LL ALL BE IN THE UNION — II, 26; III, 4; IV, 11
1253. WE’LL BE FREE — II, 9; IV, 11
1254. WE’LL DRIVE THIS BATTLE ON — I, 5
1255. WE’LL HANG THIS OLD DRAGON — I, 7
1256. WE’LL KEEP MARCHING — IV, 9
1257. WE’LL NOT BE FOOLS ANY MORE — II, 3, 4, 9, 10; III, 4; IV, 11
1258. WE’LL SLIP IN THE DIP — IV, 10
1259. WE’RE EMPHATICALLY DEMOCRATICALLY INCLINED — IV, 9
1260. WE’RE GAINING IN STEEL — II, 4, 20
1261. WE’RE GOING THROUGH — IV, 12
1262. WE’RE GOING TO HAVE OUR UNION — IV, 12
1263. WE’RE GOING TO WIN — II, 4
1264. WE’RE GOING TO HAVE OUR UNION — IV, 12
1265. WE’RE GOING TO WIN — II, 4
1266. WE’RE GONNA ROLL THE UNION ON — III, 7
1267. WE’RE GONNA VOTE — IV, 9
1268. WE’RE IN HARMONY — IV, 9, 13
1269. WE’RE MARCHING, OH COMRADES — II, 10; IV, 10
1270. WE’RE MEMBERS OF THE WORKING CLASS — IV, 12
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1271. WE’RE MOVING IN — IV, 9
1272. WE’RE WINNING — IV 9
1273. WE’VE BEEN THINKING — IV, 12
1274. WE’VE GOT OUT EYES ON YOU — IV, 12
1275. WE’VE GOTTA DIG FOR VICTORY — IV, 9
1276. WEALTHY FARMER, THE — IV, 9, 11
1277. WEARING OF THE GREEN, THE — IV, 11
1278. WEAVERLY (WEEVILY) WHEAT — IV, 9, 10, 13
1279. WEGGIS SONG — IV, 10, 11
1280. WELL MET, WELL MET MY OWN TRUE LOVE — IV, 9
1281. WELL, WELL, WELL — IV, 13
1282. WENN ALLE BRUNNLEIN FLIESSEN — IV, 12
1283. WERE YOU THERE? — II, 18; IV, 11, 13
1284. WEST VIRGINIA HILLS — II, 22, 24; IV, 11
1285. WHAT A FRIEND — IV, 10
1286. WHAT MORE CAN STANFIELD DO? — IV, 9
1287. WHEELBARROW LOADERS — II, 22
1288. WHEN A WORKER MEETS A WORKER — IV, 10
1289. WHEN ALL THE C. I. O. MEMBERS FALL IN LINE — IV, 12
1290. WHEN DUTY CALLS — IV, 9
1291. WHEN FIRST I HEARD OF THE C. I. O. — II, 20; III, 4
1292. WHEN I WAS TWENTY — IV, 9
1293. WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING — II, 1, 9, 16, 24, 25
1294. WHEN JOHNNIE COMES DOWN FROM HI LOW — IV, 11
1295. WHEN OUR UNION CONTRACT COMES TO OUR DOOR — II, 11
1296. WHEN THE C. I. O. IS IN — II, 1, 25
1297. WHEN THE LIGHTS GO ON AGAIN — II, 16
1298. WHEN THE NEW WORLD IS REVEALED — II, 11; III, 7, 8; IV, 9, 10, 12
1299. WHEN THE REVOLUTION COMES — IV, 11
1300. WHEN THE STRUGGLE’S OVER — IV, 12
1301. WHEN THINGS ARE GOIN’ WRONG — IV, 11
1302. WHEN WE CAN LIVE BOTH PROUD AND FREE —IV, 10, 11
1303. WHEN WE GET AN R. E. A. — IV, 10
1304. WHEN WE SAID OUR LAST GOODBYE — IV, 9
1305. WHEN WILT THOU SAVE THE PEOPLE? — II, 23
1306. WHEN WORK IS DONE — II, 8, 9
1307. WHEN YOU AND I WERE YOUNG MAGGIE — IV, 11
1308. WHEN YOU (WE) KNOW THE LAND’S YOUR (OUR) OWN — IV, 13;
V, 5
1309. WHERE ARE YOU GOING MY GOOD OL’ MAN? — III, 9
1310. WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO? — II, 18
1311. WHEREFORE PLOUGH — II, 15
1312. WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON? — II, 1, 11, 24, 25; II, 7, 8
1313. WHIPPOORWILL — IV, 10
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1314. WHIRLWINDS OF DANGER — II, 14, 19; III, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11; IV, 13
1315. WHISPERING MOTHER’S NAME — IV, 11
1316. WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER — II, 16
1317. WHOLE WIDE WORLD AROUND, THE — IV, 13
1318. WHOOP ‘EM UP — II, 26
1319. WHY DO YOU STAND THERE IN THE RAIN? — II, 2; IV, 13
1320. WHY DON’T YOU GO BACK? — IV, 13
1321. WHY NOT YOU? — II, 17
1322. WILDER STRIKERS’ BLUES — IV, 12
1323. WIN THE BATTLE WITH THE L. G. W. — II, 5
1324. WIND — IV, 10
1325. WINDMILL, A — II, 18
1326. WINDMILL, THE — IV, 10
1327. WITCHCRAFT — IV, 10, 12
1328. WORKERS — III, 4; IV, 11
1329. WORKERS ARE AWAKING, THE — II, 4, 14; III, 11
1330. WORKERS’ CRY OF FREEDOM THE — III, 4
1331. WORKERS FOR OUR COUNTRY — IV, 9
1332. WORKERS’ FUNERAL HYMN, THE — II, 4, 7; III, 6, 9, 11
1333. WORKERS’ FUNERAL MARCH — II, 19
1334. WORKERS’ HYMN, THE — II, 3, 10
1335. WORKERS IN THE MILL — II, 5
1336. WORKERS’ LADDER — IV, 11
1337. WORKERS LULLABY — II, 14, 16; III, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11
1338. WORKERS OF THE WORLD — II, 7
1339. WORKERS OF THE WORLD ARE NOW AWAKING — II, 7
1340. WORKERS OF THE WORLD UNITE — II, 7; IV, 9
1341. WORKERS’ MARSEILLAISE, THE — II, 4, 7
1342. WORKERS’ SONG — II, 26; IV, 11
1343. WORKERS, TAKE YOUR STAND — IV, 12
1344. WORKERS TOGETHER — IV, 12
1345. WORKING — IV, 9
1346. WORKING IN A FACTORY — II, 16; III, 7
1347. WORKING SO HARD — II, 11
1348. WORKING TOGETHER — II, 11; III, 7
1349. WORKING IN A FACTORY — II, 16; III, 7
1350. WORKINGMEN, UNITE — II, 3, 7, 10, 20; III, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11; IV, 10, 11
1351. WORKINGMEN UNITED — III, 7
1352. WORLD ANTHEM — IV, 12
1353. W. P. A. LULLABYE — IV, 12
1354. WRITE ME OUT MY UNION CARD — I, 5; II, 2, 4, 12, 14, 17, 19, 20; III,
11; IV, 10, 11, 12
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YANKEE DOODLE — IV, 11
YELLS — II, 26
YIELD NOT TO FLIRTATION — IV, 10
YOO HOO — IV, 10
YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE — II, 1, 24, 25; III, 10
YOU CAN SMILE — II, 10; III, 4; IV, 10
YOU CAN’T GO TO HEAVEN — IV, 11
YOU GOTTA GO DOWN — II, 25; IV, 10, 11
YOU GUYS GOTTA ORGANIZE — II, 9; IV, 12
YOU’LL WISH YOU WERE ONE OF US — I, 5
YOU’LL WISH YOU’D LISTENED TO US — II, 11
YOU’RE ON YOUR LAST GO ‘ROUND — IV, 13
YOUNG GENT — IV, 9
YOUNG JENNINGS — I, 4
YOUN MAN WHO WOULDN’T HOE CORN, THE — IV, 9, 10
YOUNG SOLDIER — IV, 9
YOUPEE, YOUPEE (SUR LA RIVIERE) — IV, 10
YOUR VOICE — IV, 10
YOURS — II, 16
YOUTH — IV, 11
YOUTH ACT MUST BE PASSED THIS YEAR, THE — IV, 11, 13
YOUTHFUL GUARDSMAN, THE — II, 19
ZUM-GALI-GALI — IV, 12
1378. ZUM-T-DI-JA — III, 6, 9

1355.
1356.
1357.
1358.
1359.
1360.
1361.
1362.
1363.
1364.
1365.
1366.
1367.
1368.
1369.
1370.
1371.
1372.
1373.
1374.
1375.
1376.
1377.
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(Tables of Contents in songsters are not always accurate).
Numbers given are page numbers. Backslash is used to separate titles when more than
one song appears on one page. Attributions, when given in songsters, are included.

Workers Songs, 1935
“Published by Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tenn., Price 5 cents, 1935”
1. Casey Jones
2. Rock-A-Bye Baby / The Picket Line (Music: Pollywollydoodle [sic]) / Chiseler’s
Sorrow (Tune: 99 Years)
3. The Union’s Call (Tune: Red River Valley) / It’s a Good Thing to Join a Union
(Tune: Tipperary)
4. Solidarity (Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic) / Hold the Fort (Tune: Hymn of
the same name) / Working Men Unite (Tune: Red Wing)
5. The Rich Man and the Poor Man (Tune: Old English Air)
6. The Preacher and the Slave
7. Organize Unions / We Shall Not Be Moved

Workers’ Songs, 1936

“Published by Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tennessee, 2nd Series, 1936, Five
Cents”
1. Hold the Fort (Hymn of the same name) / Solidarity (Tune: Battle Hymn of the
Republic)
2. Chiseler’s Sorrow (Tune: 99 years; Words by Herschel Phillips, Harriman, Tenn.,
Hosiery Strike, 1934) / The Union’s Call (Tune: Red River Valley; Words by
Herschel Phillips and other students at H.F.S., 1934)
3. [missing on microfilm reel]
4. We Are Building a Strong Union (Tune: We Are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder –
“Negro Spiritual – Marion, N.C. Workers’ Song”)
5. Casey Jones
6. The Picket Line (Tune: Pollywollydoodle [sic]) / We Shall Not Be Moved (Tune:
I Shall Not Be Moved)
7. The Rich Man and the Poor Man (Tune: Old English Air)

Let’s Sing, 1937

“Workers’ Songs Published by Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tennessee, 3rd
Series, 1937, Price 5 Cents”
1. No More Mourning (Tune: Hymn of the same name; Words by John Hancock,
member of the Southern Tenant Farmer’s Union in Arkansas) / Solidarity (Tune:
Battle Hymn of the Republic)
2. Chiseler’s Sorrow (Tune: 99 years; Words by Herschel Phillips, Harriman, Tenn.,
Hosiery Strike, 1934) / The Union’s Call (Tune: Red River Valley; Words by
Herschel Phillips and other students at H.F.S., 1934)
3. The Picket Line (Tune: Pollywollydoodle [sic]) / We Shall Not Be Moved (Tune:
I Shall Not Be Moved)
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4. We Are Building a Strong Union (Tune: We Are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder –
“Negro Spiritual – Marion, N.C. Workers’ Song”)
5. Workers’ Lullabye (Tune: Rock-a-bye Baby) / March Song of the Workers
6. In the Union Ranks (Music: Tramp, Tramp, Tramp; Words: Don West,) / Not
One Cent
7. The Rich Man and the Poor Man (Tune: Old English Air)
8. Roane County Strikers (Words: Herschel Phillips, Harriman Tennessee)

Let’s Sing, 1938

“Workers’ Songs published by the Highlander Folk School, Monteagle Tennessee, 4th
Series, 1938, 5 cents”
1. Solidarity (Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic) / My Country Tis of Thee
(Words by Don West)
2. There is Power in a Union (Tune: Power in the Blood) / Somebody Knocking at
Your Door (Tune: Knocks Like Jesus)
3. Stand Up! Ye Workers (By Ethel Comer. Tune: Stand Up for Jesus) / We Shall
Not Be Moved (Tune: I Shall Not Be Moved)
4. We Are Building a Strong Union (Tune: We Are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder –
“Negro Spiritual – Marion, N.C. Workers’ Song”) / No More Mourning (Words
by John Hancock, member of the Southern Tenant Farmer’s Union in Arkansas)
5. Hold the Fort (Hymn of the same name) / Workers’ Lullabye (Tune: Rock-a-bye
Baby)
6. The Union’s Call (Music: Red River Valley; Words by Herschel Phillips and
other H.F.S. students, 1934) / The Picket Line (Tune: Pollywollydoodle [sic])
7. In the Union’s Ranks (Music: Tramp, Tramp, Tramp; Words: Don West) /
Strikers’ Song (Music: My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean)
8. Ain’t Gwine Study War No More / Workingmen Unite (Tune: Red Wing)
9. Whirlwinds of Danger / Put on Your Brand New Bonnet (Music: Put on Your
Old Gray Bonnet)
10. The Rich Man and the Poor Man (The Tune: Old English Air)

Songs of the Southern Summer School, 1938
Attributions appear as given in songster.
Note on page 2:
Please Note: This collection of workers’ songs, while containing songs of
a political character, does not represent the viewpoint of the Southern
Summer School for Workers which is strictly nono-partisan. Many of the
songs have been included at the request of the students. This collection is
not for sale nor is it for public distribution by the School.
Attention is called to the copyright statutes which restrict the public sale
and distribution of these numbers. Copies of those songs may be obtained
from the sources indicated in the back.
“Section 4966 – quote from U.S. Revised Statutes: Title 60, Chap. 3
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Aside from legal considerations, it is well to remember that our song
writers and composers should be supported in every way possible.
Royalties from sales of their original compositions are often the sole
source of their income.
1. United Front Song [AKA And Just Because He’s Human]
2. Casey Jones (Words: Joe Hill, tune credited to Eddie Newton, p. 366, American
Song Bag)/ We Have Gathered (Music: Old English Air; Words by Esther
Peterson) 4-part round
3. I’m Labor (Music: Harry Mayer; Words: S.H. Friedman, from the Rebel Song
Book, p. 26)
4. Poor Mr. Morgan, 3-part round, (Words and Music by L.E. Swift, from Songs of
the People, p. 51) / Wage and Hour Bill Song
5. One Big Union for Two (From ILGWU hit, “Pins and Needles”; Words and
Music by Harold J. Rome; Labor Stage, Inc. Production)
6. To Labor
7. Hold the Fort / On the Picket Line
8. Sing Me a Song With Social Significance (From the ILGWU Labor Stage
Production, ‘Pins and Needles’; words and music by Harold J. Rome)
9. Second page of Sing Me a Song
10. The Farmer Comes to Town (“In his ‘American Songbag,’ Carl Sandburg says
that he heard fragments of this song in Illinois in the early 1890s. W.W. Delaney
said, ‘As near as I can remember, that song came out in the 1860s, just after the
war.’”)
11. Are You Sleeping? (Words: William Wolff) / Assurance (Tune: Comin’ Through
the Rye [Scotch tune]; Words: Harvey P. Moyer; from A Workers’ Song Book,
issued by the Dallas Local of the Socialist Party of Texas)
12. In Praise of Learning (From Songs of the People p. 24; Music: Hanns Eisler;
Original German: Bert Brecht)
13. We Ain’t gonna Slave No More (from Songs of the People, p. 59; tune: It ain’t
Gonna Rain no More)
14. To the Alumni (Music: Bill Wolff; Words: Catherine Winston and Bill Wolff;
on the occasion of the 12th Summer School Session HFS)
15. Mammy’s Little Baby Loves a Union Shop (Words: Jessie Lloyd O’Connor;
Tune: Short’ning Bread; from Songs Our Union Taught Us issued by Educational
Dept. ILGWU N.Y.)
16. A Union Man / If the Fascists Have Their Way
17. Whirlwinds of Danger (From Let’s Sing! P. 7) / Little Tom Tinker (4-part round
Adapted by Bill Wolff)
18. Rich Man and Poor Man (From the “Brookwood Chautauqua Songbook”)
19. The Tramp (Tune: Tramp Tramp Tramp the Boys Are Marching; Words by Joe
Hill, from the I.W.W. Songs, p. 60)
20. Joe Hill (Distributed by the New Theater League, N.Y. City)
21. My Silver Trumpet (Source Unknown)
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22. Look Ahead, Working Man (Tune: Dixie; Words: an I.L.G.W.U. Worker in
Texas) / The Union’s Call (From Workers Songs, published by Highlander Folk
School, Monteagle, Tenn., 3rd Series, 1937)
23. The March of the Hungry Men (from Rebel Song Book, p. 69; music: Agnes
Cunningham; Words: Reginald Wright Kaufman)
24. Solidarity Forever (Tune: John Brown’s body,” also known as the Battle Hymn of
the Republic; Words; Ralph Chaplin; Music William Steffe; from the Rebel Song
Book, p. 19, Brookwood Chautauqua Songs p. 3, and I.W.W. Songs, p. 5) /
Solidarity 2nd version (from Songs of the People, p. 45) The workers learned their
lesson now as ev’ry one can see. The workers know the bosses are their greatest
enemy.
25. Strange Things Happening in this Land (Source unknown) / Company Union
(From Brookwood Chautauqua Songs, p 13; tune: K-K-K-Katy)
26. Please, Mr. Boss (from Rebel Song Book, p. 23 and Brookwood Chautauqua
Songs, p. 11; Student song)
27. All Hail King Hague (Song of the Ward-Heelers; Music: Elie Siegmeister; Words
Robert Gessner)
28. The Preacher and Slave (From I.W.W. Songs, p. 9, Rebel Song Book, p. 54, and
Songs of the People, p. 38)
29. No More Mourning / Rock-a-Bye Baby (From I.L.G.W. U. Songs and Brookwood
Chautauqua Songs, p. 4)
30. Song of the Evicted Tenant (Music: Old Ballad Tune; Words: Icy Jewel
Lawrence, Sharecropper’s daughter, age 11; from Song Book, Southern Summer
School, Arden N.C. 1937)
31. Arise, You Workers (From Rebel Song Book, p. 35 and Songs of the People, p. 8)
/ In the Union’s Ranks (Music: Civil War Tune, Tramp Tramp Tramp by G.F.
Root; Words: Don West)
32. Lift Every Voice and Sing (Music: J. Rosamund Johnson; Words: James Weldon
Johnson; published by Edward B Marks &Co, NYC) / Step! Step! (Music:
Adapted from a Swedish Folk Song; Words: Students at the Bryn Mawr Summer
School For Women in Industry, 1937)
33. You Can Smile (Music: Gospel Hymn of the same name; Words: Eunice, Myrtle
and Margaret Mitchell, 1937) (“The composers of this song and the one below
are Margaret, age 11; Eunice age 14, and Myrtle, age 15; daughters of Jess
Mitchell, textile worker-student at the Southern Summer School, 1938, from
Greenville, South Carolina.”)
34. When First I heard of the C.I.O. (Music: Gospel Hymn, When First I heard of
Pentecost; Words: Myrtle, Eunice, and Margaret Mitchell) / It’s a Good Thing to
Join a Union (From Let’s Sing, ILGWU Songbook, Music: Tipperary)
35. The Peat Bog Soldiers (“This song was made up by political prisoners in a
German concentration camp, who rebelled at singing the Nazi songs. Through the
words are safe, the prisoners sang with such gusto, particularly in the last chorus,
with its hidden meaning, that the song was finally forbidden. Melody notated by
Hanns Eisler; from the Songs of the People p. 34) / In the Union’s Ranks (from
Workers Songs, issued by Highlander Folk School, Monteagle Tenn. 1937)
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36. Oh, You Build and You Turn! (from the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women
in Industry, “Song Book,” 1937) / I’m a Union Gal (Music: I’m an Old
Cowhand; Words: Edward Geller, Local 62, ILGWU; from ILGWU Song Sheets,
Educational Dept. NYC)
37. Home on the Range (From the New American Song Book, published by Hall &
McCreary Co., Chicago Ill; Cowboy Song) / Put on Your Smart New Bonnet
38. We’ll Not be Fools Any More (Music: When Johnny Comes Marching Home;
Words: Anna Louise Strong) / Awake, You Sleeping Workers! 3-part round
(Music: German Folk tune; Words: Bill Wolff)
39. It’s A-Me, O Lord (Music: Standin’ in the Need of Prayer, Negro Spiritual) /
Standin’ in the Need of Food (from the Songbook of the Labor Conference, held
at Southern Summer School, July 31, 1937, Music: Negro spiritual: It’s a-Me, O
Lord)
40. Go Down, Moses (Let My People Go, from Rebel Song Book, p. 46, Negro
Spiritual) / Rise Up, Workers! (Music: Go Down, Moses) / We Shall Not Be
Moved (Music: Pentecostal Hymn, I Shall Not Be Moved)
41. We Are Building a Strong Union (Marion, N.C. Strike Song; Music: Negro
Spiritual, We Are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder) / Slaving in a Factory (Dallas, Tex.,
Strikers’ Song; Music: I’ve been working on the railroad; from Let’s Sing, issued
by Educational Dept., ILGWU, NYC)
42. Abe Lincoln
43. Abe Lincoln part 2 / John L. Lewis Had a Plan, C.I., C.I.O. (tune: Old
MacDonald Had a Farm)
44. Men Awake! (Published by Labor Stage, Inc., NYC; Words and Music by Harold
J. Rome)
45. Workingmen, Unite! (from I.W.W. Songs, p. 32) / Workers (tune Vagabond King)
46. Unions Are No Joke-I-Um (Tune: Rich Man, Poor man) / Big, Big Job (Music:
Long, Long Trail; Words: Lorene Johnson, Local 322, I.L.G.W.U.; from
I.L.G.W.U. Song Sheets)
47. They Shall Not Pass (“No Pasaran,” Music may be obtained from the North
American Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, NYC) / Southern Tenant
Farmers’ Union Song (from the Sharecroppers’ Voice, September 1937 issue;
Music: Swanee River; Words: Mrs. M.H. Barnes)
48. We March (Arranged from Brahms’ First Symphony; Words: James Waterman
Wise; from the December 1987 Issue of the Fight, organ of the American League
for Peace and Democracy) / The Workers’ Cry of Freedom (From Labor
Conference Songbook, Southern Summer School, 1937; Music: Marching Thru’
Georgia)
49. The Internationale (Original French Text by Eugene Poitier, Music: Pierre
Degeyer; from Rebel Song Book, p. 5; and Songs of the People, p. 5)
50. Forward, We’ve Not Forgotten (Original German Text by Erich Weinert, English
version by Henry Jordan; Music by Hanns Eisler; from Songs of the People, p. 16)

Songs For Workers, 1939
By the Students Highlander Folk School Monteagle Tennessee, Winter Term,
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Attributions only where included
1. Arise You Workers / My Silver Trumpet
2. United Front Song (Just Because He’s Human) / Joe Hill
3. (When the) Farmer Comes to Town / We Have Gathered
4. Sing Me a Song with Social Significance
5. Strange Things Happening in This Land
6. Lift Every Voice and Sing
7. Abe Lincoln
8. One Big Union for Two
9. To Labor / On the Picket-Line
10. Wage and Hour Bill Song / Look Ahead Workingman
11. Preacher and the Slave / Peat Bog Soldiers
12. The Little Cudgel / The Peddler
13. Down in the Valley / Sourwood Mountain
14. Song of the Evicted Tenant / Mammy’s Little Baby
15. Abraham Lincoln Lives Again / Are You Sleeping?
16. The Internationale
17. Forward, We’ve not Forgotten / Union’s Call
18. Hymn to Labor / There is Power in a Union
19. The March of the Hungry Men
20. In Praise of Learning / If the Fascists Have Their Way
21. I’m Labor
22. Slaving in a Factory / Home on the Range
23. Solidarity Forever / My Country Tis of Thee (Words by Don West)
24. Stand Up Ye Workers / We Shall Not Be Moved
25. We Are Building a Strong Union / No More Mourning
26. Hold the Fort / Whirlwinds of Danger
27. Ain’t Gwine Study War No More / Ain’ Gwine Be Treated Thisaway /
Workingmen Unite
28. In the Union’s Ranks / Workers’ Lullabye / Somebody Knocking at Your Door

Labor Songs, 1939
“Compiled and Edited by Zilphia Horton, Music Director, Highlander Folk School,
Monteagle, Tenn.; Published by Southeastern Regional Office, Textile Workers Union of
America, 421 Atlanta National Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.; Copyrighted 1939, by R.R.
Lawrence”
Pages 1-8: Front Matter
9. America
10. Solidarity (Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic)
11. There’s a Union (Tune: Springtime in the Rockies)
12. Arise Your Workers (Music: Italian Workers’ Song, ‘Bandiera Rossa’)
13. Loud Laughter (Tune: Little Brown Jug)
14. It’s a Good Thing to Join a Union (Tune: Tipperary, Words: Ada Hickman)
15. Look Ahead, Working Man (Tune: Dixie)
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16. Mammy’s Little Baby Loves a Union Shop (Tune: Short’nin Bread; Words: Jessie
Lloyd O’Connor)
17. Slaving in a Factory (Tune: I’ve Been Working on the Railroad; Words: Source
Unknown)
18. Might Is Right
19. Oh, Mister Boss Man, Don’t Cry for Me!
20. Get on the Union Track (Tune: Take It to the Lord in Prayer)
21. Rich Man, Poor Man (English Air)
22. Rich Man, Poor Man part 2
23. Working Men Unite! (Tune: Red Wing; Words: E.S. Nelson) / Sweatshops
(Tune: East Side, West Side)
24. When the Farmer Comes to Town
25. The Union Call (Red River Valley; Words: Herschel Phillips, Student at H.F.S.,
1934)
26. The Workers are Awaking (Tune: The Shade of the Old Apple Tree; Words: The
Original, By Richard Brazier)
27. The More We Stick Together (Tune: Au du lieber Augustin)
28. Preacher and Slave ( Tune: In the Sweet Bye and Bye; Words: Joe Hill)
29. Hold the Fort (Hymn of the Same Name)
30. Once to Every Man and Nation (Hymn tune)
31. Chiseler’s Sorrow (Ninety-Nine Years: Words: Herschel Phillips)
32. We Shall Not Be Moved (Tune: I Shall Not Be Moved)
33. Rise Up, Ye Workers! (Tune: Stand Up for Jesus)
34. We Are Growing ( Tune: Old Black Joe; Words: W.H. Crawford)/ Put on Your
Smart new Bonnet (Tune: Put on Your Old Grey Bonnet; Words: Source
Unknown)
35. Parlez-vous / Tyrants on the Run (Tune: Till We Meet Again; Words: Ruby Bell
and Veda Kornegay)
36. The Ninety and Nine (Tune: The Ninety and Nine)
37. Strike and Fight (Tune: Madamemoiselle[sic] from Armetiers)
38. Workers’ Lullabye (Tune: Rock-a-Bye Baby)
39. Strikers’ Song (Tune: My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean)
40. The Steel Workers’ Battle Hymn (Tune: Hold the Fort; Words: W.H. Crawford;
dedicated to John L. Lewis)
41. The Picket Line (Tune: Polly Wolly Doodle)
42. Company Union National Anthem (Tune: When the Roll Is Called up Yonder;
Words: W.H. Crawford)
43. Company Union(Tune: K-K-K-Katy, Beautiful Katy)/ Assurance (Tune: Comin’
Through the Rye; Words: Harvey P. Moyer)
44. The Strike Is On (Tune: The Fight Is On – a Revival Hymn)
45. C.I.O. Victory Song (Tune: Song of the Vagabonds)
46. We Ain’t Gonna Slave No More (Tune: It Ain’t gonna Rain No More) / The
Fascists Have Their Way (Tune: Put on Your Old Grey Bonnet; Words: Bill
Wolff)
47. Marching Song (Tune: Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys Are Marching)
48. Heigh-Ho! (Tune: Dwarfs’ Song in Snow White)
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49. Onward Now Ye Toilers (Tune: Onward Christian Soldiers; Words: Maud
Russell)
50. Stand Up, Ye Workers! (Tune: Stand Up for Jesus; Words: Ethel Comer)
51. Strange Things Happenin’ in This Land (Tune: Spiritual – There is Mean Things
Happenin’ in This Land; Words from Arkansas Sharecroppers)
52. Wage and Hour Bill Song (Tune: The Merry Go Round Broke Down)
53. To Labor (Tune: My Maryland)
54. No More Mournin’ (Tune: No More Mourning; Words: John Hancock, member
of the Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union in Arkansas)
55. Ain’ Gwine Be Treated This Way
56. We Are Building a Strong Union (Tune: We Are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder;
Words: Marion, N.C., Workers’ Song)
57. There Is Power in a Union (Tune: Power in the Blood; Words: Joe Hill)
58. Onward Union Workers (Tune: Onward Christian Soldiers; Words: Andrea
Carson)
59. Write Me Out My Union Card (Tune: Hand Me Down My Walking Cane) / Are
You Sleeping? (Four-Part Round; Adapted by Bill Wolff – Old French-Canadian
Song)
60. It Ain’t Gonna Work No More (Tune: It Ain’t Gonna Rain No More)
61. Somebody Knockin’ at Your Door (Adaptation of the Spiritual) / C.I.O.! See
How We Grow (Four-Part Round) (Adapted by Zilphia Horton – Three Blind
Mice)
62. Whirlwinds of Danger
63. Pickets’ Song (Tune: Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys Are Marching)
64. Workers’ Funeral Hymn (Tune: Abide With Me; Words: J.E. Sinclair)

Songs of Field and Factory, Spring Term – 1940
“Highlander Folk School, Spring Term – 1940”
“Labor Songs”
1. Arise You Workers (Music: Italian Worker Song, “Bandiera Rossa”)
2. Just Because He’s Human (Music: Hans Eisler; Words: Bert Brecht) / Joe Hill
(Music: Earl Robinson; Words: Alfred Hayes)
3. One Big Union for Two
4. Stand Up Ye Workers (Words: Ethel Comer; Tune: Stand Up for Jesus) / Slaving
in a Factory (Music: I’ve Been Working on the Railroad; Words: Dallas, Texas,
Strikers Song)
5. Chiseler’s Sorrow (Words: Herschel Phillips; Tune: Ninety-Nine Years)
6. In the Union’s Ranks (Words: Don West; Music: Tramp, Tramp, Tramp) /
Workers Funeral Hymn (Words: J.E. Sinclair; Tune: Abide With Me)
7. Abe Lincoln
8. Company Union National Anthem / Parlez-Vous (Tune: Madamemoiselle [sic]
from Armetiers)
9. Rich Man and the Poor Man (Tune: Old English Air)
10. All of Us Together (Words: Jane Lawson; Music: Zilphia Horton)
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11. To Labor / On the Picket Line
12. Wage and Hour Bill Song (Tune: The Merry Go Round Broke Down) / Look
Ahead, Working Man (Tune: Dixie)
13. There Is Power in a Union (Words: Joe Hill; Tune: River in the Blood)
14. Preacher and the Slave / Peat Bog Soldiers
15. Song of the Evicted Tenant / Mammy’s Little Baby Loves a Union Shop
16. Forward, We’ve Not Forgotten / Union’s Call
17. Workers’ Lullabye [sic] / Workingmen Unite (Words: E.S. Nelson; Music: Red
Wing)
18. March of the Hungry Men
19. I’m Labor
20. Solidarity Forever / My Country Tis of Thee (Words: Don West)
21. Hold the Fort / Whirlwinds of Danger
22. Salute the Dawn
“Folk Songs and Others”
1. Ain’ G’wine Be Treated This Away
2. Ain’ G’wine Study War No More / Somebody Knocking at Your Door / We Shall
Not Be Moved
3. Couldn’t Hear Nobody Pray / Come On, Let’s Go to the Buryin’
4. Down in the Valley / Sourwood Mountain
5. Farmer Comes to Town
6. Strange Things Happening in this Land
7. Hol di ridi a / Home on the Range
8. We are Building a Strong Union / No More Mourning
9. Silver Trumpet
10. Crawdad Song / Zum Ta Di Ja
11. The Hunting Round / Follow Me / Are You Sleeping / We Have Gathered / Listen
to the Boss Cry
12. The Peddler
13. Lift Every Voice and Sing

Songs Labor Folk War, 1943/44
“Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tenn.”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

America (Samuel Francis Smith; Henry Carey?)
Star Spangled Banner (Francis Scott Key; John Stafford Smith)
We Shall Not Be Moved (Music: Old Hymn Tune)
Solidarity (Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic)
Arise You Workers (Italian Origin)
Hold the Fort (English Transport Workers’ Song; from a Hymn Tune)
Look Ahead Working Man (ILGWU Worker in Texas; Tune: Dixie)
Put on Your Smart New Bonnet (Words: Bill Wolff; Music: Put on Your Old
Grey Bonnet)
9. Goin’ Down the Road (American Folk)
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10. No More Mournin’ (Words by John Hancock [sic], member of the Southern
Tenant Farmer’s Union in Ark.; From a hymn tune)
11. Raggedy, Raggedy Are We (John Handcox [sic] Southern Tenant Farmer’s
Union; John Handcox [sic] / Jim Crow (Words by the Almanacs; American Folk)
12. We’re Gonna Roll the Union On (Southern labor song, anonymous; American
Folk)
13. Mamma Doan’ Low (As sung by Lee Hayes; American Folk)
14. Union Maid (Words: by Woody Guthrie and the Almanacs; Tune: Red Wing)
15. Heigh-Ho (tune: Dwarf’s Song in “Snow White”)
16. Working in a Factory (Revised for 1943 W. Hille; Levee Song)
17. It’s a Good Thing to Join a Union (Words: Ada Hickman; Tune: Tipperary)
18. Men of the Soil (Words: Harold Hildreth; Danish Folk Tune)
19. Joe Hill (Words by Alfred Hayes; Music by Earl Robinson)
20. The Preacher and the Slave (Words by Joe Hill; from a Gospel Hymn Tune;
“Note: This song is written about so-called preachers who sell themselves to
reactionary bosses, and is not intended as any reflection on religion or honest
ministers of the Gospel.”)
21. Casey Jones (Words by Joe Hill; American Folk)
22. Workers Lullaby (Tune: Rock-a-bye Baby)
23. Free and Equal Blues (Words: Earl Robinson; Tune: St. James Infirmary; “It has
been found that the verses of this song are best when spoken to musical
accompaniment.”)
24. Boom Town Bill (Woodie [sic} Guthrie with Chorus added; The Wabash
Cannonball)
25. Boom Town Bill [second part]
26. Keep That Oil a-Rollin’ (Almanac Singers)
27. Marching to Democracy (Words: M.S.; Marching Through Georgia)
28. Working Together (Revised for 1943 – W. Hille; Tune: Red River Valley)
29. Deliver the Goods (The Almanacs)
30. C.I.O. – See How We Grow (Words: Zilphia Horton; Three Blind Mice)
31. I’m Gonna Build My Heaven (“A Modern Spiritual;” Lewis Allan)
32. Union Fights the Battle of Freedom (ILGWU 1941 refrain; Tune: Jericho)
33. Song of Freedom (Words: Yona Finkelstein; English Folk tune)
34. A Union Man (Tune: When Johnny Comes Marching Home)
35. Which Side Are You On? (Words: The Reese Sisters; Tune: from an old Hymn) /
Are You Sleeping (Adapted by Bill Wolff; Old French-Canadian Song)
36. Taking It Easy (Almanac Singers)
37. The New Martins and the Coys (Almanac Singers; Tune: American Folk)
38. Adolph, Dear (Words and Music by Elie Siegmeister)
39. Children of Freedom (Words: Elie Siegmeister; Music: Elie Siegmeister; “For
Willa and Mimi)
40. Hillburn the Fair (Poetry: Countee Cullen; Music: Waldemar Hille)
41. The Rollback Blues (Vern Partlow; “Adapted as the Theme Song of the Women’s
Auxiliary of the American Newspaper Guild”)
42. Keeping Score for ’44 (Words: Vern Partlow; Tune: Oh Susanna)
43. Roll Back the Prices (Words: Kathleen Trager; Tune: Roll Out the Barrel)
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44. Peat Bog Soldiers (“Die Moorsoldaten”; “Notated by Hanns Eisler, German
Concentration Camp”)
45. United Nations Song (Words: Harold Rome; Music by D. Shostakovitch)
46. Oh, When the New World Is Revealed (Words: adapted; Tune: Old Gospel
Hymn)
47. Meadow Land, Meadow Land (Cavalry of the Steppes; Russian Text by Guser,
English version by M.L. Korr; Music by L. Knipper)
48. Waltzing Matilda (“Known as the Unofficial National Anthem of Australia”)
49. Make Strong the Union (“From the Victory Song Bag packed by the L.A.N.G.;
Words: Bill Oliver; Tune: Waltzing Matilda)
50. Chinese Workers Song (Chinese workers song; From an old Melody)
51. Freedom – Freiheit (Song of the Thaelmann Battalion; Karl Ernst; Peter Daniel)
52. Four Freedoms – Four Duties (“Quotes” from speeches-adapted Hille; ’42-W.
Hille)
53. Hard Times in the Mill (Words by Aurelia Ellison and Columbia Mill Workers;
Music: Folk)
54. We Have Gathered (Words: Ester Peterson with adaptation; Old English)

Sing Out Brother, undated
“Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tenn”
1. America (Samuel Francis Smith; Henry Carey?)
2. Star Spangled Banner (Francis Scott Key; John Stafford Smith)
3. We Shall Not Be Moved (Music: Old Hymn Tune)
4. Solidarity (Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic)
5. Arise You Workers (Italian Origin)
6. Hold the Fort (English Transport Workers’ Song; from a Hymn Tune)
7. Look Ahead Working Man (ILGWU Worker in Texas; Tune: Dixie)
8. Put on Your Smart New Bonnet (Words: Bill Wolff; Music: Put on Your Old
Grey Bonnet)
9. Goin’ Down the Road (American Folk)
10. No More Mournin’(Words by John Hancock [sic], member of the Southern
Tenant Farmer’s Union in Ark.; From a hymn tune)
11. Raggedy, Raggedy Are We (John Handcox, Southern Tenant Farmer’s Union;
John Handcox) / Jim Crow (Words by the Almanacs; American Folk)
12. Roll the Union On (Southern Labor Union Song, Anonymous; American Folk)
13. Mama Don’ Low
14. Union Maid (Words: by Woody Guthrie and the Almanacs; Tune: Red Wing)
15. Heigh-Ho (Tune: Dwarf’s Song in “Snow White”)
16. Parlez-vous (Tune: “Mademoiselle From Armatiers”)
17. It’s a Good Thing to Join a Union (Words: Ada Hickman; Tune: Tipperary)
18. Men of the Soil (Words: Harold Hildreth; Danish Folk Tune)
19. Joe Hill (Words by Alfred Hayes; Music by Earl Robinson)
20. Preacher and the Slave (Words by Joe Hill; from a Gospel Hymn Tune; “Note:
This song is written about so-called preachers who sell themselves to reactionary
bosses, and is not intended as any reflection on religion or honest ministers of the
Gospel.”)
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21. Casey Jones (Words by Joe Hill; American Folk)
22. Workers’ Lullaby (Tune: Rock-a-bye Baby)
23. 60-Million Jobs (Words: Glen Goolsby, student CIO Term, ’46 Highlander;
Tune:Old Time Religion) / That Good Old CIO (Words: Etta Hobson – CIO term
’46/Highlander; Tune: Old Time Religion)
24. Boom Town Bill (Woodie [sic} Guthrie with Chorus added; The Wabash
Cannonball)
25. Boom Town Bill Part 2
26. Keep the Oil a Rollin’ (Almanac Singers)
27. Marching to Democracy (Words: M.S.; Marching Through Georgia)
28. Great Day (Words by Highlander Students, F.T.A. Term, 1946; Old “Jubilee”
Tune)
29. Abe Lincoln (Verse Words: by Alfred Hayes and Earl Robinson; Chorus Words:
Abraham Lincoln; Music by Earl Robinson)
30. Abe Lincoln Part 2
31. Goin’ to Build My Heaven (“a modern spiritual”; Lewis Allan)
32. Union Fights the Battle of Freedom (ILGWU 1941 refrain; Tune: Jericho)
33. Song of Freedom (Words: Yona Finkelstein; English Folk tune)
34. Union Man (Tune: When Johnny Comes Marching Home)
35. Which Side Are You On (Words: The Reese Sisters; Tune: from an old Hymn)
36. On the Picket Line (Tune: Polly Wolly Doodle; on bottom of page – “Highlander
Folk School, ‘46)
37. Rich Man- Poor Man
38. We Are Building a Strong Union (Words: from Marion, N.C. Strike; Music:
Negro Spiritual, We Are Climbing Jacob’s Ladder) / Come All You Workers (J.P.
Montagino, student CIO term Higlander ’46; Tune: Onward Christian Soldiers)
39. Free and Equal Blues (Words: John LaTouche; Music: Earl Robinson)
40. Free and Equal Blues Part 2
41. Watchin’ Tricks for ’46 (Words: Vern Partlow, adapted for 1946; Tune: Oh
Susanna)
42. March of the Hungry Men (Words: Reginald Wright Kaufman; Music: Agnes
Cunningham)
43. We Will Overcome (Words: Highlander Students FTA term ’46; Music: Old
Negro Spiritual)
44. Peat Bog Soldiers (“Die Moorsoldaten”; “Notated by Hanns Eisler, German
Concentration Camp”)
45. United Nations Song (Words: Harold Rome; Music by D. Shostakovitch)
46. Salute the Dawn (Words: Translation from French by Anna Louise Strong; Music
‘The United Nations’ p 45 by D. Shostakovitch)
47. Meadowland, Meadowland (Cavalry of the Steppes; Russian Text by Guser,
English version by M.L. Korr; Music by L. Knipper)
48. Waltzing Matilda (“Known as the Unofficial National Anthem of Australia”)
49. When the New World Is Revealed (Words: adapted; Tune: Old Gospel Hymn)
50. Come Fellow Workers (“Chinese”; Chinese workers song; From an old Melody)
51. Freedom– Freiheit (Song of the Thaelmann Battalion; Karl Ernst; Peter Daniel)
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52. Hard Times in the Mill (Words by Aurelia Ellison and Columbia Mill Workers;
Music: Folk)
53. Whirlwinds of Danger (From “Let’s Sing!” ILGWU Song Book; “Rebel Song
Book; “Songs of the People”; Polish Workers’ Song)
54. Rankin Tree (Words and Music: Lee Hays and Walter Loewenfels)
55. Union Call (Tune: Red River Valley) / We Ain’t Gonna Slave No More (Tune: It
Ain’t Gonna Rain No More)

Songs About Labor, date unknown
Cover page missing
1. America / Solidarity Forever
2. Abe Lincoln
3. Arise You Workers (Music: Italien [sic] Workers Song, Bandiera Rossa) /
Chiseler’s Sorrow (Words: Herschel Phillips; Tune: Ninety-Nine Years) /
Workers’ Lullabye
4. All of Us Together (Words: Jane Lawson; Music: Zilphia Horton)
5. Just Because He’s Human (Words: Bert Brecht; Music: Hans Eisler) / Joe Hill
(Words: Alfred Hayes; Music: Earl Robinson)
6. Casey Jones (Words: Joe Hill)
7. The Peat Bog Soldiers / The Preacher and the Slave
8. The Workers’ Funeral Hymn (Words: J.E. Sinclair; Tune: Abide with Me) /
There Is Power in a Union (Words: Joe Hill; Tune: River in the Blood)
9. Parlez-Vous (Tune: Madamoiselle [sic] from Armetiers / Company Union
National Anthem
10. The More We Stick Together / Farther Along
11. Forward, We’ve Not Forgotten / The Union’s Call
12. John L. Lewis Had a Plan (Music: Old MacDonald Had a Farm) / Hard Times in
the Mill
13. Hold the Fort / Whirlwinds of Danger
14. I’m Labor / The March of the Hungry Men
15. Wage and Hour Bill Song (Tune: The Merry Go Round Broke Down) / Look
Ahead, Working Man (Tune: Dixie)
16. Song of the Evicted Tenant / Mammy’s Little Baby Loves a Union Shop
17. We Are Building a Strong Union / No More Mourning
18. To Labor / On the Picket Line
19. The Rich Man and the Poor Man (Tune: Old English Air)
20. Salute the Dawn
21. Stand Up! Ye Workers (Words: Ethel Comer; Tune: Stand Up For Jesus) /
Slaving in a Factory (Dallas, Texas, Strikers Song; Music: I’ve Been Working on
the Railroad)
22. Strange Things Happening in This Land
“Songs We Like to Sing, Folk Songs, Negro Spirituals, Rounds”
1. Ain’t Gwine Study War No More / Somebody Knocking at Your Door / We Shall
Not Be Moved
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2. The Hunting Round / Follow Me / Are You Sleeping / We Have Gathered / Hol
Di Ri Dia
3. Water Boy (Negro Railroad Workers) / Cannon Ball
4. Nobody Knows de Trouble I See / Careless Love / Go Down, Moses / Looky,
Looky Yonder
5. Couldn’t Hear Nobody Pray / Come on to the Buryin’
6. Down in the Valley / Sourwood Mountain
7. The Farmer Comes to Town / G’wine Down the Road
8. My Silver Trumpet / Lift Every Voice and Sing
9. Tennessee Traveller
10. Tennessee Traveller Part 2
11. Where Are You Going My Good Old Man
12. We Are Building a Strong Union / No More Mourning

Songs of the Soil, undated, but after WWII (see #7 below)
Highlander Folk School
1. America (Samuel Francis Smith; Henry Corey) / No More Mourning
2. Home on the Range / Look Ahead, Union Farmer (Tune: Dixie)
3. Goin’ Down the Road / Crawdad Song
4. Rich Man, Poor Man (Tune: Old English Air)
5. When the Farmer Comes to Town
6. Down in the Valley / Co-operation Is Our Aim (Tune: There is a Tavern in the
Town, by Norman Kell)
7. The Martins and the Coys (“This is a war song, but we put it in with no apologies
because we have so much fun singing it.)
8. You Are My Sunshine / Gimme Them Sixty Million Jobs (Words: Glenn
Goolsby; Tune: That Old Time Religion)
9. Men of the Soil (Words: Harold Hildreth; Danish Folk Tune; “This song was
born in the struggle of the farmers who supply Chicago’s milk, to get decent
prices for their milk.”)
10. Barbara Allen / Careless Love
11. Cannon Ball
12. Arise You Farmers (Music: Italian Workers Song, Bandiera Rossa) / Peat Bog
Soldiers (This is a song of the German people who fought Hitler and were thrown
into concentration camps. Unable to sing their songs of protest to the fascist
system, they sang The Peat Bog Soldiers with such feeling that they were made to
stop singing at all.”)
13. We Shall Not Be Moved (Music: Old Hymn Tune) / The United Nations (Words:
Harold Rome; Music: by D. Shostakovitch)
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